Promotion Case Executive Summary
This document summarizes my case for promotion from Assistant Professor of English to
Associate Professor of English based on Excellence in Teaching and Satisfactory in Research and
Service.
Brief Institutional Overview: Indiana University Kokomo is a public, four-year university located
in Kokomo, Indiana, a city of 50,000 people an hour due north of Indianapolis. IU Kokomo
opened its doors in 1932 as “Kokomo Junior College” and became part of the IU system in 1945.
Today, the institution serves nearly 4,000 students in a 14-county area in north central Indiana,
a region whose economy has historically depended on agriculture and automobile
manufacturing. Because of the region’s economic roots and other factors, many of our
incoming students are first-generation college students, and we are first and foremost a
teaching institution.

Excellence in Teaching
On page 3, the Indiana University Kokomo School of Humanities and Social Sciences Promotion
and Tenure Criteria state that the following guidelines are to be used if Excellence in Teaching
is being sought as the basis for promotion from Assistant Professor to Associate Professor:
a. Teaching as the area of excellence
The candidate should have demonstrated their teaching to be extremely effective in
promoting student learning and engagement, with a documented pattern of assessment
and reflection on teaching outcomes, and based on self, peer, and student evaluation
and review. Evidence such as a consistent willingness to engage in new course
development as needed, continuous course improvement, and to work individually with
students should be demonstrated. (See also sections 1.1 and 1.1.1 of the Department of
Humanities Annual Evaluation and Promotion and Tenure Guidelines.)
In the following section, I will show how I meet the criteria for Excellence in Teaching by
grouping my activities and accomplishments into four broad categories cited in the IU
Kokomo School of Humanities and Social Sciences Promotion and Tenure Criteria:
(1) course development/improvement and effective teaching in diverse areas;
(2) my individual mentorship of students at all levels, including undergraduate/graduate
research;
(3) initiatives in student learning and engagement—both solo and collaborative—on my
own campus, statewide, and within the entire IU system; and
(4) participation in the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning (SoTL).
What follows is a brief summary of my teaching accomplishments.
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Course Development and Pedagogical Innovations
As I write in my Teaching Philosophy (full-text available here), my pedagogy is always dedicated
to sharing knowledge and teaching practical skills of literacy and thinking. In addition to making
sure my students have a firm grasp on content-based knowledge and writing skills, I also
provide them with the necessary tools to map an area of inquiry or a critical conversation. In all
of my courses and engagements with students, I strive to provide readings, artifacts, and
exercises that (1) provoke intense discussions and responses that resonate with my students’
own needs, interests, and experiences; (2) cultivate in them capacities for response, especially
in terms of their encounters with others and with challenging texts and artifacts; and (3) expand
their awareness of their situatedness in the world.
Since joining the faculty at Indiana University Kokomo in the fall of 2012, I have developed and
taught just over 40 courses total for a diverse range of students at all levels, from incoming
freshmen in the Bridge Program and at-risk students in first-year writing courses to second- and
third-year graduate students working on their theses, English majors and non-English majors,
and a fair sampling of every other type of student in between. Among those courses some
highlights include:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

three Senior Seminar Capstone courses in English (ENG-L 495), Communication Arts
(SPCH-S 400), and New Media Theory (NMAT-G 411);
an invited Honors Colloquium on digital culture and media (HON-H 399);
six completed thesis projects for students in the Master of Arts in Liberal Studies (MALS)
program (three as thesis Chairperson);
an Independent Study in Writing (ENG-W 395) and two Internships in Writing (ENG-W
398);
five themed courses in Freshman Learning Communities (FLCs);
nearly a dozen Honors-option courses (HON-H 275), which involved developing special
assignments for individual Honors students;
and more than a dozen Senior Seminar projects with individual students (see
“Mentoring Students” below for more details).

More specifically, I have now developed and taught 16 new courses in ten regular-term
semesters at IU Kokomo. My teaching has also been observed by my colleagues a total of five
times in five years—these observation letters are linked to the individual faculty member’s
name below:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

ENG-W 365: Technical Editing (Observed by Dr. Scott Jones in Fall 2012)
ENG-L 202: Literary Interpretation (Observed by Dr. Joe Keener in Summer 2015)
ENG-W 131: Reading, Writing, & Inquiry I (Observed by Dr. Chris Darr in Fall 2015)
ENG-W 132: Elementary Composition II (Observed by Dr. Tara Kingsley in Spring 2017)
ENG-G 301: History of the English Language (Observed by Prof. Wayne Madsen in Spring
2017 and by Dr. Eva White in Spring 2017)
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*A note on viewing the course profiles: Below is a complete list of the courses I have developed
and taught during my tenure at IU Kokomo. Clicking on select course titles will take you to a
course profile, which includes
▪

▪
▪

a brief reflection statement on how I have assessed student learning and revised the
course as needed based on student and peer feedback and my own ongoing pedagogical
research;
course evaluation summaries (quantitative and qualitative data);
Links to the most recent course syllabus, key assignments, course projects, and
pedagogical innovations from the past five years.

In several cases, I also include older versions of the syllabus when I explicitly highlight a major
curricular revision or thematic overhaul of the course in my course reflection. Please note that
not every course links to a course profile; rather, I have included select course profiles for those
courses that I feel exemplify both my curricular/pedagogical innovations and showcase how
effectively I revise my teaching through continual assessment and reflection on learning
outcomes. (Note: each course title does link to either a course profile or the most recent course
syllabus.) Some course profiles also contain excerpted comments from my faculty colleague’s
teaching observation letters—see above for a complete list and links to the full-text of these
letters.
Finally, an asterisk (*) next to a course title denotes that I have taught this course multiple
times, each time with significant revisions to the curriculum and pedagogical approach. A
hashtag (#) next to a course title indicates that some semesters this course was also cross-listed
as a graduate-level course (LBST-D 511) in our Master of Arts in Liberal Studies (MALS) program,
which means I also developed an alternate, graduate-level syllabus and curriculum specifically
for these students that included additional assignments, course projects, and readings. (I have
developed three such graduate-level syllabi/courses for MALS students.)
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

ENG-W 131: Reading, Writing, & Inquiry I*
ENG-W 132: Elementary Composition II*
ENG-W 210: Literacy & Public Life*
ENG-W 215: Introduction to Rhetoric
ENG-W 311: Writing Creative Nonfiction
ENG-W 365: Technical Editing*#
ENG-W 368: Research Methods & Materials*#
ENG-W 395: Independent Study in Writing
ENG-W 400: Issues in the Teaching of Writing#
ENG-L 202: Literary Interpretation*
ENG-L 295: American Film Culture*
ENG-L 495: Senior Seminar in English / SPCH-S 400: Senior Seminar in
Communication Arts
ENG-G 301: History of the English Language
NMAT-G 411: New Media Theory (Senior Seminar Capstone)
HSS-E 110: IU Kokomo Summer Bridge Program*
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LBST-D 511: Thesis Writing & Indep. Studies (MALS Program)
HON-H 399: Honors Colloquium on “Digital Culture and Its (Dis)Contents”

As the only faculty member at IU Kokomo with a PhD in rhetoric and composition studies and a
full-time teaching load—and given my diverse research background—I am able to teach a wide
variety of courses, seminars, and independent studies with students in several overlapping
disciplines, including cultural studies, new media theory/technology studies, rhetorical theory
and history, linguistics, technical editing, film studies, research methods and materials, critical
theory, and composition/writing studies. Fortunately for both my teaching portfolio and my
research interests, my colleagues in the Department of English and Language Studies (ELS)
specialize primarily in literary studies, which gives me the chance to hone my teaching and
research in creative and relevant ways. I have a great deal of autonomy, in other words, in
terms of what I can teach, as evidenced by the list above, but I am also able to shape my
interests to the needs of the ELS Department in strategic and innovative ways.

Mentoring Students at All Levels
Throughout my career at IU Kokomo, I have made a special effort to forge mentorship or
“coaching” relationships with students regardless of major, level, or academic area. I have
mentored and written countless letters of recommendation for individual students, several of
whom have gone on to graduate school, competitive TA-ships, and even the editorship of an
academic journal. I am a regular participant in our campus’s VIP recruitment days, I have always
served as an interviewer at our annual Crimson and Cream Scholarship Days, acted as a judge
for our Department’s high school writing contest, as a reviewer for Field (our literary journal),
and I’ve acted with students in a stage production of You Can’t Take It with You and even
played softball and flag football on the “#FACULTAFF” team. In 2015-16, I also assisted with the
coaching of our Cross-Country Team.
I regularly assist the retention efforts of the Academic Advising Office by reaching out to and in
some cases assisting students I have come to know well, and I share my passion for learning as
much as possible, whether that takes place in the classroom, via Table Talks (see below for
more detail), on the stage, on a run, or on a trip to a Bloomington art gallery. Each year since
2013, I have been an enthusiastic participant and judge at the IU Kokomo Student Research
Symposium, encouraging my own students to submit their research projects and actively
mentoring and supporting those who do. In many cases, I have provided in-depth feedback to
several students about their presentations as a judge and even worked with individual students
to design courses and submit their work for publication. I have also co-developed a course with
an undergraduate student.
Graduate Research
I have served as the thesis director for three successful MALS thesis projects:
▪ Navi Vernon, “Write to Recovery: Isolating Characteristics of Successful Therapeutic
Writing to Guide Others Towards Recovery” (2014)
▪ Mary Kennelly, “What’s Up with Grading in First-Year Writing?” (2015)
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Chad Wagoner, “Mixed Martial Arts and Chronic Traumatic Encephalopathy: Is There a
Correlation?” (2016)

I have also served as a thesis committee member for four successful MALS thesis projects:
▪ Greg Ogle, “Friendship and Trust in Second Life: An Autoethnography of Social
Interactions in an Anonymous Virtual World” (2014)
▪ Scott Manthe, “Signals of Participation: Degrees of Involvement at Internet-only and
Over-the-air Student-run College Radio Stations” (2015)
▪ Jesse Sopher, “A Queer Golden Age: Negotiating Influences of Advocacy, Community,
and Heteronormativity in Queer Television Narratives” (2015)
▪ Keith Lane, “Workplace Assimilation: A Study of the Perception of Being Valued” (2016)
Undergraduate Research, Internships, & Independent Studies
▪ Alexis Nash, “A Meta-investigation of Internships in the US” This Academic Internship
explored the concept and history of academic internships, using as our primary text Ross
Perlin’s book Intern Nation: How to Learn Nothing and Earn Little in a Brave New
Economy (2012). (2015)
▪ Joshua Mahoney, TA and course co-developer for “The Corporation: Giants among Us”
This Academic Internship resulted in the development of the second iteration of ENG-W
210: Literacy and Public Life, which took as its theme the role of multinational
corporations in American society. (2014)
▪ Julie Earl, “An Exploration of the Common Core Standards in K-12 Public Education in
Indiana.” This Independent Study on the Common Core in Indiana’s public high schools
culminated in a presentation at the IU Kokomo Student Research Symposium. (2013)

Initiatives in Teaching, Learning, and Student Success
Teaching and researching at a regional, teaching-intensive, and primarily undergraduate
university has provided me with ample opportunities to engage with both students and
teachers from across campus and across the state of Indiana. In this section, I outline some of
these initiatives and highlight my contributions to enhancing student learning and expanding
the curriculum.
Director of Writing
As Director of Writing, I am responsible for
▪ mentoring, training, and retaining a core of adjunct faculty, a group of approximately 15
dedicated writing instructors, several of whom have been with IU Kokomo for several
years;
▪ developing and leading a two-day in-service training program every summer for adjunct
and resident instructors of first-year writing (ENG-W 131/132) since 2014;
▪ working one-on-one with adjunct faculty and helping them develop as teachers (e.g.,
conducting classroom observations of teaching, meeting in my office for pedagogical
discussions, and communicating with adjunct instructors via email and Canvas);
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making textbook adoptions and other curricular and pedagogical decisions for
everything related to ENG-W 131/132;
working with other Writing Directors in the IU system on various committees and
subcommittees to revise curriculum for ENG-W 131, launch initiatives, and plan a
statewide conference; and
building and maintaining our “Resources for ENG-W 131/132” Canvas site to
communicate with adjunct faculty, share handouts and assignments, make
announcements, and to train adjunct and resident faculty in how to use Canvas more
effectively to respond to student writing;

In 2013-14, I was part of an IU system-wide committee that was charged with overhauling the
major assignments and curriculum in ENG-W 131. I also research best practices related to
writing-intensive courses and making sure that our campus’s definitions are in line; ensure
other pedagogical best practices related to the complexity of writing and writing instruction;
visit colleagues’ classrooms to talk with their students about the writing process, ESL/L2 issues,
or even a specific issue such as APA documentation. I have developed and delivered several
informal workshops on grading and responding to student writing, crafting more effective
writing assignments, and grading with Canvas. I have also attended department and school
meetings with other units on campus (such as the Schools of Nursing and Education) to address
the issues they see in student writing. I helped the Director of the Writing Center revise the
Writing Center’s tutor report forms and student referral forms, and I am also responsible for
performing the Writing Center Director’s annual evaluation.
Table Talks at IU Kokomo
In the fall of 2015, prompted in part by the data gathered by our campus’s National Survey of
Student Engagement (NSSE) and by my own experiences in the classroom, I developed Table
Talks at IU Kokomo, a project in enriching student learning and engaging with faculty colleagues
across campus that is important to me and my overall teaching philosophy. Table Talks is an
exclusive opportunity for students to sit down with a panel of select faculty over lunch to
discuss challenging, contentious, and sometimes controversial topics outside of the more
hierarchical, often grade-driven structure of the classroom. Shortly after developing the idea, I
was joined by a colleague in Communication Arts with whom I now co-produce our events. As
of the summer of 2017, Table Talks has held nine events on topics ranging from the high costs
of college and the intersections of belief and knowledge to discussions of gender and identity
in the workplace and the automotive history of Kokomo, Indiana and the rise of "fake news." I
also maintain an active group page for Table Talks on Facebook and Canvas where we post
relevant articles and podcasts, as well as announcements for upcoming events.
Faculty Fellow – Student Success Academy
In the Spring of 2017, after being nominated by my chair, I was selected by the Center for
Teaching, Learning, and Assessment (CTLA) at IU Kokomo to be a Faculty Fellow in the Student
Success Academy, a relatively-new initiative on our campus that trains faculty in best practices
for promoting student success, engagement, and retention in first-year courses such as ENG-W
131/132. Faculty Fellows in this program participate in CTLA programming, act as guest
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speakers, and offer workshops, webinars, and other activities to promote student success,
implement new innovations into their classroom practices, and share their research with faculty
campus-wide.
Basic Online Developer’s Certificate
In 2013, I earned my Basic Online Developer’s Certificate from the CTLA by completing all
required coursework. I was also an enthusiastic early-adopter of Canvas, and I have helped
many faculty—both adjunct faculty and resident faculty colleagues—navigate the complexities
of Canvas for their own courses, both online and face-to-face.
Advance College Project (ACP)
In the fall of 2014, I assumed my one-year role as IU’s ACP site visitor for the north-central
Indiana region. This responsibility taught me a great deal about how ENG-W 131 is taught in
Indiana high schools, and it put me into regional high school classrooms where I was able to
meet and respond to questions about IU Kokomo and our first-year writing courses. I am still
active in the statewide ACP program through IU Bloomington, and I plan to attend their annual
summer workshop in July 2017.
KEY Taskforce and REAL Criteria Subcommittee Member
I am an active member of both the KEY Taskforce and the REAL Criteria subcommittee (Record
of Experiential and Applied Learning). Both of these valuable activities have allowed me to
shape academic programs and policy at the campus level, including reshaping our first-year
programs and course offerings for incoming freshmen in our Rethinking the First Year (RFY)
Initiative.
Core Transfer Library (CTL) Reviewer
As CTL Reviewer, I am responsible for reviewing numerous syllabi for both creative writing and
professional writing courses from institutions that transfer students to IU Kokomo (and vice
versa). Our goal is to ensure the course criteria from these institutions meet the curriculum
standards for these same courses at IU Kokomo.

Scholarship of Teaching and Learning (SoTL)
I have participated in a variety of SoTL activities, including researching and publishing an article
on the writing habits of graduate student writers in so-called “hybrid” courses (i.e., courses
with both an undergraduate and graduate enrollment), giving five teaching-related
presentations at large national and international pedagogy conferences, and
coordinating/presenting at a statewide academic conference for writing teachers in both
college and K-12.
Peer-Reviewed SoTL Publication
Henderson, Brian R. and Paul Cook. “Voicing Graduate Student Writing Experiences: A Study of
Hybrid Courses at Two Master’s-level, Regional Institutions.” Graduate Writing Across
the Disciplines: Identifying, Teaching, and Supporting. Eds. Trixie Smith and Katie
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Manthey. Fort Collins, CO: WAC Clearinghouse, 2017. Print. (In press: forthcoming in
2017.)
SoTL Presentations
▪ In March 2015 and April 2016, I presented papers at the Conference on College
Composition and Communication (CCCC) in Tampa, Florida and Houston, Texas,
respectively. Both of these presentations focused on writing pedagogy, the teaching of
writing, and issues related to Writing across the Curriculum/Writing in the Disciplines
(WAC/WID). CCCC is the international flagship conference for rhetoric and composition
studies, and as such has a year-to-year acceptance rate of under 15% for contributed
talks.
▪ In April 2014, I presented for the first time at the American Educational Research
Association (AERA) meeting in Philadelphia on a panel that included Peter McLaren, a
well-known critical pedagogy theorist and scholar. AERA is a national interdisciplinary
research association for scholars who conduct educational research.
▪ In September of 2016, I researched active reading pedagogy for K-12 and college
students and presented a workshop on teaching students to read critically at IUPUI’s
Disciplinary Pathways to Learning conference in Indianapolis. I recruited a colleague in
philosophy to help with the workshop and several adjunct writing faculty and full-time
faculty from IU Kokomo also attended the conference. I was also a member of the sixperson committee of IU writing directors who organized and put on this statewide
conference for teachers of writing.
▪ Collaborating with colleagues in Communication Arts and the IU Kokomo Library, the
“Information Literacy Assessment Team” (ILAT) developed a longitudinal study of
information literacy assessment in ENG-W 131 and SPCH-S 121. In October 2016, we
presented the findings from our pilot surveys at IUPUI’s annual Assessment Institute,
and I began transforming our presentation into a publishable manuscript. (We also
presented a revised version of this presentation at the 3rd annual Faculty Research
Symposium at IU Kokomo in March 2017.) In June 2017, we submitted this manuscript
to Assessment Update. This valuable research on assessing how and where our students
get their information serves all academic areas at IU Kokomo.

Satisfactory in Research
On page 5, the Indiana University Kokomo School of Humanities and Social Sciences
Promotion and Tenure Criteria state the following guidelines concerning research for
promotion from Assistant Professor to Associate Professor if an evaluation of satisfactory is
being sought in the category of research. They are defined as follows:
b. Minimum accepted standards in scholarship for faculty producing scholarly works for
purposes of Tenure and Promotion are:
▪ Having at least two, but typically three, refereed publications (can be in press) since the
last appointment in rank at IU Kokomo; and, other evidence of or dedication to research
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as noted in section 3.1.2 of the Department of Humanities Annual Evaluation
and Promotion and Tenure Guidelines.
My diverse research interests and background in rhetoric and composition studies have given
me the tools to research and publish in a variety of academic areas, from articles on WAC/WID
issues and writing pedagogy to analyses of neoliberal economic rationality and academic labor.
I exceed the minimum criteria for satisfactory in research as I have
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

3 peer-reviewed publications (in addition to the SoTL article listed above);
1 review essay in a highly-regarded journal in my discipline;
2 article manuscripts currently under review;
8 conference presentations (in addition to the 5 SoTL presentations listed above);
2 articles and numerous multi-modal book reviews for which I have served as a
reviewer;
1 republished, edited version of one of my publications on InsideHigherEd.com
(forthcoming in Fall 2017);
2 well-received Special Topics Sessions on “Politics and Pedagogy” at the Rocky
Mountain Modern Language Association (RMMLA); and
2 Grant-in-Aid awards for scholarly research (awarded on the basis of merit).

Peer-Reviewed Publications
Cook, Paul. “First-year Composition Should Be Skipped.” Bad Ideas about Writing. Eds. Cheryl
Ball and Drew Loewe. Morgantown, WV: West Virginia University’s Digital Publishing
Initiative (WVU-DPI), 2017. Print and Web. (In press: forthcoming in 2017.)
Cook, Paul. “Notes from the Margins: WAC/WID and the Institutional Politics of Place(ment).”
Across the Disciplines: A Journal of Language, Learning, and Academic Writing 11 (2014):
n. pag. Web.
Cook Paul. “Survival Guide Advice and the Spirit of Academic Entrepreneurship: Why Graduate
Students Will Never Just Take Your Word for It.” Workplace: A Journal for Academic
Labor 21 (2013): 25-39. Web.
Review Essay
Cook, Paul. Rev. of “Composition in the Age of Austerity,” pres. by Tom Fox, Tony Scott, and
Nancy Welch. Chair. Lil Brannon. Conference on College Composition and
Communication Annual Convention. JW Marriott, Indianapolis, IN. 20 Mar. 2014.
Conference presentation. Kairos 19.1 (2014): n. pag., Web.
Peer-Reviewed Manuscripts under Review
Darr, Chris and Paul Cook. “Rhetoric, Politics, and the Ideological State Apparatus in U.S.
Supreme Court Confirmation Hearings.” (Currently under review at Communication Law
Review.)
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Yan He, Paul Cook, Chris Darr, and Polly Boruff-Jones. “Assessing Information Literacy on a
Regional Campus.” (Currently under review at Assessment Update.)
Research Presentations
▪ “Assessing Information Literacy in General Education on a Regional Campus.” IU
Kokomo Faculty Research Symposium. Kokomo, IN: 2017. (Co-researchers: Yan He, Polly
Boruff-Jones, and Dr. Chris Darr.)
▪ “Serial: What a Podcast Can Tell Us about How We Live Now.” IU Kokomo Faculty
Research Symposium. Kokomo, IN: 2015.
▪ “Survival Guide Advice and the Spirit of Academic Entrepreneurship: Why Graduate
Students Will Never Just Take Your Word for It.” Rocky Mountain Modern Language
Association. Boise, ID: 2014.
▪ “Notes from the Margins: WAC/WID and the Institutional Politics of Place(ment).”
Pacific Ancient and Modern Language Association. San Diego, CA: 2013.
▪ “Pedagogue or Provocateur? Walking the Line in the Neoliberal U.” Rocky Mountain
Modern Language Association. Vancouver, WA: 2013.
▪ “Altered Politics: The Other in Big-Budget Hollywood Action Films of the Cold War Era.”
New England American Studies Association Annual Conference. Mashantucket, CT:
2013.
▪ “Jobs, Networks, and the Democratization of Information.” Networked Humanities:
From Within and Without the University. Lexington, KY: 2013.
▪ “Passivity, Scandal, and Teaching: The Rhetoric of Passive Voice.” Rocky Mountain
Modern Language Association. Boulder, CO: 2012.
Reviewer of Articles for Journals
▪ Reviewer for The SoJo Journal: Educational Foundations and Social Justice Education
▪ Reviewer for Composition Studies
▪ Editorial Board Member, Burningword
▪ Former Book Review Editor for Itineration: Cross-Disciplinary Studies in Rhetoric, Media,
and Culture

Satisfactory in Service
On pages 5-6, the Indiana University Kokomo School of Humanities and Social Sciences
Promotion and Tenure Criteria state the following guidelines concerning research for
promotion from Assistant Professor to Associate Professor if an evaluation of satisfactory is
being sought in the category of service. They are defined as follows:
▪

d. Minimum accepted standards in service for purposes of Tenure and Promotion
require the candidate’s service contributions to reflect a consistent pattern of service
activity at least at the departmental and campus levels. Note, service is judged by its
quality; whether a faculty member received release time or possessed an administrative
appointment for such service is not relevant when judging the quality of service.
Specifically, administrative service is vital to the function of the department, campus,
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and university, and its function should be judged by its impact just as any other service:
administrative service should neither be privileged nor discounted because of its
nature. (See section 3.1.2 of the Department of Humanities Annual Evaluation and
Promotion and Tenure Guidelines for the types of evidence to use to support
satisfactory in service.
My record of service exceeds these minimum standards through a variety of service
accomplishments. My service activities have mainly been focused on service to my
department and campus. The following is not an exhaustive list of my service activities; my CV
lists all of these. Below are just a few highlights with brief descriptions of each activity.
Director of Writing (Campus-wide Service)
My duties and responsibilities as Director of Writing at IU Kokomo tend to fall into two broad
categories: teaching-related and service-related. Since I have already addressed the teachingrelated aspects of this position in the previous section, here I will briefly discuss the servicerelated activities this position entails. I am responsible for
▪

▪
▪
▪

▪
▪

staffing and scheduling all sections of ENG-W 131 and 132 (between 20 and 22 sections
per semester on average), which includes recruiting, interviewing, and training new
adjuncts each year;
handling student complaints and plagiarism cases;
meeting several times per semester via conference call with other writing directors
within the IU system and spearheading various initiatives;
serving on subcommittees composed of other IU system writing directors, and making
sure that IU Kokomo’s writing program is in accordance with statewide mandates and
goals;
developing assessment surveys to receive feedback from writing faculty;
and providing leadership, direction, and a coherent pedagogical vision for the writing
program.

As Director of Writing, I am also a regular attendee at Administrative Council meetings at IU
Kokomo, and my position frequently includes me in campus-wide discussions of retention,
student success, technology requirements (e.g., laptops, computer lab space, etc.), and the
coordination of Freshman Learning Community (FLCs) sections of ENG-W 131. I volunteer to
teach ENG-W 131 in an FLC every fall—and I often teach ENG-W 132 in the Spring or Summer—
so that I can continue to work with our first-year students and enrich my professional
understanding of how to help this population of students achieve success.
Secretary of Faculty Senate (Campus-wide Service)
My role as Secretary of Faculty Senate, a position I held for two years from May 2014 to May
2016, requires a full accounting of the business of the Senate body, as well as regular email
announcements to faculty regarding meetings, documents, updates to the Canvas site, etc.
Since I was Secretary during the shift from Oncourse to Canvas, I had the opportunity to
migrate all of the files and materials into the new learning management suite (LMS), using a
new file organizational system. I have attended all meetings of the Faculty Senate since taking
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office as secretary in 2014, and I attended each meeting with the Chancellor and various offcampus dignitaries, such as IU’s Executive Vice Chancellor John Applegate.
English Program Review Committee Member (Departmental Service)
In 2015, I served as a member of the English Program Review Committee along with my two
colleagues in the English Program. This was a large-scale task that required a great deal of
research and data-gathering, as well as meetings, multiple drafts, revisions, and rewrites of the
Self-Study and other documents. The Review was a crucial step in our growth from an academic
Program to an academic Department in 2016. Each member of the committee shared equal
responsibility for research, drafting, and revising of the Self-Study. I attended all meetings of
the Review Committee and participated in the on-campus portion of the Review, which
included the entire English program.
Search Committees (School Service)
I have also served on four successful search committees at IU Kokomo—in the case of our
Department’s hire in American Literature, we were successful in hiring our first choice out of
nearly 300 candidates—and I am currently serving as the chair of the search committee for a
new Visiting Lecturer in English Composition and ESL.
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Chair, Visiting Lecturer in English (first-year writing and ESL/L2, 2017)
Assistant Professor of English (American Literature, 2014)
Lecturer in English (first-year writing, 2013)
Assistant Professor in Communication Arts (Journalism and Social Media, 2013)
Visiting Assistant Professor in Communication Arts (Journalism and Social Media, 2013)

Summary
The accomplishments outlined above under the sections of Excellence in Teaching, Satisfactory
in Research, and Satisfactory in Service not only show that I have exceeded the minimum
standards established in the IU Kokomo School of Humanities and Social Sciences Tenure and
Promotion Criteria for promotion from Assistant to Associate Professor, but also demonstrate
that I have already taken on many roles and responsibilities of an Associate Professor of English.

PAUL G. COOK
KO 238-D
Indiana University Kokomo
2300 S. Washington Street
Kokomo, Indiana 46904-9003
765/455.9229

4441 Indianola Ave., Apt. 4
Indianapolis, Indiana 46205
paulcook@iuk.edu
iuk.academia.edu/PaulCook
803/479.6597

EXPERIENCE & EDUCATION
Assistant Professor of English & Director of Writing
Indiana University Kokomo

July 2014 to Present
Kokomo, Indiana

Assistant Professor of English
Indiana University Kokomo

August 2012 to Present
Kokomo, Indiana

Assistant Professor of English, Writing across the Curriculum
Coordinator, & Director of the Writing Center
Cottey College

August 2010 to May 2012
Nevada, Missouri

Doctor of Philosophy in English
Major area in Rhetoric and Composition Studies
Specializations in Pedagogy, Composition Theory and History,
and Disciplinary/Institutional Theory
University of South Carolina

December 2009
Columbia, South Carolina

Master of Arts in English
Auburn University

May 2004
Auburn, Alabama

Bachelor of Arts in English (cum laude)
Winthrop University

December 2001
Rock Hill, South Carolina

PUBLICATIONS

Journal Articles
“Notes from the Margins: WAC/WID and the Institutional Politics of Place(ment).” Across the Disciplines:
A Journal of Language, Learning, and Academic Writing 11 (2014): n. pag. Web.
“Survival Guide Advice and the Spirit of Academic Entrepreneurship: Why Graduate Students Will
Never Just Take Your Word for It.” Workplace: A Journal for Academic Labor 21 (2013): 25-39. Web.
“What Is Pedagogy? Ethnographic Questions and Ethological Encounters.” JAC 29 (2009): 757-92.
Print.
“The Rhetoricity of Cultural Literacy.” Pedagogy: Critical Approaches to Teaching Literature, Language, Composition,
and Culture 9 (2009): 487-500. Print.
“Disciplinarity, Pedagogy, and the Future of Education: Introduction.” Pedagogy: Critical Approaches to
Teaching Literature, Language, Composition, and Culture 9 (2009): 471-74. Print. (Co-authored and co-edited
with Adam Ellwanger.)
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Book Chapters
“First-year Composition Should Be Skipped.” Bad Ideas about Writing. Eds. Cheryl Ball and Drew Loewe.
Morgantown, WV: West Virginia University’s Digital Publishing Initiative (WVU-DPI), 2017.
Print and Web. (Forthcoming in 2017.)
“Voicing Graduate Student Writing Experiences: A Study of Hybrid Courses at Two Master’s-level,
Regional Institutions.” Graduate Writing Across the Disciplines: Identifying, Teaching, and Supporting. Eds.
Trixie Smith and Katie Manthey. Fort Collins, CO: WAC Clearinghouse, 2017. Print. (Forthcoming
in 2017: co-authored with Brian R. Henderson.)
“Education.” American Decades: 2000-2009. Ed. Eric Bargeron. Farmington Hills, MI: Gale/Cengage,
2012. 123-55. Print. (Co-authored with Ashley E. Cook.)
“Disciplinarity, Identity Crises, and the Teaching of Writing.” Who Speaks for Writing: Stewardship for Writing
Studies in the 21st Century. Eds. Jennifer Rich and Ethna Lay. New York: Peter Lang, 2012. Print.
“Why Argue?” Introduction. The Carolina Reader. Eds. Lee Bauknight, Brooke Rollins, and Emily
Crawford. New York: Pearson Custom, 2007. 2-10. Print.

Reviews
Rev. of “Composition in the Age of Austerity,” pres. by Tom Fox, Tony Scott, and Nancy Welch. Chair.
Lil Brannon. Conference on College Composition and Communication Annual Convention. JW
Marriott, Indianapolis, IN. 20 Mar. 2014. Conference presentation. Kairos 19.1 (2014): n. pag.,
Web.
Rev. of Academic Charisma and the Origins of the Research University, by William Clark. Rhetoric Society Quarterly
38 (2008): 352-55. Print.
Rev. of The Function of Theory in Composition Studies, by Raúl Sánchez. Rhetoric Society Quarterly 37 (2007): 10912. Print.

Textbooks
Write to Success: A Handbook and Rhetoric with Readings for First-year Writing. Southlake, TX: Fountainhead P,
2014. Print. (Co-compiled with Kristen Snoddy.)
TEACHING EXPERIENCE
Assistant Professor of English
Indiana University Kokomo

August 2012 to Present
Kokomo, Indiana

History of the English Language
Senior Seminar: Disciplining English & Communication Arts
The Zombie in American Film Culture
New Media Theory (Senior Seminar/Capstone)
Language, Power, & Persuasion: An Introduction to Rhetoric
The Corporation: Giants among Us
Creative Nonfiction & the Art of the Essay
Literary Interpretation (4 sections)
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ENG-G 301
ENG-L 495 & SPCH-S 400
ENG-L 295
NMAT-G 411
ENG-W 215
ENG-W 210
ENG-W 311
ENG-L 202

Digital Culture and Its (Dis)contents: Network Culture and Global
HON-H 399
Capitalism
The American Dream: A Multidisciplinary Journey from Jay Gatsby to Jay-Z
ENG-W 210
Teaching Writing: History, Theory, Practice
ENG-W 400 & LBST-D 511
Independent Study in Writing
ENG-W 395
Internship in Writing
ENG-W 398
Research Methods and Materials: An Interdisciplinary Approach
to Knowledge-Making (2 sections)
ENG-W 368 & LBST-D 511
Editing in the Global Marketplace: Theories, Practices, and
Methodologies (5 sections)
ENG-W 365 & LBST-D 511
The Outsider in American Film Culture: An Exploration of Otherness and Exclusion
ENG-L 295
Reading, Writing, & Inquiry II (5 sections)
ENG-W 132
Reading, Writing, & Inquiry I (Fully-online: 2 sections)
ENG-W 131
Reading, Writing, & Inquiry I (5 sections)
ENG-W 131
Graduate Thesis Director & Committee Member
Indiana University Kokomo (Master of Arts in Liberal Studies)

August 2012 to Present
Kokomo, Indiana

Completed (Defended) Projects
Mary Kennelly, “What’s Up with Grading in First-Year Writing?” (Thesis Director)
Navi Vernon, “Write to Recovery: Isolating Characteristics of Successful Therapeutic Writing to Guide
Others Towards Recovery” (Thesis Director)
Chad Wagoner, “Mixed Martial Arts and Chronic Traumatic Encephalopathy: Is there a Correlation?”
(Thesis Director)
Keith Lane, “Workplace Assimilation: A study of the Perception of Being Valued.” (Committee member)
Greg Ogle, “Friendship and Trust in Second Life: An Autoethnography of Social Interactions in an
Anonymous Virtual World.” (Committee member)
Scott Manthe, “Signals of Participation: Degrees of Involvement at Internet-only and Over-the-air
Student-run College Radio Stations.” (Committee member)
Jesse Sopher, “A Queer Golden Age: Negotiating Influences of Advocacy, Community, and
Heteronormativity in Queer Television Narratives.” (Committee member)
Undergraduate Research, Internships, & Independent Studies

January 2014 to Present

Alexis Nash, “A Meta-investigation of Internships in the US” (Academic Internship)
Joshua Mahoney, TA and course co-developer for “The Corporation: Giants among Us” (Academic
Internship)
Julie Earl, “An Exploration of the Common Core Standards in K-12 Public Education in Indiana.”
(Independent Study) that culminated in a presentation at the IU Kokomo Student Research Symposium
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CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS & INVITED TALKS
“Pilot Information Literacy Skills Assessments for General Education
Courses”
Assessment Institute in Indianapolis (IUPUI)

October 2016
Indianapolis, Indiana

“Teaching Students to Read Critically”
Writing Pathways to Disciplinary Learning Conference (IUPUI)

September 2016
Indianapolis, Indiana

“In/action as Institutional Strategy”
Conference on College Composition and Communication

April 2016
Houston, Texas

“Serial: What a Podcast Can Tell Us about How We Live Now”
IU Kokomo Faculty Research Symposium

April 2015
Kokomo, Indiana

“Notes from the Margins: WAC/WID and the Politics of Place(ment)”
Conference on College Composition and Communication

March 2015
Tampa, Florida

“Survival Guide Advice and the Spirit of Academic Entrepreneurship:
Why Graduate Students Will Never Just Take Your Word for It”
(Special Topic Session Developer, Chair, and Presenter)
Rocky Mountain Modern Language Association

October 2014
Boise, Idaho

“Survival Guide Advice and the Spirit of Academic Entrepreneurship:
Why Graduate Students Will Never Just Take Your Word for It”
American Educational Research Association

April 2014
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

“Working in Academia: A Work in Progress”
Research Network Forum (CCCC 2014)

March 2014
Indianapolis, Indiana

“Notes from the Margins: WAC/WID and the Institutional Politics of
Place(ment)”
Pacific Ancient and Modern Language Association

November 2013
San Diego, California

“Pedagogue or Provocateur? Walking the Line in the Neoliberal U”
(Special Topic Session Developer, Chair, and Presenter)
Rocky Mountain Modern Language Association
“Altered Politics: The Other in Big-Budget Hollywood Action Films of
the Cold War Era”
New England American Studies Association Annual Conference
“Jobs, Networks, and the Democratization of Information”
Networked Humanities: From Within and Without the University
“Passivity, Scandal, and Teaching: The Rhetoric of Passive Voice”
(Session Chair and Presenter)
Rocky Mountain Modern Language Association
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October 2013
Vancouver, Washington
September 2013
Mashantucket, Connecticut
February 2013
Lexington, Kentucky
October 2012
Boulder, Colorado

PROFESSIONAL GRANTS
Recipient of the Grant-in-Aid Faculty Development
Grant for Scholarly Research (Information literacy
assessment project)
Indiana University Kokomo

May 2015
Kokomo, Indiana

Recipient of the Grant-in-Aid Faculty Development
Grant for Scholarly Research (Graduate writers acrossthe-disciplines project)
Indiana University Kokomo

April 2013
Kokomo, Indiana

PROFESSIONAL & ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICE
IU Kokomo Service
Director of Writing
Secretary of Faculty Senate
Secretary of the IU Kokomo Chapter of AAUP
English Program Review committee member
“Table Talks” co-founder and co-developer
REAL Criteria Taskforce Committee Member
“Cream & Crimson” Scholarship Day Interviewer
Kokomo Experience (KEY) Taskforce committee member
Online Course Reviewer for Advanced Technical Writing (ENG-W 321)
“7 for 70” Anniversary committee member
Field Review Board member
From the Well House Review Board member
Student Research Symposium developer, facilitator, and judge
Institutional Review Board (IRB) member
Committee on Evaluating Teaching member
Website liaison for English program
Adjunct Faculty Curriculum Developer and Summer Training leader
Search Committees (IU Kokomo)
Chair, Visiting Lecturer in English (first-year writing)
Assistant Professor of English (American Literature)
Visiting Lecturer in English (first-year writing)
Assistant Professor in Communication Arts
Visiting Assistant Professor in Communication Arts

July 2014 to Present
August 2014 to May 2016
December 2016 to Present
Jan. 2015 to Oct. 2015
August 2015 to Present
January 2017 to Present
December 2015 to Present
September 2015 to Present
August 2015
September 2015
September 2015 to Present
August 2014 to August 2015
April 2013 to Present
June 2014 to May 2015
Jan. 2014 to December 2014
January 2014 to Present
August 2013 to Present
May 2017 to Present
August 2013 to April 2014
June 2013 to August 2013
Sept. 2012 to April 2013
Sept. 2012 to June 2013

Statewide- and System-wide Service (Indiana University)
IU Directors of Writing System-wide Committee
Second-level Writing Course Competency System-wide Subcommittee (IU
Directors of Writing)
Juror for Scholastic Art & Writing Awards (central and southern Indiana
region)
Conference Organizer and Facilitator at IUPUI’s Writing Pathways to
Disciplinary Learning Conference (statewide conference)
Advance College Project (ACP) Site Visitor for 15 sites
Core Transfer Library (CTL) Reviewer for Creative Writing and Technical
Writing
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July 2014 to Present
September 2016 to Present
January 2017
September 2016
Fall 2014
January 2014 to Present

Professional & Editorial Service (Journals)
Reviewer for The SoJo Journal: Educational Foundations
and Social Justice Education
External Reviewer for Composition Studies
Editorial Board Member, Burningword
Book Review Editor, Itineration: Cross-Disciplinary
Studies in Rhetoric, Media, and Culture

July 2014 to Present
October 2013 to Present
April 2013 to Present
October 2012 to December 2013

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT & LIFELONG LEARNING
Participant in inaugural Indiana Digital Rhetoric Symposium (IDRS)
Indiana University

April 2015
Bloomington, Indiana

Participant in the 27th Annual Research Network Forum
Conference on College Composition and Communication

March 2014
Indianapolis, Indiana

CITI certified in Human Subjects & Behavioral/Social Sciences
Research
Indiana University Kokomo

January 2014
Kokomo, Indiana

Basic Online Instruction Developer’s Certificate
Center for Teaching, Learning, and Assessment
Indiana University Kokomo

June 2013
Kokomo, Indiana

Universal Design Guidelines Workshop
Center for Teaching, Learning, and Assessment
Indiana University Kokomo

February 2013
Kokomo, Indiana

Online Course Strategies Workshop
Center for Teaching, Learning, and Assessment
Indiana University Kokomo

Sept. 2012 to October 2012
Kokomo, Indiana

Faculty Learning Community on Sustainability
Center for Teaching, Learning, and Assessment
Indiana University Kokomo

September 2012 to May 2013
Kokomo, Indiana

PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS
American Association of University Professors (AAUP)
Modern Language Association (MLA)
National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE)
Rhetoric Society of America (RSA)
Rocky Mountain Modern Language Association (RMMLA)

March 2014 to Present
August 2004 to Present
September 2004 to Present
September 2007 to Present
March 2011 to Present

REFERENCES
Dr. Daniel Smith (Dissertation Director)

Dr. Joe Keener
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Lecturer in Rhetoric and Writing
PAR 129
Mailcode B5500
University of Texas at Austin
Austin, Texas 78712
512/471.6109
dan.smith@austin.utexas.edu

Associate
Professor of English and Chair
of the English and Language
Studies Department
KO 223
Indiana University Kokomo
Kokomo, Indiana 46904
765/455.9372 |keenerj@iuk.edu

Dr. William E. Rivers
Professor of English and Department Chair
204 Humanities Office Building
University of South Carolina
Columbia, South Carolina 29208
803/777.2029
riversw@mailbox.sc.edu

Dr. Christy Friend
Associate Professor of English
410 Humanities Office Building
University of South Carolina
Columbia, South Carolina 29208
803/777.2253
chfriend@mailbox.sc.edu

Dr. Pat J. Gehrke
Associate Professor of English and Speech Communication
407 Humanities Office Building
University of South Carolina
Columbia, South Carolina 29208
803/777.2069
patgehrke@gmail.com
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Dr. Mark Pearson
Professor of German and
Humanities Division Chair
Rubie Burton AC, 125
Cottey College
Nevada, Missouri 64772
417/667.8181 (ext. 2229)
mpearson@cottey.edu

Indiana University Kokomo

School of Humanities and Social Sciences
Promotion and Tenure Criteria
This document will apply to candidates for promotion and/or tenure of the year that starts
January 2017 and subsequent years.
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Promotion and Tenure Criteria
The School of Humanities and Social Sciences adheres to the criteria and policies regarding
promotion and tenure as stated in the Indiana University Faculty Handbook and in IU
Kokomo Faculty Senate documents. The criteria and guidelines constituting the supporting
evidence used in the annual review and for purposes of promotion and tenure are identical;
therefore, this document frequently refers to the School of Humanities and Social Sciences
Annual Evaluation Guidelines for lists of evidence to support teaching, scholarship, and
service.
Note, the School of Humanities and Social Sciences strongly supports the position of
campus promotion and tenure documents that scholarship of teaching and learning can be
counted as evidence in the scholarly activity category or as evidence in the teaching
category. Any given piece of scholarship of teaching and learning may only be counted
once; the candidate should note in what category each piece of scholarship of teaching and
learning should count.

1. Criteria for promotion
Teaching, scholarly activity or creative work, and service (which may be administrative,
professional, or public) are long-standing University promotion criteria. Promotion
considerations must include the individual’s contribution to the mission of the campus. A
candidate for promotion should normally excel in at least one of the areas (teaching,
scholarly activity or creative work, and service) and be satisfactory in the others.
Alternatively, a candidate may present evidence of a balance of strengths that promises
comparable benefits to the university over time.
Promotion to any rank is a recognition of past achievement and a sign of confidence that
the individual is capable of greater responsibilities and accomplishments. When considered
for promotion, the individual should be assessed in regard to all three criteria from the
preceding section when seeking promotion in tenure track ranks; individuals in clinical or
lecturer positions will be assessed only in teaching and service. Favorable action should
result when the individual has demonstrated a level of satisfactory or excellence
appropriate to the proposed rank in one area of endeavor. Failure to promote may arise
from unsatisfactory performance in any one of the other areas.
Candidates should note that standards for promotion differ somewhat from those of the
annual evaluation, as promotion looks at total accomplishments and not merely the work of
one year. For example, annually receiving an Excellent rating in teaching does not
guarantee that one’s teaching will be considered excellent for purposes of promotion.
However, the types of evidence used in the annual evaluation and in cases for promotion
and/or tenure are the same. Please review the School of Humanities and Social Sciences
Annual Evaluation Guidelines (HSS AEG) for these lists of types of evidence; where
applicable, these sections are listed below.
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1.1. From Lecturer to Senior Lecturer
This promotion is based upon a documented record of consistently excellent teaching
and at least satisfactory service.
a. The candidate should have demonstrated their teaching to be extremely effective
in promoting student learning and engagement, with a documented pattern of
assessment and reflection on teaching outcomes, and based on self, peer, and
student evaluation and review. Evidence such as a consistent willingness to engage
in new course development as needed, continuous course improvement, and to
work individually with students should be demonstrated (See section 1.1 of the HSS
AEG).
b. A solid record of participation in campus affairs through committee work and/or
in the relationships of the campus to the greater community must be clearly
documented. Note, service is judged by its quality; whether a faculty member
received release time for such service is not relevant when judging the quality of
service.
1.2. From Assistant Professor to Associate Professor
This advancement is based on continued improvement, whether in quality of teaching,
in scholarly activity or creative work, or in the performance of service roles.
A. Standards of Excellence for Promotion from Assistant Professor to
Associate Professor
All candidates must choose one area of excellence (unless the candidate is choosing
to present a “Balanced Case” – however, this choice is not advised, and should only
be undertaken after consultation with one’s Dean and Chair). Below are the
standards of excellence for each category.
a. Teaching as the area of excellence
The candidate should have demonstrated their teaching to be extremely
effective in promoting student learning and engagement, with a documented
pattern of assessment and reflection on teaching outcomes, and based on self,
peer, and student evaluation and review. Evidence such as a consistent
willingness to engage in new course development as needed, continuous course
improvement, and to work individually with students should be demonstrated
(See section 1.1 of the HSS AEG).
b. Scholarly activity or creative work as the area of excellence
If scholarly activity or creative work is the area of excellence, the candidate
should have demonstrated a broad grasp of his or her own and related fields,
and the candidate should be establishing a national reputation as a scholar.
For scholarly activity, a definite and comprehensive plan of future research
covering a number of years and a beginning thereon which extends well
beyond the limits of the doctoral dissertation should be evident. There are
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various methods for demonstrating excellence in scholarly activity, but what
follows is a typical path.
The department typically holds the following expectations for excellence in
scholarship:
•

Since the last appointment in rank at IU Kokomo, having at least four
refereed publications OR a lesser number if those publications are
particularly prestigious or high-impact (e.g., a single-author book, articles
within top-tier journals). If a mix of peer-reviewed scholarly products of
varying scope and impact (see HSS AEG section 2.1.) is presented as
evidence of excellence in scholarship, the candidate must demonstrate
how their body of work would be equivalent to four refereed
publications. Candidates are responsible to explain how their scholarly
achievements merit the distinction of excellence in scholarship, including
describing the quality of the journals in which publications appear.

•

Conducting research mainly in or contributing to the fields covered by the
School/Department;

•

Establishing a pattern of research, presentation, and publication that
shows growth and development as a recognized scholar.

•

Presenting other evidence or dedication to scholarship as noted in section
2.1 of the HSS AEG.

For creative works, such as the Fine Arts, the candidate must provide
documentation that establishes a record of achievement using the items
outlined in 2.1. Candidates are encouraged to pursue funding sources in
order to support their creative efforts.
The department typically holds the following expectations for EXCELLENT
creative activity:
•

Documentation should be provided for approximately 6 to 10
achievements during the period under review for promotion with tenure,
with at least three meeting the criteria for excellence as defined in HSS
AEG section 2.1.

•

The professional activities should demonstrate significance in terms of
peer-reviewed standards of excellence in the creative discipline.

NOTE: Candidates may also achieve a ranking of excellence via a comparable
combination of scholarly publications and fine arts achievements.
c. Service as the area of excellence
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If service to the University, campus, profession, or community is the area of
excellence, it should involve development and implementation of programs to
benefit the University, profession, and/or community. This should include a
pattern of active leadership. Please note, it is very difficult to argue service as an
area of excellence, and it is strongly advised that a candidate choose teaching or
research as the area of excellence. See the HSS AEG section 3.1 for the types of
evidence to use to support satisfactory in service.
B. Standards for Satisfactory Performance for Promotion from Assistant
Professor to Associate Professor
Faculty must be at least satisfactory in the areas other than the one they select as
excellent. This section sets general expectations for the minimum accepted
standards for satisfactory teaching, scholarly activity or creative work, and service.
a. Minimum accepted standards in teaching for purposes of Tenure and
Promotion require the candidate to have demonstrated a consistent record of
satisfactory course development and stimulation and effective support of
student learning, using evidence from the HSS AEG section 1.1.
b. Minimum accepted standards in scholarship for faculty producing
scholarly works for purposes of Tenure and Promotion are:
•
•

Having at least two, but typically three, refereed publications (can be in
press) since the last appointment in rank at IU Kokomo; and, other evidence
of or dedication to research as noted in section 2.1. of the HSS AEG.
To receive promotion with only two refereed publications requires the
candidate to make the case they are of substantial merit. (Note: Papers,
technical reports, and non-refereed articles in prestigious journals can
enhance one’s qualifications for promotion, but do not substitute for refereed
journal articles.)

c. Minimum accepted standards in scholarship for faculty producing
creative works, such as in Fine Arts for purposes of Tenure and Promotion
are:
•
•
•

The candidate must provide documentation that establishes a record of
achievement using the items outlined in section 2.1 of the HSS AEG.
Documentation should be provided for approximately 5 to 8 achievements
during the period under review for promotion with tenure.
Candidates are encouraged to pursue funding sources in order to support
their creative efforts.

d. Minimum accepted standards in service for purposes of Tenure and
Promotion require the candidate’s service contributions to reflect a consistent
pattern of service activity at least at the departmental and campus levels. Note,
service is judged by its quality; whether a faculty member received release time
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or possessed an administrative appointment for such service is not relevant
when judging the quality of service. Specifically, administrative service is vital to
the function of the department, campus, and university, and its function should
be judged by its impact just as any other service: administrative service should
neither be privileged nor discounted because of its nature. See the HSS AEG
section 3.1 for the types of evidence to use to support satisfactory in service.
1.3. From Clinical Assistant Professor to Clinical Associate Professor
In accord with the Indiana University Academic Handbook, clinical appointees are
faculty whose primary duties are teaching students and providing professional service
in the clinical setting. Accordingly, this promotion is based upon a documented record
of consistently excellent teaching both within the classroom and in relation to clinical
duties, and at least satisfactory service (especially related to interfacing with the
community).
a The candidate should have demonstrated their teaching to be extremely effective
in promoting student learning and engagement, with a documented pattern of
assessment and reflection on teaching outcomes, and based on self, peer, and
student evaluation and review. Evidence such as a consistent willingness to engage
in new course development as needed, continuous course improvement, and to
work individually with students should be demonstrated (See section 1.1 of the HSS
AEG).
b. A solid record of participation in campus affairs through committee work and in
the relationships of the campus to the greater community must be clearly
documented. Within the documentation of service activities, the candidate must
have demonstrated clear connections between their service and the clinical nature
of this appointment (see section 3.1 in the HSS AEG).
1.4. From Associate Professor to Professor
This promotion is based upon achievement beyond the level required for the associate
professorship. In addition, excellence in any area assumes a level of achievement
greater than described as Satisfactory below. Candidates are judged based on activities
completed since the last promotion review. Note, while the standards are higher, they
are the same for each candidate. For example, if candidate X published 4 articles for
promotion to associate professor, and candidate Y published 6 articles to achieve
promotion to associate professor, this difference is irrelevant when they are seeking
promotion to professor: they both have the same expectation for publishing additional
articles for promotion to professor, regardless of their level of productivity as assistant
professors.
A. Standards of Excellence for Promotion from Associate Professor to
Professor
All candidates must choose one area of excellence. Below are the standards of
excellence for each category.
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a. If teaching is the primary criterion, the candidate must have demonstrated
an excellent ability as a teacher, as demonstrated by the types of evidence listed
in the HSS AEG section 1.1. They must have demonstrated excellence in two or
more areas such as course delivery, course development, course improvement,
course innovation, mentoring students, program development, graduate or
undergraduate research, or SoTL, and/or be recognized as excellent in teaching
by peers and students, whether by evaluations or awards.
b. If scholarly activity is the primary criterion, the candidate should have
shown a continued growth in scholarship which has brought a national
reputation as a productive and/or innovative scholar, with a stream of activities
that shows in-depth focus in a particular area and coherence in thought
development, including at least six refereed journal articles (or their equivalent,
such as a substantial single author book) since the last appointment in rank at IU
Kokomo. Such growth and achievement can be evidenced through publication
type, frequency, and/or prestige of venue, but the absolute number of
publications is only one possible factor to be considered in this evaluation.
Regardless of number, an emphasis on peer-reviewed publication is highly
important. If a mix of peer-reviewed and non-peer-reviewed scholarly products
of varying scope and impact (see section 2.1 in the HSS AEG) is presented as
evidence of excellence in scholarship, the candidate must have demonstrated
how their body of work indicates their growth and stature as an expert in their
field.
c. If creative works, such as in the fine arts, is the primary criterion, the
candidate must provide documentation that establishes a record of achievement
in exhibitions, commissions, publications, grants, and fellowships after the
previous promotion and tenure; these professional achievements should
demonstrate significance in terms of national recognition in the creative
discipline. Documentation should be provided for approximately 8 to 12
achievements during the period under review for promotion with tenure, with at
least five meeting the criteria for excellence as defined in HSS AEG section 2.1.
d. If administrative, professional, or academic service is the primary
criterion, significant, beneficial contributions to the University, the profession,
and/or the community must have been demonstrated, including a pattern of
active leadership. Section 3.1 of the HSS AEG details examples of acceptable
types of service activities. Note, service is judged by its quality; whether a faculty
member received release time or possessed an administrative appointment for
such service is not relevant when judging the quality of service. Specifically,
administrative service is vital to the function of the department, campus, and
university, and its function should be judged by its impact just as any other
service: administrative service should neither be privileged nor discounted
because of its nature. However, faculty seeking promotion based on excellence in
service who receive significant release time must demonstrate accomplishments
beyond those expected for satisfactory, routine performance of administrative
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duties.
B. Standards for Satisfactory Performance for Promotion from Associate
Professor to Professor
Faculty must be at least satisfactory in the areas other than the one they select as
excellent. This section sets general expectations for the minimum accepted
standards for satisfactory teaching, service, and scholarly activity or creative work.
a. Minimum accepted standards in teaching for purposes of promotion
require the candidate to have demonstrated a consistent record of satisfactory
course development and stimulation and effective support of student learning.
b. Minimum accepted standards for faculty producing scholarly works for
purposes of promotion require the candidate to have produced a body of
research evidencing continued growth in scholarship since the last promotion in
rank. Typically this would include at least three, but more often four, refereed
publications (in print or in press) since the last appointment in rank at IU
Kokomo. If a mix of peer-reviewed and non-peer-reviewed scholarly products of
varying scope and impact (see section 2.1 of the HSS AEG) is presented as
evidence of satisfactory scholarship, the candidate must have demonstrated how
their body of work would be equivalent to at least three refereed publications.
c. Minimum accepted standards for faculty producing creative works, such
as in Fine Arts for purposes of Tenure and Promotion require the candidate to
have produced a body of creative works exceeding that of what we be
considered satisfactory for promotion to Associate Professor. The candidate
must provide documentation that establishes a record of achievement using the
items outlined in 2.1 of the HSS AEG. Documentation should be provided for
approximately 6 to 10 achievements during the period under review for
promotion, at least 3 meeting the criteria for excellence as defined in section 2.3
of the HSS AEG.
c. Minimum accepted standards in service for purposes of promotion require
the candidate’s service contributions to reflect a consistent pattern of quality
service activity at least at the departmental and campus levels, with evidence of
filling significant service roles as expected of a senior faculty member (such as
chairing committees, serving on campus P & T or third year review committees,
participation in significant Faculty Senate committees, serving in administrative
capacities). Section 3.1 of the HSS AEG gives examples of items that can count
toward service.
Note, while service outside of the department and campus is valued, it is
expected that senior faculty demonstrate favorable participation in shared
governance appropriate to rank. Additionally, service is judged by its quality;
whether a faculty member received release time or possessed an administrative
appointment for such service is not relevant when judging the quality of service.
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Specifically, administrative service is vital to the function of the department,
campus, and university, and its function should be judged by its impact just as
any other service: administrative service should neither be privileged nor
discounted because of its nature.
1.5. From Clinical Associate Professor to Clinical Professor
Similar to promotion from Clinical Assistant Professor to Clinical Associate Professor,
this promotion is based upon a documented record of consistently excellent teaching
both within the classroom and in relation to clinical duties, and at least satisfactory
service (especially related to interfacing with the community). Achievement in each
area must exceed that required for promotion to Clinical Associate Professor.
Candidates are judged based on activities completed since the last promotion review.
a. The candidate must have demonstrated excellent ability to stimulate and
effectively support student learning. The candidate must have demonstrated (using
evidence such as that presented in section 1.1 of the HSS AEG) excellence in two or
more areas, such as course delivery, course improvement, course innovation,
mentoring students, program development, graduate or undergraduate research, or
SoTL. Within the documentation of teaching activities, the candidate must have
clearly demonstrated excellent support of student experiential learning in clinical
settings, including development of new and/or enhanced opportunities for student
learning in practical settings.
b. A solid record of participation in campus affairs through committee work and in
the relationships of the campus to the greater community must have been clearly
documented. The candidate’s service contributions must reflect a consistent
pattern of quality service activity, with evidence of filling significant service roles as
expected of a senior faculty member (such as chairing committees, serving on
campus P & T or third year review committees, participation in significant Faculty
Senate committees, serving in administrative capacities, etc.). Section 3.1 of the HSS
AEG gives examples of items that can count toward service. Within the
documentation of service activities, the candidate must have demonstrated clear
connections between their service and the clinical nature of this appointment.

2. Criteria for Tenure
After the appropriate probationary period, tenure shall be granted to those tenure-track
faculty members whose professional characteristics indicate that they will continue to
serve with distinction in their appointed roles. The criteria for tenure and the criteria for
promotion (see, Indiana University Academic Policies; Faculty and Librarian Tenure and
Faculty and Librarian Promotion) are similar, but not identical. (See policies governing
Reappointment and Non-Reappointment during Probationary Period).
Tenure considerations must take into account the mission of the department and the
individual’s contribution to that mission. To be eligible for tenure, the candidate must not
simply meet a minimum set of standards: the candidate’s past performance should offer a
strong indication that he/she will continue to grow and contribute strongly to the
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department’s mission of teaching, scholarly activity or creative work, and service.

Statement of Teaching Philosophy (Rev. May 2017)
Because of my training as a rhetorician and writer, I am continually intrigued by writing
pedagogy’s potential to afford students a flexible relationship with complexity and contingency,
whether we understand these terms as referring to shifting rhetorical milieus, the everchanging constraints and possibilities of students’ writing processes, or the spaces students
inhabit in their own engagements with the world outside of the classroom. My pedagogy is
always dedicated to sharing knowledge and teaching practical skills of literacy and thinking. At
the same time, it also involves exploring the dynamics, difficulties, and possibilities of living in a
world composed of commonalities and differences; engaging questions of citizenship and social
responsibility; and engaging the ways in which the past lives in the present and how it affects
who we are and what we can become. Indeed, I believe that at their core, the best humanities
courses continually strive to attune students to the fact that the present they now inhabit has a
history. It’s important to me that my students understand how virtually everything in their
individual presents, from the most mundane artifact of popular culture to the most sublime
work of high art or literature, can be traced, explored, and ultimately found to be constitutive,
in a very real way, of what we are and how we understand ourselves as humans.
Thus, in addition to making sure my students have a firm grasp on content-based knowledge
and writing skills, I also provide them with the necessary tools to map an area of inquiry or a
critical conversation. Toward these ends, I endeavor to provide them with readings, artifacts,
and exercises that (1) provoke intense discussions and responses that resonate with my
students’ own needs, interests, and experiences; (2) cultivate in them capacities for response,
especially in terms of their encounters with others and with challenging texts and artifacts; and
(3) expand their awareness of their situatedness in the world, but in such a way that avoids the
often individualistic, navel-gazing tendencies of our times. Given the imperative to impart
marketable skills, I believe that one of my primary responsibilities as a teacher is instilling in
them an appreciation for how they might encounter, analyze, and intervene in the constitutive
forces of contemporary institutions, ideas, concepts, and attitudes. Indeed, our present reality,
in significant but often harsh ways, is precisely not of our students’ own making, but it is
nevertheless one to which they can become more appropriately, critically, and ethically
attuned. This I strive for in all of my courses.
Still, as anyone who has ever taught a first-year writing course (or any course, for that matter)
will likely tell you, none of the above is easy. In fact, like most aspects of good teaching, it’s
challenging. For one thing, the courses we teach are nothing if not “ideas courses,” which is to
say, they depend for their very success upon not only students’ capacities to grasp or
even recall ideas and concepts, but also to generate their own material, to invent ways of
“making sense” and composing a variety of texts (whatever the medium). This makes teaching
these sorts of classes fun and interesting, of course, but it also places a considerable burden on
the instructor to keep lively discussions going, to continually provide students with a sense of
relevance (especially when the “pay off” is unclear or not immediately recognizable), and to
challenge students to meet or even surpass the projected outcomes of the course. Thus, the
1

rhetorical tradition’s richly-documented emphasis on invention forms a major focus of my
teaching philosophy.
Much has been written in recent years on developing pedagogical programs centered on the
rhetorical tradition, both in terms of the material to be covered in the course and the
conceptual background that informs the course itself. I rely quite heavily on the many
pedagogical goals and programs that such research has produced—the rhetorical tradition
boasts a rich history of compelling concepts and pedagogical practices. But we must also
remember that we are must strive to be pragmatic about what I can do in the limited time I
have, with the institutional resources I have, and given the milieus in which the majority of my
classroom teaching occurs.
In short, in my own teaching, I try to remain intensely aware of the institutional ecologies of
possibility and potentiality in which my teaching “happens.”
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This letter is a review of Paul Cook's teaching based upon a classroom observation.

I observed his W365: Theories and Practices of Editing course on November 7,
2012. His class was professionally taught. He began class by outlining what work
needed to be completed for the next class period. Following that, he used humor
productively, demonstrating to the class an easy, funny method to determine
whether a sentence was in passive voice. This was effective, as passive voice can be
both difficult to teach and boring for students to discuss.

Within the class period, he was quite productive. He began by showing them the
listserv group frequented by professional copy editors, demonstrating that the
topics they were discussing in class were currently being addressed by
professionals in the real world, and not simply academic. Next he demonstrated
features of MS Word that worked well for class.

He then led class discussions concerning style using a resume assignment, focusing
on the homework students produced for the class period. Two students projected
their assignments, one at a time, to the front of the room, and narrated the decisions
they made. The narration highlighted the decision-making processes of editing,
allowing students to discuss the issues. This discussion highlighted issues of style, as
well as issues of organization, design, content, and layout. In the discussion, he
referred back to specific elements of the reading. He maintained a positive,
supportive tone throughout the discussion.

One problematic issue was that as his attention was focused (along with everyone
else in the room) on the front screen where the assignment was projected, he could
not always see students who raised their hands to comment. If he stood further back
in the room where he could see everything, this would have been avoided. But he
then might have been too far away to read the assignment. If he used networking
software in the lab or Oncourse to distribute copies of the assignment to each
student to look at on their screens, it might have been easier for everyone to
examine. Having taught writing myself, I know first hand how difficult this situation
can be to deal with perfectly, and unless one is careful, using screen sharing
software in the lab or Oncourse to share assignments can become a time consuming
distraction. Overall, this issue was not a major problem-more of a quibble-but I
wanted to note it to give him some advice for possible improvement.
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Observation of Dr. Paul Cook
Dr. Joe Keener, Humanities Chair
ENG-L202 Literary Interpretation
Wednesday, June 17, 2015
9-12:15 KM 105
Prior to class, Dr. Cook sent a copy of his syllabus and a lesson plan for that day's lesson.
Of the former, the document laid out the entire semester in a specific maimer. Clear,
engaging, and informative, the syllabus design is quite professional. Of the latter, it was
reassuring to see that though the class had been meticulously planned down to the
minute, in practice, Dr. Cook was not one to let a plan get in the way of a good class.
Though he did get to the materials on his lesson plan, he was cleft enough to follow
student learning where it was leading while live in class. This kind of attention to detail
yet flexibility is an attribute of effective teachers, and Dr. Cook has demonstrated with
today's class that he deserves this designation.
I arrive at the class fifteen minutes before it begins, and Dr. Cook is already there, vvriting
examples on the board and discussing the clay's reading with the few students already
present. He is affable and approachable, and the students clearly feel comfortable enough
to engage with him. He begins the meeting by taking care of class business, but then
previews the reading for the next class and how it will relate to today's discussion. Dr.
Cook uses this kind of scaffolding throughout the session, constantly connecting the past,
present, and future of the class. More importantly, he often states the direct purpose of
many of these activities and ideas, so the students ki10,"' not only what they are doing but
why are they doing it.
To bring focus to today's class, Dr. Cook begins with a quote on the board, questioning
the students about the possible meaning. A student responds quickly, and Dr. Cook
rewards the student with a "good," but then rephrases the student's response to make it
clear to the other students. In other words, he demonstrates that he listens to his students
and what they have to say is of value. When a second student falters, he states "think
about that for a second, and I 'II come back to you." Several students then join in, and it is
clear Dr. Cook knows their names and has interacted with them many times before. He
does eventually return to the student and she performs admirably. What he implicitly
teaches the student is that she does not have to be perfect to participate in the class.
Perhaps Dr. Cook's only weakness in the entire class is that he becomes excited about the
discussion and the ideas at hand to the point that he becomes a more aggressive speaker
and does cut a few students off prematurely. Having said that, the students did not to
seem to take this personally, so this concern is not overly problematic by any means. Dr.
Cook often offers supportive responses to students' ideas, such as "that's right," or "very
good," or even the admission "I hadn't thought of that." He questions, supports, and
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Date: March 31, 2016
To: Claude Rich Excellence in Teaching Award Committee
From: Christopher R. Darr, Associate Professor of Communication Arts
Re: Paul Cook
Dear Committee:
I write in support of Paul Cook’s nomination for the Claude Rich Excellence in Teaching Award. Dr. Cook
is highly deserving of this honor.
The criteria for the Claude Rich award state that nominees must demonstrate (1) dedication to their
teaching mission, (2) depth of understanding of the subject area and ways in which they have elevated
the intellectual level of their courses, and (3) the ability to “arouse the intellectual curiosity of students.”
Dr. Cook excels in all of these areas.
Dr. Cook has multiple teaching-related publications, indicating intense engagement with his teaching
mission. He has taught a variety of courses since joining the faculty at IU Kokomo, many of which were
new courses. He shows further dedication to teaching through his position as Director of Writing. This
position has great impact on a number of courses, and literally affects the educational experience of
nearly every student on our campus. I was also impressed with his efforts to create a writing handbook
for first-year writing students, published in 2014.
I had the pleasure of teaching a Freshman Learning Community course with Dr. Cook in Fall 2015. He
and I share an interest in Rhetoric, so we designed a joint W131-S121 FLC called “How to Win
Arguments and Persuade People.” I was continually impressed with his knowledge of the subject and his
ability to communicate key ideas clearly. On one occasion he asked me right before class if we should
talk about Aristotle. He then proceeded to launch into an impressive “mini-lecture” on the topic of
Aristotle’s artistic proofs. He engaged the students in discussion of the key concepts and related it
clearly to their writing assignments. Importantly, this example showed me his ability to “elevate the
intellectual level” of his courses via his mastery of relevant subject matters. This was not unique—
throughout the course, Dr. Cook demonstrated both mastery of the subject matter and command of the
classroom. His class discussions about various readings and assignments were stimulating and creative,
and I can definitely attest to his ability to “arouse the intellectual curiosity” of the students.
Finally, I have had many conversations with Dr. Cook as part of our FLC and also as colleagues who care
deeply about teaching. He loves to teach, and it shows in his ability to engage students with material
and topics they might otherwise not see the significance of. I wholeheartedly support his nomination for
the Claude Rich Excellence in Teaching Award. He is a very deserving candidate.

Paul Cook
Teaching Observation
ENG – G301: History of English Language
T TR, 10 to 11:15am in KO 103
To whom it may concern:
On Tuesday, February 14th, 2017, Paul Cook invited me to observe his History of the English
Language course and write the following teaching observation. In full disclosure, I had already
received an observation letter from Dr. Cook and was grateful for the chance to reciprocate. I
appreciate not only the collegiality of Paul’s actions, but also the opportunity to observe a more
seasoned professor in the classroom.
In this teaching observation letter, I will review some of the general interactions between Paul
and his students, focusing on the implementation of his pedagogy and learning objectives. I
hope my comments and observations in this letter are useful.
I arrived about 5 minutes before the class period began and the 10 students in this upper-class
course had already formed a circle out of the movable desks. Two students were at the main
podium setting up for what I would later learn was their group presentation. Before lecture
began, Paul began with a series of announcements for opportunities on campus (Black History
Month meetup, etc.) that students could participate in. I was struck by the deeply felt praise
Paul expressed for his fellow faculty colleagues through these brief recommendations, as he
spent almost 5 minutes discussing the importance of the research and work done by other
faculty.
Before the first group began their presentation, Paul discussed and reviewed the rubric for this
flipped classroom activity, along with a reminder of upcoming assignments. While discussing
the rubric, he gave concrete examples for what subjective ideas like ‘creative’ mean. (e.g. ‘for
research you can break down your significant claims and where those sources come from and
what their biases might be’). During this discussion, the pair of students who were going to be
presenting during that class period questioned whether they would be graded with more
leniency as they were the first to present for that assignment. Paul answered them with humor
and kindness presenting a firm but fair response.
Students seemed really relaxed and connected to the professor. They were free to interrupt the
professor to add in their own comments. Professor Cook seemed very relaxed in class with the
students; sitting on their level and talking with them instead of ‘at them’. This attitude and
connection is reflected in how the students took in information as the students were actively
writing down information conveyed by the professor.
KO 238-D
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At this time, Paul turned the attention to the duo of students who were presenting on their
research during that class period. This assignment was clearly a flipped classroom setting,
wherein the students had performed research on their topic and taught their fellow classmates.
The presentation consisted of a video, some PowerPoint slides, a handout and an activity. The
presentation took the remainder of the class period. During their presentation, students
demonstrated that they know how to ask questions that would elicit a response from their
classmates. For me, this is clear evidence that Paul has done a good job in modelling good
Aristotelian dialog.
During the presentation, Professor Cook was attentively taking notes on a pad of paper. He
actively nodded when material discussed by the students was important and relevant. Before
their presentation, the students handed out a one page bullet-pointed summary of their
presentation. Professor Cook actively followed along with the handout as the students were
covering their material.
Occasionally, Professor Cook would interject overtop the presentation with a bit of information
referring to previous concepts discussed in the semester (e.g. ‘also known as Graham’s Law’,
‘Latin was the language of the world superpower of the time’). Most of his questions were
challenges to have students access previous concepts in the history of their class to the material
being covered by the students in their presentation.
At one point Paul asked student to actively get out their phones to access a bit of information
about the land mass of the entire British Isles. This brief connection to outside information
helps support one of his points that ‘English is a melting pot because there were lots of people
in a small land mass’. This helped to support and give context to one of the concepts the
presenting group were making during their presentation.
Comments from students show that they have study skills which reflect a clear understanding
of appropriate research skills. One of them expressed doubt in the validity of data brought up in
class because he couldn’t certify the primary source nature.
The class ended with an activity exploring modern English to old English translations (online).
The students explored different ideas to see where words come from – searching for concepts
like ‘mead’ and ‘prayer’ and ‘hell’. It helped demonstrate the influence of these different tribes
and how certain words have slightly different meanings in old English.
Before students left, the professor reviewed the syllabus and upcoming assignments. He used
the paper syllabus as a reference for the progression through the semester as well as reviewing
requirements for upcoming assignments. I was impressed especially with how Dr. Cook not
only was lucid in the discussion of material for the classroom, but constantly helping students
remember their responsibilities to the course materials
To end, I enjoyed my time observing Dr. Cook’s History of the English Language course. I
have learned and picked up a few new strategies myself from Paul’s classroom approach. If you
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have any questions about this teaching observation letter, please don’t hesitate to contact me
either by phone at 408.806.0282 or via email at madsenw@iuk.edu.
Sincerely,

Wayne Madsen
Wayne Madsen, MFA
Assistant Professor of New Media, Art and Technology
IU Kokomo
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To:
From:
Re:

Paul Cook
Tara Kingsley
Spring ’17 ENG-W132 Teaching Observation

Date:

February 28, 2017

On February 28, 2017, I had the fortunate opportunity to observe Dr. Cook’s ENG-W132
course titled Elementary Composition 2. This course builds upon the skills of critical
reading and analysis introduced in ENG-W 131, with an added focus on researching and
writing longer, more substantive arguments.
Allow me to begin by saying that I found Dr. Cook’s rapport and professional disposition
with students exceptional. During my observation, Dr. Cook greeted students as they
entered the classroom and shared important announcements. Students seemed to be
comfortable in Dr. Cook’s class and demonstrated a solid understanding of course
“norms” such as taking notes, asking questions, and unplugging from technology
distractions. Additionally, prior to the observation, Dr. Cook invited me into his Canvas
course site, which is our university’s Learning Management System. I noted that Dr.
Cook had sent out 28 Canvas announcements to update students since the beginning of
the semester. This shows a sense of presence and works to build student engagement
in the course.
In preparation for this observation, I reviewed the course syllabus, which I found to be
comprehensive, personal, and positive in tone. The following statement taken from Dr.
Cook’s course syllabus illustrates this observance: “Part of my job this semester is to act
as your “coach,” so to speak, which from time to time will mean motivating you, pushing
you out of your comfort zone, critiquing your work, and so forth. I will always do so with a
spirit of kindness and patience.”
The lesson I observed was focused on paraphrasing, summarizing, and quotations. I
was able to observe and note two distinct phases within this 60-minute class: 1) direct
instruction followed by, 2) guided student practice. Dr. Cook began this lesson by
reviewing the differences between paraphrasing, summarizing, and direct quotations—
providing illustrations to distinguish the uses and distinctions between the three terms.
The above may be simple concepts or ideas, but for students in a freshman-level writing
course, are quite profound in their importance, as such illustrations help students make
connections, as they become more confortable in their writing practice. Peppered
throughout this introduction were responses from students, and encouragement from Dr.
Cook for additional examples. As students responded to questions, Dr. Cook suggested

‘what if’ scenarios to elicit from students authentic, deep responses, rather than simply
accept a first-tier response.
During the second phase, Dr. Cook transitioned into scaffolded student practice on a
direct quotation writing activity. He did this by first sharing some trends he had noticed in
student drafts. These observed trends severed as a formative assessment to closely
align his instruction to students’ needs. Students were then given 15 minutes to apply
these writing techniques to their existing drafts. During this time, Dr. Cook conferenced
individually with students to encourage, listen to students, and challenge them.
It is clear Dr. Cook follows a mastery learning philosophy in this course. Students are
continually drafting and revising throughout the semester in preparation for their final
portfolio submission. In Canvas, I was able to review the assignment feedback Dr. Cook
provided to his students in association with this assignment. He offered a wealth of
individualized written feedback, comments, and suggestions for improvement for each
student in the class, and more remarkably, did this within days of the assignment
submission. Dr. Cook then allowed students to resubmit drafts, if needed, and again
repeated this feedback process. By resubmitting work, students experience sense of
agency—they are in control, free to take risks, perhaps fail, and try again. With each
draft, his students are working towards mastering course objectives. For a class of 22
students, this feedback cycle is quite impressive!
Last, I would like to comment on the real-world application of this course. Dr. Cook
hooks and engages students through current texts and real-world topics by selecting a
unique course theme each semester. This semester, for example, is a recent, hot topic:
fake news. He integrates multimodal texts including music, podcasts, video, and articles,
all aligned to this theme. What’s notable is that Dr. Cook redesigns his course theme
each semester to provide current, relevant topics for critical discussion.
In sum, I appreciated the opportunity to observe Dr. Cook. It is evident he plans a
rigorous curriculum for students, carefully tracks student progress, and responds to
students’ needs. He fosters a climate of student excellence and serves as an exemplary
instructor at IUK.
Sincerely,

Tara Kingsley, Ph.D.
School of Education
Indiana University Kokomo
tkingsle@iuk.edu
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Cook, P. (2013). Survival guide advice and the spirit of academic entrepreneurship: Why graduate
students will never just take your word for it. Workplace, 22, 25-39.

PAUL COOK

SURVIVAL GUIDE ADVICE AND THE SPIRIT OF ACADEMIC
ENTREPRENEURSHIP: WHY GRADUATE STUDENTS WILL NEVER
JUST TAKE YOUR WORD FOR IT
Power would no longer be dealing simply with legal subjects over whom the ultimate
dominion was death, but with living beings, and the mastery it would be able to exercise
over them would have to be applied at the level of life itself; it was the taking charge of
life, more than the threat of death, that gave power its access even to the body.
—Foucault 142-43
Introduction
Those familiar with Constitutional and corporate law are aware of how over the last century and a half US
corporations have gradually become more like individuals, beginning in earnest with the ratification of the
fourteenth amendment to the Constitution in 1868 (Hammerstrom; Stiller). However, looking back at the
last four decades or so—an era many observers cite as a time of profound changes to US workplace
culture (Ehrenreich, Fear; Harvey; Wallulis)—it would not be inaccurate to say that the individual has
become more like a corporation. We are our own marketing “platforms,” continuously engaged in
complex processes of self-marketing, self-laboring, and self-governing, and in few occupations is this
careerist drive more pronounced than in higher education. Most academics, rather than think of
themselves as laborers or as employees working at University “X,” are socialized to see themselves as
affiliated “academic entrepreneurs” (Berube; Giroux) who market their products to as wide an audience
(or market-share) as possible. The fact that employment insecurity outside the academy has become the
norm over the last forty years or so has only intensified the importance of remaining marketable and
“employable” within higher education. Indeed, we are more far more “corporate” than we like to think.
This essay examines the largely unexamined nature of academic advice, or what I will call mainstream
graduate student “advice-knowledge.” For all the advice offered up to graduate students in blogs, books,
and brown bag workshops about navigating the increasingly unlikely transition from graduate school to
full-time, non-contingent academic positions, few have scrutinized the nature and function of this advice.
Taking a theoretical perspective informed by the later works of Michel Foucault and more recent critiques
of neoliberalism and contemporary US employment culture, this article explores how advice-knowledge
constructs, constrains, narrows, and normalizes the way graduate students think of themselves as
individuals constantly in need of introspective work on themselves in order to remain, if not employed,
then at least employable. Like Foucault’s famous image of panoptic power in Discipline and Punish
(1977), advice-knowledge promotes a “turning inward” that has a way of deflecting attention away from
social projects that require collective action, such as how we might make graduate studies and higher
education in general more equitable and sustainable for everyone. My central claim is that academic
Workplace: A Journal for Academic Labor
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advice-knowledge espouses a form of self-governance and self-labor that actively works against collective
action. Indeed, advice-knowledge as a discourse forms a crucial part of an overall technology of control
that keeps the system functioning smoothly as it is by constraining individuals’ capacities to imagine
potential avenues for collective resistance.
I should note at the outset that my focus in this article is on mainstream academic employment advice
directed to graduate students preparing for (or in the midst of) an academic job search. By “mainstream,” I
mean the advice one can find in the Chronicle of Higher Education, Inside Higher Ed, and other websites
and publications, as well as in advice books, online forums, and the increasingly significant Academic
Jobs Wiki (Cook). I have chosen to analyze artifacts that I think are exemplary of major trends in
academic advice-knowledge; hence, I make no claims to comprehensiveness, as a thorough examination
of academic advice-knowledge in general could easily constitute a book-length project. For instance, I
have not included advice aimed at organizing union drives or negotiating directly with administration,
though such advice exists and has obvious significance in terms of its socialization of graduate students
and academics in general.
Schematically, this theoretical overview of how graduate student advice-knowledge “works” is divided
into five separate sections. First, I briefly discuss the notoriously slippery concept of neoliberalism. I then
transition into an overview of how and why advice-knowledge as a discourse has been (and continues to
be) an overlooked site for critical interrogation, paying particular attention to its “survivalist” tendencies.
The next section focuses on how the pervasive language of “fit” shapes and conditions graduate students’
experiences of the academic labor market, while the penultimate section discusses neoliberalism’s
championing of the personal. Here I suggest that a central feature of advice-knowledge—perhaps the
central feature—is that it privatizes all forms of political, economic, and social struggle. In this way, the
personal is rapidly becoming the only site at which politics or even economic or cultural struggles are
meaningful to many people. I conclude by suggesting how this overarching discourse, one that concerns
jobs, entrepreneurship, advice, and even the future of academic employment in the US, might be engaged
differently.
What Is Neoliberalism?
What makes neoliberalism so difficult to pin down is that it cannot be neatly reduced to its functions and
effects in a single domain. It is a matrix of concrete economic policies and political tenets concerning
taxation, social welfare, and corporatism as much as it is a set of cultural attitudes and beliefs about
money, competition, and the inherent morality of free markets. For some of its more enthusiastic acolytes,
neoliberalism’s tenets even form a kind of secular religion (Frank).
Susan Talburt has called neoliberalism the “dominant logic in higher education policy and practice” (464).
A frequently misapplied term (Boas and Gans-Morse; Kawalilak), neoliberalism conceives of modern
society as an “enterprise culture,” as Graham Burchell puts it, which means that one of its central features
is to encourage individuals to think of themselves as entrepreneurial-economic subjects in all facets of
their lives (29) and to “render the social domain economic” (Lemke 203).
But, following Jeffery T. Nealon, neoliberalism is perhaps best understood as the “operating system” of
contemporary global capitalism (85). Even though its various manifestations differ considerably, the basic,
underlying structure of US neoliberal thought remains largely the same: an ubiquitous emphasis on
personal responsibility as a prerequisite for success, for example, and the belief that “free,” mostly
deregulated markets are the best distributors of wealth and resources. Thomas Lemke makes a crucial (and
often overlooked) point when he writes that neoliberalism is not just an “ideological rhetoric or . . .
political-economic reality, but above all . . . a political project that endeavors to create a social reality that
it suggests already exists” (203; emphasis added). Hence, the appropriateness of Nealon’s “operating
system” metaphor: neoliberalism is not just an ideology—it is an ideology that runs “behind” and
“through” specific applications, actions, attitudes, and policy decisions, often blurring the boundaries
considerably between more traditional political identities like conservative Republican or liberal
26
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Democrat. In short, what makes neoliberalism “work” so well as an increasingly prevalent basis for
economic, political, and cultural attitudes on everything from corporate deregulation to personal finance is
that it does not announce itself as an ideology or a program for social thought—much less as a sort of
secular religion of free markets and personal responsibility. Like the operating system humming along in
the background on your computer, the most significant indicator of neoliberalism’s success as a dominant
mode of thinking is precisely that you never have to think about it, even as we are all obliged to play by its
rules.
“Survival Guide” Academic Advice-Knowledge
As with neoliberalism, academic advice-knowledge is frequently overlooked as a discourse that warrants
critical attention. This is the case for at least two reasons: first, advice and self-help discourse in general
have become central features of contemporary US culture, as evidenced by the nearly $2.5-billion-a-year
Americans spend on books, workshops, lectures, kits, seminars, life and career coaches, and other selfimprovement measures (McGee 11; Salerno; Ehrenreich, Bright-sided). Many of these materials are
directed at helping people find one of the few well-paying, permanent jobs (and thus, the narrative goes,
happiness and fulfillment) in an employment environment that becomes increasingly desperate with each
month’s labor statistics. Second, digital culture and social networking have transformed academic adviceknowledge from a small subset of books and the occasional article to a discourse that grows by the day
and, increasingly, by the hour. These factors contribute to advice-knowledge’s status as a discourse that
simply is. It’s not supposed to appear as a discourse or as a collection of artifacts that requires critical
attention or interpretation.
Of course, there’s nothing new about advising aspiring academics—some form of advice-giving has been
around at least as far back as when Socrates ambled the Athenian perimeter with Phaedrus or when Plato
schooled Aristotle on the dangers of persuasive speech (talk about advice as social control). But I would
suggest that the nature and function of academic advice-knowledge have changed significantly in the last
decade or so. Given the all-too familiar litany of crises facing graduate education, academic labor, and
higher education in general, the pace and gravity of this advice have intensified. Whether packaged in one
of the many academic “survival guides,” or in one of the Chronicle of Higher Education’s innumerable
blogs and columns devoted to hiring, or plastered on the Academic Jobs Wiki with its censured list of
“Universities to Fear,” graduate students of the 21st century are never very far from someone who knows
exactly what they should (or shouldn’t) be doing. No matter their motivation, discipline, educational
background, social status, disability, nationality, race, sex, or gender, there’s a “survival” guide on the
market purporting to explain everything one needs to know to survive, as one recent advice manual puts it,
their “stupid, stupid decision to go to grad school” (Ruben).
Today’s advice to graduate students also reifies certain cherished facets of 21st-century academic
neoliberalism and the constitution of the neoliberal self, with a generous dash of American self-help
culture tossed in for good measure. There are three significant components to this advice: (1) the system is
just the way it is (i.e., “accept the status quo”); (2) to be a competitive, employable commodity in an everchanging, ever-more unpredictable labor market, you must imbue every aspect of your life with an
entrepreneurial edge (i.e., “the individual as entrepreneur”); and (3) an intense, nearly-exclusive focus on
the personal as the ultimate locus of meaning and significance means that individual choices and “personal
responsibility” are of the utmost importance (i.e., “the personal is everything”). Each of these facets
constructs the self, the individual graduate student job seeker, as the epicenter of a capricious, fiercely
competitive academic labor market. You can’t control the circumstances that surround you, but you can
always work on yourself. Like other forms of popular self-help advice, the fantasy that academic adviceknowledge indulges in and holds out to graduate students is that one can—given the right attitude, the
right mindset, and the right amount of inward-turning self-labor—make oneself immanently employable,
indifferent to the contingencies of the academic labor market, and forever safe from the lottery-like nature
of academic employment. It’s an appealing offer.
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In Self-Help, Inc.: Makeover Culture in American Life (2005), Micki McGee explores this phenomenon
through the concept of the “belabored self.” Taking a broad view of American self-help culture since the
early 1970s, McGee shows how “changes in the nature of the labor market have made efforts at selfmarketing and self-invention increasingly urgent” (16). In the twenty first century, to remain employed
and employable requires continual work on one’s self. But this constant reinventing, updating, and
revising of one’s professional-personal ethos “can lead . . . [to] a new sort of enslavement: into a cycle
where the self is not improved but endlessly belabored” (McGee 12). For McGee, American self-help
culture and its enormous advice apparatus form a discourse that promises to relieve (even as it intensifies)
the immense pressures bearing down on the neoliberal ideal of the “masterful, self-governing self” (16).
“Paradoxically,” she writes, “the imperative of inventing the self . . . in the literatures of self-improvement
is often cast in the form of discovering or uncovering an authentic, unique, and stable self that might
function—even thrive—unaffected by the vagaries of the labor market” (an important point I will return to
in closing) (McGee 16).
What I’m calling “survival guide” advice-knowledge functions according to the same logic, purporting to
advise graduate students on how to increase their chances of becoming employable at precisely the
moment in academic labor history when such a promise is most likely to be heeded and most unlikely to
be true. It’s no mistake that “survival” is one of the more prevalent metaphors in academic adviceknowledge; to name just a few titles, there’s the well-regarded Surviving Your Academic Job Hunt, as well
as A PhD Is Not Enough! A Guide to Survival in Science, The African American Student’s Guide to
Surviving Graduate School, The Women’s Guide to Surviving Graduate School, Surviving Your Stupid,
Stupid Decision to Go to Graduate School, and even Surviving Your Graduate School Advisor. Even when
it isn’t used explicitly, the operative concept is present in most mainstream academic advice: it’s a jungle
out there, and this book/column/article/blog will give you the tools to “survive” it.
Take, for instance, one of academia’s most well-known advice-givers, “Ms. Mentor” (Emily Toth), author
of several advice books and a regular advice columnist for the Chronicle of Higher Education since the
late 1990s. Toth’s first book, Ms. Mentor’s Impeccable Advice for Women in Academia (1997), garnered
considerable praise, with one reviewer calling Toth the “ultimate protection for feminism” (Franke 86)
and another writing that she “has been one of the loudest in the chorus of women . . . who by calling out
for change have helped make it happen” (Stout 130). Toth’s more recent book, Ms. Mentor’s New and
Ever More Impeccable Advice for Women and Men in Academia (2009), received dust-jacket adulation
from such luminaries as Elaine Showalter (“Required reading”) and Cathy Davidson (“At last, Ms. Mentor
Unplugged, Uncensored, and Unrepentant!”). Toth’s advice has also received criticism, however, along
the lines that it’s too chirpy, a tad anti-intellectual, the humor too one-sided (and relentless), and that it
paints academia (and academic men in particular) with too broad a brush (Cohen). One reviewer chided
Toth for her “insistence on viewing academia as a morality play with female heroes and male villains”
(Stout 128).
The more recent book attempted to scale back the insider’s bombast a bit (as evidenced in part by the
inclusion of advice for women and men), but it retained much of the underlying message and verve: the
academy is a tough place to survive and thrive (especially for women), and making it into a full-time
academic position and then on to tenure (which Toth sees as both the ultimate goal and as a form of
revenge) will require “playing the game.” Addressing would-be critics in the Preface to her first book,
Toth wrote that a prominent objection to her work intones, “You are a mindless, bourgeois tool of
capitalist patriarchy. Instead of encouraging community, you support individualistic solutions. You
should be enabling your readers to work to overthrow . . . ” (xi). Toth then interrupts this anonymous critic
of her book to admit that at this point she “tunes out, for she is not in the business of overthrowing
capitalist patriarchy: her aims are far more modest, but much more immediate.” She wants “women to
have power in academia NOW” (Toth, Ms. Mentor’s Impeccable xi).
On this and other points, Toth’s advice has undeniable appeal. There is something seductive about her
insider’s appreciation of higher education and its more cutthroat habitudes and traditions, which she has a
way of folding tidily into language about immediacy and practicality and “what works.” Certainly, we
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know that discrimination exists in the academy on all sorts of bases, for example weight, gender, sex,
orientation, age, race, ethnicity, religion, disability, and ability. But what I would like to suggest, without
getting bogged down by critique, is that Ms. Mentor’s advice inaugurated—or at least popularized for an
Internet-nascent academy—survival guide advice-knowledge as we know it today: a portrayal of higher
education as a world capricious and wholly inhospitable to its young and its untenured, where advisors are
deadbeats, professors are perverts, search committees are evil, and everyone must look out for herself.
(The cover art of Toth’s more recent book features a young, innocent-looking woman standing forlornly
on the wrong side of an alligator-infested moat while Ms. Mentor offers her a cappuccino from high atop a
stylized castle.) This almost Hobbesian view of academia should give us pause for what it suggests about
the academic labor market for graduate students: while no one can seriously deny the difficulty or
capriciousness of the labor market, should “survival” be the ultimate goal? Is this the best we can do?
Like Hobbes’ “war of all against all,” the way graduate students are configured by this discourse is as lone
wolves, not as unions of likeminded individuals with the capacity (if not the natural tendency) to come
together for the good of all.
Survival is itself an interesting concept. By definition, it means “[s]omething that continues to exist after
the cessation of something else, or of other things of the kind,” and in contemporary usage, it tends to
suggest the triumph of the individual, not necessarily the continued existence of a group or collective
(“Survival”). As we know from watching the rise of reality television over the last decade, the group is
usually significant only insofar as it can be exploited to ensure the success of the individual. (It’s probably
no coincidence that Survivor, which is widely regarded as the first popular reality TV show, was
structured to reward group manipulation in the service of individual success.) There’s an unspoken
flipside to survival guide advice, which is, as the Oxford English Dictionary puts it, “cessation.” Those
who don’t survive (i.e., fail to attain tenure-track positions) become, in Marc Bousquet’s terms, the “waste
products” of graduate education: shunned and forgotten by their departments and advisors (“Waste” 87).
As insecurity increasingly becomes the normal state of affairs, the inward-turning “self” at the center of
the advice-dispensing maelstrom becomes not just an easy target, but the only target. Describing the
“victim-blaming ideology” targeted at unemployed white-collar Americans, Barbara Ehrenreich writes
that in the job-hunting workshops she attended even “the timid suggestion that there might be an outer
world . . . ruled by CEOs was immediately rebuked; there was only us, the job seekers. It was we who had
to change” (Ehrenreich, Bait 220-21). McGee calls this the “new survivalism that emerges against the
background of a continuing inward turn” (51), and its effects are closer to victim abhorrence than mere
victim-blaming. She writes that in contemporary self-help discourse, “[c]haracterizing oneself as a
victim—or, worse still, falling into the role of victim—is anathema” (McGee 53).
Like Toth’s stiff-arm to her critics in the Preface to her first book, survival guide advice works to deny or
ignore critical engagement with extra-individual forces, and its metaphors of survival, jungles, contests,
and games are singularly effective in an era conditioned to accept competition as an unquestionable, moral
good. Nor are these attitudes relegated to survival guides. Even a quick review of the comments section of
an Inside Higher Ed article or a Chronicle advice column will reveal dozens of repetitions of the same
logic pinning the difficulties, inequities, and ever-present risks of failure on the victims themselves: get
over it (Carroll, How), work harder, it’s your fault, even “take responsibility for your decision” to become
pregnant (Pat).
Between 2001 and 2004, Jill Carroll, a contingent faculty member and self-styled “proud part-timer,”
penned a popular advice column for the Chronicle. Following her self-published guide How to Survive as
an Adjunct Lecturer: An Entrepreneurial Strategy Manual (2001), Carroll’s columns covered topics
ranging from the mundane (“How to Hold Office Hours without an Office”) to the professional (“How to
Be One of the Gang When You’re Not”) to the political (“Should You Join a Union?”). While her advice
columns were addressed to contingent faculty, Carroll (like Toth) popularized an approach to employment
advice that would come to characterize much of the survival guide advice-knowledge directed at graduate
students over the last decade. One aspect of Carroll’s approach that has become a central feature of
survival guide advice-knowledge is its insistence that the status quo is just the way it is: most courses will
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continue to be taught by contingent faculty and graduate students, most PhDs will never land tenure-track
jobs, most universities will continue to devalue the humanities in favor of “technology, health care, [and]
business,” and most of us will continue to “whine about it” until it changes or until we find something else
to do (Carroll, How 3, 5-6). Not content to whine about the system and apparently unable to imagine how
it might be changed, Carroll’s brand of survival guide advice, like Toth’s, draws its considerable rhetorical
force from the practical, common-sense, bootstraps mentality it so ardently conveys and the temptingly
pragmatic solutions she offers at the feet of such complex problems.
Operating in the same wheelhouse as victim-blaming, acceptance of the status quo is one of the hallmarks
of contemporary survival guide approaches to advice-knowledge; it is often deployed early on in an advice
article or column as a way to prepare the reader for the suggestions the writer is going to give next (If you
can’t beat ‘em, join ‘em—here’s how . . . ). As in mainstream self-help discourse, the first “lesson” is that
it’s naïve and even a bit foolhardy to focus your energies on changing the “system”—which, again, could
include anything from being female in a male-dominated discipline to being short or overweight. But, the
logic goes, by taking these steps and working on yourself, you will have a better chance of success.
Indeed, a great deal of survival guide advice is often concerned with the appearance of individual job
seekers, as in Jessica Quillin’s advice column for Inside Higher Ed in which she advises academics
looking for corporate consulting work how to dress, talk, and act. Quillin’s advice follows a familiar
pattern in survival guide advice-knowledge: begin with a broad explanation of the current situation in
higher education, which usually has to do with the fact that something about our work has fundamentally
changed (e.g., accepting that it’s no longer okay for academics to dress poorly, for instance, or learning
how to handle the possibility that your PhD might make your corporate clients uncomfortable). Then
comes the advice itself: here’s how to dress well, overcome the negative associations of your PhD, and so
forth. Questions of systemic transformation or of why the status quo values what it does are always
conversations for another time. Discussions of why we continue to tacitly support an employment system
that makes it necessary for women and minorities to be coached on how best to present themselves are
continuously delayed to some other venue so that the presumably more important task of advising
graduates how to look, act, preen, and “survive” can be covered. This, in essence, is the status quo
maneuver.
It could be argued that since we have publication outlets for criticizing systems of all kinds (academic
journals like this one, for instance), the function of academic advice is not to critique an existing system or
to right a sinking ship, but to help graduate students and other job seekers cultivate a professional ethos, to
provide practical, potentially “life-saving” advice to the would-be survivors. To the extent that survival
guide advice relies on the status quo-maneuver to work is precisely the extent to which it propagates a
feeling of hopelessness and presents a version of the world as it is, thereby bracketing-off extra-individual
concerns and further delegitimizing the possibility of large-scale change. Given mainstream adviceknowledge’s ubiquity in the digital age, its rhetorical force, and thus its extraordinary ability to shape
common attitudes and best practices concerning everything from the job search to navigating your first
academic position to managing your finances, we have a responsibility, I believe, to engage with this
advice and ask how it serves our graduate students and whether it merely reproduces and legitimates an
exploitative system.
As if sensing the tense ethics of this situation, a would-be exception to the status-quo maneuver is advice
of the “Just Don’t Go”-variety, whose exemplar is William Pannapacker, formerly writing under his pretenure pseudonym “Thomas H. Benton.” Pannapacker’s now-classic article “Graduate School in the
Humanities: Just Don’t Go” concerns who should or shouldn’t go to graduate school and why: only do it if
you’re (1) independently wealthy, (2) extraordinarily well-connected, (3) partnered with someone who can
(and will) support you, and/or (4) already gainfully employed and looking to earn an extra credential. At
first glance, this advice seems to stand outside the professionalization ethos of most other survival guide
advice-knowledge. Pannapacker’s line is not You can have this, too, and here’s how . . . but No, you can’t,
and here’s why . . . . In a series of eloquent, well-argued columns over the last few years, Pannapacker
(writing as Benton in the following excerpt) has attracted a fair amount of national attention, writing
scathing prose like the following:
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It’s hard to tell young people that universities recognize that their idealism and energy—and lack
of information—are an exploitable resource. For universities, the impact of graduate programs on
the lives of those students is an acceptable externality, like dumping toxins into a river [or
excreting waste from the body]. If you cannot find a tenure-track position, your university will no
longer court you; it will pretend you do not exist and will act as if your unemployability is entirely
your fault. It will make you feel ashamed, and you will probably just disappear, convinced it’s
right rather than that the game was rigged from the beginning.
Pannapacker repackaged his advice with some proposals for reforming graduate education in a 2011 Slate
piece that generated “vigorous debate” and “lengthy responses,” according to the website. One
commenter, a PhD candidate at the Ohio State University, accused Pannapacker of blaming the victim,
writing that this
blame-the-victim line of thinking assumes that if we graduate students ‘just walk away’ and do
other things with our lives, the university system will be compelled to mend its ways. But this is
analogous to (and as false as) suggesting that the way to end corporate capitalism is for consumers
to stop shopping at Walmart. (“Stop”)
Whether or not this commenter’s analogy is completely apt (it seems difficult to deny, for instance, that
boycotts can often be effective strategies for generating bad publicity for corporations or educating the
public about a company’s exploitative labor practices), it is also the case that the “Just Don’t Go”-move
indulges, in a slightly more insidious fashion, in both victim-blaming and status quo logic. Even as its
advocates acknowledge the role of extra-individual, institutional forces in shaping graduate education (this
is the way it is . . . ), they insist on individual autonomy as the ultimate source of personal and professional
responsibility ( . . . but you can still walk away), thereby (re)placing responsibility for systemic
transformation squarely on the shoulders of the individual graduate student. Not coincidentally, suggesting
that thousands of graduate students simply walk away from exploitation also participates in the neoliberal
“supply-side” fantasy of graduate education that has been decisively rejected by Bousquet and others: the
notion that by stifling the “supply” of fresh new graduate students to the market god, the “demand” for
tenure-track academic positions can be gradually stoked and, magically, expanded (How 123-124;
“Waste”).
As these examples suggest, the “Just Don’t Go”-move has gained significant traction in the last few years.
History professor and blogger Larry Cebula, who in 2011 published a post entitled “Open Letter to My
Students: No, You Cannot be a Professor,” received over 27,000 hits (an impressive number for a personal
blog) and some 73 comments as of the time of this writing. The Academic Jobs Wiki and other social
networks have become hotspots for swapping articles and blog posts on how graduate school will ruin
your life (Schuman). And who at this point hasn’t seen the ubiquitous Xtranormal video that made the
rounds several years ago featuring a student proudly announcing to her jaded professor that she wants to
become a professor, too? The student, who is portrayed as ignorant and naïve in the extreme, is met with a
barrage of cynical, yet familiar explanations as to why she will never become a professor (Alisonles). Just
don’t go, indeed.
Survival of the “Fittest”?
It’s not the world that needs changing…it’s you. (Ehrenreich, Bait 85)
Armed with this ruthlessly pragmatic approach to academic labor’s most intractable problems and
bolstered by a kind of hyper-realist ethos befitting our times, survival guide approaches to adviceknowledge fit comfortably within academic neoliberalism’s celebration of the individual as self-making
and self-laboring entrepreneur: the popular notion that individuals are, in fact, ever-evolving commodities
quixotically questing for the right “markets” in which to market themselves. In advice-knowledge
discourse, this is known as “fit,” and for the graduate student job seeker, it’s as elusive as it is critical. For
graduate students about to begin or in the midst of a job search, the nebulous notion of fit takes on
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supreme significance at exactly the same moment that any workable sense of what it might mean recedes
into blurry platitudes about collegiality and “looking the part.”
A longtime staple in corporate culture, the concept of fit is given the Barbara Ehrenreich-treatment in Bait
and Switch: The (Futile) Pursuit of the American Dream (2006). Going undercover to try to find a job as a
PR/marketing specialist in the relatively stable pre-recession economy of the mid-2000s, Ehrenreich
documents a world turned upside-down, where $200/hour “Job Coaches” play with Wizard of Oz dolls and
armies of laid-off executives flock to interstate hotels to recite mindless mantras about positivity and
knowing oneself. As Ehrenreich describes it, the baseline of all of her experiences as a white-collar
wannabe in corporate America (she never received so much as an interview for a job that wasn’t
commission-only sales) is not that people “band together to work for a saner economy or a more humanfriendly corporate environment” (Bait 85), but that we learn to use self-actualization techniques and other
gimmicks to work on ourselves while the corporate machinery blithely grinds on. An individual’s failure
to secure a corporate position is then internalized as evidence that one isn’t sufficiently “cheerful,
enthusiastic, and obedient” (Bait 228) for the corporate world or even, as Ehrenreich herself was
repeatedly told, that one’s resume needs to be “dumb[ed] down” (Bait 245).
The lesson is never that the system is unjust or exploitative. Most troubling, as Ehrenreich gradually
learned, “hard skills” apparently count for little in the corporate world, while lacking squishy personality
traits like “positivity” and “passion” could be a deal breaker. Actually “getting a job” seemed to be the last
thing anybody on the hiring side of things wanted to talk about. In a peculiarly chilling scene, an
investment firm manager downsized after twenty years is coached to repeat at a networking event, “It’s
not about getting a job. It’s about knowing yourself…. The issue is Allan knowing who Allan is”
(Ehrenreich, Bait 79; original emphasis).
The pernicious thing about fit, of course, is that in many cases the right fit is any fit. But since this is the
truism that must not be spoken, job seekers, hiring institutions, and advice givers all pay homage to the
concept to varying degrees. In 2011, the Chronicle’s ProfHacker blog ran an invitation for commenters to
develop a crowd-sourced definition of “fit” (Hara). Most of the eighteen commenters, even those who
seemed to view fit as a potentially positive set of criteria, agreed that it was a mysterious, ill-defined term
typically used to make distinctions between candidates where no easy distinctions existed on paper
(Stuntz). On the more cynical side, one commenter called fit a “capricious tool for maintaining power
[that] has too little to do with true intellectual advancement, innovative thinking, or progressive teaching”
(glomzx); another respondent with a somewhat more literary bent considered “[f]it . . . the hobgoblin of
small minds” (5768).
More seriously, in a 2007 Chronicle letter to the editor, Lauren Kamnik wrote that over the last few
decades, the Legal Advocacy Fund of the American Association of University Women had seen “a steady
increase in the use of terms like ‘fit’ and ‘collegiality’ to mask discrimination toward women and
members of minority groups in academia.” On the other hand, Melanie Springer Mock’s recent article on
fit describes a colleague who accused her of using the word in a job ad as code for “white men need not
apply.” Apparently, fit cuts both ways.
Mock concedes that fit is a term that “frightens job applicants,” and it’s worth asking why. Like
Ehrenreich’s discovery that “soft” social traits such as likeability, positivity, and “niceness” are baseline
requirements for success in white-collar America, fit reflects the academic version of neoliberal selfgovernance at work. This is not to deny that different individuals have different academic or professional
personalities, or that someone committed to an ambitious research trajectory might have a difficult time
managing a five-four load at a teaching-intensive institution; these are important considerations for hiring
institutions and applicants to consider. But to the extent that some rather nebulous notion of fit has
become central to the job search—as well as to academic advice-knowledge—it is a term that cannot be
treated as superficially self-evident. To my mind, job seekers’ anxieties surrounding fit stem from (1) the
sense that there’s not even a reasonable degree of predictability in a process that, as one online commenter
puts it, is “impossible to game” (“Stop”) (i.e., hard skills and the ability to do the job well are no longer
sufficient to gain employment); (2) the knowledge that shaping yourself into the right fit (any fit)—
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without really understanding in any given case what that might mean—is absolutely crucial; and (3) the
growing awareness that fit functions as a kind of cover for the simple fact that there aren’t enough good,
non-contingent positions to fit the vast numbers of deserving graduates. Add to this the fact that ours is a
culture where virtually everyone—fit or not—parrots well-worn platitudes concerning the importance of
“fitness” to leading productive lives (whether physical, financial, mental, parental, occupational, or
institutional in nature), and it makes perfect sense that fit (like the virtues of “competition”) has taken on
this kind of over-determined significance. As Thomas Lemke, Zygmunt Bauman, and other critics of
neoliberalism have pointed out, terms like fit, flexibility, and leanness are key components of the
neoliberal vision of a social-political-economic order in which the rigid disciplinary mechanisms of
control (think the prison or the asylum in Foucault’s Discipline and Punish) are increasingly replaced with
the much faster, sleeker technologies of the self by which the “autonomous” individual continually (and
quite willingly) practices myriad techniques of self-regulation or self-work. In later works, Foucault called
this technology “care of the self.”
In a seemingly odd reversal, however, “fit” can also provide graduate students with a longed-for sense of
control. The popularity of survival guide advice-knowledge and the American obsession with self-help
culture generally has developed out of the seductive illusion that these discourses hold out to us—that
given the right amount of self-care and self-work, we can be the exception. It’s the undeniably irresistible
desire to feel as though there is some order, that hard work, sacrifice, and dedication might just pay off in
the end (McGee). Really, nothing could be more American or more appealing to the sorts of bright,
capable minds graduate study tends to attract. What today’s graduate students have in common with the
out-of-work executives and the other unemployables with whom Ehrenreich spends her days in
windowless conference rooms is this: the need to feel as though one can, through self-making, selflaboring, and self-becoming, become not just employed, but always-employable, immune to
unemployment as well as unemployability. It is a tempting offer, and to those for whom failure has never
been an option (much less a reality), the logic of “I can always work a little harder (on myself)” takes on
an almost moral imperative. To not engage in this kind of self-labor would be akin to a moral failing.
Moreover, if a job seeker is spending so much time and energy feverishly figuring out who she is, how to
market herself, and how to become the right “fit” through piecemeal tactics of “survival,” then she is
probably less interested in (or capable of) expending her energy on forming collectives with other students
or advocating controversial positions and risky activities that could undermine her future on the academic
labor market. This, too, has a precedent of sorts in American self-help culture. As McGee writes, “In less
than thirty years, ‘self-help’—once synonymous with mutual aid—has come to be understood not only as
distinct from collective action but actually as its opposite” (19). What now refers almost exclusively to
practices of individual self-laboring and self-improvement, she writes, referred just a few decades ago “to
cooperative efforts for mutually improved conditions on the part of a community of peers” (McGee 18).
As Barbara Cruikshank shows in her influential study of the American self-esteem movement, self-esteem
today is less about self-respect or self-worth, and more a technology for producing certain kinds of
individuals: a “specialized knowledge of how to esteem our selves, to estimate, calculate, measure,
evaluate, discipline, and judge ourselves” (233). In other words, it’s a technology that understands the
proper measure of the individual as economic, as the measure of the individual’s ability to assess and
work on herself, to turn herself into a marketable commodity. The cultural-moral-economic imperative
that everyone, whether employed, underemployed, unemployed, or unemployable, continually work on
themselves so as to remain employable and thus imminently available and ready for work “just in time” is
a central tenet of neoliberalism and the high (personal) risk, low (corporate) overhead workplace vision it
promotes. As Bauman writes, “[i]n the society of consumers, no one can become a subject without first
turning into a commodity, and no one can keep his or her subjectness secure without perpetually
resuscitating, resurrecting and replenishing the capacities expected and required of a sellable commodity”
(12).
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Now It’s Personal
Given this intensification of economic privatization brought on by four decades of American
neoliberalism (e.g., handing over public services to corporations for the sake of the free market,
deregulating private interests, slashing social welfare programs, etc.), it makes sense that there would be a
similar privatization at work in the cultural realm, too. Nealon traces the privatization of value through
such familiar cultural sites as celebrity memoirs, the prominence of the self in indie-rock and hip-hop, and
the fact that big-time sporting events like the Olympics and college football have become “orgies of
personal revelation” (87-88). He suggests that the personal is not only a fertile site for political struggle,
but also that these days it’s increasingly becoming the only site at which politics “happens” in a way that
matters to most people. Writing about Ken Burns’ documentaries (and one could easily add the breakaway
success of Daniel Day-Lewis’s portrayal of Lincoln to the mix), Nealon argues that “history isn’t real to
‘the public’ . . . until and unless it’s run through the ringer of individual subjects and their interior, private
experiences” (87). Even to be politically engaged with ostensibly public issues quite often puts one right
back in a private context, both in terms of the types of issues (e.g., abortion, gay marriage, government
surveillance, etc.) and the available means of support. Valid modes of support come not so much from a
careful consideration of available evidence or public arguments, but from intimate soul searching, gut
feelings, and intense spiritual “awakenings,” not unlike that of heavy-drinker-turned-fitness-jogger George
W. Bush or actor Mickey Rourke’s turnaround from dark side denizen to Oprah mainstay. Ronald Reagan
once remarked that “all great change in America begins at the dinner table”; today it begins with a more
empowered, self-aware you.
But the potential dangers of this cultural turn to the personal go beyond a mere allergy to the dubious
aesthetics of celebrity culture. The personal now functions as the site at which deeply political issues are
effectively depoliticized in such a way that makes appeals for collective identification with others—much
less collective solidarity and struggle—a difficult sell. Unable to make ends meet on your $12,000/year
stipend? This isn’t a structural problem, but a personal one—there’s an advice column for you. Want to
rant about how the search committee at the University of _(insert real school name here)_ left you
stranded at the airport and never reimbursed your hotel? There’s a space for that. You can find an outlet to
vent or an analogue to whatever anxious worry might be on your mind at any moment, but the Faustian
bargain seems to be that the cost of temporarily assuaging your anxiety and unease is abandoning all hope
of actually changing anything. This is precisely how, given all of the frank, graphic depictions of the
horrors of academic labor mere mouse-clicks away, sites like the Chronicle, Inside Higher Ed, the
Academic Jobs Wiki, and all those survival guides and advice books and blogs are still churning out
graduate student advice-knowledge. Or more to the point, it’s why so many graduate students are still
convinced that they’re the exception to what might well be the worst academic employment prospects in
American history (Kreuter). In a neoliberal culture where all value is privatized and all struggle is
understood as personal, to try to make common cause is perceived as naïve and somehow beside the point.
Because here’s the twist. As Nealon also points out, and as this examination of advice-knowledge has
attempted to show, the return of the personal is rarely viewed as yet another unfortunate symptom of
neoliberalism that we should work to illuminate and oppose, but rather as an escape from the very logic of
cultural privatization that has produced this situation in the first place. Hence, the ultimate goal of adviceknowledge is to help the advice-seeker uncover that still, small self at the core of her being (the
metaphysics is inevitably one of Cartesian depth) that has been papered over with the detritus of practical
existence, those “junky” human needs like a living wage or health insurance. As Nealon writes, the
“emphasis on the small, private, intimate, noncommodified, seemingly self-empowering moments of
everyday life is often thought to offer us a kind of swerve around the logics of the market and its inhuman
profit motive” (Nealon 88-89). In advice-knowledge this cuts both ways, from victim-blaming and other
instances of impugning the individual (“personal responsibility” increasingly means “you can’t blame
anyone but yourself”) to hero narratives of graduate students and contingent faculty who “beat the odds”
and “survive” the system, like Henry Adams’ personal recollections of graduate school in the 14-part
series “Academic Bait-and-Switch” or the hundreds of anonymous personal narratives found in the
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Chronicle forums. It seems so natural and uncomplicated that advice-knowledge would address itself to
the person, the individual. After all, in contemporary capitalism, what else is there that matters?
Advice-knowledge capitalizes upon the personal as yet another domain in which one can pursue a sense of
satisfaction and well-being, which, as Eileen Schell, Deborah Louis, and many others note, forms a
narrative most often targeted at women. Some critics discuss similar phenomena under the post-Fordist
economic rubric of flexible accumulation (Shumar), and Andrew Ross calls it the problem of “mental
labor.” He suggests that one of the hallmarks of the global information economy has been the substitution
of nonmaterial rewards and perks (e.g., nurturing a dream, having flexible hours, the love of the subject, or
even the existential pleasure of thinking oneself a starving artist) for job security, benefits, and a fair (or
even living) wage (15; cf. Bousquet, How 63, 167). A common feature of survival guide adviceknowledge is to include various “tips for thriving” aimed at graduate students and contingent faculty, most
of which have to do with making oneself immanently available for any number of unpaid tasks, such as
professionalization workshops and other self-improvement initiatives.
Conclusion
Riffing on neoliberal godfather Milton Friedman, we are reminded of David Harvey’s quip that the intense
celebration of the self in neoliberalism means that individuals are always “free to choose” (69), but they
aren’t supposed to choose to build strong collectives or form unions. Indeed, as I have tried to show in this
piece, the well-documented employment anxieties facing today’s graduate students have intensified a
“me-first” mentality that is reflected in the advice graduate students routinely hear and almost intuitively
internalize: keep your head down; be “agreeable” and “energetic” (which usually means “smile while you
work for free”) (Winzenburg; Ross); work within the system, don’t aggravate (Toth; Carroll); publish and
present, don’t organize; pursue trendy research trajectories; avoid controversies and time-killers like
advocating for graduate student healthcare; or even “Just Don’t Go” (Pannapacker; Cebula). Born of
neoliberal platitudes about the virtues of personal responsibility and mercilessly stoked by an environment
of permanent austerity, what was once pretty responsible advice for budding intellectuals has taken on a
kind of grim, univocal tenor. The underlying message is clear: the only thing that still “counts” for today’s
graduate student is the capacity to market oneself within a constantly-shifting index of commodities and
market values (i.e., what’s hot/what’s not) and frenetic entrepreneurial activity. Individual successes are
trumpeted as proof of the fairness of the system and the inherent morality of hard work. As graduate
students are told repeatedly to work harder (on themselves)—all the while publishing, presenting,
teaching, mentoring, serving on committees, and performing other high-level professional tasks for what
often amount to below-poverty level wages—what is too often left out of the conversation altogether is
any sense of how they might work together to reclaim their futures as aspiring members of the
professoriate through activism, collaboration, and collective action.
The function of advice knowledge and of neoliberal attitudes more generally is to depoliticize thoroughly
political issues, and to privatize and internalize scarcity and inequality, thereby deflecting critical attention
away from the existing structures of exploitation, as well as from the complex, seemingly intractable
problems haunting US higher education. Whether this advice is “good” or “bad” is even less significant
than arguing over whether it’s helpful or unhelpful. As long as it constrains individual autonomy to the
point that our capacity to engage in the futures of our workplaces is relegated to determining “fit” or
reveling in the triumphs of individuals and their personal revelations or determining how best to contort
ourselves in relation to the existing labor system, then academic advice-knowledge works exactly as it’s
supposed to work. In the end, the best advice we can give graduate students and contingent faculty alike is
precisely the same advice they will never want to accept: that the academic labor system as it currently
exists is not a referendum on them or their personalities or even their abilities. For those who are not
already extraordinarily privileged, it’s a lottery that only a few can win.
As challenging as this sounds, we need to take a step back and realize that while our jobs are an important
part of our lives, people are not—and should not be—reducible to their jobs. As Nora Watson remarks in
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Studs Terkel’s classic volume of oral history Working (1972), “[m]ost of us . . . have jobs that are too
small for our spirit. Jobs are not big enough for people” (Terkel xxiv). We nonetheless need to do more.
We need to make a concerted effort—together—to object to a system that exploits us, wastes resources,
and ruins lives. We need to reject the implicit value system that says that people are expendable and that
working for ten or fifteen years just to get a shot at a secure, moderately-compensated position in a
university is not acceptable. We need to affirm that as workers, as laborers, and as professionals, even
though many of us do indeed “love what we do, sometimes to the point of denying that our wages matter
at all,” we are not “special, but . . . typical” (Bousquet, “We Work”).
Most importantly, we need to affirm our commitment to collective action, to unionization, and to
organizing those workers who are most exploited by the academy and most vulnerable to its changing
circumstances and mercurial whims: graduate students, contingent faculty, those who year after year find
themselves in yet another visiting position, and everyone else in contemporary higher education’s vast and
multi-tiered cheap labor system. The forward movement of the university and of our workplace will not be
attained in market-based terms or through a corporate paradigm. By course content, by discourse, by
example, advisors and mentors can articulate to graduate students the important message that it is unlikely
that they will be the exceptional individuals who will beat the odds. But this needn’t sound like giving up
altogether. In the here and now, we can work together to make our local institutions more accountable to
their students, faculties, and those who live precariously somewhere in between.
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WAC/WID PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION AT RURAL, REGIONAL, AND SATELLITE CAMPUSES

Notes from the Margins: WAC, WID, and the
Politics of Place(ment)
Paul G. Cook, Indiana University Kokomo
Abstract: This institutional autoethnography (IAE) explores the political and pedagogical dynamics
of WPA and WAC/WID work within an exceedingly small, resolutely singlesex, and assuredly rural
liberal arts campus ecology. Working within a theoretical framework informed by WAC/WID's
historical commitment to increasing literacy in students from diverse educational backgrounds
(Zamel, 1995) and recent studies of "aspirational" colleges and universities (Tuchman, 2009), my
goal in this piece is to reflect on my own experiences and connect these to larger concerns about
WAC/WID's vulnerability in rural SLACs. My exploration is structured around an interrogation of
what happens when a rural college's historical mission and lofty aspirations run up against (1) the
philosophical constraints (self) imposed by institutional identity; (2) the material limitations of
location, institutional ecology, and faculty labor and expertise; and (3) the pedagogical realities of
the underprepared students it serves. In short, this article explores how the very things that make
Cottey unique—its historical commitment to women's education, its diverse student population, and
the inherent flexibility that comes with having an unusually small student body—are challenged by
the dynamics of institutional identity and the intensifying scramble within higher education for
resources, students, and prestige.
rural, adj. and n. 1.c. Employed or stationed in country districts.
--Oxford English Dictionary, Online edition (2012)

When I began as Assistant Professor of English, WPA, and WAC Coordinator at Cottey College, an
extremely small, nonsectarian, twoyear women's college in southwestern Missouri, I could not
imagine a more rural place. The town of Nevada (pronounced "Nevayda"—and don't you forget
it), is typical of many rural American towns in the early 21st century. There's a quaint town
square, gradually made irrelevant by fast food restaurants, gas stations, and strip malls. There's a
Super WalMart, strategically placed on the outskirts near the main artery and serving almost as a
kind of company store for the region. (New tires? Gallon of milk? Lowwage job? WalMart's got
it.) Then there are a few struggling momandpoptype diners, a cinderblock beer joint or two,
and a handful of pharmacies. But, in the case of Nevada, Missouri, there is also a small liberal arts
college (SLAC) comprised of about 350 women from 40 states and almost 26 countries (Cottey
College, 2013a).
I was immediately drawn to the friendly, rural nature of the Cottey campus and the community.
Having grown up in the rural South in what I then believed was a small town, I enjoy exploring
the possibilities embodied in outoftheway places. Despite my pluck, what I discovered at Cottey
was indeed a challenge, and it opened my eyes to both the promises and the difficulties of
developing a successful WAC/WID program at what is quite possibly one of the more unique
academic institutions in the United States.
https://wac.colostate.edu/atd/rural/cook.cfm
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The following institutional autoethnography explores the political and pedagogical dynamics of
WPA and WAC/WID work within an exceedingly small, resolutely singlesex, and assuredly rural
liberal arts campus ecology. Working within a theoretical framework informed by WAC/WID's
historical commitment to increasing literacy in students from diverse educational backgrounds
(Zamel, 1995) and recent studies of "aspirational" colleges and universities (Tuchman, 2009), my
goal in this piece is to reflect on my own experiences and connect these to larger concerns about
WAC/WID's vulnerability in rural SLACs. My exploration is structured around an interrogation of
what happens when a rural college's historical mission and lofty aspirations run up against (1) the
philosophical constraints (self) imposed by institutional identity; (2) the material limitations of
location, institutional ecology, and faculty labor and expertise; and (3) the pedagogical realities of
the underprepared students it serves. In short, this article will explore how the very things that
make Cottey unique—its historical commitment to women's education, its diverse student
population, and the inherent flexibility that comes with having an unusually small student body—
are challenged by the dynamics of institutional identity and the intensifying scramble for resources
and students.

What Is Institutional Autoethnography (IAE)?
What I'm calling "institutional autoethnography" (IAE) combines elements of the sociological
method of institutional ethnography (IE) with the emergent practice of autoethnography (AE), a
method of selfobservation and critical reflexivity that attempts to inscribe (graphy) the self (auto)
within a particular institutional or social culture (ethnos) (ReedDanahay, 1997). Ellis & Bochner
(2000) have defined AE as "an autobiographical genre of writing and research that displays
multiple layers of consciousness, connecting the personal to the cultural" (p. 733). Rambo (2007)
has called AE "a postmodern reporting format…[that] does not speak to 'capital T' truth but
instead seeks to turn the gaze inward…and both deconstruct and reconstruct 'small t,' local truths,
which are… conversations which generate ideas without necessarily resulting in consensus" (p.
364). AE places the researcher herself at the center of the investigation, along with her emotions,
prejudices, recollections, snippets of her autobiography, and her innermost thoughts. The
researcher privileges narrative, "vignettes," and storytelling (Ellis & Bochner, 2008; Humphreys,
2005), personal reflection (Chang, 2008; Sparkes, 2007), and the articulation of potential linkages
between individual experiences and larger institutional or cultural dynamics (Jubas, 2012; Wall,
2006). AE "pos[es] more questions than it answers" (Rambo, 2007, p. 364), and quite often it
"simply asks for your consideration" (Sparkes, 2007, p. 521). The best autoethnographers connect
their experiences and reflections to their cultural, social, or institutional milieus, thus shedding
light on the complex of discourses, attitudes, and practices that both permeate and concretize
those milieus.[1]
The nature of WPA work, as readers of this publication are well aware, is often deeply personal
(George, 1999). As a method, IAE mirrors and thus underscores the inescapably personal nature
of WPA work, while respecting the epistemological anxieties and misgivings that often attend more
"personal" approaches to research and the imperative to produce disciplinary knowledge that is
useable across institutional contexts. IAE is certainly not the only method I could have chosen to
use to undertake this kind of study, but I believe it is the best insofar as it permits me to reflect
candidly on my own experiences and perceptions, while at the same time scaffolding these
observations with peerreviewed research, historical texts, and verifiable institutional data.

A Brief History of Cottey College
Cottey College had never had a WAC/WID program. Some interested faculty had made isolated
efforts in the decade before I came to Cottey in the fall of 2010 to increase the amount of writing
in classes other than English and writing courses. These efforts yielded limited success. As often
happens, wellmeaning attempts at curricular and institutional change over time became the
victims of atrophy, burnout, and the lure of new programs and fresh ideas. From the first day of
my tenuretrack position, I was regaled with tales of the difficulty of getting such a program up
and running again: it's too political, it takes too much time, there's too much else going on,
https://wac.colostate.edu/atd/rural/cook.cfm
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there's not enough interest or "buy in" from the faculty. I even heard from some that "the culture"
won't tolerate the level of involvement WAC/WID programs require from faculty and
administration.
Several years earlier, my predecessor had implemented an annual writing contest that collected
essays from students across the disciplines. This popular event was in some ways the last vestige
of that earlier era. With my hiring, the administration signaled that it now wanted a fullyformed
WAC/WID program, and they wanted it fast, on the cheap, and with a junior faculty member at
the helm. It's not at all uncommon for rural, branch, or regional campuses to hire eager junior
faculty as WPAs to usher in a WAC/WID program in resistant—if not downright hostile—
institutional cultures. And the dynamics surrounding my hiring were similar: as a junior faculty
member in his first year on the job, my institutional power was almost nil, while my capacity to
make enemies and careerdamaging mistakes seemed almost infinite. Still, in a way that I think is
common among many newlyminted, untenured WPAs, I was enthralled by the possibilities this
position offered. Everything seemed up for grabs, and everything seemed possible. When I arrived
on campus, I found myself at a college with a unique institutional history and mission, as well as a
highlyspecific vision for the future: to become a leader in women's higher education on a national
and even global stage. Despite the mundane obstacles I found on the ground—the unfamiliar
politics, the lack of institutional resources or knowledge or even allies—this lofty vision fueled and
informed my desire to do good at my newfound institution.
Founded in 1884, Cottey College was originally the vision of Virginia Alice Cottey (Stockard)[2], a
pedagogical pioneer who devoted her life (and her life savings) to women's education at a time
when most Americans viewed higher education in general as something of a lark. Born in rural
Missouri in 1848, VAC's early years were shaped by the smoldering embers of America's second
Great Awakening and her involvement in the Southern Methodist Church (Kerbs, 2005; Troesch,
1955). VAC's mother and father encouraged her to explore her educational aspirations from a
young age. They even provided for her to attend two boarding schools in her youth—an
undoubtedly significant influence on her early education that may well have also shaped her views
on Suite Life when she founded Cottey College (see below).
Frustrated by women's severely limited opportunities for formal education and bolstered by her
conviction that women were "called… to a high and holy destiny [as]… colaborer[s] with [God] in
the great work of enlightening and saving the world" (Kerbs, 2005), VAC set out at the ripe age of
thirtyfive to build a college for women in Nevada, Missouri. She considered other sites as far
flung as Fort Worth and Kansas City (Troesch, 1955), but she decided on Nevada when she
cannily convinced town officials to gift sixty acres of farmland to the cause (Kerbs, 2005). The
college grew over the years from a small, oneroom building to a fullfledged campus, and in
1927, VAC (now Stockard) deeded Cottey to the Philanthropic Educational Organization (PEO)
Sisterhood, a national women's philanthropic organization (PEO International, 2013).
Today, Cottey is the only nonsectarian private college owned and operated by a national women's
organization, and due in large part to the PEO's enormous generosity, Cottey routinely ranks with
the likes of Princeton, Harvard, and Yale in terms of its endowmentperstudent ratio (Chronicle of
Higher Education, 2010). Because of its ties to PEO and its unique historical mission to educate
women, Cottey draws students from the US, Canada, and all over the world. Consequently, its
student body is extraordinarily eclectic both in terms of students' cultural experiences and diverse
educational backgrounds. Some students are from the very top of their high school classes and
could easily succeed most anywhere in American higher education; others come to Cottey from
underserved populations and ESL backgrounds. Many of these students are firstgeneration
learners or international students who often need basic writing/reading courses and/or significant
ESL support.
In terms of its institutional identity, Cottey is something of an "inbetweener." Exclusively a two
year transfer school for almost 127 years, Cottey is not a community college. Though it began
offering select Bachelor of Arts degrees in English, environmental studies, and international
relations and business in 2011 (psychology was approved in 2013), Cottey isn't exactly a four
year small liberal arts college (SLAC) either, or at least not primarily. I was hired in part to assist
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with the transition to the fouryear programs by helping to design writingintensive and
interdisciplinary courses and a minor in writing and rhetoric. I was also responsible for directing
the Writing Center, developing and coordinating the WAC/WID program, assisting with the design
of the fouryear English degree and the interdisciplinary courses housed within the Institute for
Women's Leadership and Social Responsibility (the administrative umbrella in which the fouryear
program is metaphorically housed), overseeing the annual writing contest, carrying a 4/4 load,
advising students, and attending numerous afterhours campus events, speakers' series, student
presentations, and galas. Research and writing—as I was told up front and honestly when I
interviewed for the position—did not factor into the tenure equation and was a "summer pursuit"
to the extent that it was to be a pursuit at all.[3]
When I arrived on campus, the push was to stuff two or three years' worth of careful planning,
deliberation, and faculty input into a couple of semesters so that the fouryear BA programs could
be up and running as quickly as possible. There were several reasons for the rush job: first,
sagging enrollment in the wake of the economic downturn had created some considerable
anxieties (both financial and to a certain extent "existential") among upper administration;
second, the senior administration, unable to boost enrollment through other means, seemed to
view the transition to a fouryear college as a way to accomplish what had proven impossible
through marketing and recruitment (the specific enrollment goal at one point was 500 students);
and third, Cottey's metamorphosis into a fouryear SLAC meant playing in the "major leagues,"
which—the thinking was—would translate into both greater prestige for the college and (again)
higher enrollment numbers. No topic of conversation during my tenure at Cottey was more
important or more carefully broached in "mixed" company than the sticky issue of how to boost
sagging enrollments. It stands to reason, then, that enrollment also played a significant role in
how Cottey's institutional identity and its future aspirations were shaped.

Competing Visions, Institutional Aspirations
The administration's general attitude regarding basic writing and ESL courses had been that to
implement such support structures would be to "segregate" students by ability (and perhaps also
by class, race, ethnicity, and/or nationality). Basic writing and ESL courses can be a hard sell at
any institution (Matsuda, OrtmeierHooper, & You, 2006), and some universities have even
jettisoned existing ESL programs in their quest for greater institutional prestige (Dadak, 2006).
Given the close quarters of Cottey's intimate educational environment, the administration's
explicit argument was that placing students in these "remedial" courses would inhibit proper
socialization into the mainstream. By the time I arrived, this mindset had become the
administration's de facto party line.
There was some merit in the administration's concerns about how students placed into these
courses might come to view themselves or be viewed by others as "different" or deficient. Indeed,
Bartholomae (1993) and Shor (1997) have each made similar claims about the potentially
negative social(izing) functions of basic writing courses. What I found noteworthy, however, was
how frequently the administration's concerns were couched in terms of institutional identity: "A
Cottey student is a Cottey student," was essentially how the tautological thinking went.
Remediation of any sort was simply not in keeping with Cottey's liberal arts ideal or its evolving
institutional identity.
There were, in effect, two competing visions of the writing program and of WAC/WID at Cottey
College, but whereas both were based in considerations of place and changing institutional
dynamics, they differed significantly in their endpoints.[4] In my capacity as WPA and WAC/WID
Coordinator, my vision was that we needed to reattune our curricular and institutional structures
to more effectively meet the diverse literacy needs of our current and incoming students.
Specifically, I felt we needed to develop a more sensitive and sophisticated placement mechanism
for incoming students—a writing sample, a written placement exam, or even a more careful
consideration of ACT/SAT scores—that would place students into at least one semester of basic
writing or ESL at the 100level (let's call it "English 100A"); from there, students could decide for
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themselves whether they were ready for English 101 or whether they wanted to enroll in a second
(but optional) course in the second semester (let's call it "English 100B").
Both courses would be creditbearing. Because of our small size, we could have run as few as two
separate sections of either 100A or 100B each semester, depending on the specific needs of
incoming students from one semester to the next. One section might emphasize developmental
writing and reading for firstlanguage learners, for example, while the other would focus more on
skills specific to secondlanguage learners. This plan would almost certainly have required hiring
someone with the appropriate training on a fulltime basis. Because of our rural location, we had
enough trouble finding adjuncts to cover regular sections of FYW, so recruiting qualified ESL
specialists in the area was probably a fool's errand. We could have potentially hired someone from
Kansas City or nearby Pittsburg, Kansas to perhaps work on a coursebycourse basis, but to
make it attractive and worth the driving time, we would've had to pay the new hire at least double
the going rate for adjunct faculty, or around $4,000 to $4,500 per course. This, too, was an
impossible sell to the administration.
As visions go, mine was decidedly utilitarian and didn't exactly make for good marketing copy, but
it was necessary for the types of students who were becoming a larger presence in our incoming
classes: international students and minority students from disadvantaged educational
backgrounds. I recall one rather enthusiastic PEO member from Texas who would send us quite a
few students each year. These students were given an extraordinary educational opportunity and
some received generous scholarships from the Sisterhood, but many were native Spanish
speakers who had just spent the last ten years of their schooling navigating the bowels of the
Texas public school system in an economically disadvantaged part of the state. Because of this
PEO member's connections and zeal, however, the majority of these students were admitted to
Cottey, despite their low test scores or GPAs. Some had never written more than a paragraph in
English, and they tended to flounder in FYW. I was excited to think what we could do in the future
with the appropriate curricular and financial support, but it pained me to know that we weren't
providing our current students with the attention and coursework they needed now.
The administration's vision, fueled in large part by Cottey's ongoing transformation into a four
year institution, was of a unified institutional identity—a vision of "Cottey College" wellsuited to
marketing materials and to its considerable fundraising efforts, as well as to the everpresent
enrollment goals and growth benchmarks. This is what I called "the Cottey Going Forward" vision,
since anytime it was discussed it was accompanied by a breathless rush of forward momentum,
almost as if talking about it in such terms would help the vision materialize more quickly and
concretely. Ginsberg (2011) has suggested that such administrative visions, which are often
communicated through strategic plans and other highlevel administrative documents, constitute
the symbol systems through which administrators assert their authority, coopt faculty to buyin
to their version of institutional growth, and distinguish themselves from their administrative
predecessors or even competing facultyled factions on campus. The plans themselves are often
vague and openended, with longterm "vision statements" and priorities rather than specific,
hereandnow solutions; this view has led Ginsberg (2011) to suggest that the substance or
product of strategic plans is far less important than the process: that is, the "impression of
feverish activity and forward movement" they are intended to provoke among faculty, staff, and
the general public (p. 51).
Accompanying this unified vision of the institution was also a unified vision of a Cottey student:
wellprepared, "fits in," ready to go on day one, a sort of universal studentsubject. Given Cottey's
history as a women's college, and given the difficulties women have historically faced in gaining
access to educational opportunities, it's significant that a key part of the administration's vision
was of a homogenous, universal liberal arts student who could be placed most anywhere, one who
didn't need any extra scaffolding or assistance. Moreover, to their way of thinking, if Cottey was to
exist—much less compete—on a national stage with other women's SLACs, then what was taken
to be its inherent provincialism, an inescapable side effect of its rural location in southwestern
Missouri, would somehow have to be reckoned with.
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Global Awareness or Local Evasion? The Politics of
Ruralism
The administration's method for dealing with Cottey's unavoidable ruralism was to pursue as one
of the cornerstones of the new fouryear programs an emphasis on "global awareness." Closely
related in some respects to what Ball & Lai (2006) have called an "ethos of placelessness" (p.
264), global awareness has recently become part of contemporary higher education's lingua
franca. Considered something of a hot topic in literature geared toward higher education
administrators (Pace, 2012, p. 44), global awareness has been defined as "a perspective
comprised of intellectual, psychological, and social attributes that allows a person to function
capably anywhere in the world" (Pace, 2012, p. 44). With social responsibility/social justice and
leadership, these three memes are now firmly entrenched in contemporary "adminispeak," the
rich patois of management theory and business jargon used by today's administrativemanagerial
class. When Cottey made the shift to offering fouryear BA programs, it's no surprise that global
awareness, women's leadership, and social responsibility formed the three intertwining "threads"
of Cottey's Institute for Women's Leadership and Social Responsibility.
None of this is necessarily problematic on its own, but where it presented challenges was in terms
of how it came to shape faculty discussions and administrative decisions at the departmental and
curricular level. Though never made explicit in precisely these terms, I believe the same
administrative vision that motivated the adoption of global awareness also led the administration
to neglect the more concrete and ultimately more practical focus on the pedagogical scaffolding
many of our incoming students needed. This attitude was further bolstered by the assumption that
because a relatively small percentage of Cottey students were actually from the region, a
"cosmopolitan" emphasis on global awareness might function as an antidote to any lingering
perception that Cottey's ruralism spilled over into its curriculum or its institutional presence. In
other words, a key part of the administration's vision ("solution" might be the more appropriate
term here) was, in effect, to project an image of placelessness onto an institution that was not
only resolutely placebound and indelibly marked by its rural location, but that also had a great
deal to offer the surrounding community—a region in need of the cultural or pedagogical
assistance Cottey could offer. And the community could in turn enrich the educational experiences
for students.[5] Given our institutional flexibility, it was deeply frustrating for me to think about
what Cottey could do (today) if the administration wasn't so fixated on what Cottey could be (in
the future). This, in short, was the crux of the philosophical difference at the core of Cottey's
growth and its future, one with which many institutions large and small are now coming to terms:
to fulfill institutional and ethical obligations to existing students or to shore up institutional identity
for a hopedfor tomorrow.
It needn't be an eitheror proposition, of course, but keeping this placebased context in mind,
one can begin to imagine that even initiating a serious conversation about developing tiered
courses into which students would then be placed—whether basic writing/ESL, on the one hand, or
even advanced or honors sections, on the other—was politically fraught, as discussions of
institutional identity tend to be among aspirational colleges and universities. Tuchman (2009) has
dubbed these institutions "wannabe U's": schools with lofty aspirations to jump from one tier to
another, whether this is driven by a desire for greater institutional (or individual) prestige, money,
or the seemingly neverending quest for higher enrollments. The problem with the current
zeitgeist surrounding prestigechasing isn't that SLACs like Cottey are trying too hard to recruit
students, or to compete, or even to move up the foodchain. To some extent, as other
commentators have suggested (Anctil, 2008; Szekeres, 2010), costly marketing campaigns and
fundraising blitzes are a necessary part of growing an institution in today's übercompetitive
higher education landscape. Rather, the problem is that schools like Cottey are trying too hard to
be just like everybody else. This is another of Tuchman's (2009) main points: that the
homogenous groupthink currently popular among the administrativemanagerial class who control
higher education is undermining some of the very things that make schools like Cottey unique and
impressive. Culturally and economically, it's an attitude wellsuited to our anxietyridden times.
Like the onedimensional corporate culture from which today's administrativemanagerial class
have borrowed liberally in order to write their own playbook, "uniqueness" is good, but uniqueness
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that transcends or challenges a narrow, focusgrouped understanding of what constitutes "the
unique" is often viewed as an unnecessary (and potentially costly) risk.

The Suite Life
One of VAC's most stronglyheld beliefs was that young women needed to learn to live, work,
play, and study sidebyside; she arguably pioneered in the latenineteenth century the fully
integrative, suitestyle student housing that Student Life gurus now consider a matter of policy
and a key tactic in the neverending battle to increase retention. Immersive education was so
important to her that in 1889, discouraged by reports of excessive euchreplaying, dancing, and
parties during Christmas recess, VAC canceled the break for the following year (Troesch, 1955,
pp. 8889). (The institutional reticence regarding school holidays has continued on to the present
day: classes are still held on both Labor Day and Martin Luther King, Jr.'s birthday, which is
somewhat ironic given Cottey's pronounced commitment to social justice.) VAC's dream also lives
on at Cottey in the form of "Suite Life," and it is not only a central component of a Cottey
education (in 2012, only around 1% of students lived offcampus), but it's also a factor that looms
large in any attempt to examine Cottey as an educational institution (Cottey College, 2013b).
Suite Life means that students live, work, study, dine, relax, and play in close proximity to each
other, virtually around the clock.[6] Despite the occasional schoolsponsored trip to Kansas City
(1.5 hours away) or unauthorized house party in nearby Pittsburg (a more manageable 45minute
trip), the Cottey campus and the town of Nevada form a tight seal around students' experiences.
There just isn't much else going on offcampus that can function as an intellectual or emotional
respite—big or small—from the routine pressures of school. Families and friends are often
hundreds or even thousands of miles away, and it's difficult to find an anonymous place to get a
cup of coffee and simply blend in for a few hours over a good book. At an institution as small as
Cottey, in a town as rural as Nevada, Suite Life assumes a somewhat overdetermined
significance; by design it is intended to be an immersive educational experience for students, and
the fact that Nevada is surrounded on all sides by cornfields and pastures assists in honing the
effect. But for all of the positives it has undoubtedly yielded for almost 130 years, in a climate in
which higher education is increasingly viewed as just another purchasable commodity, Suite Life
can be a difficult sell to new generations of college students. The rhythms of work, study, and
friendship that develop in the suites can make or break a student's college experience and affect
her education in profound—though not always positive—ways.
While the explicit spillover from the suites into the writing classroom was usually minor (e.g., a
couple of times I had students who didn't get along "inform" on one another as to why one or the
other didn't make it to class, and in a few instances simply placing students into groups would
expose longheld grudges that could transform something as innocuous as peer review into an
exercise in skilled diplomacy), Suite Life did present more serious problems. At the end of my first
semester, for example, I sat down with a couple of my firstyear students; I had heard through
the alwaysbuzzing Cottey grapevine that they weren't going to return after the break, and they
wasted no time in blaming it on Suite Life: "There are too many girls." "It's just too much drama."
Not totally sure how to proceed, I asked about their ability to study in the suites, and their
response was that social concerns—warring factions of students, shifting allegiances among
suitemates, and even the pressure to engage in Cottey's many student traditions[7]—monopolized
much of their time. "I don't know when I'm supposed to study. It's all just too much." At the end
of my first semester, Cottey lost between 30 and 35 students out of approximately 300, or more
than 10% of the student body.

Location, Location, Location: Faculty Expertise
and Material Limitations
The close proximity between the writing classroom and the suites did have more subtle
pedagogical effects, such as when it came to grading and evaluating student writing. WPA and
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WAC/WID scholarship has explored the sensitive politics of grading (Yancey & Huot, 1998; Allison,
Bryant, & Hourigan, 1997; Zak & Weaver, 1998), particularly for untenured junior faculty
(McEachern, 2004), and I quickly learned that the comments and grades I wrote on student
papers often became the objects of CIAlevel scrutiny back in the suites. McEachern (2004) and
Sandman & Weiser (1997) have written about faculty members' anxieties concerning grade
norming sessions with other faculty, and it's something of a commonplace of scholarship on
grading theory that grades are "symbols that speak to many audiences" (Carbone & Daisley,
1998, p. 80). However, few scholars have examined the symbolsystem of grades visàvis a suite
full of students, many of whom might be enrolled in the same section, and all of whom might be
enrolled in FYW. Once I had nearly an entire suite of close friends in one class, and even though
these students were capable and eager to learn, I found myself rethinking my entire
evaluative/feedback schema to reflect the fact that I was writing comments that likely would be
read and shared by all of these students—each with different pedagogical needs, strengths, and
weaknesses. As a few faculty members told me when I arrived on campus, Cottey was something
of a "fish bowl," but I didn't expect this level of surveillance in evaluating student writing.
The commenting and grading strategies I had picked up over eight years' of collegelevel writing
instruction and five years of a rhetcomp PhD now had to be significantly revised as the subtleties
of grading became increasingly visible and therefore political. Research on evaluating student
writing suggests that grades are often used to motivate students (Yancey & Huot, 1998), but
where once I might have used a lower grade or a stronglyworded comment to prompt a student
to apply more effort to the next draft, I now had to consider the "feedback loop" that stretched
from student to student, and even from student to faculty member. During my first semester, an
upset student barged into my office without knocking and demanded an explanation for a grade.
My mind raced so furiously with visions of my own imminent demise ("Junior Faculty Member
Lasts 3 Weeks on the Job" is how my overactive imagination envisioned how the blurb might
read), it took me almost five minutes to realize this wasn't my student. This was a student of my
senior colleague across the hall, and what she wanted from me was not so much an explanation
as an ally in her fight against the "C+" she had received from my colleague.
While it ultimately made me a sharper and more conscientious grader, I also felt hamstrung. My
training and my teaching instincts had always been to develop onetoone, dialogic relationships
with individual students and their writing: comments and feedback over the course of a semester
would conform to where an individual student happened to be in her development as a writer. This
was a central part of my overall approach to grading and writing pedagogy, but it was consistently
undermined by my anxieties about reaching some golden mean of fairness and my fears of being
(mis)interpreted outside the bounds of the ostensibly personal teachertostudent correspondence
that grading and evaluating student writing presumably entails. The angry student episode had
shown me firsthand what happened to other faculty—tenured faculty. Tobin (1993) has remarked
that "[w]hile our colleagues are not literally present in our classrooms, we are almost always
aware of how our attitude, our approach, our goals and our grades compare with theirs" (p. 141).
The feedback loop made me feel as though nothing I wrote on anything was sacred or safe from
scrutiny. Even the industrystandard checkmark on a freewrite began to take on sinister
implications. In short, the evaluator had become the evaluated. And it was an uncomfortable
negotiation.
I quickly gathered from conversations with colleagues that grading in FYW had always been a
sensitive issue at Cottey, but there was yet another layer to the onion. As the de facto WPA and
WAC/WID Coordinator, I was supposed to have all the answers. Institutionally, I represented the
"fix" for these issues. But an even more pressing "fix" than even this was the matter of what to do
with the students—first and secondlanguage learners alike—who needed to be in an ESL or basic
writing course. How could I provide them with the painstaking scaffolding they needed to improve
their writing while also remaining attuned to the equally specific and noless demanding
intellectual needs of the stellar students? For that matter, what about the more runofthemill
student writers in the same class? At a rural, almostfully residential institution like Cottey, the
"spectrum problem," as I call it, takes on a renewed sense of urgency and significance.
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One of the common pedagogical problems in FYW, for example, was that a fifth of the class might
be so far beyond the rest of the students in terms of writing ability, reading level, and intellectual
maturity that it was exceedingly difficult to make sure everyone was getting the kind of attention
they needed: some students needed significant support outside of the classroom just to complete
a onepage personal narrative, while other students were hungry to discuss complex ideas about
politics and culture and wanted reading lists and regular, protracted discussions during office
hours and after class. For a new junior faculty member, one whose tenure case would be made
almost exclusively on his teaching (i.e., teaching evaluations and little else), this was an odd and
unsettling experience. On some days I felt like a professor at a tierone SLAC: chatting with a
firstyear student from suburban San Francisco who had already read Nicomachean Ethics or On
the Genealogy of Morals in her spare time in high school, or advising a student from Colorado
whose 11thgrade geology teacher had combined environmental policy documents with Earth
Mothermanifestoes and excerpts from Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance. On other days,
I felt like a basic writing teacher who didn't know what he was doing: there were students from
Texas who had never written more than 250 words on anything and who couldn't read our
textbook, or students from Japan who couldn't speak or read English any more than I could speak
or read Japanese. All of these students were placed into English 101, the first course in our two
semester FYW sequence.
If I'm being completely honest, the overwhelming temptation was to focus my energies on the
stellar students and the more promising middleoftheroaders. The overall workload at Cottey
was intense, in part because we were so seriously understaffed, but also because the faculty in
the fouryear BA programs were tasked with their overall design and implementation—easily a
fulltime job in its own right. Whereas I could riff with a student on Nietzsche or environmental
politics with little effort, I felt totally unprepared to meet the needs of the underprepared
students. (Those of us in the English department often joked that we did our course prep and
grading in our free time, which was largely true.) But "teaching to the six," as Bérubé (2002) has
proposed, just doesn't cut it at a place like Cottey College. "Writing off" students and leaving them
to flounder between the rocks of an indifferent bureaucracy and the hard places of institutional
rigor, as sometimes happens at large public universities, isn't an option at a place like Cottey
where an integral part of the culture is that everyone can succeed—really succeed. Even if I had
wanted to—and I probably needed to—I couldn't write off any students.
As the newlyhired, untenured WPA and WAC/WID Coordinator, then, I found myself in an
interesting situation. I had been hired to cultivate the writing program (intellectually,
administratively, etc.), among many other duties, and I immediately began to see cracks and
structural imbalances in how we did things. But I felt powerless in the face of not only the
administration and what I increasingly felt were curricular decisions driven primarily by funding
priorities and institutional politics (familiar foes to any WPA), but also against a 130year tradition
of doing things a certain way at an unusually small, singlesex institution. In other words, and as
predictably as any veteran WPA might imagine, the administration wanted something done—they
wanted writing "fixed," they wanted more writing in more classes, and they wanted all Cottey
graduates to be proficient writers (i.e., capable of producing documents free from surface errors)
—but they were unprepared or unwilling to respond in kind to a challenging, multifaceted
problem. The administration wanted to keep patching a leaky roof; those of us in the English
department knew we needed a new roof. The support the students needed was structural support.
Instead we received patches: empty words of encouragement, promises that we could reopen the
conversation when enrollments improved, and reassurances that we were being heard and that
shared governance was working.[8]
What the institution wouldn't provide, the students sought out themselves. Sort of. All fulltime
English faculty at Cottey teach firstyear writing in small courses (during my tenure the cap was
set at an enviable fifteen students). However, none of the four tenured or tenuretrack members
of the English department had any formal training in basic writing or in ESL; I was the only faculty
member with a PhD in rhetoric and composition studies. Aside from our one adjunct, a local high
school teacher with an MA in English, we four fulltimers taught the lion's share of the FYW
sections. (Ironically, our extremely small size and rural location made us decidedly more
progressive in our staffing practices; it's not uncommon for rural, regional, and branch colleges
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and universities to be able to claim an 80/20 [or greater] fulltime to contingent faculty ratio in
FYW.) In any case, students who needed ESL support sought it out, though not in the form of an
ESL specialist, but in the form of an English faculty member who they knew would go above and
well beyond the feasible to spend as much time with them as they could. In the way a stream
shapes the banks around it as it finds the path of least resistance, some of our students in effect
"placed" themselves by taking courses with those faculty who they had learned—through both
informal conversations with suitemates and institutional lore—would spend as much time with
them as necessary.
At first glance, it is tempting to view this as a serendipitous sideeffect of teaching in a small
college: if the faculty can't use institutional flexibility to their students' advantage, then perhaps
the students can. Certainly, this appealed to our desire to see evidence of student empowerment,
but it also led to some challenging pedagogical and administrative problems. For example, each of
the four fulltimers in the English department (all of whom were tenured or tenuretrack), taught
either two or three sections of FYW each semester; our fourth class was generally an upperlevel
course in literature or in my case advanced writing or rhetoric. Given the institutional context I've
sketched thus far, it was imperative that we maintain consistency among the roughly 1215
sections we offered each semester, perhaps even more so than at larger institutions. This was not
only central to our departmental mission, of course, but it was a practical and pedagogical
necessity as well: as I've mentioned, students compared notes, grades, comments, syllabi,
readings, etc., so if something didn't "match up" to their satisfaction it could create problems in
and out of the classroom. Given that the students who selfselected came to expect a certain kind
of FYW experience with a particular instructor, not giving these students that experience might
have negative consequences for both parties. The colleague who was deemed to be the most
useful for ESL students and basic writers, for example, taught FYW sections that were nearly full
of students who needed this special attention, which made it difficult for this instructor to maintain
consistency and meet departmental standards in areas such as number of pages assigned,
number of drafts, reading loads, and even grades. This instructor also spent a great deal of time
at school after hours working with students on essays and drafts, which led to some rather glaring
labor inequities among the English faculty and between the English faculty and faculty in other
disciplines.

Conclusion: Philosophical Constraints, Material
Limitations, and Pedagogical Realities—Higher
Education in Anxious Times
I've tried in this article to not only suggest how the arms race for homogenous articulations of
institutional identity constitutes a pressing concern for many in higher education, particularly for
WPAs and WAC/WIDers in institutionallyvulnerable positions, but also to show the deleterious
pedagogical effects to which this phenomenon can lead. Call it the "Applebee's" approach to
institutional identity: a mode of thinking, planning, and action that is both the result of and
increasingly wedded to the anxious economics and cultural timidity of our present era. In short,
you find an institutional identity that has worked for the greatest number of colleges and
universities, and then overlay that identity onto your institution (Tuchman, 2009). Whatever
doesn't fit—curriculum, programs, departments and schools, and even the needs of incoming and
current students—can always be dealt with later on. Or not, as the case may be. Like the street
signs, team photos, pennants, and other detached signifiers that adorn the fauxexposed brick
interior of a ubiquitous, casualdining chain restaurant, my experiences in higher education have
led me to see the administrativemanagerial class's favored philosophy of institutional identity to
be so much homogenous and unconvincing adornment. When the look, the marketing, and the
experience are the focus, does anyone really notice whether the food is any good?
There is certainly no shortage of commentary painting American higher education with a broad
brush and in a negative light. There are the intractable labor problems, the strained ethics of
student debt financing, the textbook industry. Cottey was in some important respects a respite
from all of this, an outlying oasis with the flexibility, freedom, and financial resources to do things
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its own way and, crucially, to actually get away with it. This is precisely what had drawn me to
Cottey in the first place: I saw an opportunity to have a lasting, positive impact on an institution,
a chance to leave my mark. Many of us, whether WPAs or WAC/WID specialists or some other
strain of rhetcomp enthusiast, when we finally do complete our PhDs and transition—gingerly and
with great trepidation—into our first engagement with what is still euphemistically called the
"academic job market" (Bousquet, 2008), we do so with the memories of our graduate institutions
firmly in place. And with just a few notable exceptions, these are mostly large, flagship programs
with layer upon layer of stultifying bureaucracy and writing programs that require an act of
Congress to change or revise. In this way, rurality needn't be seen as a handicap to identity
building, even in this "global age," but as a potential boon to growth, to authentic shared
governance, and, far more importantly, to education. Perhaps, then, the special lure of the rural,
regional, and/or satellite campus is the lure of the possible, the "what ifs?" that attend all acts of
speculative thinking. What if I can apply what I've learned to a new institution? What if I can do
good in a visible and concrete way—for my students, my colleagues, and my community? What if
I actually succeed?
Unfortunately, however, at least as far as my story is concerned, this did not occur. Instead, I
soon learned that even independent, rural institutions like mine—small colleges with the makeup
to break away from the pack and try something new, as Cottey's founder VAC did—rarely seize
upon these increasinglyrare opportunities to embrace those features that make them unique. At
the risk of deflating expectations with an anticlimactic ending or indulging too heartily in
"QuitLit,"[9] the ongoing material, pedagogical, and institutional challenges I faced at Cottey led to
my resignation. In my annual review meeting with the Vice President of Academic Affairs, I
announced that I had accepted another position, and that I would (of course) close out the year
and do my best to leave the institution and my colleagues and students in a good position going
forward. Powerful though it was, the lure of consistency and the possibility of a starting over were
greater than the excitement that had initially attended my choice to become WPA and WAC/WID
coordinator at Cottey. My experiences there led me to look elsewhere for nonWPA employment.
In short, I felt as though I had failed.
***
I now believe that Cottey was caught in a bind constituted by at least three factors: (1) a top
down institutional vision of what Cottey could do, could be, and could achieve in the future; (2) a
rather conservative, traditional, and stubbornly tautological understanding of what a Cottey
student should be and should be expected to do as "a Cottey student" in the here and now, as
well as the nostalgia of "that's how we've always done it here"; and (3) the bedrock pedagogical
realities that our actual, current students brought with them to college. As WPAs, WAC/WID
specialists, and as teachers of writing, we should be reminded that competing notions of
institutional identity and different visions for the future of our institutions are not merely abstract
or "academic" philosophical questions; they are central to the future of our institutions—whether
public or private, large or small, rural or urban, branch or flagship—and they have decidedly
concrete effects on our students, our curricula, our time, and our quality of life as faculty
members.
Finally, be it rural, regional, satellite, or otherwise, we have a duty to ensure that our campuses
and our students receive the best we can offer. Against the conventional wisdom of our own era,
in which jeremiads and calls of crisis abound everywhere in our publications, institutions of higher
education in the United States are serving more students—and more diverse students—than ever
before in history, even as the price of admission continues to skyrocket to unethical and frankly
dangerous levels (Frank, 2013, October). Rather than shrinking from this sizeable responsibility or
allowing ourselves to be ushered out of our own decisionmaking processes, as faculty we have a
duty to our students to seize upon this time, our own era, as a time that is ripe for setting
ourselves to the enormous, and enormously important, task of reshaping our institutions to meet
the needs of changing students in mercurial times.
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Notes
[1]

In recent years, higher education has become a popular site for AEs. Sparkes (2007) has
written an ostensibly fictionalized account of higher education's growing audit culture and its
effects on faculty, while in a similar vein Jubas (2012) has argued persuasively that academic
neoliberalism works to constrain and limit faculty autonomy in research and teaching and even
reaches into their personal lives. Delving further into more explicitly personal territory is Rambo
(2007), whose shockinglydetailed AE describes how her article manuscript concerning incest and
her sexual relationship with a student was denied approval by her university's Institutional Review
Board (IRB). But perhaps most germane to this examination is Humphreys' (2005) reflection on
his own academic career and the "feelings of despair and disappointment" he felt as an avid
researcher at a nonresearch intensive university in the United Kingdom (p. 845).
[2]

As has become common practice, particularly when referencing Virginia Alice Cottey (Stockard)
in social media, I will refer to her throughout the rest of this essay as "VAC" in order to
differentiate between Cottey (the person) and Cottey (the college).
[3]

With perhaps a few exceptions, the majority of faculty at Cottey, at least during my tenure, did
not have active research agendas. In fact, as I quickly learned, having an active research agenda
(or having any sort of research agenda) could be a liability for untenured faculty insofar as it
opened one up to potential criticism from the administration (i.e., if you have time to research,
then you must not be doing everything you can for students or the College) and even sideways
glances from one's faculty colleagues (i.e., how do you have time to do that when it's all I can do
to meet with students and grade papers? Etc.) There has been little published work on this
matter, but online discussion boards—like the Chronicle of Higher Education's popular forums—
contain discussions of similar circumstances at some community colleges and similar institutions
lacking a research requirement for tenure.
[4]

Not everyone was opposed to Cottey's transition to a fouryear BAgranting institution—though
many were—but there was a sense that in the rush to become a fouryear SLAC and to shore up
the "right" institutional identity, the administration was ignoring some significant concerns.
[5]

I want to be careful to avoid the impression that learning, enrichment, and fruitful interaction
between Cottey and the Nevada community never occurred—it did, often in decidedly productive
ways. Nevada depended on Cottey for cultural events, employment opportunities, and a more or
less immobile consumer base that it otherwise would not have had, while Cottey benefited from
the welcoming spirit and even the leadership of Nevadans (one of Cottey's Trustees was a
prominent local businessperson). However, my goal here is to suggest that the administration's
vision for Cottey was one that was predicated on transcending Nevada and the region (a global
awareness) that could have been much more closely attuned to the uniqueness of the region, its
people, its environment, and its economic needs. What the administration ultimately wanted for
Cottey—a level of recognition, national presence, and ballooning enrollments—was not necessarily
incommensurable with either a greater sense of engagement in the local community or a more
evenhanded approach to the pedagogical needs of its current students.
[6]

Suites at Cottey are wellappointed, and each suite contains the same basic layout: a common
living area with full kitchen, four bedrooms (most of which are double occupancy), and highspeed
Internet, cable TV, couches, chairs, tables, and so forth ("Suite Living," 2013). Students are
https://wac.colostate.edu/atd/rural/cook.cfm
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encouraged to personalize their suites. According to Cotteyphile.com (2013, May 2), VAC hit upon
the idea for Suite Life in 1903 after seeing a similar layout at the University of Toronto.
[7]

Traditions are a significant part of the Cottey experience, and based on my limited experience,
they are taken quite seriously. The secondyear students place a great deal of pressure on the
younger students to participate, to such an extent that a firstyear student risks being ostracized
if she refuses to take part. Traditions range from the "Hanging of the Greens" at Christmas to
"passdowns" (gifts, trinkets, songs, and other memorabilia) from secondyears to firstyears. A
fairly comprehensive list of such traditions can be found at www.cotteyphile.com/traditions.For
faculty, the situation was similar. Though we do not take part in the traditions, there are certainly
expectations placed on new faculty to become familiar with the activities of the students and
attend all (or most) extracurricular events (cultural events, lectures, plays, recitals, sporting
events, etc). As a new faculty member, I felt a great deal of pressure from senior colleagues to
attend all of the events my firstyear, and I always felt as though my attendance was noticed.
Though not exactly extracurricular, nothing else sums up the general attitude towards faculty (and
student) attendance/participation at Cottey quite like the following anecdote. In my final
semester, I taught an upperlevel rhetoric class that met once a week on Tuesday evenings, so I
had no scheduled courses on Thursdays and I did not schedule any office hours on that day
(though I held office hours each of the other four days). The fact that I was not on campus every
day Monday through Friday caused considerable consternation among some of my colleagues and
was even cited in my Annual Performance Review with the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs as
a problem area.
[8]

I'm reminded of a quip I once overheard at a faculty meeting: "Whenever administrators start
talking about 'shared governance,' you know there's no such thing." This fairly describes the
situation at Cottey College. One of the first orientation sessions I attended as a new faculty
member was ostensibly on the topic of shared governance, which in practice was really about
keeping faculty occupied with committees that essentially functioned in an advisory capacity to
senior administration. The abundance of faculty who have reported similar experiences at other
schools in online forums, discussion boards, and wikis suggests that this is a growing issue at
institutions of all shapes and sizes.
[9]

For more on the Twittersphereascendant genre of academic "QuitLit" (i.e., cathartic, first
person articles, blogs, and columns on leaving or quitting academia, typically told from the point
of view of a tenured or allbuttenured member of the professoriate), see Dunn (2013, December
12) and Lopez y Royo (2013, August 22).
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Bad Ideas

FIRST-YEAR COMPOSITION SHOULD
BE SKIPPED
Paul G. Cook
Whenever my dean cajoles me into attending our monthly
8:00am recruitment events for high school students, parents often
ask me, “So, what does s/he [here they will nod in the general
direction of their student] need to do to ‘skip’ freshman comp?”
I get it. These are anxious and expensive times. And if a college
degree is just another product, as many believe, then it’s damn
near one’s duty as an American to scrutinize every facet of the
investment and save valuable credit hours whenever possible. But
as the director of a writing program, I know the positive impact a

purchase.

allow students to take FYC in high school as an alternative to
they perform well enough on a placement exam. These exams are
not considered an accurate measure of students’ writing abilities,
according to a great deal of research that examines how we assess
Rather than indulging anxieties about having to take FYC, I try
to explain to parents and students how useful the course can be for
all incoming college students, regardless of majors or career plans.
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that kid down the street who skipped freshmen comp, or took it
in high school or online, or tested out, or something else. So natuFYC, one is somehow beating the house.
Second, writing is a curious and ancient technology. Our familiarity with writing and with the many important tasks it performs—
from texting to Twitter—leads people to assume that writing is a
basic skill they’ve already learned if not mastered. Most of us don’t
bra. Then there’s the simple fact that a four-year college degree
is just too expensive. A degree of some kind is now essential for
most upwardly mobile Americans. According to Bloomberg Business,
tuition has pole-vaulted some 1,225% since the 1970s, a rate that
has vastly outpaced other essential costs like food and even healthcare. Given the high cost of a four-year degree, it makes sense that
parents and students—nearly 70% of whom will pay for school by
taking out some sort of student loan—are looking for any opportunity to save a few bucks. All of this is to say that even though it may
be a tempting one, for the majority of incoming college students,
skipping FYC is a bad idea.
Here’s why that idea needs to die: Writing and language are
world around us. Even that which we perceive as cold, hard facts
make sense of…well, everything. Thus, the process of learning to
write is a matter of broader intellectual development and survival-gear-for-living. Writing, in other words, embraces much more
than relaying a preset message to a reader. As students learn how
to approach the written word—how to read it, yes, but also how to
read the many voices, ideas, moods, circumstances, and rhythms
to understand how language is an essential tool for learning and
for several reasons.
and their teachers. College writing teachers consider it an article
of faith and a hard-won point of research that texts, meaning, and
knowledge are created through the complex social intersections
that occur among humans. In other words, meaning does not exist
outside of texts and language; even the words and symbols we use
to express meaning—like the ones you’re reading now—only mean
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page and from the virtual universe of words that might have been
chosen but weren’t. Meaning, many in rhetoric and composition
than something that exists before or somehow outside of language
and what we call the rhetorical situation: reader, writer, purpose,
medium, genre, and context.
According to reams of scholarship, rhetorical training is critical
and their developing identities as social and political beings (writwords means that a student can transfer the skills they’ve developed for one scenario—say, responding to an argument using
similar skills. Researchers who study this phenomenon, such as
Linda S. Bergmann and Janet Zepernick, call this concept transfer,
for obvious reasons.
This awareness of the essential social-ness of language is heightened through the training FYC students receive in the persuasive
encounter with the ancient human practice known as rhetoric, the
original being-together-through-language art of how to be persuasive using words, symbols, and gestures. From the Greeks onward,
th

century, rhetoric dominated formal education in Europe and the
United States; now, it’s found mainly in graduate programs in rhetoric and composition studies, speech communication, and in FYC.
Students in FYC also receive one-on-one coaching that they are
not likely to get in other classes. FYC is often one of the few courses
that a student can count on to be small—almost always 25 students
or fewer—compared to the massive lecture halls or online courses
that characterize one’s early college years, especially at larger
universities. FYC teachers get to know their students by name,
lead discussions, coach students on writing-projects-in-progress,
and provide crucial support both in the classroom and in one-onone conferences. Together, students evaluate texts and explore the
many facets of meaning and meaning-making. Crucially, they are
more, research shows that FYC encourages student engagement
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scale research studies such as the Stanford Study of Writing and the
ways of writing students practice in FYC—analyzing, synthesizing,
integrating contradictory ideas from multiple sources—promote
deep learning, which enables students to integrate what they are
learning with what they already know. As we’ve discussed, writing
is closely connected to exploration, to putting down on paper and
seeing the limits of what we know. Writing in FYC allows students
to expand those limits by relentlessly pushing back against the
stubborn boundaries between the known and the new.
Students can—and often do—use their FYC experience to
engage theretofore untapped interests and passions, thus unlocking
possibilities for futures they perhaps were not even aware existed.
FYC allows students to break out of their educational molds. They
can be a good thing.
Several forces conspire against the continued success of FYC:
decades of waning funding for higher education, bad ideas about
Recently, it has become something of an academic bloodsport
to poke at FYC’s relevance and what it can do. But FYC courses
and into the complex, messy realm of texts, meaning, intent, reviotherness. As John
tionship between others and ourselves.” When students seriously
consider ideas, values, and opinions that they themselves do not
tions of certainty and expose themselves to the doubts and contraongoing conversation, somewhat ironically, FYC’s greatest gift to
students may be that it teaches them how to listen.

Further Reading
For a short, timely discussion of what FYC can do for students
that also considers the ethical dimensions of the teaching of writing,
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composition’s untapped creative potentials in English Composition as
a Happening
In a somewhat more traditional vein, Robert J. Connors’s
Composition-Rhetoric: Backgrounds, Theory, and Pedagogy (University
ries of FYC; the book’s introductory chapter alone provides a
wide-angle focus on the history of writing instruction in American
colleges and universities going back to the 18th century. For a
somewhat more theoretical take on FYC’s history and fortunes,
David Russell’s chapter “Institutionalizing English: Rhetoric on
the Boundaries” in Disciplining English: Alternative Histories, Critical
Perspectives
tangled political and curricular histories that continue to bind FYC
to English departments at most U.S. institutions. James Slevin’s
edited collection Introducing English: Essays in the Intellectual Work of
Composition
view of the disciplinary politics of composition and FYC (see espechant and politicized statements on the university-as-social-instiHow the University Works: Higher Education and the Low-Wage Nation
employment, WPA “bosses,” and FYC’s complicity in the adjunctibook in the course of your life about the university-as-idea and its
role in contemporary Western societies, the late Bill Readings’s The
University in Ruins
one you should read.
Sharon Crowley and Debra Hawhee’s Ancient Rhetorics for
Contemporary Students
ry-of-rhetoric tome that’s been around for about as long as the
from artfully written histories of rhetorical theory to end-of-chapter
For a much shorter, article-length articulation of how classical
rhetorical principles can be adapted for today’s undergraduates,
David Fleming’s “Rhetoric as a Course of Study” (College English
of the ideas explored in this short chapter.
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Annual Evaluations
Tenured or tenure-track faculty are evaluated in three areas: teaching, scholarship, and
service.
Clinical faculty and lecturers are evaluated in teaching and service. Half-time lecturers
are evaluated in teaching only.
Tenured faculty who do not receive release time for scholarly activity are not evaluated on
scholarly activity unless requested by the faculty member. Clinical faculty and
lecturers/half-time lecturers are not required to do research. Deviation from these
guidelines must be agreed upon by the individual faculty member, the department chair,
and the Dean of Humanities and Social Sciences. Specific examples of “evidence” to support
excellence in each of the three areas have been established in the Indiana University
Academic Handbook and Indiana University Kokomo Faculty Senate documents. The aim
here is to provide the faculty member sufficient information as to what might be included
in each category to make the best possible case. This information provides the evaluator
with evidence which can be used to make evaluative comparisons across the department.
This document provides guidance to evaluators, and evaluators will make judgments of
quality as well as quantity of evidence. Partial lists of such evidence are provided for each
evaluative category, but are not intended to be all inclusive or “set in stone.”
Note, in cases where evidence might be claimed in multiple categories, the faculty member
must choose only one category to claim it as evidence.

1. Teaching
Faculty should present a narrative with examples that illustrate the extent to which the
candidate has engaged the listed criteria, and which describe their efforts in the
classroom. The prime requisites of an effective teacher are

1.1.

•

intellectual engagement, integrity, independence, and a willingness to
consider suggestions and to cooperate in teaching activities;

•

a spirit of scholarly inquiry which leads the teacher to develop and
strengthen course content in the light of developments in the field as well as
to improve methods of presenting material;

•

a vital interest in teaching and working with students; and,

•

the ability to stimulate students’ intellectual interest and enthusiasm and to
support student learning.

Examples of Evidence

The following is a list of the kinds of evidence that teaching faculty can include for
consideration of their teaching effectiveness. The list is not intended to be
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exhaustive, and not all types of evidence are considered equal for the purposes of
annual evaluation. Rather, it is the faculty member’s responsibility to convey
through their Annual Report the importance and impact of whatever pieces of
evidence of teaching effectiveness they choose to include.
A. Teaching Load
1. Courses taught
2. Teaching courses in one of various non-traditional formats (e.g., a site not
on campus, a hybrid or online format).
3. Teaching of students on an individual basis (e.g., independent studies,
honors, supervisor of graduate proposal, chair of master’s thesis, member
of thesis committee, undergraduate research)
4. New course preparations
5. Field trips or other travel conducted as a major or minor part of a course
6. Supervising of internships
B. Course Material
1.
2.
3.
4.

Evaluated student materials
Study guides or handouts generated to give supplementary information
Textbooks submitted, accepted, or published
Textbook receiving a review in a publication

C. Curriculum Development
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Course revisions
Development of new course(s)
Major changes in an existing course
Incorporation of new technologies, issues of diversity, or service learning
Conversion of a course to new format
Team teaching or interdisciplinary courses
Development and support of experiential learning activities
Development of academic programs
Development of new major or minor

D. Diversity
1. Taught courses on diversity
2. Incorporated diversity into courses
E. Student Evaluations
1. Standard course evaluation forms, both numeric ratings and student
comments
2. Student evaluation forms created for a particular course
3. Unsolicited letters from students
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4. Letters from graduates of the program
F. Effectiveness in Classrooms/ Learning Outcomes/ Measures of Effectiveness of
Teaching
1. Scores on national tests (if direct connection can be made between
faculty member and test achievement)
2. Student presentations of papers at conferences
3. Student acceptance at graduate schools (with direct connection between
acceptance and faculty member’s teaching)
4. Assessment data of student achievement of learning outcomes
G. Student Success and Retention
1. Participation in Student Success Academy
2. Teaching in a Freshmen Learning Community (FLC) or First Year
Community (FYC)
3. Teaching in the Summer Bridge
4. First year success activities
H. Kokomo Experience and You (KEY)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Design or coordination of the department or major KEY plan
Teaching a course in the KEY plan
Organizing Sophomore Sojourn or other KEY activities
Assessment of KEY learning outcomes

I. Peer Evaluations
1. Evaluations by department chairperson
2. Classroom observation and evaluation by faculty in the department
3. Classroom observation and evaluation by faculty in other IU Kokomo
departments
4. Classroom observation and evaluation by reviewers external to the
campus, including review of teaching materials
J. Professional Development in Teaching
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

On-campus events (e.g., those sponsored by CTLA or FACET)
University-wide events (e.g., FACET, Mosiac, etc.)
On-line workshops or webinars
Discipline specific workshops or activities
Presenting or developing materials for professional development
Serving as a chair, program coordinator, or director who provides
teaching materials, workshops, and/or mentorship of other faculty, or
otherwise supporting or enhancing the teaching of peers
7. Completing relevant coursework and performing other educational
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activities relevant to one’s teaching
8. Earning an advanced degree in an area relevant to one’s teaching
K. Assessment
1. Assessment of courses
2. Assessment of the major
3. General education assessment
L. Teaching Grants
1. Individual/co-authored grant proposals submitted or funded
2. Grant proposal reviewer
M. Scholarship of Teaching and Learning (SOTL)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Presenting SOTL papers or posters at conferences
Published in proceedings of SOTL conferences
SOTL articles published in peer-reviewed publications
Submissions to teaching resources

N. Teaching Awards
1. Campus awards: FACET membership, Trustee’s Teaching Award, Claude
Rich Award, Amicus Award, other IU Kokomo teaching awards
2. University awards (awarded across IU campuses)
3. Organizational, regional, national, international awards
O. Clinical Teaching Activities
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Developing workshops related to area of clinical expertise
Developing community sites for practica
Supervising clinical placements/experience
Developing degrees or courses related to area of clinical expertise
Hosting and collaborating to support continuing education programs
Attending continuing education programs in support of teaching and
licensure
7. Developing and producing public education programs
8. Bringing in practitioners
9. Providing clinical-related consultation
10. Mentoring students regarding licensure
11. Conducting research on clinical issues with students
12. Supervising of clinical student projects
P. Other
4. Peer or compensated review of textbooks
5. Special enhancement of student learning opportunities such as
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accompanying students to conferences, and sponsoring students for
undergraduate research conferences
6. Teaching activities of special distinction
7. Serving as external reviewer of other departments/programs/disciplines
1.2.

Evaluation
The evaluation of teaching will be as follows:

At minimum, faculty must provide syllabi, a listing of courses taught, course evaluation
data, and a teaching narrative for their annual review. The evaluation of teaching will be
as follows:
An individual will be judged to be Outstanding in teaching when sources of
evidence provide multiple measures of their engagement in teaching, rather than a
single instrument or scale of success. The evidence presented will indicate
engagement both with quantity and quality of the measures used. The results of
such varied measures will be favorable, illustrating innovative methods in
instruction; improvements in student performance; and may include engagement
with students (for example, by supporting or guiding student research; aiding
students in applied learning settings; mentoring outside of classes; and so on).
Faculty members will be available for consultation outside of classes. Student
evaluations will reveal positive feedback from students, and/or the faculty member
will illustrate that they have engaged in a feedback loop that produced
demonstrably strong results.
An individual will be judged to be Excellent when sources of evidence indicate that
the faculty member engaged with listed criteria for reviewing teaching. Candidates
seeking a rating of Excellent should provide multiple measures of their engagement
in teaching, rather than a single instrument or scale of success. Candidates will likely
provide materials that illustrate self-review, student review, and peer review and
they often engage in a feedback loop to engage in a conscientious effort to improve.
The faculty member will demonstrate availability for student consultation outside of
classes and they may assume additional responsibilities in mentoring students. In
addition, candidates may establish themselves as leaders among their peers by
providing peer reviews or mentoring other faculty members (on and off campus);
publishing articles that contribute to the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning; or
providing teaching resources and presentations for other faculty members. Student
evaluations will include positive feedback, and/or will document the ways in which
the faculty member has engaged in a feedback loop to evaluate and improve courses
(as necessary) over time.
An individual will be judged to be Satisfactory when sources of evidence indicate
that they have contributed to discipline/program needs for quality teaching and
that they make a consistent effort to review and improve their teaching. The faculty
member will demonstrate that they have read and considered student course
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evaluation feedback. The faculty member will be available for student consultation
outside of classes (this may include office hours and electronic communication).
Candidates seeking a rating of Satisfactory for Tenure and Promotion will, at a
minimum, be able to provide a cumulative summary of documentation required on
Faculty Annual Reports.
An individual will be judged to be Unsatisfactory when sources of evidence fail to
meet the minimum standards for a Satisfactory rating. For example, an individual’s
materials may indicate that the faculty member is unable to document fully their
contributions in teaching. Evidence may indicate that the faculty member is
unresponsive to external feedback (for example, from peer reviews of teaching,
student evaluations of teaching, or other feedback); the faculty member does not
provide course materials (such as syllabi or class handouts) for review; that they are
unavailable for consultation with students; and/or that they are unable to
demonstrate that they have engaged in self-review of their teaching.

2. Scholarly Activity
Faculty members are expected to maintain expertise in their discipline. Further,
faculty members are expected to contribute to their discipline by communicating
their ideas to colleagues beyond the campus. The expectation for faculty producing
research is the publication of research in a peer‐reviewed journal suitable to the
discipline. However, other forms of publication are acceptable. These may include,
but are not limited to book reviews; conference presentations; encyclopedic entries;
or scholarly workshops, among other things. Several of these items can contribute in
a cumulative way to a candidate’s overall portfolio of scholarly activity. One peerreviewed journal publication, book chapter, or equivalent at least every three years,
steady progress on a long term project, or an appropriate combination of other
activities enumerated below, constitutes satisfactory progress in research.
Scholarship can take many forms, and it specifically includes scholarship of teaching
and learning. Please note that the categories below do not specify genre. Thus, for
example, a peer‐reviewed article in the scholarship of teaching and learning may be
counted as a peer‐reviewed article, at the choice of the candidate.
NOTE: If listing a multiple authored work, please explain your contribution to the
publication. This may include cross-disciplinary research, provided that the faculty
member documents the extent to which the publication relied upon their field of
expertise.
NOTE: Products of scholarly teaching (including the scholarship of teaching and
learning and other pedagogical research) may be counted either in a candidate’s
scholarly activity portfolio, or their teaching portfolio, but not both.
It is appropriate for faculty in some disciplines to produce creative work instead of
or in addition to research. These are generally works of art. Such an option is
typically determined during the initial appointment by the faculty member,
Department Chair, and the Dean.
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Creative works are evaluated by the quality and significance of the dissemination of
that work. “Current research” in respect to creative works is the date of the
dissemination of said work, rather than the creation date of the work itself. Faculty
are encouraged to indicate the title, location and dates of all exhibitions, art and
design commissions, installations, performances, grants, etc. It is recommended
exhibitions be clearly identified as juried, invitational, solo, group, local, regional,
national or international. Generally, these rankings are used in depicting importance
of exhibitions. These dissemination opportunities may include but are not limited to
the examples below.
2.1. Examples of Evidence
Evidence of scholarly activity might include:
A. Books
1. Books published
2. Books accepted for publication
3. Books submitted
4. Essay or chapter in a scholarly anthology
5. Article published in a reference source
6. A review of book candidate has published
7. Significant revision of a text in a later edition
8. Edited book
9. Manuscript reader for publisher
B. Journals
1. Journal articles submitted
2. Journal articles accepted
3. Journal articles published
4. Editor, nonprofessional journal
5. Editor, professional journal
6. Editorial board member, professional journal
7. Referee for a journal
C. Conferences
1. Paper submitted for state, regional, national, or international meeting
2. Paper accepted for state, regional, national, or international meeting
3. Paper presented at state, regional, national, or international meeting
4. Paper presented at conference published in proceedings.
5. Poster session presentation—note: indicate if poster session presentations
are reviewed
6. Attendee, professional meeting
7. Chairing a meeting or being a respondent
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8. Designing a particular panel of presentations
9. Scholarly workshops
D. Research Programs
1. Program grants
2. Program proposed--state, regional, national, or international meeting
3. Program accepted-- state, regional, national, or international meeting
E. Research Grants
1. Grant proposal submitted
2. Grants awarded
3. Grant proposal reviewer
F. Professional Development
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Discipline-specific research workshops
Networking events (e.g., IU regional campus network events)
On-campus workshops (e.g., library workshops)
Ethics training (e.g., IRB, IACUC)
Completing relevant coursework and performing other educational
activities relevant to one’s appointed position’s scholarly activities
6. Earning an advanced degree in an area relevant to one’s appointed
position’s scholarly activities
G. Miscellaneous
1. Work in progress
2. Evidence of official recognition
3. Speech at another college/university or IU campus
4. Local programs/papers
5. Development of new competency
6. Works of practical or applied research
7. Computer applications
8. Projects undertaken in partnership with industry
9. Other
Evidence of creative work might include:
A. Exhibitions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Juried exhibitions
Invitational exhibitions
Online exhibitions
Automatic (i.e. faculty exhibitions)
Group exhibitions
One-person exhibition
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7. Regional exhibitions
8. National exhibitions
9. International exhibitions
B. Collections
1. Work accepted into a public collection
2. Work accepted into a private collection
C. Commissions
1. Commissioned work, public
2. Commissioned work, private
3. Professional design practice (work done with a client)
D. Reviews
1. Published reviews of creative work
E. Reproductions
1. Published reproductions of creative work
F. Professional Development
1. Discipline-specific creative workshops or conferences (such as on
techniques)
2. Completing relevant coursework and performing other educational
activities relevant to one’s appointed position’s creative activities
3. Earning an advanced degree in an area relevant to one’s appointed
position’s creative activities
G. Other
1. Creative writing (where appropriate in the discipline of appointment)
2.2. Responsibility for Ensuring Legitimacy of Publications
Faculty, as professionals, have a responsibility for ensuring that their publications
are published by reputable publishers and journals, subject to appropriate peer
review and other external validation of quality.
If an administrator or promotion committee has doubts about the legitimacy of a
publication, it is up to the faculty member to make the case that the publication is
legitimate. Publications found to be lacking proper peer review and other
recognized indications of external validation of merit and quality shall not count as
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evidence of achievement for any purposes, such as annual evaluation, promotion,
and tenure.
What follows is a list of basic guidelines for judging journals and publishers. If after
using these guidelines anyone continues to have doubts about a publication venue,
they should consult with our campus librarians.
Journals
Note, while faculty may publish in journals with varying levels of impact, prestige,
and quality, the school draws a distinction between legitimate publishers and
disreputable publishers. Works from disreputable publishers will not be
recognized by the school.
While this is not an exact science, some positive indicators of journal and publisher
quality are:
•

Journals published by a university or well-established professional
organization

•

Journals indexed in a reputable index with established review processes,
such as ABI INFORM, PSYCINFO, Scopus, and so on.

•

Journals listed in Cabell’s Directory of Publishing Opportunities are not
always carefully vetted, but it is not a bad place to check, as they do some
vetting

Negative indicators of journal and publisher quality would include:
•

Being included in lists of predatory publishers, such as Beall’s List of
Predatory Publishers (available online)

•

Being included in news stories concerning predatory publishers

•

Displaying obvious, significant quality issues in websites and publications

Books
A substantial part of why books are weighted heavily for purposes of annual
evaluation, promotion, and tenure, comes from a respected publisher selecting the
book as worthy of publication. Respected publishers have a review and vetting
process to ensure quality and provide external validation of merit of the work.
A variety of book publishing opportunities exist that do not employ a careful
process for ensuring the quality of the publication. These would include selfpublishing companies and print on demand publishers. As these venues lack
controls to ensure the academic quality of the work, publishing in such a venue
does not provide the necessary external validation of merit necessary for annual
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evaluation, promotion, and tenure purposes.
If a faculty member wishes to claim a self-published, print on demand, or other
such work for the purposes of annual evaluation, promotion, and tenure, they must
provide substantial evidence of external validation of the merit of the work.
Examples of such external validation would be receiving an outstanding book
award from a major professional organization, or other substantial external,
professional recognition of merit. Note, a book self-published to serve as a work of
art could be externally validated as any other work of art would be, such as being
accepted into art shows.
2.3. Evaluation
The evaluation of scholarly activity and creative work will be as follows:
A rating of Outstanding will be given when a faculty member publishes multiple,
significant scholarly peer-reviewed articles, book chapter(s), or equivalent in a
single year; when the faculty member publishes a book in an appropriate academic
press; and/or when their research products are accepted (or printed) in scholarly
resources that generate a significant positive response.
Faculty will be rated as Excellent in research when a publication occurs within a
given year. A publication may be counted for research credit either when it has been
accepted, or when the article appears in print (and candidates should specify when
they wish for credit to be applied). A monograph project may be counted twice:
when a contract is assigned, and also when the monograph appears in print. An
anthology may be counted once.
A Satisfactory rating will be given when a faculty member publishes at the rate of a
paper every 3 years, makes steady progress on a long term project, or provides
evidence of an appropriate combination of other activities as enumerated above.
An Unsatisfactory rating will be given when a faculty member does not publish at
the rate of a paper every three years, fails to make steady progress on a long term
project, or fails to provide evidence of an appropriate combination of other activities
as enumerated above.
The Evaluation of Creative Work will be as follows:
An Outstanding rating will be given when four or more instances of dissemination
of creative work meeting the definition of Excellent are achieved in the annual
review. (Examples for excellence are listed below.)
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An Excellent rating will be given when two instances of dissemination of creative
work meeting the definition of Excellent are achieved in the annual review.
A Satisfactory rating will be given when ne instance of dissemination of creative
work meeting the definition of Excellent was achieved in the annual review.
An Unsatisfactory rating will occur when faculty do not meet the criteria for
satisfactory rating for that year.
Some examples of evidence for Excellence in Creative Work
•
•
•
•
•
•

Work presented at venues with a regional, national, or international mission.
Work presented at a venue with a regional, national, or international reputation,
or work invited by recognized artists or critics.
Work refereed, adjudicated, or juried by an appropriate expert.
Work placed in the collection of any organization or institution known for their
collection.
Public or private commissions recognized by professional peers, journals, or
textbooks.
Art works selected for reproduction in regional, national, or international
journals, textbooks, or catalogs.

3. Service
Service is
•

involvement in department, division, campus, and university activities,

•

involvement in professional societies/organizations, and/or

•

involvement in the community, provided that it is related to one’s own
discipline/profession.

3.1 Examples of Evidence (not exhaustive)
A. All-university Committees
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Chair, all-university committee
Member, all-university committee
Chair, professional school committee
Member, professional school committee
Chair, search and screen committee (all-university)
Member, search and screen committee (all-university)
Chair, university task force (or similar designed group)
Member, university task force (or similar designed group)
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B. Campus committees
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Chair, IU Kokomo committee
Member, IU Kokomo committee
Chair, IU Kokomo search and screen committee
Member, IU Kokomo search and screen committee
Chair, IU Kokomo task force (or similar designated group)
Member, IU Kokomo task force (or similar designated group)

C. School of Humanities and Social Sciences committees
1. Chair, school committee
2. Member, school committee
D. Departmental committees
1.
2.
3.
4.

Chair, departmental committee
Member, departmental committee
Chair, departmental search and screen committee
Member, departmental search and screen committee

E. Assessment
1. Assessment of courses
2. Assessment of the major
3. General education assessment
F. Advising
1. Student advising (e.g., graduate school expectations or applications,
career options, etc.)
2. Advising during registration
3. Advising a student organization
G. Departmental Spaces (labs and studios)
1. Setting up a space
2. Substantial renovation of a space
3. Reorganization or maintenance of a space
H. Other Activities
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Faculty Senate officer, UFC officer, or campus UFC representative
Providing development opportunities for other faculty
Mentoring a junior faculty member
Raising funds for programs/activities/scholarships
Public lectures in one’s field
Field trips NOT associated with a particular course
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7. Coaching an IU Kokomo Athletics Team
8. Website development/maintenance and other technological
contributions
I. Administrative Service
1. Coordinator of course taught by others
2. Director of programs such as International Studies, Honors, MALS, Writing
Center, Applied and Community Research Center, etc.
3. Department chair
4. Discipline coordinator
5. Other duties as assigned
J. Professional Organizations
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Chair, national, regional, state, or local committee
Member, national, regional, state, or local committee
Officer, national/state/regional level
Member, professional association
Chair a session in a professional meeting
Conduct or organize a training workshop/course on or off-campus
Consultant visit
Sponsor, student organization/activity

K. Community Service
1. Leadership in city, county, regional, state, national, or international
service organizations
2. Recognized achievement for service by an organization in the university’s
service area
3. Working as a consultant for public, private, nonprofit, or other
community organizations
4. Service on an advisory board, advocacy group, or other community
agency
5. Appointment to service or advisory committees
6. Building relationships with community constituents or agencies
L. Professional Development
1. Workshops or conferences for leadership or administration
2. Required training (i.e., FERPA, sexual harassment)
M. Student Recruitment and Retention Activities
1. Organizing departmental events
2. Participating in departmental events
3. Participating in campus events and activities
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4. Participating in off-campus events and activities
5. Participating in conferences or workshops
6. Supporting campus marketing campaigns
3.2 Evaluation
A faculty member’s service is Outstanding when it can be demonstrated that the
faculty member has extensive and varied contributions to multiple areas listed
above. These activities will show that the individual participated in numerous
service obligations; that their service load is recognized as heavy; and/or that their
role in enumerated activities was substantial and valuable (i.e., not solely sitting on
a committee, but making demonstrably strong contributions that required time and
effort in multiple arenas).
A faculty member’s service is Excellent when it can be demonstrated that the
faculty member made significant contributions in one or more areas, with evidence
of leadership or participation with distinction.
A faculty member's service is Satisfactory when it can be demonstrated that the
faculty member has participated actively in departmental, divisional, campus,
university, community, or professional life.
A faculty member’s service is Unsatisfactory when it can be demonstrated that the
faculty member has not participated actively in departmental, divisional, campus,
university, community, or professional life and/or has contributed only marginally
to the mission and/or work of the department, division, campus, university,
community, and/or professional life.

4. Reporting
HSS faculty are expected to provide the same information in their Annual Reports as are
required for IU Kokomo faculty generally. However, it is particularly important for HSS
faculty to provide the following information as part of their report (at minimum):
•

Regarding teaching: Copies of all course evaluation summary data; a
summarized listing of all student comments from course evaluations; all syllabi
from courses taught that year; a reflective teaching narrative (e.g., a written
statement where the faculty member describes their past teaching efforts and
their plans for continued improvement of teaching); a narrative regarding how
the faculty member included diversity into their courses; and any other evidence
necessary to support their arguments regarding their teaching quality.

•

Regarding research (if applicable): Copies of all works accepted or published, if
applicable (or evidence thereof); a narrative statement describing ongoing
research work; a completed Capacity Model Form

•

Regarding service: A listing of all service activities; a brief description of the
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various service efforts

Indiana University Kokomo
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Promotion and Tenure Criteria
The School of Humanities and Social Sciences adheres to the criteria and policies regarding
promotion and tenure as stated in the Indiana University Faculty Handbook and in IU
Kokomo Faculty Senate documents. The criteria and guidelines constituting the supporting
evidence used in the annual review and for purposes of promotion and tenure are identical;
therefore, this document frequently refers to the School of Humanities and Social Sciences
Annual Evaluation Guidelines for lists of evidence to support teaching, scholarship, and
service.
Note, the School of Humanities and Social Sciences strongly supports the position of
campus promotion and tenure documents that scholarship of teaching and learning can be
counted as evidence in the scholarly activity category or as evidence in the teaching
category. Any given piece of scholarship of teaching and learning may only be counted
once; the candidate should note in what category each piece of scholarship of teaching and
learning should count.

1. Criteria for promotion
Teaching, scholarly activity or creative work, and service (which may be administrative,
professional, or public) are long-standing University promotion criteria. Promotion
considerations must include the individual’s contribution to the mission of the campus. A
candidate for promotion should normally excel in at least one of the areas (teaching,
scholarly activity or creative work, and service) and be satisfactory in the others.
Alternatively, a candidate may present evidence of a balance of strengths that promises
comparable benefits to the university over time.
Promotion to any rank is a recognition of past achievement and a sign of confidence that
the individual is capable of greater responsibilities and accomplishments. When considered
for promotion, the individual should be assessed in regard to all three criteria from the
preceding section when seeking promotion in tenure track ranks; individuals in clinical or
lecturer positions will be assessed only in teaching and service. Favorable action should
result when the individual has demonstrated a level of satisfactory or excellence
appropriate to the proposed rank in one area of endeavor. Failure to promote may arise
from unsatisfactory performance in any one of the other areas.
Candidates should note that standards for promotion differ somewhat from those of the
annual evaluation, as promotion looks at total accomplishments and not merely the work of
one year. For example, annually receiving an Excellent rating in teaching does not
guarantee that one’s teaching will be considered excellent for purposes of promotion.
However, the types of evidence used in the annual evaluation and in cases for promotion
and/or tenure are the same. Please review the School of Humanities and Social Sciences
Annual Evaluation Guidelines (HSS AEG) for these lists of types of evidence; where
applicable, these sections are listed below.
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1.1. From Lecturer to Senior Lecturer
This promotion is based upon a documented record of consistently excellent teaching
and at least satisfactory service.
a. The candidate should have demonstrated their teaching to be extremely effective
in promoting student learning and engagement, with a documented pattern of
assessment and reflection on teaching outcomes, and based on self, peer, and
student evaluation and review. Evidence such as a consistent willingness to engage
in new course development as needed, continuous course improvement, and to
work individually with students should be demonstrated (See section 1.1 of the HSS
AEG).
b. A solid record of participation in campus affairs through committee work and/or
in the relationships of the campus to the greater community must be clearly
documented. Note, service is judged by its quality; whether a faculty member
received release time for such service is not relevant when judging the quality of
service.
1.2. From Assistant Professor to Associate Professor
This advancement is based on continued improvement, whether in quality of teaching,
in scholarly activity or creative work, or in the performance of service roles.
A. Standards of Excellence for Promotion from Assistant Professor to
Associate Professor
All candidates must choose one area of excellence (unless the candidate is choosing
to present a “Balanced Case” – however, this choice is not advised, and should only
be undertaken after consultation with one’s Dean and Chair). Below are the
standards of excellence for each category.
a. Teaching as the area of excellence
The candidate should have demonstrated their teaching to be extremely
effective in promoting student learning and engagement, with a documented
pattern of assessment and reflection on teaching outcomes, and based on self,
peer, and student evaluation and review. Evidence such as a consistent
willingness to engage in new course development as needed, continuous course
improvement, and to work individually with students should be demonstrated
(See section 1.1 of the HSS AEG).
b. Scholarly activity or creative work as the area of excellence
If scholarly activity or creative work is the area of excellence, the candidate
should have demonstrated a broad grasp of his or her own and related fields,
and the candidate should be establishing a national reputation as a scholar.
For scholarly activity, a definite and comprehensive plan of future research
covering a number of years and a beginning thereon which extends well
beyond the limits of the doctoral dissertation should be evident. There are
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various methods for demonstrating excellence in scholarly activity, but what
follows is a typical path.
The department typically holds the following expectations for excellence in
scholarship:
•

Since the last appointment in rank at IU Kokomo, having at least four
refereed publications OR a lesser number if those publications are
particularly prestigious or high-impact (e.g., a single-author book, articles
within top-tier journals). If a mix of peer-reviewed scholarly products of
varying scope and impact (see HSS AEG section 2.1.) is presented as
evidence of excellence in scholarship, the candidate must demonstrate
how their body of work would be equivalent to four refereed
publications. Candidates are responsible to explain how their scholarly
achievements merit the distinction of excellence in scholarship, including
describing the quality of the journals in which publications appear.

•

Conducting research mainly in or contributing to the fields covered by the
School/Department;

•

Establishing a pattern of research, presentation, and publication that
shows growth and development as a recognized scholar.

•

Presenting other evidence or dedication to scholarship as noted in section
2.1 of the HSS AEG.

For creative works, such as the Fine Arts, the candidate must provide
documentation that establishes a record of achievement using the items
outlined in 2.1. Candidates are encouraged to pursue funding sources in
order to support their creative efforts.
The department typically holds the following expectations for EXCELLENT
creative activity:
•

Documentation should be provided for approximately 6 to 10
achievements during the period under review for promotion with tenure,
with at least three meeting the criteria for excellence as defined in HSS
AEG section 2.1.

•

The professional activities should demonstrate significance in terms of
peer-reviewed standards of excellence in the creative discipline.

NOTE: Candidates may also achieve a ranking of excellence via a comparable
combination of scholarly publications and fine arts achievements.
c. Service as the area of excellence
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If service to the University, campus, profession, or community is the area of
excellence, it should involve development and implementation of programs to
benefit the University, profession, and/or community. This should include a
pattern of active leadership. Please note, it is very difficult to argue service as an
area of excellence, and it is strongly advised that a candidate choose teaching or
research as the area of excellence. See the HSS AEG section 3.1 for the types of
evidence to use to support satisfactory in service.
B. Standards for Satisfactory Performance for Promotion from Assistant
Professor to Associate Professor
Faculty must be at least satisfactory in the areas other than the one they select as
excellent. This section sets general expectations for the minimum accepted
standards for satisfactory teaching, scholarly activity or creative work, and service.
a. Minimum accepted standards in teaching for purposes of Tenure and
Promotion require the candidate to have demonstrated a consistent record of
satisfactory course development and stimulation and effective support of
student learning, using evidence from the HSS AEG section 1.1.
b. Minimum accepted standards in scholarship for faculty producing
scholarly works for purposes of Tenure and Promotion are:
•
•

Having at least two, but typically three, refereed publications (can be in
press) since the last appointment in rank at IU Kokomo; and, other evidence
of or dedication to research as noted in section 2.1. of the HSS AEG.
To receive promotion with only two refereed publications requires the
candidate to make the case they are of substantial merit. (Note: Papers,
technical reports, and non-refereed articles in prestigious journals can
enhance one’s qualifications for promotion, but do not substitute for refereed
journal articles.)

c. Minimum accepted standards in scholarship for faculty producing
creative works, such as in Fine Arts for purposes of Tenure and Promotion
are:
•
•
•

The candidate must provide documentation that establishes a record of
achievement using the items outlined in section 2.1 of the HSS AEG.
Documentation should be provided for approximately 5 to 8 achievements
during the period under review for promotion with tenure.
Candidates are encouraged to pursue funding sources in order to support
their creative efforts.

d. Minimum accepted standards in service for purposes of Tenure and
Promotion require the candidate’s service contributions to reflect a consistent
pattern of service activity at least at the departmental and campus levels. Note,
service is judged by its quality; whether a faculty member received release time
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or possessed an administrative appointment for such service is not relevant
when judging the quality of service. Specifically, administrative service is vital to
the function of the department, campus, and university, and its function should
be judged by its impact just as any other service: administrative service should
neither be privileged nor discounted because of its nature. See the HSS AEG
section 3.1 for the types of evidence to use to support satisfactory in service.
1.3. From Clinical Assistant Professor to Clinical Associate Professor
In accord with the Indiana University Academic Handbook, clinical appointees are
faculty whose primary duties are teaching students and providing professional service
in the clinical setting. Accordingly, this promotion is based upon a documented record
of consistently excellent teaching both within the classroom and in relation to clinical
duties, and at least satisfactory service (especially related to interfacing with the
community).
a The candidate should have demonstrated their teaching to be extremely effective
in promoting student learning and engagement, with a documented pattern of
assessment and reflection on teaching outcomes, and based on self, peer, and
student evaluation and review. Evidence such as a consistent willingness to engage
in new course development as needed, continuous course improvement, and to
work individually with students should be demonstrated (See section 1.1 of the HSS
AEG).
b. A solid record of participation in campus affairs through committee work and in
the relationships of the campus to the greater community must be clearly
documented. Within the documentation of service activities, the candidate must
have demonstrated clear connections between their service and the clinical nature
of this appointment (see section 3.1 in the HSS AEG).
1.4. From Associate Professor to Professor
This promotion is based upon achievement beyond the level required for the associate
professorship. In addition, excellence in any area assumes a level of achievement
greater than described as Satisfactory below. Candidates are judged based on activities
completed since the last promotion review. Note, while the standards are higher, they
are the same for each candidate. For example, if candidate X published 4 articles for
promotion to associate professor, and candidate Y published 6 articles to achieve
promotion to associate professor, this difference is irrelevant when they are seeking
promotion to professor: they both have the same expectation for publishing additional
articles for promotion to professor, regardless of their level of productivity as assistant
professors.
A. Standards of Excellence for Promotion from Associate Professor to
Professor
All candidates must choose one area of excellence. Below are the standards of
excellence for each category.
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a. If teaching is the primary criterion, the candidate must have demonstrated
an excellent ability as a teacher, as demonstrated by the types of evidence listed
in the HSS AEG section 1.1. They must have demonstrated excellence in two or
more areas such as course delivery, course development, course improvement,
course innovation, mentoring students, program development, graduate or
undergraduate research, or SoTL, and/or be recognized as excellent in teaching
by peers and students, whether by evaluations or awards.
b. If scholarly activity is the primary criterion, the candidate should have
shown a continued growth in scholarship which has brought a national
reputation as a productive and/or innovative scholar, with a stream of activities
that shows in-depth focus in a particular area and coherence in thought
development, including at least six refereed journal articles (or their equivalent,
such as a substantial single author book) since the last appointment in rank at IU
Kokomo. Such growth and achievement can be evidenced through publication
type, frequency, and/or prestige of venue, but the absolute number of
publications is only one possible factor to be considered in this evaluation.
Regardless of number, an emphasis on peer-reviewed publication is highly
important. If a mix of peer-reviewed and non-peer-reviewed scholarly products
of varying scope and impact (see section 2.1 in the HSS AEG) is presented as
evidence of excellence in scholarship, the candidate must have demonstrated
how their body of work indicates their growth and stature as an expert in their
field.
c. If creative works, such as in the fine arts, is the primary criterion, the
candidate must provide documentation that establishes a record of achievement
in exhibitions, commissions, publications, grants, and fellowships after the
previous promotion and tenure; these professional achievements should
demonstrate significance in terms of national recognition in the creative
discipline. Documentation should be provided for approximately 8 to 12
achievements during the period under review for promotion with tenure, with at
least five meeting the criteria for excellence as defined in HSS AEG section 2.1.
d. If administrative, professional, or academic service is the primary
criterion, significant, beneficial contributions to the University, the profession,
and/or the community must have been demonstrated, including a pattern of
active leadership. Section 3.1 of the HSS AEG details examples of acceptable
types of service activities. Note, service is judged by its quality; whether a faculty
member received release time or possessed an administrative appointment for
such service is not relevant when judging the quality of service. Specifically,
administrative service is vital to the function of the department, campus, and
university, and its function should be judged by its impact just as any other
service: administrative service should neither be privileged nor discounted
because of its nature. However, faculty seeking promotion based on excellence in
service who receive significant release time must demonstrate accomplishments
beyond those expected for satisfactory, routine performance of administrative
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duties.
B. Standards for Satisfactory Performance for Promotion from Associate
Professor to Professor
Faculty must be at least satisfactory in the areas other than the one they select as
excellent. This section sets general expectations for the minimum accepted
standards for satisfactory teaching, service, and scholarly activity or creative work.
a. Minimum accepted standards in teaching for purposes of promotion
require the candidate to have demonstrated a consistent record of satisfactory
course development and stimulation and effective support of student learning.
b. Minimum accepted standards for faculty producing scholarly works for
purposes of promotion require the candidate to have produced a body of
research evidencing continued growth in scholarship since the last promotion in
rank. Typically this would include at least three, but more often four, refereed
publications (in print or in press) since the last appointment in rank at IU
Kokomo. If a mix of peer-reviewed and non-peer-reviewed scholarly products of
varying scope and impact (see section 2.1 of the HSS AEG) is presented as
evidence of satisfactory scholarship, the candidate must have demonstrated how
their body of work would be equivalent to at least three refereed publications.
c. Minimum accepted standards for faculty producing creative works, such
as in Fine Arts for purposes of Tenure and Promotion require the candidate to
have produced a body of creative works exceeding that of what we be
considered satisfactory for promotion to Associate Professor. The candidate
must provide documentation that establishes a record of achievement using the
items outlined in 2.1 of the HSS AEG. Documentation should be provided for
approximately 6 to 10 achievements during the period under review for
promotion, at least 3 meeting the criteria for excellence as defined in section 2.3
of the HSS AEG.
c. Minimum accepted standards in service for purposes of promotion require
the candidate’s service contributions to reflect a consistent pattern of quality
service activity at least at the departmental and campus levels, with evidence of
filling significant service roles as expected of a senior faculty member (such as
chairing committees, serving on campus P & T or third year review committees,
participation in significant Faculty Senate committees, serving in administrative
capacities). Section 3.1 of the HSS AEG gives examples of items that can count
toward service.
Note, while service outside of the department and campus is valued, it is
expected that senior faculty demonstrate favorable participation in shared
governance appropriate to rank. Additionally, service is judged by its quality;
whether a faculty member received release time or possessed an administrative
appointment for such service is not relevant when judging the quality of service.
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Specifically, administrative service is vital to the function of the department,
campus, and university, and its function should be judged by its impact just as
any other service: administrative service should neither be privileged nor
discounted because of its nature.
1.5. From Clinical Associate Professor to Clinical Professor
Similar to promotion from Clinical Assistant Professor to Clinical Associate Professor,
this promotion is based upon a documented record of consistently excellent teaching
both within the classroom and in relation to clinical duties, and at least satisfactory
service (especially related to interfacing with the community). Achievement in each
area must exceed that required for promotion to Clinical Associate Professor.
Candidates are judged based on activities completed since the last promotion review.
a. The candidate must have demonstrated excellent ability to stimulate and
effectively support student learning. The candidate must have demonstrated (using
evidence such as that presented in section 1.1 of the HSS AEG) excellence in two or
more areas, such as course delivery, course improvement, course innovation,
mentoring students, program development, graduate or undergraduate research, or
SoTL. Within the documentation of teaching activities, the candidate must have
clearly demonstrated excellent support of student experiential learning in clinical
settings, including development of new and/or enhanced opportunities for student
learning in practical settings.
b. A solid record of participation in campus affairs through committee work and in
the relationships of the campus to the greater community must have been clearly
documented. The candidate’s service contributions must reflect a consistent
pattern of quality service activity, with evidence of filling significant service roles as
expected of a senior faculty member (such as chairing committees, serving on
campus P & T or third year review committees, participation in significant Faculty
Senate committees, serving in administrative capacities, etc.). Section 3.1 of the HSS
AEG gives examples of items that can count toward service. Within the
documentation of service activities, the candidate must have demonstrated clear
connections between their service and the clinical nature of this appointment.

2. Criteria for Tenure
After the appropriate probationary period, tenure shall be granted to those tenure-track
faculty members whose professional characteristics indicate that they will continue to
serve with distinction in their appointed roles. The criteria for tenure and the criteria for
promotion (see, Indiana University Academic Policies; Faculty and Librarian Tenure and
Faculty and Librarian Promotion) are similar, but not identical. (See policies governing
Reappointment and Non-Reappointment during Probationary Period).
Tenure considerations must take into account the mission of the department and the
individual’s contribution to that mission. To be eligible for tenure, the candidate must not
simply meet a minimum set of standards: the candidate’s past performance should offer a
strong indication that he/she will continue to grow and contribute strongly to the
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department’s mission of teaching, scholarly activity or creative work, and service.

ENG-W 131: Reading, Writing, & Inquiry I
My teaching career at IU Kokomo has been shaped by ENG-W 131 perhaps more than any other
course, and not only because I have taught this course so many times and in so many different
iterations. When I arrived at IU Kokomo, the IU Writing Directors were in the process of fullyrevising the course curriculum and the major assignments around the concept of the “moves”
that students need to learn in academic writing: summary, analysis, synthesis, how to deploy
direct quotation and paraphrase, etc. I joined this system-wide effort and was able to have an
impact on the revision of ENG-W 131. Around the same time, I was asked to develop and teach
the first fully-online version of ENG-W 131 on our campus, which I developed and initially
taught in the fall of 2013 after completing the online coursework for my Basic Online
Instruction Developers Certificate and putting the new course through a rigorous review
process. I then revised this fully-online course and taught it again in the summer of 2014. Since
then I have trained several adjunct faculty to teach this fully-online version of ENG-W 131, and
it was in developing this course that I began to experiment with the various tools in Canvas
(announcements, podcasts, audio feedback on writing, etc.) that have become a central part of
my pedagogy.
Late in 2014, I compiled a custom textbook and reader for this course with another colleague
entitled Write to Success: A Handbook and Rhetoric with Readings for First-Year English. In
2015, along with my colleagues in Communication Arts and in the IU Kokomo Library, we
started the “Information Literacy Assessment Team,” which led to a large-scale information
literacy assessment project on ENG-W 131 and SPCH-S 121. My course evaluations in ENG-W
131 are quite positive, which is often difficult to achieve when teaching first-year students,
particularly in writing classes with average enrollments of 22-24 students. In this course and in
many others, I have used Canvas extensively and creatively to provide audio feedback on
student writing, conduct online peer reviews, send out daily “recaps” that cover assignments
and readings for our next class, and even produce podcasts on key concepts or skills—all of
these activities and digital tools are crucial for interacting with first-year students on a
commuter campus where meeting to talk about writing projects during traditional office hours
isn’t always possible.
Learning Outcomes
▪ Perform a rhetorical analysis (i.e., analyze audience and purpose) of texts in several
nonfiction genres;
▪ demonstrate an understanding of summary, analysis, and argument;
▪ exhibit control over one’s audience and purpose given the nature of the assignment;
▪ use IUCAT and library databases to locate, evaluate, and use academic texts (e.g., books,
journal articles, magazine articles, essays, academic websites, book reviews, etc.);
▪ recognize and continue developing your own writing process;
▪ demonstrate an understanding of the unique expectations for impromptu essays and
essay-based exams;
▪ recognize and deploy the essential “moves” of academic writing: summary, paraphrase,
direct quotation, analysis, and synthesis;
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▪
▪

show responsibility in the use of borrowing information from outside sources and
avoiding plagiarism;
perform global and local revisions, edit, and proofread your work and the work of
others.

Course Evaluation Summaries
I have now taught ENG-W 131 three times as a face-to-face class and two times as a fully-online
course for a total of five sections. Our Likert scale for student evaluations changed in 2013-14
from a five-point scale in which “1.00” was the highest possible score per category (i.e., 1.00 =
Strongly Agree) to a five-point scale in which “5.00” became the highest possible score per
category (i.e., 5.00 = Strongly Agree). Also, for the two fully-online sections, IU Kokomo uses a
different set of questions in course evaluations. I have reproduced the data from the three
face-to-face sections in the first table and the two fully-online sections in the second table.
ENG-W 131: Face-to-face sections

1.) The course was well organized.
2.) The course objectives were clear to the
students.
3.) There was general agreement between
announced course objectives and what was
actually taught.
4.) The instructor explained the subject clearly.
5.) The instructor summarized the major points
in lecture or discussion.
6.) The instructor made effective use of class
time.
7.) The instructor was well prepared for class
meetings.
8.) The amount of reading was appropriate for
the course.
9.) In relation to other courses of equal credits
and level, the workload in this course was
appropriate.
10.) The amount of material covered in the
course was reasonable.
11.) The course required more time and effort
than others at this level.
12.) The grading system for the course was
clearly explained.
13.) Grades were assigned fairly and impartially.
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Fall 2012
(FLC)
(14857)
2.76
2.48

Fall 2012
(FLC)
(15522)
1.79
1.74

Fall 2014
(FLC)
(22316)
4.58
4.67

2.38

1.89

4.25

2.67
2.52

1.74
1.63

4.50
4.83

2.57

1.79

4.67

2.24

1.53

4.75

2.00

1.84

4.83

2.43

2.00

4.58

2.14

1.95

4.00

2.43

2.53

4.00

2.57

1.89

4.50

2.71

1.95

4.17

14.) The instructor collected enough evidence for
valid grading.
15.) The exams accurately assessed what I have
learned in this class.
16.) The instructor showed a genuine interest in
students
17.) The instructor was readily available for
consultation with students.
18.) The instructor stimulated my thinking.
19.) The instructor stimulated class discussion.
20.) The instructor promoted an atmosphere
conducive to learning.
21.) Compared to other instructors I have had,
this instructor is outstanding.
22.) Compared to other courses I’ve taken, I
learned more in this course.

2.62

1.89

4.50

2.52

2.21

4.42

1.90

1.58

4.42

1.67

1.53

4.67

2.19
2.10
2.10

1.53
1.53
1.47

4.08
4.00
4.17

2.95

2.16

4.17

3.10

2.05

3.60

All online course evaluations use a five-point Likert scale where 5.00 = “Strongly Agree” and
1.00 = “Strongly Disagree.”
ENG-W 131: Fully-online sections
Fall 2013
Summer
(27594)
2014
(15432)
1.) The objectives/learning outcomes for each part of the
5.00
3.80
course were clear.
2.) The required tests, quizzes, projects, papers, and
5.00
3.60
reports accurately measured my attainment of these
learning outcomes.
3.) The course was well-organized.
5.00
3.60
4.) The required reading and assignments contributed to
5.00
4.60
my learning.
5.) The threaded discussion/course conference contributed
5.00
4.40
to my learning.
6.) The assignments and workload were appropriate for
5.00
3.40
this course.
7.) The instructor’s course materials engage me in
4.67
3.80
learning.
8.) The instructor provided timely feedback.
5.00
3.80
9.) The instructor’s feedback was clear and useful.
4.67
3.60
10.) The instructor’s interaction with students was
5.00
4.80
respectful.
11.) The instructor provided opportunities for students to
5.00
4.80
learn from each other.
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12.) The instructor was available and helpful.
13.) The grading system for the course was clearly
explained.
14.) Grades were assigned fairly and impartially.
15.) Overall, I would rate the instructor as highly effective.
16.) Overall, I would rate the course as highly effective.

5.00
5.00

4.20
3.80

5.00
5.00
5.00

3.40
3.60
3.40

Supplementary Course Materials
I have included three lengthy documents in this section: my face-to-face syllabus from an FLC
section of ENG-W 131, my course syllabus for the fully-online version of ENG-W 131 in
Summer 2014 (which includes a general introduction to taking online courses that I wrote),
and an example of a “Folio Learning Guide” from the same online section. Click the links in this
paragraph to quickly and easily navigate to those documents.
Course Syllabus: face-to-face FLC section (Fall 2014)
ENG-W 131 (Section 22316)
Reading, Writing, & Inquiry I
Fall 2014
Telephone: 803/479.6597
E-mail: paulcook@iuk.edu

Instructor: Paul Cook
Office: KO 232
Office Hours:
Monday and Wednesday 12 to 2:00pm and by
appointment.1

Reading, Writing, & Inquiry I [ENG-W 131]: Images, Texts, Reality
Welcome to ENG-W 131! This course will teach you the closely-related skills of critical reading, thinking,
and writing. Our work together this semester will help you to read written and cultural texts critically; to
analyze those texts in ways that engage your own experiences and the perspectives of others; and to
write for a range of audiences and purposes as a means of participating in broader conversations about
important, timely issues. Our major papers, which are called Writing Projects (“WPs”), emphasize the
analysis and synthesis of sources in making and developing arguments.
This particular section of ENG-W 131 is also part of a Freshman Learning Community, or “FLC.” Our
course is paired—in spirit and theme, as well as in more practical ways—with NMCM N210: Visual
Communication. Both courses are interested in exploring not just what we look at, which is undoubtedly
important, but also how we look at or examine/analyze different phenomena, events, issues, and ideas.
So, in more practical terms, this means that in addition to learning about visual media, electronic
communication, and graphic design in NMCM N210, on the one hand, and writing, the writing process,
and rhetoric, on the other, both courses are designed to give you a space in which to critically reflect

1

I actively encourage all of my students to visit me during office hours as often as they like. I look forward to
meeting each of you and talking about your drafts and your performance in the course—whether in person or online.
My office is located on the second floor of the front side of the Main Building (KO). As you walk in the front doors
(the main entrance), take a hard right and ascend the stairs. At the top of the stairs, simply turn left and walk down
the corridor. My office is almost on the end of the hallway on the right—KO 232.
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and meditate on the nature of images, texts, and reality. In this course, our primary “theme” will be the
ways in which work, working, workplaces, and the “working life” are exhibited or depicted in writing,
that is, in essays, vignettes, and news articles. Work is common to all of us; chances are good that if you
haven’t already, you will work at some point in your life. What can learning and reading about work
teach us about perspective, about images, texts, and reality?
By the end of the semester, you will be able to
assessed through

Your proficiency with these skills will be

Perform a rhetorical analysis (i.e., analyze
audience and purpose) of texts in several
different texts;
demonstrate an understanding of the summary,
analysis, and argument;
exhibit control over one’s audience and purpose
given the nature of the assignment;
use IUCAT and library databases to locate,
evaluate, and use academic texts (e.g., books,
journal articles, magazine articles, essays,
academic websites, book reviews, etc.);
recognize and continue developing your own
writing process;
demonstrate an understanding of the unique
expectations for impromptu essays and essaybased exams;
recognize and deploy the essential “moves” of
academic writing: summary, paraphrase, direct
quotation, analysis, and synthesis;
show responsibility in the use of borrowing
information from outside sources and avoiding
plagiarism;
perform global and local revisions, edit, and
proofread your work and the work of others.

Class readings, Writing Projects (WPs), blog
posts, and discussion activities and discussions
Class readings, blog posts, and discussion
activities and discussions
Writing Projects (WPs), blog posts, and
discussion activities and discussions
Writing Projects (WPs), blog posts, and
discussion activities and discussions

Writing Projects (WPs), blog posts, and
discussion activities and discussions
Writing Projects (WPs), blog posts, and
discussion activities and discussions
Writing Projects (WPs), blog posts, and
discussion activities and discussions
Writing Projects (WPs), blog posts, and
discussion activities and discussions
Writing Projects (WPs), blog posts, and
discussion activities and discussions

Required Texts
Write to Success: A Handbook and Rhetoric with Readings for First-year Writing. Southlake, TX:
Fountainhead, 2014. Print. [ISBN: 978-1-59871-850-8]
Faigley, Lester, Diana George, Anna Palchik, and Cynthia Selfe. Picturing Texts. New York: Norton,
2004. Print.
This is a required text for NMCM N210, our partner course, so I expect that you will have a copy of this
text. From time to time, I will assign a reading from this textbook.
I will frequently post required readings to Canvas; typically, these will be in .pdf format. I encourage you
to print out these readings and practice “reading actively.” That is, you should learn to read with a pencil
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or pen in hand so that you can engage with the text—underline and circle passages, write comments,
observations, and questions in the margins, and jot down ideas as they come to you.
You will also need…
*To set up your IU Box account as soon as possible so you can save multiple drafts of your work in cloud
storage. One of our first assignments will get you all set-up and squared away with IU Box. Simply click
on the hyperlink in the previous sentence (hold down the Ctrl key and click with your mouse) and log in
to your IU Box account with your IUK username and passphrase. This will take you right to your IU Box
account.
**A sturdy notebook or binder in which to keep notes, drafts, handouts, and in-class writing exercises.

Assignments and Grading
Writing Projects (WPs) = 50%
WPs are our most “formal” writing projects in that they are longer essays that are written in academic
style and utilize outside research. WPs, like all written texts, are revisable; that is, part of what you will
learn in this course is how to revise your WPs over the course of the semester, not just to earn a higher
grade, but also to become a more skilled writer and reader of your own work and the work of your
classmates.
An important note on revising drafts of Writing Projects (WPs):
You will produce 3 drafts of each of our WPs:
The first draft you will share only with your Writing Circle (WC) and me, and you will receive feedback
primarily from the folks in your WC. (I will give some feedback at this point, but the majority will come
from your WC.) This draft is graded on a simple “pass/fail” basis (100/0), and the grade is recorded as
a Discussion grade.
The second draft will receive more detailed feedback from me and a WP revision sheet (see Canvas).
This is the draft that you will revise using the feedback you receive from your WC and the ongoing
conversations you have with these folks, and this draft will receive a letter grade that will also be
recorded as a Discussion grade.
Your third draft or “portfolio draft,” is the graded draft of the WP that you will submit at the end of the
semester, so you have several opportunities to revise and produce a better draft (and receive a higher
grade!). This is the “final” draft, and it will be recorded as the WP grade (e.g., WP#1=5%, WP#2=10%,
etc.).
Here’s a brief description of our WPs:

WP#1 = 5%: Summary (1 source/article). A summary develops from a close reading of one article. The
summary should address and explain key ideas, concepts, and/or arguments in the article. The summary
is independent of the author’s exact words, reporting what the author said, not evaluating or offering an
opinion. The goal of summary is to help the reader learn the essential information and primary line of
argument of the source text in a brief, objective, and accurate re-writing.
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WP#2 = 10%: Critique (1 source/article). This is a written analysis of one article that focuses on the
logic (logos), evidence, underlying assumptions, and reasons given for a particular position or claim,
incorporating some summary of the source article, but with the summary serving to advance
understanding of the source text through a consideration of the significance and/or implications of the
argument made in the article.

WP#3 = 10%: Comparative critique (2 sources/articles). This assignment is a written analysis of two
source articles that address a common issue, concern, or “object” (i.e., student loan debt, geneticallymodified foods, etc.). The paper provides a brief summary of the sources while identifying and analyzing
the common position(s) addressed by both writers (as well as any significant differences). The summary
and comparison should be combined as a synthesis of the two sources that precedes point-by-point
rather than source-by-source. The analysis considers the source articles’ arguments, evidence, logic,
reasons, and underlying assumptions; it analyzes how each author establishes his/her position on the
issue.
WP#4 = 10%: Comparative Analysis (2 sources/articles & 1 outside “object”). Written analysis of
“something out there” (i.e., an object or issue) through the theoretical lens or perspective provided by two
source texts that analyze a similar object. The paper focuses on the object of analysis, not the sources; it
engages the reader in a deeper sense of discovery about the object of analysis. The paper establishes how
these sources view their “object,” what arguments or positions are advanced, and the various ways in
which the sources relate to each other.

WP#5 = 15%: Research-based Analysis (Multiple sources/articles). Building on the “object”
discussed in the comparative analysis (WP#4), this WP requires a continuation of research in an effort to
deepen the understanding of the object, thereby providing a larger context for analysis. By synthesizing
and applying the most useful sources from the comparative analysis with new research and further
inquiry, the author is able to support and extend his/her analysis. The thesis statement/major claim
should evolve throughout as sources are put into conversation with one another, complicating and
expanding the object or issue being analyzed.

Discussions = 35%
Discussions are really the heart of our writing course. Most every week2 you will be asked to post to
whichever Discussion we’re working in that week. These posts will vary widely based on what we’re
covering at the moment. Sometimes Discussion posts will be responses to the readings or to one of the
prompts in our textbook(s); sometimes they might be your reactions to something that’s happening in
the news or I might ask you to complete a freewrite that may become a rough draft of one of your WPs.
Sometimes they will be the first or second draft of a WP (see above). Generally speaking, each
Discussion post should be thoughtful, revised, and proofread prior to posting. Remember that you are
posting material to the rest of our class, so you should take care to think about your online ethos: how
you consciously present yourself to others in an online environment. (Remember that in online
environments, we have nothing to go on but your words!) For much more detailed information on what
is expected of you in Discussions, check out the handout “Guidelines for Discussions and Blog Posts” in
Files tab in Canvas.
2

Due dates are deadlines. That is, you are always welcome to complete a discussion post early, but you must post
them before they are due. All deadlines for assignments that can be submitted online—discussion posts, quizzes, and
even WPs—are due before 11:30pm on the due date. This is to give those who might need it a bit of extra time at
night to submit assignments. Late posts will be penalized (see below for details).
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Before 11:30pm on most Tuesday nights, you will post your primary or “official” post to the Discussions
tab. Primary posts represent your “official” response to that week’s prompt. They are more involved,
longer posts that are graded on a ten-point scale (10=outstanding/impressive [100], 9=very good [90],
8=good/ average [80], 7=below average [70], 6=very lacking [60], 5=severely lacking/minimal
effort/incomplete [50], or 0=no credit [0]).3 The highest score a late primary post can earn is a 7. You are
also expected to engage the Discussion posts of your classmates—ask questions, raise issues, and
debate points. You can earn up to +3 Extra Credit points by being a good citizen of our class—and this
means online as well as in our physical classroom (see below).
***Remember! First and second drafts of each of our WPs count as a Discussion grade.***

Class Participation/ICWs = 10%
See “Attendance and Participation” below for more details.

Academic Advising Points = 5%
Throughout the semester, you will be asked to meet with your advisor and perform other tasks and
activities related to academic advising, registration, and your overall success as a student at IU Kokomo.
You will earn points for each of these advising-related activities.

Extra Credit (“Outstanding Classroom Citizenship”) = +3%
Over the course of the semester, I will give several opportunities for extra credit—these optional
assignments are located in the Extra Credit folder in the Resources tab, and they are due on or before
the last day of class. However, you may also earn a whopping +3 points extra credit added to your
overall course grade for providing what I determine is an extraordinary level of class leadership in terms
of leading and facilitating thoughtful, considerate discussions in the Discussions, submitting all work on
time, and generally being a good citizen of our class. This extra credit is applied solely at my discretion.

Grades
A standard ten-point scale (A+=97-100; A=94-96; A-=90-93; B+=87-89; B=84-86; B-=80-83; C+=77-79;
C=74-76; C-=70-73; D+=67-69; D=64-66; D-=60-63; F=everything else) will be used for final grades. If you
have a question about a grade you receive on an assignment, please feel free to discuss it with me via email, in office hours, on the telephone, or by appointment. Please remember that you must complete
ENG-W 131 with a grade of C or better (not C-) to satisfy requirements for the School of Arts and
Sciences.

Attendance and Participation
While there will be some lecture in this course, this class is not a lecture-only course. It’s vital to the
overall success of this course that you come to class regularly, complete the readings, make time to reflect
on what you’ve read, take careful notes on the readings and lectures, and participate enthusiastically in
class discussions.

You do not receive a “10” simply by completing an assignment and fulfilling all of the required criteria.
These grades are reserved for entries and posts that “go above and beyond” the call of the assignment; a “10” is
considered an exceptional grade, in other words, not just the score you receive for completing an assignment or
meeting expectations.
3
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You will receive two class participation grades: one at around midterm and the other at the end of the
semester; this way, you can work to bring up your midterm participation grade by actively participating in
the second half of the semester.
Baseline (“C”-level) participation requirements are that you come to class every time we meet,
complete ICWs, take notes, and complete all assigned readings and in-class activities. Contributing
thoughtful comments and asking questions will raise your participation grade to a “B.” Consistently
contributing interesting and insightful comments and ideas and providing leadership in class discussions
will earn an “A.”
When you miss class, you miss important information and mandatory in-class activities and ICWs (which
cannot be made-up), and your classmates miss your input and ideas. If you are absent, you are
responsible for finding out what we covered in class and for submitting in advance any assignments due
on that day. I reserve the right to change the course schedule at any time, and it is your responsibility to
stay on top of these changes. If you feel comfortable doing so, swap cell numbers or e-mail addresses
with the person next to you; this way, if ever you do miss class, you can find out what you missed with
little to no trouble.
Your course grade will drop by one letter grade (10%) if you miss more than 10% of our classes (or 4
class periods; the penalty is exacted on the fourth absence); you will automatically fail the course if you
miss more than 20% of our classes (or 8 class periods). If an emergency or some other significant,
unplanned life event forces you to miss several class periods, please contact me as soon as possible so we
can discuss your options. Just to simplify: you can miss up to 3 class meetings for any reason without
receiving a penalty. Beyond that you will receive a penalty for another absence for any reason. Please
don’t miss any more than 3 class meetings.

Phones and other distractions
Please be courteous with your smart phones and other mobile devices. Opportunities to “unplug” from
the matrix are increasingly rare; let’s use our time together for discussion, reflection, and exploration
(not Candy Crush Saga and idle Facebook stalking).

Getting in touch with me…
You will have several avenues of communication for this course:
• If you have general questions about the course (assignments, due dates, etc.), please post your
questions on the “Questions about the Course” Discussion in the Discussions tab. I will check
this site regularly (usually twice a day from Monday through Thursday and at least once on the
weekend) and answer any questions you may have. If you have a question that affects the entire
class, please use this site.
• “The Coffee House Lounge” site in the Discussions tab will be an informal space for you to meet
your fellow students and get to know one another over the course of the semester. This is a
social gathering place. I will not monitor this site on a regular basis unless students express
concern about the content being posted.
• If you have questions of an individual or personal nature that you do not wish to share with the
entire class, please contact me through the Canvas inbox message function. This is the best way
to get in touch with me. I will make every effort to respond to your message within 24 hours
Monday through Friday, and I will respond to weekend and holiday messages within 48-72
hours. Depending on the nature of your question or issue, you are also welcome to visit me in
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my office, call me in my office during office hours (765/455.9229), or call me at home on my cell
(803/479.6597) before 9:00pm, Monday through Friday.

Technical Requirements and Student Disability Assistance
This course requires that you have access to the IU Kokomo computer network, access to the Canvas
course management system, and some familiarity with Canvas. The IU Kokomo Instructional Technology
department (IT) provides guidelines for hardware and software for distance students. ENGL-W 131
requires primarily word processing (MS Word 2007, 2010, or 2013) and printing capabilities and access
to Canvas. See http://iuware.indiana.edu for free downloads and discount prices on hardware and
software for IU students.
Students should contact the IU Kokomo Helpdesk with technical questions. The Helpdesk offers
technical support to faculty, staff, and students for all IT-related requests. The Helpdesk provides
assistance to users, as well as maintains a tracking system that places each user’s request into a queue.
You can send an e-mail request to the Helpdesk at kohelp@iuk.edu or call 765/455.9315. Local phone
and walk-up support at the Helpdesk in the Library is available Monday through Friday from 8:00am to
5:00pm. If you’re having any technical difficulties, please contact both me and the Helpdesk right away
so we can get your problem solved.
Students requiring accommodations for disabilities or special needs should contact the IUK Office of
Disability Services and/or refer to this handout. Don’t wait until the middle or end of the semester to
take care of these issues; if you have a documented disability, please don’t hesitate to let me know as
soon as possible!

Academic Honesty and Plagiarism
“A student must not adopt of reproduce idea, words, or statements of another person without an
appropriate acknowledgement. A student must give due credit to the originality of others and
acknowledge an indebtedness whenever he or she does any of the following: (a.) quotes another
person’s actual words, either oral or written; (b) paraphrases another person’s words, either oral or
written; (c) uses another person’s idea, theory, or material unless information is common knowledge.”
Source: Indiana University Code of Student Ethics. (Note that “intent” is not a factor here.)
“Double dipping,” or submitting a writing project for two or more courses (whether they’re IUK courses
or not), constitutes plagiarism and will result in a grade of zero and possible disciplinary action. If you
have an idea for a writing project from another class that you would like to further develop in this class,
please consult with me. I’m more than willing to help you develop your ideas and plan writing projects
that will do work for you, but simply submitting the same essay for multiple classes is not acceptable
under any circumstances.
Knowing the boundaries between acceptable and unacceptable uses of other’s work, texts, or ideas can
be tricky sometimes, and we will spend significant time in class discussing the boundaries of acceptable
use, the nature of research, and when, where, and how to appropriately document source materials.

Writing Center (Library KA 128)
Don’t forget to utilize the Writing Center that your tuition dollars support! The IUK Writing Center is
open Monday through Thursday, 9am to 7pm, Friday, 10am to 2pm, and Saturday, 12:30 to 4:30pm.
Remember, many of IUK`s very best students understand that seeking out a response to their writing is
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a necessary part of the learning/writing process. Several of the staff who presently work in the Center
have or are currently working toward teaching credentials, and many are graduate students. Stop by or
call for a 30-minute appointment: 765/455.9425, Option #1.
You can now instant message the tutors your quick questions (grammar, citing, etc.) using campus
contacts. Visit our website at http://www.iuk.edu/writing-center where you can
▪ Ask a more detailed question online by using Ask a Tutor email option.
▪ See a list of Grammar Girl podcasts on hundreds of usage and other English language concerns.
▪ Discover which helpful documents and other sources are available at the Center.
▪ Find out when your favorite tutor is scheduled to work.

Course Schedule* (WS=Write to Success, PT=Picturing Texts, C=Canvas
Resource)
(*Due dates and readings subject to change with advance notice from instructor.)

Course Intro (one week)
T, 8/26_Welcome to the course! Icebreakers and course information.
R, 8/28_Course syllabus and policies; ICW (in-class writing), writing formal e-mails
***F, 8/29_Last day to withdraw from a course and receive 100% refund

Unit I: Summary (three weeks)
T, 9/2_Read Staples, “Black Men in Public Space” WS, pp. 383-85 and WS, pp. 189-99, including Adler,
“How to Mark a Book”
*Discussion01 due before 11:30pm (EDT): Online Introductions (in Canvas)
R, 9/4_Read WS, pp. 25-32 and C, “Shooting Spurs Hashtag Effort on Stereotypes” and ICW
T, 9/09_Read WS, pp. 33-37, 49-50, 52-55, 59-61, and 71-75, including “Write a Summary” and C, “Fast
Food Uniforms Have Changed Since These ‘70s Outfits. Wages, Not So Much”
*Discussion02 due before 11:30pm (EDT): Activity 4.4 on p. 37
R, 9/11_Read C, Lamott, “Shitty First Drafts”
Drafting and Writing Circle Day (ICW) – WP#1, draft 1 due in class (Discussion03)
T, 9/16_Read WS, pp. 40-48 (Academic Advising visit)
*Discussion04 due before 11:30pm (EDT)
R, 9/18_Library Day (meet in front of the IUpu
**WP#1, draft 2 due (Summary)

Kokomo library in KC)

Unit II: Critique (three weeks)
T, 9/23_Read C, Thompson, excerpts from “Working in the Shadows”
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R, 9/25_Read WS, pp. 66-70 and ICW (on close reading/analysis)
T, 9/30_Read WS, pp. 15-23, including student essays! (#Academic Advising visits)
*Discussion05 due before 11:30pm (EDT)
R, 10/02_Drafting and Writing Circle Day (ICW) – WP#2, draft 1 due in class (Discussion06)
T, 10/07_Read WS, pp. 79-89 and Hart, “How to Draw Comic Book Heroes and Villains” PT, pp. 300-303
(#Academic Advising visits)
R, 10/09_ Dr. C goes to Boise, Idaho for RMMLA (no class)
Read WS, pp. 89-104 and take Quiz in Canvas
**WP#2, draft 2 due (Discussion07)

Unit III: Comparative Critique (four weeks)
T, 10/14_Read C, Ehrenreich, “Serving in Florida”
*Discussion08 due before 11:30pm (EDT)
R, 10/16_ Read C, Ehrenreich, “Serving in Florida,” continued
***F, 10/17_Last day to withdraw and receive automatic grade of “W”
T, 10/21_ Fall Recess (no class)
R, 10/23_Film Screening (TBA)
T, 10/28_Film Screening, cont. and Read Agee and Walker, Let Us Now Praise Famous Men (#Academic
Advising visits)
*Discussion09 due before 11:30pm (EDT)
R, 10/30_Read WS, pp. 105-15 and C, excerpts from Agee and Walker, Let Us Now Praise Famous Men,
continued
Drafting and Writing Circle Day (ICW) – WP#3, draft 1 due in class (Discussion10)
T, 11/04_Read WS, pp. 115-25
R, 11/06_WP#3, draft 2 due (Discussion11)

Unit IV: Comparative Analysis (three weeks)
T, 11/11_Read C, excerpts from Terkel, Working: Americans Talk about What They Do All Day and How
They Feel
about What They Do and excerpts from Studs Terkel’s Working: A Graphic Adaptation
*Discussion12 due before 11:30pm (EST)
R, 11/13_Read WS, pp.131-48
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T, 11/18_Read WS, pp. 149-68
Drafting and Writing Circle Day (ICW) – WP#4, draft 1 due in class (Discussion13)
R, 11/20_Read WS, pp. 169-88 and 273-82 (Intro to MLA documentation and formatting)
T, 11/25_ WP#4, draft 2 due (Discussion14)
R, 11/27_ Thanksgiving Recess (no class)

Unit V: Research-based Analysis (two weeks)
T, 12/02_Drafting and Writing Circle Day (ICW) – WP#5, draft 1 due in class (Discussion15)
***M, 12/01_Last day to withdraw with grade of “W” or “F” (instructor signature required)
R, 12/04_WP#5 Share & Learn (ICW)
T, 12/09_WP#5, draft 2 due (Discussion16)
R, 12/11_Last day of class, course-wrap up and review.
***Final drafts of all WPs due to Canvas before 11:30pm EST on F, 12/12.

Online course syllabus (Summer 2014)
ENG-W 131 (Section 15432)
Reading, Writing, & Inquiry (Online)
Summer I 2014
Telephone: 803/479.6597
E-mail: paulcook@iuk.edu

Instructor: Paul Cook
Office: KO 232
Office Hours:
Wednesdays, 10:00am to 12:00pm and 1:00pm
to 3:00pm or anytime by appointment or email4

Reading, Writing, & Inquiry I [ENG-W 131]
Welcome to ENGL-W 131 online! This is our course syllabus—the single most important document you
will receive from me this semester. Please take the time to read through each the entire syllabus once;
then, go back and read each section carefully.
ENG-W 131 is the first semester of a two-semester writing sequence at Indiana University Kokomo. This
course will introduce you to the fundamentals of academic writing (e.g., summary, analysis, and
4

Even though this is an online course, I actively encourage my online students to visit me during office hours as
often as they like, just as I do with my face-to-face (f2f) students. I look forward to meeting each of you and talking
about your drafts and your performance in the course—whether in person or online in our “virtual” classroom. My
office is located on the second floor of the front side of the Main Building (KO). As you walk in the front doors (the
main entrance), take a hard right and ascend the stairs. At the top of the stairs, simply turn left and walk down the
corridor. My office is almost on the end of the hallway on the right—KO 232.
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argument); provide a basic introduction to synthesis and documentation formats (such as MLA); give
you some strategies for doing library research online using IUCAT and scholarly article databases;
introduce you to techniques of close reading and rhetorical analysis; provide you with an opportunity to
work on usage, grammar, and style; and practice stages of the writing process. As your instructor, my
job is to give you the tools you need to succeed, provide you with the necessary space and time to
develop your drafts and hone your skills as a writer, and support you at every step along the way with
substantive, ongoing feedback and responses to your work at all stages of the writing process.
This section of ENG-W 131 is taught completely online, using a combination of readings; brief online
lectures (Folios), forum discussions, and group work; individual online conferences; and peer evaluation
(our “writing circles”). Online courses generally require at least 6-9 hours of work per week, the
discipline to work independently on a regular basis, and a willingness to participate fully in online group
work and discussions. Your active participation and preparation are absolutely crucial to your success in
this course.
Finally, this is a summer course, which means we are covering a full semester’s worth of material in only
six weeks. You should fully expect to work harder in this course than you would in a regular, 16-week
course.
By the end of the semester, you will be able to
assessed through
Perform a rhetorical analysis (i.e., analyze
audience and purpose) of texts in several
different texts;
recognize and understand the key arguments and
stylistic features of academic texts;
construct a well-supported argument and
develop your ideas and claims beyond a simple
five-paragraph theme;
use IUCAT and library databases to locate,
evaluate, and use academic texts (e.g., books,
journal articles, magazine articles, essays,
academic websites, book reviews, etc.);
recognize and continue developing your own
writing process ;
develop sophisticated paragraphs and write
compelling leads, supporting paragraphs, and
strong conclusions;
recognize and deploy the essential “moves” of
academic writing: summary, paraphrase, direct
quotation, analysis, and synthesis;
perform global and local revisions, edit, and
proofread your work and the work of others.

Your proficiency with these skills will be

Virtual presentation, class readings, Writing
Projects (WPs), blog posts, and forum activities
and discussions
Virtual presentation, class readings, blog posts,
and forum activities and discussions
Writing Projects (WPs), blog posts, and forum
activities and discussions
Writing Projects (WPs), blog posts, and forum
activities and discussions

Writing Projects (WPs), blog posts, and forum
activities and discussions
Writing Projects (WPs), blog posts, and forum
activities and discussions
Writing Projects (WPs), blog posts, and forum
activities and discussions
Writing Projects (WPs), blog posts, and forum
activities and discussions
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Required Texts
Graff, Gerald, Cathy Birkenstein, and Russell Durst. They Say, I Say: The Moves that Matter in Academic
Writing (With Readings). 2nd ed. New York: Norton, 2012. Print.
*This text is available in the IUK bookstore and widely available online at sites like Amazon.com,
Half.com, etc. You must purchase the 2nd edition of the book (ISBN: 978-0393912753)—the one with
the purplish cover.
Hacker, Diana and Nancy Sommers. A Writer’s Reference. 7th ed. Boston: Bedford/St. Martin’s, 2011.
(*Note: You have already purchased your copy of A Writer’s Reference, and it is available as an
e-text in Oncourse. Simply go to our course site in Oncourse and click on the “Courseload e-text”
tab on the left-hand side of the screen. This will open a new window. Take some time now to
peruse this e-book and familiarize yourself with some of its functions and features.)
I will frequently post required readings to Oncourse; typically, these will be in .pdf format. I encourage
you to print out these readings and practice “reading actively.” That is, you should learn to read with a
pencil or pen in hand so that you can engage with the text—underline and circle passages, write
comments, observations, and questions in the margins, and jot down ideas as they come to you.
You will also need…
*To set up your IU Box account so you can save multiple drafts of your work in cloud storage. One of our
first assignments will get you all set-up and squared away with IU Box. Simply click on the hyperlink in
the previous sentence (hold down the Ctrl key and click with your mouse) and log in to your IU Box
account with your IUK username and passphrase. This will take you right to your IU Box account.
**A sturdy notebook or binder in which to keep notes, drafts, handouts, and in-class writing exercises.

Folios
Each of the three sections of our course is called a Folio. Each Folio Learning Guide (FLG) will be posted
both to the Syllabus tab on Oncourse and within each Folio folder in the Resources tab. The FLG
provides an overview of the Folio, with a complete list of assignments, assignment descriptions, and due
dates. The handouts, links, interactive websites, and videos in the Folio folders will provide further
discussion of the topics under consideration, tips on completing the assignments, clarification of terms,
and exercises to be completed. The Folio folders, in essence, form our online “classroom.” Every time
you work on the course, you should also frequently reference the Folio folder to complete any sections
related to the Folio Learning Guide. Also, it’s a good idea to get into the habit of looking a week (or two)
ahead on the FLG: you don’t want to miss a deadline as we get into the thick of the semester.
Please follow the Folio folders closely throughout the semester and assume that these assignments will
be required unless I change them through an announcement on Oncourse. I highly recommend that you
print each FLG as it becomes available and insert it in a binder or folder. Use each section of the binder
to keep copies of the assignments you submit for the course. Because we are drafting and revising each
Writing Project (WP) in a series of drafts, your preliminary assignments will serve as the basis for the
final draft. If you prefer, you may create separate electronic folders for each section of the course in
your IU Box account. Please see Oncourse for additional information on assignments, readings,
resources, and other course information.
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***Important Note: This syllabus (and the accompanying FLGs) may be subject to modification
depending upon such variables as instructor illness or the need for more time to deal with questions and
issues as they arise in class. These changes, if necessary, will be announced on Oncourse in the
Announcements tab (you will also receive a copy of the announcement in your IUK e-mail). The syllabus
and the Folio Learning Guides (FLGs) are important documents in the course; please consult them
regularly throughout the semester for information on when assignments are due and the criteria for
your success in this course.

Assignments and Grading
Writing Projects (WPs) = 30%
WPs are our most “formal” writing projects in that they are longer essays that are written in academic
style and may use outside research. WPs, like all written texts, are revisable; that is, part of what you
will learn in this course is how to revise your WPs over the course of the semester, not just to earn a
higher grade, but also to become a more skilled writer and reader of your own work and the work of
your classmates.

An important note on revising drafts of Writing Projects (WPs):
You will produce 3 drafts of each of our WPs:
the first draft you will share only with your Writing Circle (WC) and me (you’ll upload this draft
in the designated Forum), and you will receive feedback primarily from the folks in your WC. (I
will give some feedback at this point, but the majority will come from your WC.) This draft will
count as a Forum grade (= 2 points).
The second draft you will post to the designated spot in the Assignments tab, and you will
receive more detailed feedback from me (this draft will count as a Blog grade = 1 point).
Your third draft or “portfolio draft,” is the graded draft of the WP that you will submit at the
end of the semester, so you have several opportunities to revise and produce a better draft
(and receive a higher grade!). This is the “final” draft, and it will count as the WP grade (= 10
points).
*Note: When you revise your WPs for the second draft, you should highlight the portions of the
text you’ve added or change to show the revisions you’ve made to the draft. (This can be
accomplished simply in MS Word by selecting the text and clicking the Highlighter icon in the
Font section of the Home tab.) When you revise for the third (or portfolio/final) draft, you
should remove the highlights from the draft you submit to me when you complete your local
revisions (editing and proofreading).

A brief description of our three WPs:
WP#1 (10%): The “What am I doing here?” Essay. This essay asks you to reflect on your reasons for
coming to college and/or your college experience thus far. Frequently known as “personal narrative”
essays, these types of essays allow you to develop your own voice as a writer and explore a significant
event or transition in your life. (1st draft: 500 to 650 words; 2nd and 3rd drafts: 600 to 750 words)
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WP#2 (10%): The “How to…” Essay. For this essay, you will be asked to teach your readers how to do
something that you know how to do well. This can be something big and impressive (like building
furniture or scaling a mountain) or a smaller area of know-how that you think is unique. (1st draft: 500
to 750 words; 2nd and 3rd drafts: 750 to 1,000 words)

WP#3 (10%): The “What’s up with that?” Essay . This essay asks you to call attention to something
going on in the world (or the state, region, city, community, etc.) that you think your readers should pay
closer attention to and to explain why you think this issue or event is so important. In essence, you will
be making a thesis-driven argument that “X” issue or event is worth paying closer attention to and
persuading your readers why it matters. (1st draft: 750 to 1,000 words; 2nd and 3rd drafts: 1,000 to
1,250 words)

Forums = 35%
Forums are really the heart of our online writing course. Most every week (usually due before 11:30pm
on Wednesday and Friday evenings, to be precise5) you will be asked to post to whichever Forum we’re
working in that week. These posts will vary widely based on what we’re covering at the moment.
Sometimes Forum posts will be responses to the readings or to one of the prompts in our textbook(s);
sometimes they might be your reactions to something that’s happening in the news or I might ask you to
complete a freewrite that may become a rough draft of one of your WPs. Generally speaking, each
Forum post should be thoughtful, revised, and proofread prior to posting. Remember that you are
posting material to the rest of our class, so you should take care to think about your online ethos: how
you consciously present yourself to others in an online environment. (Remember that in online
environments, we have nothing to go on but your words!) For much more detailed information on what
is expected of you in both Forums and Blogs, check out the handout “Guidelines for Forums and Blog
Posts” in the Folio 1 folder in the Resources tab.
Before 11:30pm on most Wednesday nights, you will post your primary or “official” post to the forums.
Primary posts represent your “official” response to that week’s prompt. They are more involved, longer
posts that are graded on a ten-point scale (10=outstanding/impressive [100], 9=very good [90], 8=good/
average [80], 7=below average [70], 6=very lacking [60], 5=severely lacking/minimal effort/incomplete
[50], or 0=no credit [0]).6 The highest score a late primary post can earn is a 7.
Before 11:30pm on most Friday nights, you will post at least two secondary posts to the forums and
sometimes as many as five. Secondary posts are your responses to the primary posts of your classmates:
questions, observations, insights, responses, etc. Secondary posts are graded on a five-point scale
(5=outstanding/impressive [100], 4=good/meets expectations [80], 3=lacking [60], 2=severely lacking
[40], 1=minimal effort/incomplete [10], and 0=no credit [0]. The highest score a late secondary post can
earn is a 3.

5

Due dates are deadlines. That is, you are always welcome to complete a forum or blog post early, but you must
post them before they are due. All deadlines—forum posts, blogs, quizzes, and even WPs—are due before 11:30pm
on the due date. This is to give those who might need it a bit of extra time at night to submit assignments. Late posts
will be penalized (see below for details).
6
You do not receive a “10” or a “5” simply by completing an assignment and fulfilling all of the required criteria:
these grades are reserved for entries and posts that “go above and beyond” the call of the assignment; a “10” or a “5”
is considered an exceptional grade, in other words, not just the score you receive for completing an assignment or
meeting expectations.
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***We will also have Writing Circle assignments and activities (“WCs”) for each of our WPs, and these
will count as Forum post grades.***

Blogs = 15%
Most weeks (usually by 11:30pm on Monday evenings), you will be asked to post a blog entry to your
blog in Oncourse (in the “blogosphere,” these are called “blog posts” or a “blog entries”). For one of our
first assignments, you will set up your blog in Oncourse. A blog is a kind of online journal: it’s a space
where you will write short pieces, test out leads to larger essays, and flesh out your ideas for drafts of
WPs. Like primary Forums, individual blog entries will be graded on a ten-point scale
(10=outstanding/impressive [100], 9=very good [90], 8=good/average [80], 7=below average [70],
6=lacking [60], 5=severely lacking/minimal effort/incomplete [50], or 0=no credit [0]). The highest score
a late assignment can earn is a 7.
***STOP: Please find the “Guidelines for Forum and Blog Posts” document and the “Online Learning
Cheat Sheet” in the Forum and Blog Resources folder in the Resources tab and read it carefully before
reading the rest of the syllabus.***

Virtual Presentation = 10%
Your Virtual Presentation assignment asks you to locate, read, analyze, and present (in online space) an
article that calls attention to an issue, event, controversy, or debate that is important to you and that
you feel needs to be better understood by a wider audience. The format for the VPs will be similar to a
regular Forum post, but it will be significantly longer (350-500 words). (See VP assignment sheet in the
Virtual Presentations folder in the Resources tab for more detailed information.)

Quizzes = 10%
Frequently (usually by 11:30pm on Tuesdays) we will have short, five-item quizzes designed to give you
incentive to read carefully and closely and to gauge your understanding of the readings. Quizzes can be
found in the Tests & Surveys tab in Oncourse, and they cannot be completed late or made-up since
Oncourse will lock you out once the deadline has passed. We will have 10 quizzes over the course of the
semester. I will drop the lowest quiz grade.

Extra Credit (“Outstanding Classroom Citizenship”) = +3%
Over the course of the semester, I will give several opportunities for extra credit—these optional
assignments are located in the Extra Credit folder in the Resources tab, and they are due on or before
the last day of class. However, you may also earn a whopping +3 points extra credit added to your
overall course grade for providing what I determine is an extraordinary level of class leadership in terms
of leading and facilitating thoughtful, considerate discussions in the Forums, submitting all work on
time, and generally being a good citizen of our class. This extra credit is applied solely at my discretion.

Grades
A standard ten-point scale (A+=97-100; A=94-96; A-=90-93; B+=87-89; B=84-86; B-=80-83; C+=77-79;
C=74-76; C-=70-73; D+=67-69; D=64-66; D-=60-63; F=everything else) will be used for final grades. If you
have a question about a grade you receive on an assignment, please feel free to discuss it with me via email, in office hours, on the telephone, or by appointment. Please remember that you must complete
ENG-W 131 with a grade of C or better (not C-) to satisfy requirements for the School of Arts and
Sciences.

Getting in touch with me…
You will have several avenues of communication for this course:
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•

•

•

If you have general questions about the course (assignments, due dates, etc.), please post your
questions on the “Questions about the Course” Forum in the Forums tab. I will check this site
regularly (usually twice a day from Monday through Thursday and at least once on the weekend)
and answer any questions you may have. If you have a question that affects the entire class,
please use this site.
“The Coffee House Lounge” site in the Forums tab will be an informal space for you to meet
your fellow students and get to know one another over the course of the semester. This is a
social gathering place. I will not monitor this site on a regular basis unless students express
concern about the content being posted.
If you have questions of an individual or personal nature that you do not wish to share with the
entire class, please contact me through the Oncourse Message Center in the Messages tab. This
is the best way to get in touch with me. I will make every effort to respond to your message
within 24 hours Monday through Friday, and I will respond to weekend and holiday messages
within 48 hours. Depending on the nature of your question or issue, you are also welcome to
visit me in my office, call me in my office during office hours (765/455.9229), or call me at home
on my cell (803/479.6597) before 9:00pm.

Technical Requirements and Student Disability Assistance
This online course requires that you have access to the IU Kokomo computer network, access to the
Oncourse course management system, and some familiarity with Oncourse. The IU Kokomo
Instructional Technology department (IT) provides guidelines for hardware and software for distance
students. ENGL-W 131 requires primarily word processing (MS Word 2007, 2010, or 2013) and printing
capabilities and access to Oncourse. See http://iuware.indiana.edu for free downloads and discount
prices on hardware and software for IU students.
Students should contact the IU Kokomo Helpdesk with technical questions. The Helpdesk offers
technical support to faculty, staff, and students for all IT-related requests. The Helpdesk provides
assistance to users, as well as maintains a tracking system that places each user’s request into a queue.
You can send an e-mail request to the Helpdesk at kohelp@iuk.edu or call 765/455.9315. Local phone
and walk-up support at the Helpdesk in the Library is available Monday through Friday from 8:00am to
5:00pm. If you’re having any technical difficulties, please contact both me and the Helpdesk right away
so we can get your problem solved. All documents in this online course have been designed in
accordance with Universal Design Guidelines.
Students requiring accommodations for disabilities or special needs should contact the IUK Office of
Disability Services and/or refer to this handout. Don’t wait until the middle or end of the semester to
take care of these issues; if you have a documented disability, please don’t hesitate to let me know as
soon as possible!

Academic Honesty and Plagiarism
“A student must not adopt of reproduce idea, words, or statements of another person without an
appropriate acknowledgement. A student must give due credit to the originality of others and
acknowledge an indebtedness whenever he or she does any of the following: (a.) quotes another
person’s actual words, either oral or written; (b) paraphrases another person’s words, either oral or
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written; (c) uses another person’s idea, theory, or material unless information is common knowledge.”
Source: Indiana University Code of Student Ethics. (Note that “intent” is not a factor here.)
“Double dipping,” or submitting a writing project for two or more courses (whether they’re IUK courses
or not), constitutes plagiarism and will result in a grade of zero and possible disciplinary action. If you
have an idea for a writing project from another class that you would like to further develop in this class,
please consult with me. I’m more than willing to help you develop your ideas and plan writing projects
that will do work for you, but simply submitting the same essay for multiple classes is not acceptable
under any circumstances.
Knowing the boundaries between acceptable and unacceptable uses of other’s work, texts, or ideas can
be tricky sometimes, and we will spend significant time in class discussing the boundaries of acceptable
use, the nature of research, and when, where, and how to appropriately document source materials.

Writing Center (Library KA 128)
Don’t forget to utilize the Writing Center that your tuition dollars support! The IUK Writing Center is
open Monday through Thursday, 9am to 7pm, Friday, 10am to 2pm, and Saturday, 12:30 to 4:30pm.
Remember, many of IUK`s very best students understand that seeking out a response to their writing is
a necessary part of the learning/writing process. Several of the staff who presently work in the Center
have or are currently working toward teaching credentials, and many are graduate students. Stop by or
call for a 30-minute appointment: 765/455.9425, Option #1.
You can now instant message the tutors your quick questions (grammar, citing, etc.) using campus
contacts. Visit our website at http://www.iuk.edu/writing-center where you can
▪ Ask a more detailed question online by using Ask a Tutor email option.
▪ See a list of Grammar Girl podcasts on hundreds of usage and other English language concerns.
▪ Discover which helpful documents and other sources are available at the Center.
▪ Find out when your favorite tutor is scheduled to work.
***

General Information about Taking a Course Online
The following guide is adapted for ENGL-W 131 Elementary Composition I from the following:
“Pre-Unit: Preparation for Class (Grief in a Family Context—HPER F460/F560)”
Copyright 1996-2008 by Kathleen R. Gilbert, Ph.D.

Welcome to our “cyberclassroom.” For some of you, this will be your first experience with a course that
is totally on the web. This class environment allows us to take advantage of opportunities not ordinarily
available to us. We will meet and get to know people who would otherwise remain unknown to us and
in ways that would not otherwise be available to us; there is the resulting possibility that this will serve
to expand the ideas brought to class. This format also has some fairly serious drawbacks. As a class, we
will not have any face-to-face meetings during the semester and may not know if we encounter each
other, serendipitously, as we go through our daily life. Unless another form of communication is
specifically sought out, all interaction will take place via e-mail and on Oncourse. Both of these formats
are without visual cues for determining the subtle message behind the word message and may result in
confusion about the “real” messages.
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Ideally, the medium we use to communicate in this class will become “invisible.” By that, I mean we will
focus on course content rather than being concerned about how the mechanics work. This pre-unit is
intended to make the transition into an Internet class a bit easier. It contains some basic information
about the course environment and short assignments designed to let you test the necessary
components of the system. Further information on these introductory assignments is posted under
Resources on Oncourse.

Getting Started
Taking a course online has some similarities to a traditional classroom course. It also has certain aspects
that make it unique. We will not get together in face-to-face interactions, and, thus, will all be
responsible for meeting course obligations outside the typical course structure of weekly meetings
running at a set time. If you were taking this course in the more typical fashion, you would be expected
to attend class sessions totaling three hours each week while you also spend anywhere from six to nine
hours working on the course outside of class time.
Here, Web documents, Online Folios, a course management system called Oncourse, and the use of email are stand-ins for the classroom. Each week, we will address a new topic, along with assignments
that are unique to each topic. On the Web pages, I will bring up issues and questions to be discussed on
Oncourse. You should expect to spend anywhere from 6-9 hours per week on the readings, Folios,
assignments, Forums, and Writing Circles. You should expect that this course will take more time than a
traditional class. In addition, you need to be present, in every sense of the word, when you are
participating. You might be able to nod off in a corporeal [i.e., “bodily” or “meat-world”] classroom, but
in an online classroom, you must be an active participant. Otherwise, we don’t know you’re there.
This pre-unit acts as a substitute for some of the preliminaries in the traditional classroom. You and your
classmates will be sharing information about yourselves. It will help me, as the instructor, learn a bit
about you, the students in my class. Students will learn something about each other and will also test
out all of the necessary computer resources. I also have included information on basic “netiquette,” or
Internet classroom etiquette, and some basic information on the use of the Internet.
One last point I would like to make here is that, as course developer and instructor, I have an ongoing
goal of this class to help students feel connected with each other. Throughout the semester, I encourage
all of you to suggest ways to help all of us to maintain that sense of connection.

First Things First: “Netiquette”
Although we all have an idea of appropriate behavior in the classroom, the Internet has unique
characteristics that complicate communication. In addition, this class has a requirement that often is not
mandatory in traditional classes—everyone must participate, every week, in the discussion of every
topic. The asynchronous (i.e. time-lagged) communication that you will engage in for the forums will
allow you some time to think about and organize your thoughts about the topic under discussion.
Unfortunately, we carry our own “baggage” from previous relationships as well as our communication
limitations with us into any class. Without visual cues, it is possible to misinterpret each other. With
these thoughts in mind, remember:
•
•

What you say makes an impression on others and helps to organize their thinking about you in
the future.
The Internet may be seen as a virtual reality. The people in this class are real and have lives
independent of the class. Remember to respect their privacy and their reality.
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•
•
•
•
•

Remember to keep your voice down. ON THE INTERNET, THE USE OF ALL CAPS LIKE THIS IS SEEN
AS SHOUTING.
If you disagree with another student, be sure that you argue your points, but do not attack that
student’s personality or other personal characteristics. I’ll intervene if this happens.
Avoid sarcasm or irony. They are both easily misinterpreted.
The absence of visual cues can inhibit some students and can lead to misunderstanding. You
may want to include information about your emotions to clarify your position.
When you respond to another class member’s posting, be sure to include at least some
information from that posting [the “they say,” in other words] so that it makes sense to all of us
as we read it.

Using the Internet
We will use a variety of Internet resources in this class: “lecture” material (in the Folios), which also
includes questions, exercises, and suggestions for interaction in the class; the class course management
site (Oncourse) on which class discussions will take place; e-mails and announcements distributed to
class members; and groups and writing circles, where students will work with one another in smaller
groups to prepare required essays and other projects.

Getting Started, Part 2: Activities to be Completed
There are a few activities that you will need to complete to get ready for the class. In the first, you will
send a private message to me, answering a series of questions about yourself. You will also learn about
and visit Oncourse and try out a variety of the functions.

Our first assignment asks you to do three things:
1. Send an e-mail to Dr. Cook (that's me) from Messages, providing the following information:
--Your name, postal address, and telephone number (the one you would like me to use should I
need to get in touch with you via telephone)
--Class level (freshman, sophomore, etc.) and major
--How comfortable you are with an online class
--What you hope to learn by taking this course
--By this point, you should have read the syllabus carefully in its entirety ( if you haven't yet read
the entire syllabus, go do that right now). Mention in your e-mail to me that you have read the
syllabus and that you agree to abide by the policies it spells out. Also, ask any questions you
have concerning the class now that you have read through the entire syllabus.
Your e-mail should begin with a salutation (for example, "Dear Dr. Cook:" or "Hi, Dr. Cook:" or
"Hi, Dr. C:") and it should end with a complimentary close, such as "Sincerely" or "Best,"
followed by your name. (For more detailed information on how to write professional e-mails in
all contexts, please see the "Writing Professional E-mails" document in the Netiquette folder in
the Resources tab. A good chunk of Folio 1 gets you thinking about how to send professional emails to diverse audiences.)
2. Post an introduction on the Oncourse Forum titled "Post your Introduction," providing the
following:
Your first big task will be to access Oncourse to post an introduction. If you have any problems
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with the system, please let me know. In Oncourse, go to the Forums tab and look for the Forum
that is titled “Post Your Introduction.” Click the “Start New Conversation” button and add your
information. This posting should include:
--Your name (the name you wish to be called)
--a brief biographical sketch (3-5 sentences) with information you wish to share with the class
--One question/topic/area you particularly would like to see answered or addressed in the class
--Anything else you wish to add about yourself (weird talents, oddball hobbies and interests,
etc.)
Grading: Satisfactory (10) / Unsatisfactory (0) based upon whether the assignment is
submitted on time (before T, 5/20).
3. Go onto Oncourse and become familiar with the following features:
All focused discussion, and much of the casual discussion in the course will take place on
Oncourse. Oncourse will allow us to interact as a class in large group discussion. We will post
responses to questions, carry on several threads of discussion, and interact in a more formal
way, all on a convenient, web-based location. A major benefit of Oncourse is that the bulk of
our conversations will take place there, which means everything will be archived for later
review. Please explore the areas [also called “tabs”] of Oncourse that we will use the most:
Syllabus, Resources, Messages, Announcements, Gradebook, Courseload e-text, Blogs, and
Forums, and Assignments. You will be submitting all of your assignments to Oncourse.
--First, find the “Online Learning Cheat Sheet” located in the “Forum and Blog Resources” folder
in the Resources tab. Print and read through it carefully.
--Then, find the “Guidelines for Forum and Blog Posts” in the same folder. Print and read
through this document carefully.
--Third, spend some time exploring the following tabs: Syllabus, Resources, Messages,
Announcements, Gradebook, Blogs, and Forums
--Post a question to the appropriate forum if you have one. Or just give everyone a quick shout
out.
Getting Help When You Need It
If you are having problems with the technology in this class, do not assume it is because of something
you are doing. Contact someone and start problem solving immediately. Let us know that you are having
problems, so that we can fix them or look for alternatives. I want this course to be a good experience for
everyone, so letting me know about issues that arise is very important to me.

Folio 1 Learning Guide for ENG-W 131 online
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LEARNING GUIDE FOR FOLIO THREE: Rhetorical Analysis and Invention,
Arrangement, and Style
(JUNE 19TH, 2014 TO JUNE 30TH, 2014)
A Writer’s Reference
They Say, I Say (With
Readings)
Oncourse
Writing Circle
Documents

WR
TS
OC
WC
Docs
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What do I do?

What are the specific instructions?
Where do I find the work or the assignment?

When is it due? (All times Eastern)

Read

Read the following:
▪ WR, pp. 32-45 (C4-a through C4-e);
▪ OC, “On Paragraphs” (look in the Folio 3
folder in the Resources tab);
▪ OC, link to UVic Paragraphing Resource
(Read only the “Developing the
Paragraph” and “The Functions of
Paragraphs” sections for now, but be sure
to read the entire entries).
▪ TS, pp. 105-20 (Ch. 8, “As a Result:
Connecting the Parts”)
▪ OC, WP #3 assignment sheet (in the Folio
3 folder)
Take a quiz on the readings (see above).

Try to read this material all the
way through at least twice no later
than Wednesday evening, 6/18 or
Thursday morning, 6/19.

Draft & Post

Forum07: Complete the first draft of WP #3.
Upload your draft to the designated forum in the
Forums tab in OC. (Instructions on how to upload
.doc or .docx files to the Forum can be found in
the Folio 3 folder in the Resources tab in a file
entitled “How to upload files to Oncourse,” as can
the assignment sheet for WP #3.)

WP#3, draft 1 must be uploaded
no later than 11:30pm (EDT) on
F, 6/20.

Engage

Forum07 (cont.): Writing Circle (WC)
Your grade for Forum07 will be based on the
quality and quantity of your feedback to your WC
members. Late drafts of WP#3 and late feedback
posts cannot receive full credit (see Forum
guideline sheet in Resources tab and/or course
syllabus for more information), and excessively
late drafts will receive an automatic grade of “0.”

Respond to all of your WC
members’ WP#3 drafts no later
than 11:30pm (EDT) on M, 6/23.

Read

Read the following:
▪ WR, pp. 346-57 (R2-a through R2-d)
▪ OC, “Evaluating Sources: An Overview”
▪ OC, “Scholarly vs. Popular Publications”
(video in the Research Resources folder
in the Resources tab)
▪ OC, “How Databases and Search Engines
Differ” (web reading in the Research
Resources folder in the Resources tab)
▪ TS, pp. 68-77 (Ch. 5, “And Yet:
Distinguishing What You Say from What
They Say”);
▪ TS, pp. 78-91 (Ch. 6, “Skeptics May
Object: Planting a Naysayer in Your
Text”).

Try to get this material read
through at least twice by W, 6/25.

Quiz03
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Complete the quiz no later than
11:30pm (EDT) on R, 6/19.

Blog

Blog

Blog04: “Paragraph Punch!”
Complete the Paragraph Punch assignment in
the Folio 3 folder. This exercise will take you
around 15 to 20 minutes to complete. It takes you
through the process of developing a paragraph,
from pre-writing strategies all the way to the final
revisions. When you’re finished writing about
your trip to Hawaii, cut and paste the finished
paragraph and past it into your blog. The program
won’t let you cut and paste with your mouse, so
you’ll need to highlight the paragraph, then hold
down Ctrl and the “c” keys on your keyboard to
cut. To paste into the blog, simply right click the
mouse and select paste. Oncourse will
automatically bring up a dialogue box: just paste
into the dialogue box and click OK.
Read through your finished paragraph, and write 1
or 2 sentences on which category you think this
paragraph best fits into (see WR, pp. 32-45 for
more information).
*Note: Please set this blog post so that it can be
read by everyone in the class.
Blog05: “My Revisions: WP#3”
Draft a 200-300 word blog on your third WC
experience. What kind of feedback did you
receive? How did this experience go for you?
What are the three biggest areas/revisions you
need to focus on for WP #3, draft 2? Why? What
would you change or tweak about your WC?
Giving yourself some space to reflect on these
revisions will help you focus for the next draft.
Student feedback on the course: How have
things gone for you this semester? What seems to
have worked well for you? What didn’t seem to
work so well for you? Are there any activities or
exercises that you wish we had completed? Be
specific in your responses.
Student feedback on the WC: Did you find using
the WP revision sheet more effective or less
effective than using memos (as we did in the first
WC)?
(***Important Note: If you choose, you can set
this blog post so that it can only be read by you
and me. Before publishing, simply place a bubble
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Post blog entries no later than
11:30pm (EDT) on M, 6/23.

Post blog entries no later than
11:30pm (EDT) on W, 6/25.

in the circle next to “Only site administrators
and I can see this entry.”)
Reflect & Revise

Based on the feedback you’ve received from your
WC, revise WP#3, Draft 2

Quiz04

Take a quiz on the readings (see above).

Watch some more videos
& Take some notes

Go to the Folio 3 folder and watch the following
three videos (in this order):
▪ “Introduction to Rhetoric Vidcast” (Purdue
OWL)
▪ “The Rhetorical Appeals: Ethos, Pathos,
Logos”
▪ “In Defense of Rhetoric”

Work on this throughout the week,
and be sure to leave yourself time
to take breaks and reflect on what
you’ve written!
Complete the quiz no later than
11:30pm (EDT) on R, 6/26.
Watch these videos over the
weekend or by Wednesday
evening, 6/25 at the latest.

Watching (and reading) Actively: Don’t be a
passive viewer! Take notes on the videos and
readings as you view them. Rewind and watch
again when you see or hear something in the video
that seems interesting or strange. If you don’t
understand something you’ve seen, go to the
designated forum in the Forums tab and ask away!
Post

Read

Forum08: “Rhetoric in Action”
For this post, you will do the following in 250 to
350 words:
▪ Summarize Frank’s argument in “Income
Inequality: Too Big to Ignore” (TS, pp.
580-85). What is the main claim (thesis)?
What kinds of support or examples does
Frank use?
▪ Analyze Frank’s use of rhetorical appeals
(ethos, pathos, and logos). How does Frank
present himself to the reader? Does he
seem knowledgeable? Credible? How do
you know or why do you get this sense of
him? Does he use emotional appeals? Are
they effective? What about logos? How
does Frank use logic and reason to make
his case?
Read the following:
▪ TS, pp. 92-101 (Ch. 7, “So What? Who
Cares? Saying Why It Matters”)
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Primary: Submit Forum post no
later than 11:30pm (EST) on W,
6/25.
Secondary: Respond to 3
classmates’ posts no later than
11:30pm (EST) on F, 6/27. What
did they pick up on that you
didn’t?

Try to read through this material
no later than M, 6/30.

Quiz05

Take a quiz on the readings (see above).

Complete the quiz no later than
11:30pm (EDT) on T, 7/01.

Complete an Assignment

***Post WP#3, Draft 2 to the designated spot in
the Assignments tab.
(*Note: 2nd drafts of all WPs will count as blog
grades, so this draft will be graded as Blog06. See
the course syllabus for more details.)
Spend exam week revising all three WP drafts.

Post WP#3, Draft 2 no later than
11:30pm (EDT) on F, 6/27.
(Expect to receive detailed
feedback from me on this draft by
M, 6/30.
Final drafts of all WPs (WP #1, #2,
and #3) are due in the appropriate
space in the Assignments tab no
later than 11:30pm (EDT) on
Friday, 7/04. No exceptions!

Revise all WPs and
submit final drafts

Final grades will be posted on or before Monday,
7/07. Have a great rest of the summer!

NOTE: REGULARLY READ IMPORTANT ADDITIONAL FOLIO 3 SUPPORTING
INFORMATION, EXPLANATIONS OF EXERCISES, AND LINKS TO RESOURCES AND
ASSIGNMENTS UNDER RESOURCES ON ONCOURSE . Be sure to always look 2 or
even 3 columns ahead in this FLG so that you don’t miss any deadlines!
CONGRATULATIONS ! YOU’VE FINISHED FOLIO 3! BE SURE TO POST FINAL DRAFTS
OF ALL THREE WPS TO THE ASSIGNMENTS TAB NO LATER THAN FRIDAY, JULY 4TH
2014. FINAL GRADES WILL BE POSTED ON OR BEFORE 12:00PM ON JULY 7TH,
2014.
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ENG-W 132: Elementary Composition II
I have taught several versions of this course. Given current events and student interest, the
most recent version led students through an exploration of so-called “fake news.” Students
gained valuable experience in information literacy by analyzing and writing about the infamous
#PizzaGate scandal, concepts such as “digital polarization” and “filter bubbles,” and even
important epistemological questions such as “How do we know what we know?” “Which
sources of information can be trusted in the digital age?”
But perhaps the most successful iteration was the themed course on work. Late in 2012,
spurred on by the difficulties I noticed some of my students were having balancing school with
in some cases a full-time (or greater) workload, I developed a themed section of ENG-W 132 on
work, employment culture in the US, and "the working life." I have taught the course several
times since. Students write "working autobiographies," interview friends, family, and
community members for their empirical (APA) research writing project, and read some of the
finest statements about work in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, including excerpts
from Barbara Ehrenreich's Nickel and Dimed: On (Not) Getting by in America and Studs Terkel's
Working: Americans Talk about What They Do All Day and How They Feel about What They Do.
George Orwell's Down and Out in Paris and London is the novella that provides the basis for
students’ MLA literary analysis writing project. The course evaluations from these courses have
generally been stellar: I have even received unsolicited emails from students at the conclusion
of the course. Since ENG-W 132 is no longer offered by other campuses in the IU system, I am
currently developing a replacement course at the 200-level that will combine elements of
research writing with service learning and community/ community/regional engagement.
Course Evaluation Summaries
I have now taught ENG-W 132 three times as a face-to-face course. Our Likert scale for student
evaluations changed in 2013-14 from a five-point scale in which “1.00” was the highest possible
score per category (i.e., 1.00 = Strongly Agree) to a five-point scale in which “5.00” became the
highest possible score per category (i.e., 5.00 = Strongly Agree). These evaluations used the
older Likert scale where 1.00 = Strongly Agree and 5.00 = Strongly Disagree. I have not yet
received course evaluations for Spring 2017.
ENG-W 132: Elementary Composition II

1.) The course was well organized.
2.) The course objectives were clear to the
students.
3.) There was general agreement between
announced course objectives and what was
actually taught.
4.) The instructor explained the subject clearly.

Summer
2013
(1106)
1.54
1.85

Summer
2013
(1247)
1.88
1.65

1.69

1.53

1.85

1.71

5.) The instructor summarized the major points
in lecture or discussion.
6.) The instructor made effective use of class
time.
7.) The instructor was well prepared for class
meetings.
8.) The amount of reading was appropriate for
the course.
9.) In relation to other courses of equal credits
and level, the workload in this course was
appropriate.
10.) The amount of material covered in the
course was reasonable.
11.) The course required more time and effort
than others at this level.
12.) The grading system for the course was
clearly explained.
13.) Grades were assigned fairly and impartially.
14.) The instructor collected enough evidence for
valid grading.
15.) The exams accurately assessed what I have
learned in this class.
16.) The instructor showed a genuine interest in
students
17.) The instructor was readily available for
consultation with students.
18.) The instructor stimulated my thinking.
19.) The instructor stimulated class discussion.
20.) The instructor promoted an atmosphere
conducive to learning.
21.) Compared to other instructors I have had,
this instructor is outstanding.
22.) Compared to other courses I’ve taken, I
learned more in this course.

1.69

1.47

1.69

1.65

1.46

1.41

2.46

2.94

2.31

3.24

2.54

2.76

1.85

1.71

1.38

1.76

1.46
1.46

1.82
1.76

1.85

1.88

1.23

1.71

1.23

1.53

1.31
1.31
1.38

1.71
1.65
1.71

1.85

2.12

1.77

2.29

Course Syllabus on Fake News and Information Literacy (Spring 2017)
“The most difficult subjects can be explained to the most slow-witted man if he has not formed any
idea of them already; but the simplest thing cannot be made clear to the most intelligent man if he is
firmly persuaded that he knows already, without a shadow of a doubt, what is laid before him.”
Tolstoy, 1894

Academic Writing, Research, & Fake News in the Digital Age

Welcome to ENG-W 132! ENG-W 132 builds upon the skills of critical reading and analysis
introduced in ENG-W 131, with an added focus on researching and writing longer, more
substantive arguments.
This course will develop your ability to plan, draft, and revise research projects; assess and
choose appropriate information sources; and tailor your writing projects to specific audiences
and purposes. You will develop a sustained research project with several related components
(e.g., a research proposal, an overview essay, a literary analysis, a first draft, a research “plan-ofattack,” etc.), and through this process you will come to see research and writing as dynamic,
closely-related “tools” for exploring and making sense of our crazy world.
For example, our theme this semester is “fake news.” Many of our class readings and most of
our discussions, activities, freewrites/quickwrites/”music writes,” and writing projects will be
focused on fake news stories like the infamous #PizzaGate, concepts such as “digital
polarization” and “filter bubbles,” and important societal and political questions such as “How do
we know what we know?” “Which sources of information can be trusted in the digital age?”
“How can you reliably tell the difference between facts, theories, opinions, and outright lies?”
“What do we really mean by ‘bias’?” And more.
In addition to learning a lot about how knowledge and information “works” (and doesn’t work) in
the early-21st century, here are the practical skills you can expect to learn this term:

▪

Learning Outcomes and Objectives
Demonstrate composing/research skills appropriate for an academic audience

▪

Demonstrate skills in using the IU Kokomo library for locating a wide variety of sources,
including discipline specific databases

▪

Demonstrate an understanding of the characteristics of scholarly sources

▪

Integrate research smoothly and appropriately into a paper

▪

Demonstrate clear understanding of the conventions of both MLA and APA
documentation styles
Create a thesis/research question that is supported in a way that demonstrates control
of the sources
Demonstrate an understanding of the distinction between primary and secondary
sources

▪
▪

Remember that writing, like any other skill or habit worth pursuing, requires hard work. Whether
you were your high school valedictorian or in the bottom 1% of your graduating class, anyone
can become a better, more proficient writer and reader. But, just like playing basketball, lifting
weights, or running a marathon, growing your writing “muscles” takes dedication, patience, and
frequent, repeated practice.

Part of my job this semester is to act as your “coach,” so to speak, which from time to time will
mean motivating you, pushing you out of your comfort zone, critiquing your work, and so forth. I
will always do so with a spirit of kindness and patience—all I ask is that you meet me (at least)
halfway. I’m excited about learning more about each of you and your writing styles/processes.

Required Texts
All sections of ENG-W 131 and 132 use the course bundle available at the IU Kokomo bookstore.
Here’s the detailed information. Make sure you have purchased the bundle before the start of
Week 2 or you will face a significant grade penalty.
Everyone’s an Author, 2nd ed with Readings/ MLA Update
They Say, I Say, 3rd ed with MLA Update
Little Cougar Handbook or Little Seagull Handbook
The ISBN for the bundle is 978-0-393-63356-6, and the cost is $73.00 + tax at the IU Kokomo
bookstore.
I will frequently post required readings in Canvas in the Files tab in .pdf or .docx format. You are
expected to download and print these readings, read them actively and carefully, and then bring
them with you to class on the appropriate day.

Assignments and Grading
Reading Quizzes (10%): We will frequently have brief, 5-item quizzes during class to test your
handling of the material and to determine whether or not you are staying on top of the readings.
These cannot be made up for any reason. Be sure to be in class regularly and stay on top of our
readings. For more info, see “Readings and How to Read Actively” below.
Class Participation (10%): See “Attendance and Participation” below for full details.
Freewrites & “Music Writes” (10%): Music is an ancient form of human expression that has the
power to influence us—and how we think and write—in a multitude of interesting ways. Each
time we meet, usually for the first 10 minutes of class, we will get into the writing “habit” by
listening to a song and doing a 5 minute or so freewriting exercise based on the song.
I will choose the tunes for the first few weeks, but then I want you folks to get in on the action. I
will even open a Discussion space in Canvas where we can share ideas for songs and YouTube
videos. By the end of the term, we will have developed a “playlist” and quite a lot of freewriting!
Short Writing Assignments (SWAs) and In-class Projects (20%): Throughout the semester, we will
have short(er) writing projects, such research proposals, professional emails, group projects,
handouts/worksheets, and so forth. In a sense, this category is sort of like a “catch-all” category

for writing assignments that don’t fit neatly into the other categories. For instance, as we are
drafting and researching WP#2, I may ask you to do a first draft or a “zero draft” that will count
as a SWA. All SWAs will be graded on a ten-point scale (8 = 80, 9 = 90, etc.). For more
information and a complete grading rubric for these kinds of assignments, see the “Short Writing
Assignments and In-class Projects” handout in the Files tab in Canvas. We will likely have around
8-10 SWAs and in-class assignments (combined_ over the course of the semester.
Major Writing Projects (“WPs”) and the Final Portfolio (45%):
Over the course of the semester you will plan, develop, draft, and revise three major
essay/research assignments that will form the core of your Final Portfolio, which you will submit
at the end of the term (Sunday, 4/30 before 11:30pm EST). Each WP will have its own assignment
sheet and grading rubric. For more information, see the WP assignment sheets in the Files tab in
Canvas. Here’s the breakdown of the individual WPs:
Writing Project #1: Summarizing and Responding, 4-6 pages (15%)
Writing Project #2: Literary Interpretation (MLA), 5-7 pages (15%)
Writing Project #3: Synthesis and Concept Mapping (APA), 5-7 pages (15%)
***IMPORTANT NOTE ON REVISION: You will receive loads of feedback from me on your work
over the course of the semester, but you will not receive grades on any of these writing projects
until you have submitted your final portfolio. You are encouraged to revise each WP as many
times as you think is necessary, but please note that “revision” is not the same thing as “editing”
or “proofreading.” (Don’t worry: we’ll spend a lot of time in class talking about revision.) I will
give you a “pencil grade” on the draft that you submit to Canvas so that you have an idea of how
you’re doing.
I am more than happy to look over your WPs and give you feedback and revision suggestions on
your work as many times as you like (it’s my job, after all!), so long as you meet these three
criteria: (1) you must perform a significant revision each time we meet (i.e., no mere
proofreading or editing); (2) you must submit your WP in advance and arrange to meet with me
either in person or “virtually” to discuss it (either during office hours, during class on a
Drafting/Revising Day, in a mandatory conference, via Canvas, or some other time by
appointment); (3) when we meet to discuss your WPs, you must be able to talk specifically about
the revisions you’ve made, why you’ve made them, and what further revisions you think need to
be made (after all, you are the writer and the final authority on your own work).
Writing Conference on WPs (5%): Each of you will have a 15-20 minute individual writing
conference with me in which we will go over one (or more) of your WP drafts, discuss revision
options for the Final Portfolio, and chat in general about your overall performance in the course.
Remember: you’re welcome to visit me in my office, in the Fitness Center, in the hallway, or
wherever else you can find me as often as you like during the semester, but the writing
conference is a mandatory, graded conference, and there will be a significant grade penalty if
you miss your writing conference with me. These writing conferences will occur in Weeks 12, 14,

and 15 (see the Course Schedule below for more information), though we may move these up to
an earlier point in the semester if such a move becomes necessary.
=100%

Grades
A standard ten-point scale (A+=97-100; A=94-96; A-=90-93; B+=87-89; B=84-86; B-=80-83;
C+=77-79; C=74-76; C-=70-73; D+=67-69; D=64-66; D-=60-63; F=everything else) will be used.

Readings and How to Read Actively
The weekly reading assignments in this course will be challenging, quite long, and likely different
from texts you’ve read before. These readings will require you to practice patient, careful,
attentive reading. You may not yet be accustomed to doing this kind of “active reading,” but we
will learn how to do it together.
Here are some of the basic principles of active reading:
When you come across a word you don’t understand, look it up in an online dictionary (the
Oxford English Dictionary is best and free for IU students through the IU Kokomo library
homepage) when you find a concept or reference with which you’re unfamiliar, look it up on
Wikipedia and read the entry until the passage you’re wrestling with starts to make sense. Mark
any and all passages in your books that you would like to discuss in class, that you think are
particularly noteworthy, or that don’t make sense to you. We will discuss these passages
together in class. In short, you will need to read closely, carefully, and slowly.
You should expect to read—in the manner I’ve just briefly described—between 15 and 25 pages
each week. And a few times the reading load will be heavier. Please get into a weekly if not daily
reading habit that works for you and stick to it. This will be key to your success and learning in
this course. If ever you have any questions or concerns about our readings, please don’t hesitate
to let me know.

Attendance and Participation
While there will be some lecture in this course, this is definitely not a lecture-only course.
Ongoing, stimulating class discussions and in-class group activities are vital to the success of this
course and to your overall learning experience. In short, it’s important that you come to class
each time we meet, complete all assigned readings each week, take time to reflect on what
you’ve read (and then go back and re-read), take careful notes on the readings (in your notebook
and textbook), ask questions, and participate actively and enthusiastically in class discussions and
in-class exercises.
When you miss class, you miss important information, activities, ideas, ICWs, instructions,
videos, interactions, etc. that simply can’t be “made up.” (It’s sort of like missing a party or

celebratory dinner and then asking everyone to reconstruct the experience for you in words or
emails. Like other social phenomena, classroom learning just doesn’t work that way.)
Furthermore, when you miss class, your classmates and I miss your input and ideas. If you are
absent, you are responsible for finding out what we covered in class and for submitting in advance
any assignments due on that day. I reserve the right to change the course schedule at any time,
and it is your responsibility to stay on top of these changes. If ever you do miss class, you should
use the “Questions about the Course” Discussion in the “Discussions” tab in Canvas to find out
what you missed. See “Getting in touch with me...and each other” below for more information.
Your course grade will drop by one letter grade (10%) if you miss more than 10% of our classes
(or 4 class meetings); you will fail the course if you miss more than 25% of our classes (7 class
periods). If a bone fide emergency forces you to miss several class periods, or if you have a
nonrefundable vacation package or something, you need to speak with me as soon as possible.
Excessive, annoying lateness will not be tolerated.
***At midterm, each of you will receive a class participation grade (5% of the final grade) and
some feedback from me on your participation and (if appropriate) how you can improve your
grade by the end of the semester. At the end of the semester, you will receive another class
participation grade (5%).

Late Assignments and Tardiness
Late work will not be accepted under most circumstances. If a bona fide emergency forces you to
miss class, please let me know as soon as is reasonable so that we can discuss your options.
Excessive lateness to class will not be tolerated under any circumstances. If you are unable to
make it to class before or at 8:30am each Tuesday and Thursday morning, then you should
consider taking another section of ENG-W 132. Each time you come to class late, I will mark you
as such in the Attendance tab in Canvas. Showing up late to two classes = one absence. Keep
track of your absences and tardiness in the Attendance tab so that you don’t get into trouble.
Excessive lateness will also negatively impact your class participation grades (see “Attendance
and Participation” above).

Phones and other distractions
Here’s the straight dope on mobile devices, folks: be courteous and sensible with your smart
phones, laptops, tablets, and other mobile devices. You might think you have to be imminently
available to everyone in your social network, family, neighborhood, whatever, or that you
constantly have to be checking your email, texts, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest, or
whatnot, but you really don’t.
There are important, practical advantages to be gained by “unplugging,” by experiencing the
passage of time as well as conversation and interaction the way previous generations did: faceto-face and in real-time. Research suggests that students who leave their mobile devices and
laptops in their bags actually perform better academically. Opportunities to unplug from the

matrix are increasingly rare; let’s pledge to use our time together this semester for discussion,
reflection, and exploration, not SnapChat, Candy Crush Saga, and idle Facebook stalking.
***We will use the computers in our computer lab throughout the semester for a great many
purposes, but please do not log on until I tell you to do so.

Getting in touch with me…and each other
You will have several avenues of communication for this course:
•

If you have general questions about the course (assignments, due dates, course policies,
etc.), please post your questions on the “Questions about the Course” Discussion in the
“Discussions” tab. I will check this Discussion regularly (usually twice a day from Monday
through Friday and at least once on the weekend) and answer any questions you may
have. If you have a question that concerns the entire class, please use this space.

•

“The Coffee House Lounge” site in the Discussions tab will be an informal space for you to
meet your fellow students and get to know one another over the course of the semester.
This is a social gathering place. I will not monitor this site on a regular basis unless
students express concern to me about the content being posted.
If you have questions of an individual or personal nature that you do not wish to share
with the rest of the class, you can contact me by sending a message through the message
center in Canvas (in the “Messages” tab). This is the best way to get in touch with me. You
are also always welcome to visit me in my office (during and outside of office hours) or
even call me in my office during office hours (765/455.9229).

•

•

I want to discuss the class and your work with you, and using my office hours is an
excellent way for us to address any concerns you might have about the class, your
progress or performance, and/or any of your questions about the course material and
your projects and interests.

Technical Requirements
This course requires that you have access to the IU Kokomo computer network, access to the
Canvas course management system, and some basic familiarity with Canvas. The IU Kokomo
Instructional Technology department (IT) provides guidelines for hardware and software for all
students. This course requires primarily word processing (MS Word 2007, 2010, 2013, or 2016),
printing capabilities, and access to Canvas. Click here for free downloads and discount prices on
hardware and software exclusively for IU students.
Students should contact the IU Kokomo Helpdesk with any and all technical questions. The
Helpdesk offers superb technical support to faculty, staff, and students for all IT-related
requests. The Helpdesk provides assistance to users, as well as maintains a tracking system that
places each user’s request into a queue. You can send an email request to the Helpdesk at
kohelp@iuk.edu or call 765/455.9315. Local phone and walk-up support at the Helpdesk in the

Library is available Monday through Friday from 8:00am to 5:00pm. If you’re having any
technical difficulties, please contact both me and the Helpdesk right away so we can get your
problem solved.

Student Disability Assistance
Students requiring accommodations for disabilities or special needs should contact the IU
Kokomo Office of Disability Services. If you have a documented disability on file with the Office of
Disability Services, it is important that you let me know as soon as possible so that we can discuss
arrangements for your success in this course.

Academic Honesty and Plagiarism
“A student must not adopt or reproduce ideas, words, or statements of another person without
an appropriate acknowledgement. A student must give due credit to the originality of others and
acknowledge an indebtedness whenever he or she does any of the following: (a) quotes another
person’s actual words, either oral or written; (b) paraphrases another person’s words, either oral
or written; (c) uses another person’s idea, theory, or material unless information is common
knowledge.”
Source: Indiana University Code of Student Ethics. (Note that “intent” is not a factor here.)
“Double dipping,” or submitting a writing project for two or more courses (whether they’re IUK
courses or not), constitutes plagiarism and will result in a grade of zero and possible disciplinary
action. If you have an idea for a writing project from another class that you would like to further
develop in this class, please consult with me. I’m more than willing to help you develop your
ideas and plan writing projects that will do work for you, but simply submitting the same essay
for multiple classes is not acceptable under any circumstances.
Knowing the boundaries between acceptable and unacceptable uses of other’s work, texts, or
ideas can be tricky sometimes, and we will spend some time in class discussing the boundaries of
acceptable use, the nature of research, and when, where, and how to appropriately document
source materials.

Writing Center
Don’t forget to utilize the Writing Center that your tuition dollars support! The IU Kokomo
Writing Center is an excellent resource for any writing assignment from any class. The Writing
Center is open Monday to Thursday, 9am - 7pm; Friday, 10am to 3pm; and Saturday, 12:30 to
3:30pm. For more information on the Writing Center, click here.
Remember, many of IU Kokomo’s very best students understand that seeking out a response to
their writing is a necessary part of the learning/writing process. Stop by or call for a 30-minute
appointment: 765/455.9425, Option #1.

You can now instant message the tutors your quick questions (grammar, citing, etc.) using
campus contacts. Here are just a few of the services offered by the Writing Center:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Ask a more detailed question online by using Ask a Tutor email option;
See a list of Grammar Girl podcasts on hundreds of usage and other English language
concerns;
Discover which helpful documents and other sources are available at the Center;
Find out when your favorite tutor is scheduled to work.

Sexual Misconduct
As your instructor, one of my primary responsibilities is to help create a safe learning
environment on our campus. Title IX and our own Sexual Misconduct policy prohibit sexual
misconduct. If you have experienced sexual misconduct, or know someone who has, the
University can help.
If you are seeking help and would like to speak to someone confidentially, you can make an
appointment with Beth Barnett, Room KC 234, Kelley Student Center, 765-455-9553. More
information about available resources can be found here.
It is also important that you know that federal regulations and University policy require me to
promptly convey any information about potential sexual misconduct known to me to our
campus’ Deputy Title IX Coordinator or IU’s Title IX Coordinator. In that event, they will work
with a small number of others on campus to ensure that appropriate measures are taken and
resources are made available to the student who may have been harmed. Protecting a student’s
privacy is of utmost concern, and all parties involved will only share information with those that
need to know to ensure the University can respond and assist.

Course Schedule
Schedule, readings, and assignment due dates are subject to change at instructor’s discretion
with advance notice via Canvas. Readings are “due” on the dates next to which they are listed. To
access the IU Kokomo Spring 2017 academic calendar—plus the Final Exam schedule—click here.
Texts
EA = Everyone’s an Author
TS = They Say, I Say
LC = The Little Cougar Handbook
H = handout (.pdf in Canvas or in class)
TBA = to be announced in class/Canvas
announcement
WEEK 1: Course Introductions

January
T 10: Course introduction (expectations and ice-breakers); introductions: getting to know each other. What are
we going to learn this semester? What is “fake news”? Why should we care?
How to write a professional email for school and work (SWA 1), EA, pp. 61-62
R 12: Quiz #1: Syllabus quiz in class. Textbook bundle must be purchased no later than F, 1/13.
WEEK 2: Thinking Rhetorically/What Is Rhetoric?
T 17: Read EA, Ch. 1 & 2 (SWA 2)
R 19: Read EA, Ch. 3 and TS, Introduction (pp. 1-15)
WEEK 3: The Basics of Academic Writing & the Writing Process
T 24: EA, Ch. 4 and TS, Ch. 1 (SWA 3)
R 26: EA, Ch. 7 and 10
February
WEEK 4: *WP#1 (Summary and Response)
T 31: Carr, “World and Screen” (EA)
R 02: Carr, “World and Screen” (SWA 4) and TS, Ch. 2
WEEK 5: The Arts of Summarizing and Quoting
T 07: Carr, “World and Screen” and TS, Ch. 3
R 09: Carr, “World and Screen” (SWA 5: 1st draft of WP#1 due in Canvas!)

WEEK 6: Peer Review on WP#1
T 14: Peer Review (SWA 6)
R 16: Preview Martin, “The Egg and the Sperm” (EA) and poetry/short fiction TBA (H)
WEEK 7: *WP#2 (Literary Analysis)
T 21: Martin, “The Egg and the Sperm” (EA) and poetry/short fiction TBA (H)
R 23: Martin, “The Egg and the Sperm” (EA) and poetry/short fiction TBA (H)
March
WEEK 8
T 28: Martin, “The Egg and the Sperm” (EA) and poetry/short fiction TBA (H)

R 02: Martin, “The Egg and the Sperm” (EA) and poetry/short fiction TBA (H) (SWA 7: 1st draft of WP#2 due in
Canvas!)
WEEK 9: Peer Review on WP #2
T 07: Peer Review (SWA 7)
R 09: Newman, “To Siri, with Love” (EA)
WEEK 10: Spring Break
T 14: No class
R 16: No class
WEEK 11: *WP#3 (the APA Project)
T 21: The Onion, “Nation Shudders at Large Block of Uninterrupted Text” (EA)
R 23: The Onion, “Nation Shudders at Large Block of Uninterrupted Text” (EA) and SWA 8 (TBA)
WEEK 12
T 28: No class (conferences)
R 30: SWA 9 (TBA)
April
WEEK 13
T 04: Reading TBA
R 06: (SWA 10: 1st draft of WP#3 due in Canvas!)
WEEK 14: Peer Review on WP#3
T 11: Peer Review
R 13: No class (conferences)
WEEK 15
T 18: No class (conferences)
R 20: Reading TBA
WEEK 16: Course Wrap-up and Review
T 25: Course Evaluations and Info on Final Portfolios
R 27: Revision Workshop on Final Portfolios

***Final Portfolios (45%) due in Canvas before 11:30pm EDT on Sunday, 4/30.

Course Syllabus on Work and Working Lives (Summer 2013)
Writing, Research, and Work: The Experience and Meaning of Work in American Culture
ENG-W 132 is the second semester of a two-semester writing sequence at Indiana University
Kokomo. Building on what you learned in ENG-W 131, this course will give you the opportunity
to further develop as a writer. You will learn more about the fundamentals of academic writing,
research, rhetorical analysis, and argumentation, and you will develop skills that will serve you
well not only in your other college courses, but also in your future career and beyond.
This particular section of ENG-W 132 might be a bit different from other writing or English
courses you’ve taken in the past in that it is designed around a central theme—work, working
lives, and the experience and meaning of work in American culture. All of our course readings,
writing assignments, and class discussions revolve around the concept of work: your
experiences with work, others’ experiences with work, the difficulty of work (and the difficulties
of finding work), balancing school and work, how work shapes and influences us, and so forth.
We will spend our brief time together this summer reading and writing and exploring some of
the hundreds (even thousands) of ways what we do for a living shapes our lives and determines
who we are as individuals.
Forget everything Hollywood has taught you about summer school (e.g., that it’s easy, that it’s
not “real” school, etc.). This is very much a real course; in fact, for some of you it will be more
difficult than a regular semester-long course simply because we are covering the same territory
(16 weeks of learning, reading, writing, and intellectual development) in a compressed, 6-week
timeframe. Please know up front that this course will challenge you in ways you might not have
been challenged thus far. But I am here to guide you and encourage you every step of the way;
all I ask is that you work hard, complete all of your assignments, and come to class every time
we meet.
By the end of the semester, you will be able to &
will be assessed through
recognize and understand the differences
between different genres of writing
(academic writing, essays, fiction, etc.);

Your mastery of these skills and concepts

class readings, WPs

perform a rhetorical analysis of a text;
construct a cogent, well-supported argument
and develop your ideas beyond a simple fiveparagraph theme;
use library databases to locate, evaluate, and
use academic sources (books, journal articles,
magazine articles, essays, academic websites,
book reviews, etc.);
apply the canons of rhetoric to your own
writing process (Invention, Arrangement, and
Style);
develop sophisticated paragraphs and write
compelling leads, supporting paragraphs, and
conclusions;
deploy the “moves” of academic writing:
summary, paraphrase, direct quotation,
analysis, and synthesis;
perform global and local revisions, edit, and
proofread your work and the work of others;
reflect critically on the meaning and value of
work, working lives, and your own and
others’ experiences of work in the twentyfirst century.

Presentation and ICAs
WPs and ICAs

WPs and ICAs

WPs and ICAs

WPs and ICAs

WPs and ICAs

WPs, ICAs, and PRs
class readings, WPs, ICAs, and PRs

Required Texts:
Ballenger, Bruce. The Curious Researcher: A Guide to Writing Research Papers. 7th ed. Upper
Saddle River, NJ: Pearson, 2012. Print.
Hacker, Diana and Nancy Sommers. A Writer’s Reference. 7th ed. Boston: Bedford/St.
Martin’s, 2011. Print.
(***Note: If you took ENG-W 131 on the IUK campus and your class used the Oncourse version
of this textbook, then you still have access to this text through Oncourse.)
Orwell, George. Down and Out in Paris and London. 1933. San Diego: Harvest, 1961. Print.
(No e-books or Kindle versions, please—purchase the copy available in the IUK bookstore.)
Supplemental Readings and hard copies of drafts and assignments: I will frequently post
required readings to Oncourse; typically, these will be in .pdf format. You are required to print
these .pdfs in their entirety, read them, and bring them to class with you on the appropriate
days. The same goes for drafts and other writing assignments not completed in class. I
understand that this entails an extra cost, so you should budget these printing costs as a
“fourth” required text.

You will also need…
*Some sort of portable data-storage device and an IU Box account on which you can save
multiple drafts of your work.
**A sturdy notebook or binder in which to keep notes, essay drafts, handouts, and in-class
writing exercises.
***A dedicated, two-pocket folder in which to submit your final portfolio at the end of the
semester.
Assignments and Grading:
Final Portfolio (40%)
Your final portfolio will consist of the final drafts of 2 of the following 3 Writing Projects (WPs),
depending on which 2 WPs you think are the strongest and best showcase your skills and
development as a writer:
Writing Project #1: Summarizing & Strong Response; first draft: 750-1,000 words / portfolio
draft: 1,250-1,500 words (20%)
Writing Project #2: Literary Analysis (MLA); first draft: 1,000-1,500 words / portfolio draft:
1,250-1,750 words (20%)
Writing Project #3: Working Life: Interview/Autoethnography (APA); first draft: 1,250-1,750
words / portfolio draft: 1,500-2,000 words (20%)
Preface: Each portfolio must also be accompanied by a 250-500 word preface or “author’s
introduction” in which you describe your writing process, how you came to choose which drafts
to revise and expand, your growth and development as a writer, what you’ve learned about
work in American society, etc. We will study some examples of these in class.
Drafts (10%)
First drafts are due at the beginning of class on the assigned days (see schedule). You must
complete first drafts of all 3 WPs, though only 2 will be included in your Final Portfolio. Drafts
will be evaluated on a 0-4 scale according to their completeness: 4=excellent effort, full draft,
meets all requirements; 3=average draft, mostly there, most requirements are met; 2=severely
lacking, shows little effort, few requirements are met; 1=barely there, few if any requirements
are met, obvious lack of effort and care; 0=no draft/no credit. Late drafts will receive a 0
regardless of the circumstances.
***A NOTE ON REVISION: You will receive loads of feedback from me on your work over the
course of the semester, but you will not receive grades on any of these writing projects until you
have submitted your final portfolio at the end of the semester. You are encouraged to revise

each WP as many times as you think is necessary, but please note that “revision” is not the
same thing as surface “editing” or “proofreading.” (Don’t worry: we’ll spend a lot of time in
class talking about the differences between these terms.) Keep all of your original drafts of
WPAs to submit with your Final Portfolio.
I am more than happy to look over your WPs and give you feedback and revision suggestions on
your work as many times as you like, so long as you meet these three criteria: (1) you must
perform a significant revision each time we meet (i.e., no mere proofreading or editing); (2) you
must submit your WP in advance and arrange to meet with me in person to discuss it (either
during office hours, during class on a Draft Day, or some other time by appointment); (3) when
we meet to discuss your WPs, you must be able to talk specifically about the revisions you’ve
made, why you’ve made them, and what further revisions you think need to be made. After all,
you are the writer and the final authority on your own work.
Presentation (10%)
Each of you will develop and present a very brief (3-5 minute) presentation on an article related
to our course theme of work and the working life. You will choose an article or essay on some
aspect of work that you find interesting, perform a rhetorical analysis of the text, describe why
you chose this article, and how you might use it in one of your own WPs.
Quizzes (10%)
Almost every time we meet, I will give a short, five-item quiz close to the start of class on the
required readings for that day (sometimes these will be on paper, sometimes they will be on
Oncourse). These quizzes are designed to give you incentive to read carefully and closely, and
they cannot be made up if you are absent or if you come late to class. We will have between 8
and 10 quizzes over the course of the semester. I will drop the lowest quiz grade.
Blogs (15%)
In the first week of class, I will show you how to set up your blog in Oncourse. Think of your
blog as a kind of online journal: it’s a free space for you to write short pieces, test out leads to
larger essays, and flesh out your ideas for drafts of WPs. Blogs will be graded on a six-point
scale (6=outstanding/impressive, 5=good/above average, 4=average/satisfactory, 3=lacking,
2=poor, 1=minimal effort/incomplete, or 0=no credit). Late blog entries will not be accepted
under any circumstances.
In-class writing (ICWs) and in-class activities (ICAs) (15%)
In every class, we will have some sort of in-class writing (ICW) or in-class group work (ICA).
These will be graded on an all or nothing scale: if you complete the assignment satisfactorily,
you get full credit; if you are absent or if you do not complete the assignment according to
instructions, you will get 0 points. Drafting (D) and Peer Review activities (PR) count as ICWs
and ICAs. These cannot be made-up under any circumstances.
Attendance and Participation:

This is not a lecture course. The overall success of the course depends on your willingness and
ability to share your ideas, your drafts, and your enthusiasm with the class, so you must come
to class regularly, complete all assigned readings, make time to reflect on and consider (even
re-read) what you’ve read, and participate actively and enthusiastically in class discussions.
Also, since this is a summer section, missing even one class is equivalent to missing an entire
week of a regular semester course.
When you miss class, you miss important information and mandatory in-class activities (which
cannot be made-up), and classmates miss your input and ideas. If you are absent, you are
responsible for finding out what we covered in class and for submitting in advance any
assignments due on that day. I reserve the right to change the course schedule at any time,
and it is your responsibility to stay on top of these changes. If you feel comfortable doing so,
swap cell numbers or e-mail addresses with the person next to you; this way, if ever you do
miss class, you can find out what you missed with little to no trouble.
Given that this is an accelerated course, you are permitted 1 absence for any reason with no
grade penalty. On your 2nd absence, your final grade will drop 1 letter grade (10%). On your
3rd absence, you will automatically fail the course. It’s important to understand that there are
no excused absences; regardless of your reasons for missing class, an absence is an absence.
Late Assignments:
Late work will not be accepted under any circumstances. If a bona fide emergency (e.g., a death
in your immediate family, long-term hospitalization, arrest or incarceration, etc.) forces you to
miss class, please let me know as soon as is reasonable so that we can discuss your options.
Drafts are due at the start of class on the day they’re due.
Tardiness:
Our class starts and ends at the scheduled times. Sometimes I’ll begin class with a freewriting
exercise or some other kind of informal graded exercise. If you arrive late and miss the
freewrite, you will receive a 0. Freewrites and other ICWS and ICAs cannot be made up. If you
routinely show up to class late, you will be asked to leave and you will be marked absent.
Grades:
A standard ten-point scale (A+=97-100; A=94-96; A-=90-93; B+=87-89; B=84-86; B-=80-83;
C+=77-79; C=74-76; C-=70-73; D+=67-69; D=64-66; D-=60-63; F=everything else) will be used. If
you have a question about a grade you receive on an assignment, please feel free to discuss it
with me in office hours or by appointment. Please remember that you must complete ENG-W
132 with a grade of C or better (not C-) to satisfy requirements for the School of Arts and
Sciences.
Office Hours:
Please feel free to drop by during my office hours or make an appointment for another time. I
want to discuss your work with you, and utilizing office hours is an excellent way for us to
address any concerns you might have about the class, your progress or performance, and/or
any other questions you might have.

Oncourse and E-mail:
Check our Oncourse site twice each day (even on weekends): once in the morning and once in
the afternoon/evening. We will be using Oncourse to (a) keep track of graded assignments, (b)
complete blog entries, (c) participate in discussion forums, (d) post and download important
documents and information, and (e) communicate with each other over the course of the
semester. When possible, please use the messaging service in Oncourse to send messages to
me. (This is the best way to get in touch with me, although sending e-mails directly to my IUK
e-mail address is fine, too.) I will also frequently send out class e-mails through Oncourse
covering everything from changes in the schedule to announcements regarding instructor
illness or inclement weather. If you have any questions about how to access or use Oncourse,
please don’t hesitate to let me know. With very few (if any) exceptions, anything I hand out in
class will also be posted to Oncourse.
Office of Disabilities Services:
If you have a documented disability, please make sure you have submitted and received all
necessary paperwork and that you let me know as soon as possible so that the appropriate
arrangements can be made.
Academic Honesty and Plagiarism:
“A student must not adopt of reproduce idea, words, or statements of another person without
an appropriate acknowledgement. A student must give due credit to the originality of others
and acknowledge an indebtedness whenever he or she does any of the following: (a.) quotes
another person’s actual words, either oral or written; (b) paraphrases another person’s words,
either oral or written; (c) uses another person’s idea, theory, or material unless information is
common knowledge.” Source: Indiana University Code of Student Ethics. (Note that “intent” is
not a factor here.)
“Double dipping,” or submitting a writing project for two or more courses (whether they’re IUK
courses or not), constitutes plagiarism and will result in a grade of zero and possible disciplinary
action. If you have an idea for a writing project from another class that you would like to further
develop in this class, please consult with me. I’m more than willing to help you develop your
ideas and plan writing projects that will do work for you, but simply submitting the same essay
for multiple classes is not acceptable under any circumstances.
Knowing the boundaries between acceptable and unacceptable uses of other’s work, texts, or
ideas can be tricky sometimes, and we will spend significant time in class discussing the
boundaries of acceptable use, the nature of research, and when, where, and how to
appropriately document source materials.
Miscellaneous Matters of Etiquette (and other small courtesies):
Please turn off your phones at the start of class and put them away so that you’re not tempted
to check your e-mail, missed calls, voicemail, texts, or Facebook. Tell your family and friends
that this is class time and that they are not to disturb you with phone calls. This is a courtesy to
other students and to me, but it is also a useful (and increasingly rare) way to prepare your
mind to focus and exist in the moment (“Be here now,” man). That is, you should think of our

time together each week as a time-space for you to unplug from the rest of the world for a few
hours, focus all of your energies on your writing and our class discussions/readings, and
immerse yourself in an intellectually-stimulating environment. There are precious few
opportunities anymore for this sort of thing; take advantage of this one.
Also, please print out all readings and drafts before the start of class. Yes, there is a printer in
our lab, and of course you are more than welcome to use it, but you should print everything out
before the start of class so that you don’t interfere with class time. Also, please assume that we
will use all of our class time each time we meet. We will take a 15-minute break around the
midway point of class, but do plan on staying each day until the end. Finally, do not log on to
the computers until we are actually using them for an ICA or some other activity. You are
welcome to use them before class begins, but as soon as we get started, please log off.
Writing Center (Library KA 128):
Don’t forget to utilize the Writing Center that your tuition dollars support! The IUK Writing
Center is open Monday through Thursday, 9am to 7pm, Friday, 10am to 2pm, and Saturday,
12:30-4:30pm. Remember, many of IUK`s very best students understand that seeking out a
response to their writing is a necessary part of the learning/writing process. Several of the staff
who presently work in the Center have or are currently working toward a teaching license, and
many are graduate students. Stop by or call for a 30-minute appointment: 765/455.9425,
Option #1.
You can now instant message the tutors your quick questions (grammar, citing, etc.) using
campus contacts. Visit our website at http://www.iuk.edu/writing-center where you can
Ask a more detailed question online by using Ask a Tutor email option.
See a list of Grammar Girl podcasts on hundreds of usage and other English language concerns.
Discover which helpful documents and other sources are available at the Center.
Find out when your favorite tutor is scheduled to work.

Course Schedule
(Schedule, readings, and due dates subject to change at instructor’s discretion with advance notice. Readings
are “due” on the dates on which they are listed.)
KEY
CR
WR
OC
DO

The Curious Researcher (Ballenger)
A Writer’s Reference (Hacker and Sommers)
Oncourse reading (.pdf)
Down and Out in Paris and London (Orwell)

WEEK 1: What Is Academic Writing? & “Mastering the Moves”: Summary, Paraphrase, and Direct Quotation
May

T 14: Course Introduction (ice-breakers)
Lamott, “Shitty First Drafts” (ICA)
Setting-up Blogs in Oncourse, IU Box, and Turnitin.com (Assignments Tab in OC)
Drafting (D) activity: How to write an e-mail (intro to rhetorical awareness & analysis)
Syllabus discussion/overview
Syllabus Quiz (Quiz #1)
Overview of the course theme: The cultural meaning of work (OC: interactive reading)
Short video on Ehrenreich’s project/preview “Serving in Florida”
R 16: Read Ehrenreich, “Serving in Florida” (OC, excerpt from Nickel and Dimed) and CR, pp. 46-49; 101-117;
183-84. Using WR, pp. 67-68, take notes and make annotations on the text—read actively!
How to read academic texts; following the argument; talking back to a text
[Blog entry #1 (due before 5pm): Take your notes and comments on your copy of “Serving in Florida” and
turn them into 2-3 paragraphs in which you evaluate Ehrenreich’s purpose, audience, and ethos in “Serving in
Florida.” How does she come across to the reader? Does she seem credible? Why or why not? What’s her
point or claim? How do you know? Is this chapter effective? Why or why not? Does it accomplish its goals?
What are its goals?]
Quiz on “Serving in Florida” (Quiz #2)
The “Moves”: Summary, Paraphrase, and DQ (overview and discussion)
ICAs on the “Moves” (Summary, Paraphrase, and DQ)
WEEK 2: The Writing Process: Invention, Drafting (Arrangement & Style), and Revision
T 21: Read CR, pp. 159-60; 185-198; 205-210; 173-83 (Quiz #3)
WP #1 draft 1 due (bring 3 hard copies of your draft to class for PR session)
PR on WP #1: Global Revision vs. Local Revision
The writing process: Invention, Drafting, and Revision
ICA on Paragraph development/topic sentences (OC handout)
Writing with sources: some tips and tricks
MLA-lite (brief MLA review) for WP #1
Interview with Ehrenreich! (Video & ICA)
R 23: Read CR, pp. 161-66 and DO, pp. 1-50 (Quiz #4)
Drafting Day (ICW) on WP #1
*WP #1 draft 2 due in Oncourse by 5pm (Assignments tab) plus 1 hard copy in class plus draft 1*
Intro discussion of DO (context, background, Orwell, etc.)
[Blog entry #2 (due before 5pm): Write 3-4 paragraphs on what you’ve learned thus far that excites you?
Are you finding connections between ideas or concepts in our readings? How might you use what you’ve
learned thus far in other courses for other writing projects? What are you still unclear about?]
WEEK 3: Rhetoric and Argumentation: How to Argue and Persuade
T 28: Read WR, pp. 78-91 and CR, pp. 9-21; pp.70-71 and DO, pp. 50-125 (Quiz #5: in Oncourse)

What is rhetoric? How can it help my writing? (Mini-lecture and short video on rhetoric in Oncourse)
The rhetorical appeals (ethos, pathos, logos)
The structure of an argument
ICA on rhetorical analysis/mapping an argument
Midterm evals (ICA)
R 30: Read WR, pp. 92-100 and DO, pp. 125-225 (Quiz #6)
Presentation (Group A): Choose one article from NPR.org, Nytimes.com, Csmonitor.com, or that you
find using an article database that deals with some aspect of work, working lives, the difficulty of work, the
value of work, different assumptions about work, social networking and work, etc. Perform a rhetorical
analysis of the article in a brief presentation (4-6 minutes). Isolate the thesis, evaluate the support/outside
sources, and find the writer’s use of rhetorical appeals (ethos, pathos, logos).
[Blog entry #3 (due before 5pm): Write 3-5 paragraphs on DO: does Orwell make an argument? If so,
what is his argument? What’s his thesis? Based on what you’ve read thus far, does he have a point and who
might his audience be? What rhetorical appeals does Orwell use in the novella?]
Discuss DO, pp.125-225 (context, background, author biography)
June
WEEK 4: Introduction to Research Methods and Source Evaluation: How do we know what we know?
T 4: Read CR, pp. 51-73; 75-81; 117-26 (Quiz #7 or ICA on research strategies)
Overview of library databases (IUCAT, Academic Search Premiere, JSTOR, etc.)
PR on WP #2
WP #2 draft 1 due (bring 3 hard copies of your draft to class for PR session)
Drafting day (ICW) on WP #2: Finding and evaluating sources
R 6: Read CR, pp. 81-100; 137-41(Quiz #8 or ICA on research strategies) and OC, excerpts from Terkel,
Working: People Talk about What They Do All Day and How They Feel about What They Do (1972)
*WP #2 draft 2 due in Oncourse by 5pm (Assignments tab) plus 1 hard copy in class plus draft 1*
[Blog entry #4 (due before 5pm): Write 3-5 paragraphs on a potential interview subject for WP #3: what
working life do you want to learn more about? Why? What specific aspects of working interest you? Why?]
WEEK 5: APA & MLA: Citing Sources and Joining the Conversation in “Style”
T 11: CR, pp. 161-73; 221-26; 287-89; 296-300 (Quiz #9 or ICA on APA & MLA formatting) and OC, excerpts
from Bowe, et al., Gig: Americans Talk about Their Jobs (2001)
Writing strong leads: flashlights or floodlights? & Writing effecting endings
MLA vs. APA: different conversations, different styles, same purpose
Discussion: What are some differences between Working and Gig? How might we account for these
differences?
Presentation (Group B): Choose one article from NPR.org, Nytimes.com, Csmonitor.com, or that you
find using an article database that deals with some aspect of work, working lives, the difficulty of work, the

value of work, different assumptions about work, social networking and work, etc. Perform a rhetorical
analysis of the article in a brief presentation (4-6 minutes). Isolate the thesis, evaluate the support/outside
sources, and find the writer’s use of rhetorical appeals (ethos, pathos, logos).
You should have your interviews for WP #3 completed by today.
[Blog entry #5 (due before 5pm): Complete exercise 4.3 on pp. 164-66 in CR using either WP #1 or WP
#2]
R 13: MLA vs. APA, continued: formatting and citation quirks
WP #3 draft 1 due (bring 3 hard copies of your draft to class for PR session or alternate activity)
Drafting Day (ICW)
WEEK 6: Putting It All Together: Arrangement & Local Revision Strategies
T 18: *WP #3 draft 2 due in Oncourse by 5pm (Assignments tab) plus 1 hard copy in class plus draft 1*
Read CR, pp. 201-205; 210-220
[Blog entry #6 (due before 5pm): TBA.]
R 20: Read CR, pp. 143-58 and OC, excerpts from Thompson, Working in the Shadows: A Year of Doing Jobs
(Most) Americans Won’t Do (2010) and Quiz #10
Drafting Day (ICW)
Final Exam Session: T, 6/25 (same time, same place): Final Portfolios (40%) due and course wrap-up (plan to be
in class for around 45 to 60 minutes).
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PAUL COOK

SURVIVAL GUIDE ADVICE AND THE SPIRIT OF ACADEMIC
ENTREPRENEURSHIP: WHY GRADUATE STUDENTS WILL NEVER
JUST TAKE YOUR WORD FOR IT
Power would no longer be dealing simply with legal subjects over whom the ultimate
dominion was death, but with living beings, and the mastery it would be able to exercise
over them would have to be applied at the level of life itself; it was the taking charge of
life, more than the threat of death, that gave power its access even to the body.
—Foucault 142-43
Introduction
Those familiar with Constitutional and corporate law are aware of how over the last century and a half US
corporations have gradually become more like individuals, beginning in earnest with the ratification of the
fourteenth amendment to the Constitution in 1868 (Hammerstrom; Stiller). However, looking back at the
last four decades or so—an era many observers cite as a time of profound changes to US workplace
culture (Ehrenreich, Fear; Harvey; Wallulis)—it would not be inaccurate to say that the individual has
become more like a corporation. We are our own marketing “platforms,” continuously engaged in
complex processes of self-marketing, self-laboring, and self-governing, and in few occupations is this
careerist drive more pronounced than in higher education. Most academics, rather than think of
themselves as laborers or as employees working at University “X,” are socialized to see themselves as
affiliated “academic entrepreneurs” (Berube; Giroux) who market their products to as wide an audience
(or market-share) as possible. The fact that employment insecurity outside the academy has become the
norm over the last forty years or so has only intensified the importance of remaining marketable and
“employable” within higher education. Indeed, we are more far more “corporate” than we like to think.
This essay examines the largely unexamined nature of academic advice, or what I will call mainstream
graduate student “advice-knowledge.” For all the advice offered up to graduate students in blogs, books,
and brown bag workshops about navigating the increasingly unlikely transition from graduate school to
full-time, non-contingent academic positions, few have scrutinized the nature and function of this advice.
Taking a theoretical perspective informed by the later works of Michel Foucault and more recent critiques
of neoliberalism and contemporary US employment culture, this article explores how advice-knowledge
constructs, constrains, narrows, and normalizes the way graduate students think of themselves as
individuals constantly in need of introspective work on themselves in order to remain, if not employed,
then at least employable. Like Foucault’s famous image of panoptic power in Discipline and Punish
(1977), advice-knowledge promotes a “turning inward” that has a way of deflecting attention away from
social projects that require collective action, such as how we might make graduate studies and higher
education in general more equitable and sustainable for everyone. My central claim is that academic
Workplace: A Journal for Academic Labor
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advice-knowledge espouses a form of self-governance and self-labor that actively works against collective
action. Indeed, advice-knowledge as a discourse forms a crucial part of an overall technology of control
that keeps the system functioning smoothly as it is by constraining individuals’ capacities to imagine
potential avenues for collective resistance.
I should note at the outset that my focus in this article is on mainstream academic employment advice
directed to graduate students preparing for (or in the midst of) an academic job search. By “mainstream,” I
mean the advice one can find in the Chronicle of Higher Education, Inside Higher Ed, and other websites
and publications, as well as in advice books, online forums, and the increasingly significant Academic
Jobs Wiki (Cook). I have chosen to analyze artifacts that I think are exemplary of major trends in
academic advice-knowledge; hence, I make no claims to comprehensiveness, as a thorough examination
of academic advice-knowledge in general could easily constitute a book-length project. For instance, I
have not included advice aimed at organizing union drives or negotiating directly with administration,
though such advice exists and has obvious significance in terms of its socialization of graduate students
and academics in general.
Schematically, this theoretical overview of how graduate student advice-knowledge “works” is divided
into five separate sections. First, I briefly discuss the notoriously slippery concept of neoliberalism. I then
transition into an overview of how and why advice-knowledge as a discourse has been (and continues to
be) an overlooked site for critical interrogation, paying particular attention to its “survivalist” tendencies.
The next section focuses on how the pervasive language of “fit” shapes and conditions graduate students’
experiences of the academic labor market, while the penultimate section discusses neoliberalism’s
championing of the personal. Here I suggest that a central feature of advice-knowledge—perhaps the
central feature—is that it privatizes all forms of political, economic, and social struggle. In this way, the
personal is rapidly becoming the only site at which politics or even economic or cultural struggles are
meaningful to many people. I conclude by suggesting how this overarching discourse, one that concerns
jobs, entrepreneurship, advice, and even the future of academic employment in the US, might be engaged
differently.
What Is Neoliberalism?
What makes neoliberalism so difficult to pin down is that it cannot be neatly reduced to its functions and
effects in a single domain. It is a matrix of concrete economic policies and political tenets concerning
taxation, social welfare, and corporatism as much as it is a set of cultural attitudes and beliefs about
money, competition, and the inherent morality of free markets. For some of its more enthusiastic acolytes,
neoliberalism’s tenets even form a kind of secular religion (Frank).
Susan Talburt has called neoliberalism the “dominant logic in higher education policy and practice” (464).
A frequently misapplied term (Boas and Gans-Morse; Kawalilak), neoliberalism conceives of modern
society as an “enterprise culture,” as Graham Burchell puts it, which means that one of its central features
is to encourage individuals to think of themselves as entrepreneurial-economic subjects in all facets of
their lives (29) and to “render the social domain economic” (Lemke 203).
But, following Jeffery T. Nealon, neoliberalism is perhaps best understood as the “operating system” of
contemporary global capitalism (85). Even though its various manifestations differ considerably, the basic,
underlying structure of US neoliberal thought remains largely the same: an ubiquitous emphasis on
personal responsibility as a prerequisite for success, for example, and the belief that “free,” mostly
deregulated markets are the best distributors of wealth and resources. Thomas Lemke makes a crucial (and
often overlooked) point when he writes that neoliberalism is not just an “ideological rhetoric or . . .
political-economic reality, but above all . . . a political project that endeavors to create a social reality that
it suggests already exists” (203; emphasis added). Hence, the appropriateness of Nealon’s “operating
system” metaphor: neoliberalism is not just an ideology—it is an ideology that runs “behind” and
“through” specific applications, actions, attitudes, and policy decisions, often blurring the boundaries
considerably between more traditional political identities like conservative Republican or liberal
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Democrat. In short, what makes neoliberalism “work” so well as an increasingly prevalent basis for
economic, political, and cultural attitudes on everything from corporate deregulation to personal finance is
that it does not announce itself as an ideology or a program for social thought—much less as a sort of
secular religion of free markets and personal responsibility. Like the operating system humming along in
the background on your computer, the most significant indicator of neoliberalism’s success as a dominant
mode of thinking is precisely that you never have to think about it, even as we are all obliged to play by its
rules.
“Survival Guide” Academic Advice-Knowledge
As with neoliberalism, academic advice-knowledge is frequently overlooked as a discourse that warrants
critical attention. This is the case for at least two reasons: first, advice and self-help discourse in general
have become central features of contemporary US culture, as evidenced by the nearly $2.5-billion-a-year
Americans spend on books, workshops, lectures, kits, seminars, life and career coaches, and other selfimprovement measures (McGee 11; Salerno; Ehrenreich, Bright-sided). Many of these materials are
directed at helping people find one of the few well-paying, permanent jobs (and thus, the narrative goes,
happiness and fulfillment) in an employment environment that becomes increasingly desperate with each
month’s labor statistics. Second, digital culture and social networking have transformed academic adviceknowledge from a small subset of books and the occasional article to a discourse that grows by the day
and, increasingly, by the hour. These factors contribute to advice-knowledge’s status as a discourse that
simply is. It’s not supposed to appear as a discourse or as a collection of artifacts that requires critical
attention or interpretation.
Of course, there’s nothing new about advising aspiring academics—some form of advice-giving has been
around at least as far back as when Socrates ambled the Athenian perimeter with Phaedrus or when Plato
schooled Aristotle on the dangers of persuasive speech (talk about advice as social control). But I would
suggest that the nature and function of academic advice-knowledge have changed significantly in the last
decade or so. Given the all-too familiar litany of crises facing graduate education, academic labor, and
higher education in general, the pace and gravity of this advice have intensified. Whether packaged in one
of the many academic “survival guides,” or in one of the Chronicle of Higher Education’s innumerable
blogs and columns devoted to hiring, or plastered on the Academic Jobs Wiki with its censured list of
“Universities to Fear,” graduate students of the 21st century are never very far from someone who knows
exactly what they should (or shouldn’t) be doing. No matter their motivation, discipline, educational
background, social status, disability, nationality, race, sex, or gender, there’s a “survival” guide on the
market purporting to explain everything one needs to know to survive, as one recent advice manual puts it,
their “stupid, stupid decision to go to grad school” (Ruben).
Today’s advice to graduate students also reifies certain cherished facets of 21st-century academic
neoliberalism and the constitution of the neoliberal self, with a generous dash of American self-help
culture tossed in for good measure. There are three significant components to this advice: (1) the system is
just the way it is (i.e., “accept the status quo”); (2) to be a competitive, employable commodity in an everchanging, ever-more unpredictable labor market, you must imbue every aspect of your life with an
entrepreneurial edge (i.e., “the individual as entrepreneur”); and (3) an intense, nearly-exclusive focus on
the personal as the ultimate locus of meaning and significance means that individual choices and “personal
responsibility” are of the utmost importance (i.e., “the personal is everything”). Each of these facets
constructs the self, the individual graduate student job seeker, as the epicenter of a capricious, fiercely
competitive academic labor market. You can’t control the circumstances that surround you, but you can
always work on yourself. Like other forms of popular self-help advice, the fantasy that academic adviceknowledge indulges in and holds out to graduate students is that one can—given the right attitude, the
right mindset, and the right amount of inward-turning self-labor—make oneself immanently employable,
indifferent to the contingencies of the academic labor market, and forever safe from the lottery-like nature
of academic employment. It’s an appealing offer.
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In Self-Help, Inc.: Makeover Culture in American Life (2005), Micki McGee explores this phenomenon
through the concept of the “belabored self.” Taking a broad view of American self-help culture since the
early 1970s, McGee shows how “changes in the nature of the labor market have made efforts at selfmarketing and self-invention increasingly urgent” (16). In the twenty first century, to remain employed
and employable requires continual work on one’s self. But this constant reinventing, updating, and
revising of one’s professional-personal ethos “can lead . . . [to] a new sort of enslavement: into a cycle
where the self is not improved but endlessly belabored” (McGee 12). For McGee, American self-help
culture and its enormous advice apparatus form a discourse that promises to relieve (even as it intensifies)
the immense pressures bearing down on the neoliberal ideal of the “masterful, self-governing self” (16).
“Paradoxically,” she writes, “the imperative of inventing the self . . . in the literatures of self-improvement
is often cast in the form of discovering or uncovering an authentic, unique, and stable self that might
function—even thrive—unaffected by the vagaries of the labor market” (an important point I will return to
in closing) (McGee 16).
What I’m calling “survival guide” advice-knowledge functions according to the same logic, purporting to
advise graduate students on how to increase their chances of becoming employable at precisely the
moment in academic labor history when such a promise is most likely to be heeded and most unlikely to
be true. It’s no mistake that “survival” is one of the more prevalent metaphors in academic adviceknowledge; to name just a few titles, there’s the well-regarded Surviving Your Academic Job Hunt, as well
as A PhD Is Not Enough! A Guide to Survival in Science, The African American Student’s Guide to
Surviving Graduate School, The Women’s Guide to Surviving Graduate School, Surviving Your Stupid,
Stupid Decision to Go to Graduate School, and even Surviving Your Graduate School Advisor. Even when
it isn’t used explicitly, the operative concept is present in most mainstream academic advice: it’s a jungle
out there, and this book/column/article/blog will give you the tools to “survive” it.
Take, for instance, one of academia’s most well-known advice-givers, “Ms. Mentor” (Emily Toth), author
of several advice books and a regular advice columnist for the Chronicle of Higher Education since the
late 1990s. Toth’s first book, Ms. Mentor’s Impeccable Advice for Women in Academia (1997), garnered
considerable praise, with one reviewer calling Toth the “ultimate protection for feminism” (Franke 86)
and another writing that she “has been one of the loudest in the chorus of women . . . who by calling out
for change have helped make it happen” (Stout 130). Toth’s more recent book, Ms. Mentor’s New and
Ever More Impeccable Advice for Women and Men in Academia (2009), received dust-jacket adulation
from such luminaries as Elaine Showalter (“Required reading”) and Cathy Davidson (“At last, Ms. Mentor
Unplugged, Uncensored, and Unrepentant!”). Toth’s advice has also received criticism, however, along
the lines that it’s too chirpy, a tad anti-intellectual, the humor too one-sided (and relentless), and that it
paints academia (and academic men in particular) with too broad a brush (Cohen). One reviewer chided
Toth for her “insistence on viewing academia as a morality play with female heroes and male villains”
(Stout 128).
The more recent book attempted to scale back the insider’s bombast a bit (as evidenced in part by the
inclusion of advice for women and men), but it retained much of the underlying message and verve: the
academy is a tough place to survive and thrive (especially for women), and making it into a full-time
academic position and then on to tenure (which Toth sees as both the ultimate goal and as a form of
revenge) will require “playing the game.” Addressing would-be critics in the Preface to her first book,
Toth wrote that a prominent objection to her work intones, “You are a mindless, bourgeois tool of
capitalist patriarchy. Instead of encouraging community, you support individualistic solutions. You
should be enabling your readers to work to overthrow . . . ” (xi). Toth then interrupts this anonymous critic
of her book to admit that at this point she “tunes out, for she is not in the business of overthrowing
capitalist patriarchy: her aims are far more modest, but much more immediate.” She wants “women to
have power in academia NOW” (Toth, Ms. Mentor’s Impeccable xi).
On this and other points, Toth’s advice has undeniable appeal. There is something seductive about her
insider’s appreciation of higher education and its more cutthroat habitudes and traditions, which she has a
way of folding tidily into language about immediacy and practicality and “what works.” Certainly, we
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know that discrimination exists in the academy on all sorts of bases, for example weight, gender, sex,
orientation, age, race, ethnicity, religion, disability, and ability. But what I would like to suggest, without
getting bogged down by critique, is that Ms. Mentor’s advice inaugurated—or at least popularized for an
Internet-nascent academy—survival guide advice-knowledge as we know it today: a portrayal of higher
education as a world capricious and wholly inhospitable to its young and its untenured, where advisors are
deadbeats, professors are perverts, search committees are evil, and everyone must look out for herself.
(The cover art of Toth’s more recent book features a young, innocent-looking woman standing forlornly
on the wrong side of an alligator-infested moat while Ms. Mentor offers her a cappuccino from high atop a
stylized castle.) This almost Hobbesian view of academia should give us pause for what it suggests about
the academic labor market for graduate students: while no one can seriously deny the difficulty or
capriciousness of the labor market, should “survival” be the ultimate goal? Is this the best we can do?
Like Hobbes’ “war of all against all,” the way graduate students are configured by this discourse is as lone
wolves, not as unions of likeminded individuals with the capacity (if not the natural tendency) to come
together for the good of all.
Survival is itself an interesting concept. By definition, it means “[s]omething that continues to exist after
the cessation of something else, or of other things of the kind,” and in contemporary usage, it tends to
suggest the triumph of the individual, not necessarily the continued existence of a group or collective
(“Survival”). As we know from watching the rise of reality television over the last decade, the group is
usually significant only insofar as it can be exploited to ensure the success of the individual. (It’s probably
no coincidence that Survivor, which is widely regarded as the first popular reality TV show, was
structured to reward group manipulation in the service of individual success.) There’s an unspoken
flipside to survival guide advice, which is, as the Oxford English Dictionary puts it, “cessation.” Those
who don’t survive (i.e., fail to attain tenure-track positions) become, in Marc Bousquet’s terms, the “waste
products” of graduate education: shunned and forgotten by their departments and advisors (“Waste” 87).
As insecurity increasingly becomes the normal state of affairs, the inward-turning “self” at the center of
the advice-dispensing maelstrom becomes not just an easy target, but the only target. Describing the
“victim-blaming ideology” targeted at unemployed white-collar Americans, Barbara Ehrenreich writes
that in the job-hunting workshops she attended even “the timid suggestion that there might be an outer
world . . . ruled by CEOs was immediately rebuked; there was only us, the job seekers. It was we who had
to change” (Ehrenreich, Bait 220-21). McGee calls this the “new survivalism that emerges against the
background of a continuing inward turn” (51), and its effects are closer to victim abhorrence than mere
victim-blaming. She writes that in contemporary self-help discourse, “[c]haracterizing oneself as a
victim—or, worse still, falling into the role of victim—is anathema” (McGee 53).
Like Toth’s stiff-arm to her critics in the Preface to her first book, survival guide advice works to deny or
ignore critical engagement with extra-individual forces, and its metaphors of survival, jungles, contests,
and games are singularly effective in an era conditioned to accept competition as an unquestionable, moral
good. Nor are these attitudes relegated to survival guides. Even a quick review of the comments section of
an Inside Higher Ed article or a Chronicle advice column will reveal dozens of repetitions of the same
logic pinning the difficulties, inequities, and ever-present risks of failure on the victims themselves: get
over it (Carroll, How), work harder, it’s your fault, even “take responsibility for your decision” to become
pregnant (Pat).
Between 2001 and 2004, Jill Carroll, a contingent faculty member and self-styled “proud part-timer,”
penned a popular advice column for the Chronicle. Following her self-published guide How to Survive as
an Adjunct Lecturer: An Entrepreneurial Strategy Manual (2001), Carroll’s columns covered topics
ranging from the mundane (“How to Hold Office Hours without an Office”) to the professional (“How to
Be One of the Gang When You’re Not”) to the political (“Should You Join a Union?”). While her advice
columns were addressed to contingent faculty, Carroll (like Toth) popularized an approach to employment
advice that would come to characterize much of the survival guide advice-knowledge directed at graduate
students over the last decade. One aspect of Carroll’s approach that has become a central feature of
survival guide advice-knowledge is its insistence that the status quo is just the way it is: most courses will
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continue to be taught by contingent faculty and graduate students, most PhDs will never land tenure-track
jobs, most universities will continue to devalue the humanities in favor of “technology, health care, [and]
business,” and most of us will continue to “whine about it” until it changes or until we find something else
to do (Carroll, How 3, 5-6). Not content to whine about the system and apparently unable to imagine how
it might be changed, Carroll’s brand of survival guide advice, like Toth’s, draws its considerable rhetorical
force from the practical, common-sense, bootstraps mentality it so ardently conveys and the temptingly
pragmatic solutions she offers at the feet of such complex problems.
Operating in the same wheelhouse as victim-blaming, acceptance of the status quo is one of the hallmarks
of contemporary survival guide approaches to advice-knowledge; it is often deployed early on in an advice
article or column as a way to prepare the reader for the suggestions the writer is going to give next (If you
can’t beat ‘em, join ‘em—here’s how . . . ). As in mainstream self-help discourse, the first “lesson” is that
it’s naïve and even a bit foolhardy to focus your energies on changing the “system”—which, again, could
include anything from being female in a male-dominated discipline to being short or overweight. But, the
logic goes, by taking these steps and working on yourself, you will have a better chance of success.
Indeed, a great deal of survival guide advice is often concerned with the appearance of individual job
seekers, as in Jessica Quillin’s advice column for Inside Higher Ed in which she advises academics
looking for corporate consulting work how to dress, talk, and act. Quillin’s advice follows a familiar
pattern in survival guide advice-knowledge: begin with a broad explanation of the current situation in
higher education, which usually has to do with the fact that something about our work has fundamentally
changed (e.g., accepting that it’s no longer okay for academics to dress poorly, for instance, or learning
how to handle the possibility that your PhD might make your corporate clients uncomfortable). Then
comes the advice itself: here’s how to dress well, overcome the negative associations of your PhD, and so
forth. Questions of systemic transformation or of why the status quo values what it does are always
conversations for another time. Discussions of why we continue to tacitly support an employment system
that makes it necessary for women and minorities to be coached on how best to present themselves are
continuously delayed to some other venue so that the presumably more important task of advising
graduates how to look, act, preen, and “survive” can be covered. This, in essence, is the status quo
maneuver.
It could be argued that since we have publication outlets for criticizing systems of all kinds (academic
journals like this one, for instance), the function of academic advice is not to critique an existing system or
to right a sinking ship, but to help graduate students and other job seekers cultivate a professional ethos, to
provide practical, potentially “life-saving” advice to the would-be survivors. To the extent that survival
guide advice relies on the status quo-maneuver to work is precisely the extent to which it propagates a
feeling of hopelessness and presents a version of the world as it is, thereby bracketing-off extra-individual
concerns and further delegitimizing the possibility of large-scale change. Given mainstream adviceknowledge’s ubiquity in the digital age, its rhetorical force, and thus its extraordinary ability to shape
common attitudes and best practices concerning everything from the job search to navigating your first
academic position to managing your finances, we have a responsibility, I believe, to engage with this
advice and ask how it serves our graduate students and whether it merely reproduces and legitimates an
exploitative system.
As if sensing the tense ethics of this situation, a would-be exception to the status-quo maneuver is advice
of the “Just Don’t Go”-variety, whose exemplar is William Pannapacker, formerly writing under his pretenure pseudonym “Thomas H. Benton.” Pannapacker’s now-classic article “Graduate School in the
Humanities: Just Don’t Go” concerns who should or shouldn’t go to graduate school and why: only do it if
you’re (1) independently wealthy, (2) extraordinarily well-connected, (3) partnered with someone who can
(and will) support you, and/or (4) already gainfully employed and looking to earn an extra credential. At
first glance, this advice seems to stand outside the professionalization ethos of most other survival guide
advice-knowledge. Pannapacker’s line is not You can have this, too, and here’s how . . . but No, you can’t,
and here’s why . . . . In a series of eloquent, well-argued columns over the last few years, Pannapacker
(writing as Benton in the following excerpt) has attracted a fair amount of national attention, writing
scathing prose like the following:
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It’s hard to tell young people that universities recognize that their idealism and energy—and lack
of information—are an exploitable resource. For universities, the impact of graduate programs on
the lives of those students is an acceptable externality, like dumping toxins into a river [or
excreting waste from the body]. If you cannot find a tenure-track position, your university will no
longer court you; it will pretend you do not exist and will act as if your unemployability is entirely
your fault. It will make you feel ashamed, and you will probably just disappear, convinced it’s
right rather than that the game was rigged from the beginning.
Pannapacker repackaged his advice with some proposals for reforming graduate education in a 2011 Slate
piece that generated “vigorous debate” and “lengthy responses,” according to the website. One
commenter, a PhD candidate at the Ohio State University, accused Pannapacker of blaming the victim,
writing that this
blame-the-victim line of thinking assumes that if we graduate students ‘just walk away’ and do
other things with our lives, the university system will be compelled to mend its ways. But this is
analogous to (and as false as) suggesting that the way to end corporate capitalism is for consumers
to stop shopping at Walmart. (“Stop”)
Whether or not this commenter’s analogy is completely apt (it seems difficult to deny, for instance, that
boycotts can often be effective strategies for generating bad publicity for corporations or educating the
public about a company’s exploitative labor practices), it is also the case that the “Just Don’t Go”-move
indulges, in a slightly more insidious fashion, in both victim-blaming and status quo logic. Even as its
advocates acknowledge the role of extra-individual, institutional forces in shaping graduate education (this
is the way it is . . . ), they insist on individual autonomy as the ultimate source of personal and professional
responsibility ( . . . but you can still walk away), thereby (re)placing responsibility for systemic
transformation squarely on the shoulders of the individual graduate student. Not coincidentally, suggesting
that thousands of graduate students simply walk away from exploitation also participates in the neoliberal
“supply-side” fantasy of graduate education that has been decisively rejected by Bousquet and others: the
notion that by stifling the “supply” of fresh new graduate students to the market god, the “demand” for
tenure-track academic positions can be gradually stoked and, magically, expanded (How 123-124;
“Waste”).
As these examples suggest, the “Just Don’t Go”-move has gained significant traction in the last few years.
History professor and blogger Larry Cebula, who in 2011 published a post entitled “Open Letter to My
Students: No, You Cannot be a Professor,” received over 27,000 hits (an impressive number for a personal
blog) and some 73 comments as of the time of this writing. The Academic Jobs Wiki and other social
networks have become hotspots for swapping articles and blog posts on how graduate school will ruin
your life (Schuman). And who at this point hasn’t seen the ubiquitous Xtranormal video that made the
rounds several years ago featuring a student proudly announcing to her jaded professor that she wants to
become a professor, too? The student, who is portrayed as ignorant and naïve in the extreme, is met with a
barrage of cynical, yet familiar explanations as to why she will never become a professor (Alisonles). Just
don’t go, indeed.
Survival of the “Fittest”?
It’s not the world that needs changing…it’s you. (Ehrenreich, Bait 85)
Armed with this ruthlessly pragmatic approach to academic labor’s most intractable problems and
bolstered by a kind of hyper-realist ethos befitting our times, survival guide approaches to adviceknowledge fit comfortably within academic neoliberalism’s celebration of the individual as self-making
and self-laboring entrepreneur: the popular notion that individuals are, in fact, ever-evolving commodities
quixotically questing for the right “markets” in which to market themselves. In advice-knowledge
discourse, this is known as “fit,” and for the graduate student job seeker, it’s as elusive as it is critical. For
graduate students about to begin or in the midst of a job search, the nebulous notion of fit takes on
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supreme significance at exactly the same moment that any workable sense of what it might mean recedes
into blurry platitudes about collegiality and “looking the part.”
A longtime staple in corporate culture, the concept of fit is given the Barbara Ehrenreich-treatment in Bait
and Switch: The (Futile) Pursuit of the American Dream (2006). Going undercover to try to find a job as a
PR/marketing specialist in the relatively stable pre-recession economy of the mid-2000s, Ehrenreich
documents a world turned upside-down, where $200/hour “Job Coaches” play with Wizard of Oz dolls and
armies of laid-off executives flock to interstate hotels to recite mindless mantras about positivity and
knowing oneself. As Ehrenreich describes it, the baseline of all of her experiences as a white-collar
wannabe in corporate America (she never received so much as an interview for a job that wasn’t
commission-only sales) is not that people “band together to work for a saner economy or a more humanfriendly corporate environment” (Bait 85), but that we learn to use self-actualization techniques and other
gimmicks to work on ourselves while the corporate machinery blithely grinds on. An individual’s failure
to secure a corporate position is then internalized as evidence that one isn’t sufficiently “cheerful,
enthusiastic, and obedient” (Bait 228) for the corporate world or even, as Ehrenreich herself was
repeatedly told, that one’s resume needs to be “dumb[ed] down” (Bait 245).
The lesson is never that the system is unjust or exploitative. Most troubling, as Ehrenreich gradually
learned, “hard skills” apparently count for little in the corporate world, while lacking squishy personality
traits like “positivity” and “passion” could be a deal breaker. Actually “getting a job” seemed to be the last
thing anybody on the hiring side of things wanted to talk about. In a peculiarly chilling scene, an
investment firm manager downsized after twenty years is coached to repeat at a networking event, “It’s
not about getting a job. It’s about knowing yourself…. The issue is Allan knowing who Allan is”
(Ehrenreich, Bait 79; original emphasis).
The pernicious thing about fit, of course, is that in many cases the right fit is any fit. But since this is the
truism that must not be spoken, job seekers, hiring institutions, and advice givers all pay homage to the
concept to varying degrees. In 2011, the Chronicle’s ProfHacker blog ran an invitation for commenters to
develop a crowd-sourced definition of “fit” (Hara). Most of the eighteen commenters, even those who
seemed to view fit as a potentially positive set of criteria, agreed that it was a mysterious, ill-defined term
typically used to make distinctions between candidates where no easy distinctions existed on paper
(Stuntz). On the more cynical side, one commenter called fit a “capricious tool for maintaining power
[that] has too little to do with true intellectual advancement, innovative thinking, or progressive teaching”
(glomzx); another respondent with a somewhat more literary bent considered “[f]it . . . the hobgoblin of
small minds” (5768).
More seriously, in a 2007 Chronicle letter to the editor, Lauren Kamnik wrote that over the last few
decades, the Legal Advocacy Fund of the American Association of University Women had seen “a steady
increase in the use of terms like ‘fit’ and ‘collegiality’ to mask discrimination toward women and
members of minority groups in academia.” On the other hand, Melanie Springer Mock’s recent article on
fit describes a colleague who accused her of using the word in a job ad as code for “white men need not
apply.” Apparently, fit cuts both ways.
Mock concedes that fit is a term that “frightens job applicants,” and it’s worth asking why. Like
Ehrenreich’s discovery that “soft” social traits such as likeability, positivity, and “niceness” are baseline
requirements for success in white-collar America, fit reflects the academic version of neoliberal selfgovernance at work. This is not to deny that different individuals have different academic or professional
personalities, or that someone committed to an ambitious research trajectory might have a difficult time
managing a five-four load at a teaching-intensive institution; these are important considerations for hiring
institutions and applicants to consider. But to the extent that some rather nebulous notion of fit has
become central to the job search—as well as to academic advice-knowledge—it is a term that cannot be
treated as superficially self-evident. To my mind, job seekers’ anxieties surrounding fit stem from (1) the
sense that there’s not even a reasonable degree of predictability in a process that, as one online commenter
puts it, is “impossible to game” (“Stop”) (i.e., hard skills and the ability to do the job well are no longer
sufficient to gain employment); (2) the knowledge that shaping yourself into the right fit (any fit)—
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without really understanding in any given case what that might mean—is absolutely crucial; and (3) the
growing awareness that fit functions as a kind of cover for the simple fact that there aren’t enough good,
non-contingent positions to fit the vast numbers of deserving graduates. Add to this the fact that ours is a
culture where virtually everyone—fit or not—parrots well-worn platitudes concerning the importance of
“fitness” to leading productive lives (whether physical, financial, mental, parental, occupational, or
institutional in nature), and it makes perfect sense that fit (like the virtues of “competition”) has taken on
this kind of over-determined significance. As Thomas Lemke, Zygmunt Bauman, and other critics of
neoliberalism have pointed out, terms like fit, flexibility, and leanness are key components of the
neoliberal vision of a social-political-economic order in which the rigid disciplinary mechanisms of
control (think the prison or the asylum in Foucault’s Discipline and Punish) are increasingly replaced with
the much faster, sleeker technologies of the self by which the “autonomous” individual continually (and
quite willingly) practices myriad techniques of self-regulation or self-work. In later works, Foucault called
this technology “care of the self.”
In a seemingly odd reversal, however, “fit” can also provide graduate students with a longed-for sense of
control. The popularity of survival guide advice-knowledge and the American obsession with self-help
culture generally has developed out of the seductive illusion that these discourses hold out to us—that
given the right amount of self-care and self-work, we can be the exception. It’s the undeniably irresistible
desire to feel as though there is some order, that hard work, sacrifice, and dedication might just pay off in
the end (McGee). Really, nothing could be more American or more appealing to the sorts of bright,
capable minds graduate study tends to attract. What today’s graduate students have in common with the
out-of-work executives and the other unemployables with whom Ehrenreich spends her days in
windowless conference rooms is this: the need to feel as though one can, through self-making, selflaboring, and self-becoming, become not just employed, but always-employable, immune to
unemployment as well as unemployability. It is a tempting offer, and to those for whom failure has never
been an option (much less a reality), the logic of “I can always work a little harder (on myself)” takes on
an almost moral imperative. To not engage in this kind of self-labor would be akin to a moral failing.
Moreover, if a job seeker is spending so much time and energy feverishly figuring out who she is, how to
market herself, and how to become the right “fit” through piecemeal tactics of “survival,” then she is
probably less interested in (or capable of) expending her energy on forming collectives with other students
or advocating controversial positions and risky activities that could undermine her future on the academic
labor market. This, too, has a precedent of sorts in American self-help culture. As McGee writes, “In less
than thirty years, ‘self-help’—once synonymous with mutual aid—has come to be understood not only as
distinct from collective action but actually as its opposite” (19). What now refers almost exclusively to
practices of individual self-laboring and self-improvement, she writes, referred just a few decades ago “to
cooperative efforts for mutually improved conditions on the part of a community of peers” (McGee 18).
As Barbara Cruikshank shows in her influential study of the American self-esteem movement, self-esteem
today is less about self-respect or self-worth, and more a technology for producing certain kinds of
individuals: a “specialized knowledge of how to esteem our selves, to estimate, calculate, measure,
evaluate, discipline, and judge ourselves” (233). In other words, it’s a technology that understands the
proper measure of the individual as economic, as the measure of the individual’s ability to assess and
work on herself, to turn herself into a marketable commodity. The cultural-moral-economic imperative
that everyone, whether employed, underemployed, unemployed, or unemployable, continually work on
themselves so as to remain employable and thus imminently available and ready for work “just in time” is
a central tenet of neoliberalism and the high (personal) risk, low (corporate) overhead workplace vision it
promotes. As Bauman writes, “[i]n the society of consumers, no one can become a subject without first
turning into a commodity, and no one can keep his or her subjectness secure without perpetually
resuscitating, resurrecting and replenishing the capacities expected and required of a sellable commodity”
(12).
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Now It’s Personal
Given this intensification of economic privatization brought on by four decades of American
neoliberalism (e.g., handing over public services to corporations for the sake of the free market,
deregulating private interests, slashing social welfare programs, etc.), it makes sense that there would be a
similar privatization at work in the cultural realm, too. Nealon traces the privatization of value through
such familiar cultural sites as celebrity memoirs, the prominence of the self in indie-rock and hip-hop, and
the fact that big-time sporting events like the Olympics and college football have become “orgies of
personal revelation” (87-88). He suggests that the personal is not only a fertile site for political struggle,
but also that these days it’s increasingly becoming the only site at which politics “happens” in a way that
matters to most people. Writing about Ken Burns’ documentaries (and one could easily add the breakaway
success of Daniel Day-Lewis’s portrayal of Lincoln to the mix), Nealon argues that “history isn’t real to
‘the public’ . . . until and unless it’s run through the ringer of individual subjects and their interior, private
experiences” (87). Even to be politically engaged with ostensibly public issues quite often puts one right
back in a private context, both in terms of the types of issues (e.g., abortion, gay marriage, government
surveillance, etc.) and the available means of support. Valid modes of support come not so much from a
careful consideration of available evidence or public arguments, but from intimate soul searching, gut
feelings, and intense spiritual “awakenings,” not unlike that of heavy-drinker-turned-fitness-jogger George
W. Bush or actor Mickey Rourke’s turnaround from dark side denizen to Oprah mainstay. Ronald Reagan
once remarked that “all great change in America begins at the dinner table”; today it begins with a more
empowered, self-aware you.
But the potential dangers of this cultural turn to the personal go beyond a mere allergy to the dubious
aesthetics of celebrity culture. The personal now functions as the site at which deeply political issues are
effectively depoliticized in such a way that makes appeals for collective identification with others—much
less collective solidarity and struggle—a difficult sell. Unable to make ends meet on your $12,000/year
stipend? This isn’t a structural problem, but a personal one—there’s an advice column for you. Want to
rant about how the search committee at the University of _(insert real school name here)_ left you
stranded at the airport and never reimbursed your hotel? There’s a space for that. You can find an outlet to
vent or an analogue to whatever anxious worry might be on your mind at any moment, but the Faustian
bargain seems to be that the cost of temporarily assuaging your anxiety and unease is abandoning all hope
of actually changing anything. This is precisely how, given all of the frank, graphic depictions of the
horrors of academic labor mere mouse-clicks away, sites like the Chronicle, Inside Higher Ed, the
Academic Jobs Wiki, and all those survival guides and advice books and blogs are still churning out
graduate student advice-knowledge. Or more to the point, it’s why so many graduate students are still
convinced that they’re the exception to what might well be the worst academic employment prospects in
American history (Kreuter). In a neoliberal culture where all value is privatized and all struggle is
understood as personal, to try to make common cause is perceived as naïve and somehow beside the point.
Because here’s the twist. As Nealon also points out, and as this examination of advice-knowledge has
attempted to show, the return of the personal is rarely viewed as yet another unfortunate symptom of
neoliberalism that we should work to illuminate and oppose, but rather as an escape from the very logic of
cultural privatization that has produced this situation in the first place. Hence, the ultimate goal of adviceknowledge is to help the advice-seeker uncover that still, small self at the core of her being (the
metaphysics is inevitably one of Cartesian depth) that has been papered over with the detritus of practical
existence, those “junky” human needs like a living wage or health insurance. As Nealon writes, the
“emphasis on the small, private, intimate, noncommodified, seemingly self-empowering moments of
everyday life is often thought to offer us a kind of swerve around the logics of the market and its inhuman
profit motive” (Nealon 88-89). In advice-knowledge this cuts both ways, from victim-blaming and other
instances of impugning the individual (“personal responsibility” increasingly means “you can’t blame
anyone but yourself”) to hero narratives of graduate students and contingent faculty who “beat the odds”
and “survive” the system, like Henry Adams’ personal recollections of graduate school in the 14-part
series “Academic Bait-and-Switch” or the hundreds of anonymous personal narratives found in the
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Chronicle forums. It seems so natural and uncomplicated that advice-knowledge would address itself to
the person, the individual. After all, in contemporary capitalism, what else is there that matters?
Advice-knowledge capitalizes upon the personal as yet another domain in which one can pursue a sense of
satisfaction and well-being, which, as Eileen Schell, Deborah Louis, and many others note, forms a
narrative most often targeted at women. Some critics discuss similar phenomena under the post-Fordist
economic rubric of flexible accumulation (Shumar), and Andrew Ross calls it the problem of “mental
labor.” He suggests that one of the hallmarks of the global information economy has been the substitution
of nonmaterial rewards and perks (e.g., nurturing a dream, having flexible hours, the love of the subject, or
even the existential pleasure of thinking oneself a starving artist) for job security, benefits, and a fair (or
even living) wage (15; cf. Bousquet, How 63, 167). A common feature of survival guide adviceknowledge is to include various “tips for thriving” aimed at graduate students and contingent faculty, most
of which have to do with making oneself immanently available for any number of unpaid tasks, such as
professionalization workshops and other self-improvement initiatives.
Conclusion
Riffing on neoliberal godfather Milton Friedman, we are reminded of David Harvey’s quip that the intense
celebration of the self in neoliberalism means that individuals are always “free to choose” (69), but they
aren’t supposed to choose to build strong collectives or form unions. Indeed, as I have tried to show in this
piece, the well-documented employment anxieties facing today’s graduate students have intensified a
“me-first” mentality that is reflected in the advice graduate students routinely hear and almost intuitively
internalize: keep your head down; be “agreeable” and “energetic” (which usually means “smile while you
work for free”) (Winzenburg; Ross); work within the system, don’t aggravate (Toth; Carroll); publish and
present, don’t organize; pursue trendy research trajectories; avoid controversies and time-killers like
advocating for graduate student healthcare; or even “Just Don’t Go” (Pannapacker; Cebula). Born of
neoliberal platitudes about the virtues of personal responsibility and mercilessly stoked by an environment
of permanent austerity, what was once pretty responsible advice for budding intellectuals has taken on a
kind of grim, univocal tenor. The underlying message is clear: the only thing that still “counts” for today’s
graduate student is the capacity to market oneself within a constantly-shifting index of commodities and
market values (i.e., what’s hot/what’s not) and frenetic entrepreneurial activity. Individual successes are
trumpeted as proof of the fairness of the system and the inherent morality of hard work. As graduate
students are told repeatedly to work harder (on themselves)—all the while publishing, presenting,
teaching, mentoring, serving on committees, and performing other high-level professional tasks for what
often amount to below-poverty level wages—what is too often left out of the conversation altogether is
any sense of how they might work together to reclaim their futures as aspiring members of the
professoriate through activism, collaboration, and collective action.
The function of advice knowledge and of neoliberal attitudes more generally is to depoliticize thoroughly
political issues, and to privatize and internalize scarcity and inequality, thereby deflecting critical attention
away from the existing structures of exploitation, as well as from the complex, seemingly intractable
problems haunting US higher education. Whether this advice is “good” or “bad” is even less significant
than arguing over whether it’s helpful or unhelpful. As long as it constrains individual autonomy to the
point that our capacity to engage in the futures of our workplaces is relegated to determining “fit” or
reveling in the triumphs of individuals and their personal revelations or determining how best to contort
ourselves in relation to the existing labor system, then academic advice-knowledge works exactly as it’s
supposed to work. In the end, the best advice we can give graduate students and contingent faculty alike is
precisely the same advice they will never want to accept: that the academic labor system as it currently
exists is not a referendum on them or their personalities or even their abilities. For those who are not
already extraordinarily privileged, it’s a lottery that only a few can win.
As challenging as this sounds, we need to take a step back and realize that while our jobs are an important
part of our lives, people are not—and should not be—reducible to their jobs. As Nora Watson remarks in
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Studs Terkel’s classic volume of oral history Working (1972), “[m]ost of us . . . have jobs that are too
small for our spirit. Jobs are not big enough for people” (Terkel xxiv). We nonetheless need to do more.
We need to make a concerted effort—together—to object to a system that exploits us, wastes resources,
and ruins lives. We need to reject the implicit value system that says that people are expendable and that
working for ten or fifteen years just to get a shot at a secure, moderately-compensated position in a
university is not acceptable. We need to affirm that as workers, as laborers, and as professionals, even
though many of us do indeed “love what we do, sometimes to the point of denying that our wages matter
at all,” we are not “special, but . . . typical” (Bousquet, “We Work”).
Most importantly, we need to affirm our commitment to collective action, to unionization, and to
organizing those workers who are most exploited by the academy and most vulnerable to its changing
circumstances and mercurial whims: graduate students, contingent faculty, those who year after year find
themselves in yet another visiting position, and everyone else in contemporary higher education’s vast and
multi-tiered cheap labor system. The forward movement of the university and of our workplace will not be
attained in market-based terms or through a corporate paradigm. By course content, by discourse, by
example, advisors and mentors can articulate to graduate students the important message that it is unlikely
that they will be the exceptional individuals who will beat the odds. But this needn’t sound like giving up
altogether. In the here and now, we can work together to make our local institutions more accountable to
their students, faculties, and those who live precariously somewhere in between.
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HON-H 399: Honors Colloquium on “Digital Culture and Its (Dis)Contents”
In the fall of 2013, former Lecturer in Philosophy and then-Director of the Honors Program
Netty Provost approached me about teaching my first Honors Colloquium at IU Kokomo. The
course was a foray into the silicon jungles of digital culture, and it marked my initial teaching in
the area of technology and culture—an area that has been one of my research interests for
some, but that until the spring of 2014, I never had the opportunity to address pedagogically.
The contemporary adage that we exist in a fast-moving, increasingly connected (and
“connectable”) world is a commonplace of mainstream media. But what precisely are we
referring to when we discuss the massive changes wrought by the internet, mobile devices,
networks, and by digital culture generally? This honors seminar attempted to probe beneath
the shiny veneer of digital culture—the TED talks, the unabashed, Wired-esque paeans to
unrestrained commerce, and other breathless celebrations of networked “togetherness”—to
critically engage and interrogate our status in a world forever changed by digital technologies. A
major conceptual theme of this course dealt with how exploring how the rise of the digital
represents a shift in human consciousness and evolution on a scale not witnessed since the
invention of that other world-shattering technology: writing. Students thoroughly enjoyed this
seminar, as evidenced by my course evaluations, and I was glad to have the chance to teach it.
The background research and reading I did for this course allowed me to teach New Media
Theory in the Spring of 2016.
One significant pedagogical experiment I tried in this course was to give students a grading
“menu” whereby they could arrange and design their own graded projects and assignments
and then complete a Coursework Agreement with my advice and supervision. These ranged
from mini-research papers to book reviews, blogs, and multimedia presentations. At least one
student liked this format, remarking in the course evaluations, “I liked how we were able to
make choices on how the course went.”
Even though several students did comment on how much they enjoyed (or came to enjoy) the
focus on digital culture, the majority of the written comments seemed to indicate that students
also appreciated my ability to create a classroom environment conducive to learning and
exploration. For example, one student explicitly stated that s/he “liked how the instructor
taught/explained and the environment he created in class,” while another student wrote, “Dr.
Cook knows what he’s talking about. He’s very knowledgeable about his teachings, and he is
always available to talk to; he even gave us his. . . personal number in case we needed to get
ahold [sic] of him.” Yet another student remarked that “Dr. Cook made the material discussed
in class enjoyable” and “The class discussions helped me remember the material.” Finally,
another student wrote that “Dr. Cook is a great professor. He cares about his students and he
clearly wants us to succeed.”
One strength that I bring to my teaching is the ability to convey conceptually-challenging and
sometimes controversial ideas to undergrads in such a way that (a) doesn’t scare them away
and (b) also makes them feel at ease. I have written about this previously as a pedagogy of care
or kindness, and, in short, it works well with our student population.
1

Course Evaluation Summaries
While my qualitative evaluations were strongly positive, because this course was the first
course I taught after our course evaluation Likert scale was inverted (AY 2013-14), several
students were confused by the inversion of the scale and so my quantitative scores are
somewhat lower than they would have been. In other words, where previously a score of 1 =
“Strongly Agree,” the scale was inverted this year (for some reason) and several students did
not realize the change to 5 = “Strongly Agree,” though some did. Since my qualitative scores for
this course were so positive—some effusive in their praise for the course—I believe that my
somewhat mediocre quantitative scores would have been much higher had students realized
the change to the Likert scale.
HON-H 399: Digital Culture

Spring 2014
(32895)

1.) The course was well organized.
2.) My instructor is well prepared for
class meetings.
3.) My instructor explains the material
clearly.
4.) My instructor stimulates my thinking.
5.) My instructor is knowledgeable on
course topics.
6.) My instructor shows genuine interest
in students.
7.) My instructor is regularly available
for consultation.
8.) My instructor encourages me to
participate in class discussions.
9.) Announced course objectives agree
with what is taught.
10.) I am pleased with the text required
for this course.
11.) Directions for course assignments
are clear and specific.
12.) The instructor used technology in
ways that helped my learning of
concepts and principles.
13.) Standards for student achievement
are reasonable.
14.) The instructor collected enough
evidence for valid grading.
15.) The grading system for the course
was clearly explained.

2.71
2.71
2.86
2.71
2.86
2.71
2.71
2.86
3.00
2.43
2.71
2.57

2.71
2.71
2.57

2

16.) Grades were assigned fairly and
impartially.
17.) The instructor promotes an
atmosphere conducive to learning.
18.) I kept up with the studying and work
for this course.
19.) I actively participated in class
activities and discussions.
20.) I learned a lot in this course.
21.) I developed skills in critical thinking
in this course.
22.) This course increased my interest in
the subject matter.

2.57
2.71
2.29
2.43
2.14
2.43
2.29

Course Syllabus

Digital Culture and Its (Dis)contents: Network Culture and Global
Capitalism
“Let’s build a smarter planet.”
--IBM marketing campaign (2008-present)
The contemporary adage that we exist in a fast-moving, increasingly connected (and “connectable”) world
is a commonplace of mainstream media. But what precisely are we referring to when we discuss the
massive changes wrought by the internet, mobile devices, networks, and by digital culture generally?
This honors seminar attempts to probe beneath the shiny veneer of digital culture—for example, the TED
talks, the unabashed, Wired-esque paeans to unrestrained commerce, and other breathless and sundry
celebrations of networked “togetherness”—to critically engage and interrogate our status in a world
forever changed by digital technologies. A major conceptual theme of this course will be exploring how the
rise of the digital represents a shift in human consciousness and evolution on a scale not witnessed since
the invention of that other world-shattering technology: writing.
Taking a broad, multidisciplinary tour through some of the most significant and challenging texts in
recent intellectual history, together we will study concepts and themes like “digital citizenship,” the
changing nature of the self and relationships in digital environments, the epistemology (and ontology) of
networks, the harsh new realities of global capitalism and its effects on humanity and the planet, and
digital technology’s overall impact on how we engage politics, labor, leisure, education, and life.
At the end of the semester, you will be able to:
Learning Outcomes and Objectives
Define and deploy commonly-used terms and
concepts related to digital culture, technology,
cultural studies, and new media;
Stake out, research, and explore in-depth an area
of digital culture in which you’re interested, and
then present those findings to your peers;
Articulate and explain challenging and complex
concepts related to a sustained discussion of digital
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Assessment
Midterm(ish) Exam and Coursework Menu
assignments
Honors Project & Presentation
Coursework Menu assignments; Midterm(ish)
Exam; and Honors Project & Presentation

Coursework Menu and Assignments

Unlike most traditional courses, you are responsible for determining and planning some (40%) of your own coursework for
this Honors Seminar. Using the Coursework Menu and the Coursework Agreement (both are located in the “Grade Menu”
folder in the Resources tab), you will select your coursework options for graded assignments and submit that form to Dr.
Cook at the start of class in Week 2 (Thursday, 01/23/2014). 300 points (or 60% of your grade) have already been
decided for you (the Honors Project/Presentation and the Midterm[ish] Exam), but you are free to choose the remaining 200
points (or 40%) of your overall performance in this course. Be sure that the selections you make from the menu on the next
few pages add up to 200 points.
I will review your choices and either approve your Agreement as is or contact you about any problems (e.g., too few points,
too many points, etc.) no later than the end of Week 3 (Thursday, 01/30/2014). Once the Agreement is signed by both
you and me, you’ll be held to it and the due dates listed on it. If you fail to turn in any of the work on the Agreement you will
receive a zero for the missing work. Under (most) normal circumstances, this work cannot be made up.

Oncourse, E-mail, and Office Hours (Physical and Virtual)
We will be using Oncourse extensively this semester to (a) send and receive messages and other important announcements
about the course; (b) draft, develop, and maintain your forums, blogs, and other Coursework Menu assignments, depending
on what you choose from the Menu; (c) keep track of graded assignments; (d) complete and post some out of class
assignments, including the Honors Project & Presentation; and (e) post and download important documents and
information. Whenever possible, please use the messaging function in Oncourse to send messages to me.
(This is the best way to get in touch with me, although sending e-mails directly to paulcook@iuk.edu is fine, too, if no other
option is available.) I will also frequently send out class e-mails and announcements through Oncourse covering everything
from changes in the course schedule to announcements regarding instructor illness or inclement weather, so please get into
the habit of checking our Oncourse page frequently (at least once every day). If you have any questions about how to access or
use Oncourse, please don’t hesitate to let me know.
Please also feel free to drop by during my office hours or make an appointment for another time that works for you. I want to
discuss the class and your work with you, and utilizing office hours is an excellent way for us to address any concerns you
might have about the class, your progress or performance, and/or any of your questions about the course material and your
projects and interests.
I am also available to chat about projects, ideas, and questions you may have via Oncourse and Skype (cookpg is my Skype
“handle”), as well as by phone (803/479.6597 is my home/cell number). (To download Skype for free, go to
http://www.skype.com/en/.) Mondays through Fridays, I will typically respond to an Oncourse message within a matter of
hours, while it might take me a day or two to get back to you over the weekends and holidays. If you have an issue or question
that you feel would be more efficiently handled via a phone or Skype conversation, please feel free to arrange a time to speak
with me either via phone or Skype. I simply ask that we arrange our “virtual” appointment via Oncourse message first. I look
forward to working with you and learning more about your ideas, projects, questions, and goals for the course.
culture (i.e., technological/economic
determinism[s], information society, telepresence,
immersion, and many more);
Understand and recall in detail the history—both
recent and long-term—of digital technologies and
the development of computers, mobile devices, and
other advancements.

Coursework Menu assignments; Midterm(ish)
Exam; and Honors Project & Presentation

Required Texts
Gere, Charlie. Digital Culture. 2002. Expanded 2nd ed. London: Reaktion, 2008. Print.
Miller, Vincent. Understanding Digital Culture. London: SAGE, 2009. Print.

Readings
The weekly reading assignments in this course will be challenging and (occasionally) quite long. In
addition to our textbooks (which are written in British English and are therefore delightfully weird), we’ll
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also be working through excerpts from longer works by key cultural and technological theorists—a couple
of these texts have been translated from languages other than English, most of them assume a very high
level of sophistication and scholarly erudition, and all of them will challenge you to think about ideas and
concepts differently than the status quo of our own era usually demands.
When you come across a word you don’t understand, look it up in an online dictionary (the Oxford
English Dictionary is best and free for IU students through http://www.iuk.edu/academics/library/ );
when you find a concept or reference that you don’t get, look it up on Wikipedia and read the entry until
the passage you’re wrestling with starts to make sense. In short, you will need to read closely, carefully,
and slowly. (One of the unfortunate side effects of digital culture, as we’ll see, is that we’ve largely lost the
ability to pay attention to demanding, difficult things for very long—let’s work on changing this together.)
You should expect to read—in the manner I’ve just briefly described—at least 50 to 75 pages for each
weekly class meeting. And a few times the reading load will be heavier. Please get into a weekly if not daily
reading habit that works for you and stick to it. This will be key to your success and learning in this
course. If ever you have any questions or concerns about our readings, please don’t hesitate to let me
know.

Attendance and Participation

While there will be some lecture in this course, this class is not a lecture-only course. Given the small size
of the class, it’s vital to the overall success of this course that you come to class regularly, complete the
readings, make time to reflect on what you’ve read, take careful notes on the readings and lectures, and
participate enthusiastically in class discussions.
When you miss class, you miss important information and mandatory in-class activities (which cannot be
made-up), and classmates miss your input and ideas. If you are absent, you are responsible for finding out
what we covered in class and for submitting in advance any assignments due on that day. I reserve the
right to change the course schedule at any time, and it is your responsibility to stay on top of these
changes. If you feel comfortable doing so, swap cell numbers or e-mail addresses with the person next to
you; this way, if ever you do miss class, you can find out what you missed with little to no trouble.
Your course grade will drop by one letter grade (10%) if you miss more than 10% of our classes (2 class
periods); you will fail the course if you miss more than 20% of our classes (4 class periods). If an
emergency or other significant, unplanned life event forces you to miss several class periods, please
contact me as soon as possible so we can discuss your options.

Technical Requirements and Student Disability Assistance

This course requires that you have access to the IU Kokomo computer network, access to the Oncourse
course management system, and some basic familiarity with Oncourse. The IU Kokomo Instructional
Technology department (IT) provides guidelines for hardware and software for all students. This course
requires primarily word processing (MS Word 2007, 2010, or 2013), Adobe Acrobat .pdf reader, printing
capabilities, and access to Oncourse. See http://iuware.indiana.edu for free downloads and discount
prices on hardware and software exclusively for IU students.
IU also offers students, faculty, and staff free access to Lynda.com tutorials on everything from MS Word
2013 to the latest version of Dreamweaver. To access Lynda.com, follow this link, scroll down and click on
the Lynda.com link. This is a subscription service, so you must access Lynda.com through the IUK
website.
Students should contact the IU Kokomo Helpdesk with technical questions. The Helpdesk offers technical
support to faculty, staff, and students for all IT-related requests. The Helpdesk provides assistance to
users, as well as maintains a tracking system that places each user’s request into a queue. You can send an
e-mail request to the Helpdesk at kohelp@iuk.edu or call 765/455.9315. Local phone and walk-up support
at the Helpdesk in the Library is available Monday through Friday from 8:00am to 5:00pm. If you’re
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having any technical difficulties, please contact both me and the Helpdesk right away so we can get your
problem solved.
Students requiring accommodations for disabilities or special needs should contact the IUK Office of
Disability Services and/or refer to this handout. If you have a documented disability on file with the IUK
Office of Disability Services, it is imperative that you let me know as soon as possible so that we can
discuss arrangements for your success in this course.

Academic Honesty and Plagiarism

“A student must not adopt or reproduce ideas, words, or statements of another person without an
appropriate acknowledgement. A student must give due credit to the originality of others and
acknowledge an indebtedness whenever he or she does any of the following: (a) quotes another person’s
actual words, either oral or written; (b) paraphrases another person’s words, either oral or written; (c)
uses another person’s idea, theory, or material unless information is common knowledge.” Source:
Indiana University Code of Student Ethics. (Note that “intent” is not a factor here.)
“Double dipping,” or submitting a writing project for two or more courses (whether they’re IUK
courses or not), constitutes plagiarism and will result in a grade of zero and possible disciplinary action. If
you have an idea for a writing project from another class that you would like to further develop in this
class, please consult with me. I’m more than willing to help you develop your ideas and plan writing
projects that will do work for you, but simply submitting the same essay for multiple classes is not
acceptable under any circumstances.
Knowing the boundaries between acceptable and unacceptable uses of other’s work, texts, or ideas can be
tricky sometimes, and we will spend some time in class discussing the boundaries of acceptable use, the
nature of research, and when, where, and how to appropriately document source materials.

Final Grades and Late Assignments

A standard ten-point scale (A+=97-100; A=94-96; A-=90-93; B+=87-89; B=84-86; B-=80-83; C+=77-79;
C=74-76; C-=70-73; D+=67-69; D=64-66; D-=60-63; F=everything else) will be used.
Late work will not be accepted under any circumstances. If a bona fide emergency or significant life event
forces you to miss class, please let me know as soon as is reasonable so that we can discuss your options.

Writing Center (Library KA 128)

Don’t forget to utilize the Writing Center that your tuition dollars support! The IUK Writing Center is
open Monday through Thursday, 9am to 7pm, Friday, 10am to 2pm, and Saturday, 12:30-4:30pm.
Remember that many of IU Kokomo’s very best students understand that seeking out a response to one’s
writing is a necessary part of the learning/writing process. Several of the staff who presently work in the
Center have or are currently working toward a teaching license, and many are graduate students. Stop by
or call for a 30 minute appointment: 455-9425, Option #1.
You can now instant message the tutors your quick questions (grammar, citing, etc.) using campus
contacts. Visit our website at http://www.iuk.edu/writing-center where you can
▪ Ask a more detailed question online by using the “Ask a Tutor” e-mail option.
▪ See a list of Grammar Girl podcasts on hundreds of usage and other English language concerns.
▪ Discover which helpful documents and other sources are available at the Center.
▪ Find out when your favorite tutor is scheduled to work.

Course Schedule
OC

KEY
Reading in Oncourse (in the “Supplemental Readings” folder)
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DC
U
H
TBA
F(#)

Digital Culture (Gere)
Understanding Digital Culture (Miller)
Handout (hard copies handed out in class)
Reading(s) to be announced (in advance, of course)
Indicates Forum post weeks for students who choose the Forum
option from the Coursework Menu

(Schedule is subject to change at instructor’s discretion with advance notice. Readings are “due” on
the dates on which they are listed.)
January
WEEK 1: Seminar Introduction: What Is “Digital Culture”?
R 16: Course introductions/expectations and icebreakers, textbook and readings overview; course menu overview and
discussion
WEEK 2: Technology, techne, and Art (F1)
R 23: OC, Benjamin, “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction” and OC, Plato, the Gorgias (brief excerpt)
and U, first half of Ch. 1 (pp. 12-30).

Completed, signed Coursework Agreements due
WEEK 3: The Prehistory of Technology (F2)
R 30: U, “Introduction” (pp. 1-11) and DC, “Introduction: What Is Digital Culture?” (pp. 11-20) and DC, Ch. 1, “The
Beginnings of Digital Culture” (pp. 21-50)

February
WEEK 4: Technology and Capitalism: Some Key Terms and Concepts (F3)
R 06: U, second half of Ch. 1 (pp. 30-45) and DC, Ch. 2 (pp. 51-78) and Heidegger, “The Question Concerning Technology”
WEEK 5: Technology and Capitalism, 2.0 (F4)
R 13: U, Ch. 2 (pp. 46-71) and DC, Ch. 4 (pp. 116-53)
WEEK 6: “Here We Are Now, Entertain Us”: Life & Leisure in the Digital Age (F5)
R 20: OC, Horkheimer and Adorno, excerpts from “The Culture Industry: Enlightenment as Mass Deception” (from
Dialectic of Enlightenment) and U, Ch. 3 (pp. 72-94) and OC, “Netflix Built Its Microgenres by Staring into the
American Soul”
**WEEK 7: Labor(ed) Breathing: Work, Commerce, and Surveillance (F6)
R 27: OC, Foucault, “Panopticism” (from Discipline and Punish) and U, Ch. 5 (pp. 111-33) and
Abstracts due

March
WEEK 8: The Social (Network): Building an e-dentity (F7)
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R 06: U, Ch. 7 (pp. 159-83) and Ch. 8 (pp. 184-206) and OC, “Social Media Guidelines for IU” and OC, Bolick, “A Death on
Facebook” and OC, TBA
**WEEK 9: Get Off Your App and Come Down Here! The Revolution Won’t Be Televised (But it will be on Twitter) &
Midterm Exam Review (F8)
R 13: U, Ch. 6 (pp. 134-58) and DC, Ch 5. (pp. 154-200)
Peer Review E-mails due to partner(s)
WEEK 10: Spring Break! (Contemplate your complicity in the digital-age culture industry while posting Spring Break pics
to Pinterest.)
R 20: No class (Spring Break)
*WEEK 11: Midterm(ish) Exam
R 27: Midterm(ish) Exam (100 points)

April
**WEEK 12: Workshop Week on Honors Projects (In-class workshops and conferences)
R 03: Peer Review Discussion in Class
WEEK 13: The Digital Body
R 10: U, Ch. 9 (pp. 207-223) and DC, Ch. 6 (pp. 201-06) and Blade Runner screening (excerpts)
WEEK 14: Education & the Force of Knowledge in the Digital Age
R 17: OC, Freire, “The Banking Model of Education” (from Pedagogy of the Oppressed) and/or OC, Lyotard, excerpts from
The Postmodern Condition
WEEK 15: Course Wrap-up: What’s Next?
R 24: DC, Ch. 7 (pp. 207-24) and course evaluations

May
**WEEK 16: Honors Projects and Presentations
R 01: Honors Projects & Presentations due (200 points)
**Honors Projects will be due in the “Assignments” tab in Oncourse no later than 11:30pm (R, 5/01). Presentations
will take place during our final class meeting (1:00 to 3:45pm) in KO 148.
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Hon-H 399: Digital Culture and Its (Dis)contents
COURSEWORK MENU

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Using the menu below, fill your choices in on the Coursework Agreement (located in the “Coursework Menu” folder in the Resources tab) and
submit that form to Dr. Cook either via Oncourse message or at the start of class in Week 2 (Thursday, 01/23/2014). Be sure that the
selections you make from the menu on the next few pages add up to 200 points.
2. The Honors Project & Presentation (200 points) and Midterm(ish) Exam (100 points) are automatically included as part of your graded
work. These items add up to 300 points (or 60%) of your grade.
3. Beyond the Honors Project/Presentation and the Midterm(ish) Exam, you are free choose whatever you like from this menu as long the total
point value of all work (including the Honors Project) adds up to 500 points.
o

If you’re coming in at a small # of points over/under 500 based on your choices, please let me know, and we might be able to modify a
particular assignment for you so that it puts your total at exactly 500.

o

If you choose something with a “student’s choice” due date you can fill in a due date of your choice.

o

Pay close attention to “student’s choice” due dates. If the schedule is updated at some point in the semester (say, because we’re running
slightly behind schedule), you may have to change your due date to reflect the updated schedule if your due date is tied to a particular
reading or topic. (Typically, this will mean that an assignment due date will be pushed back a week or two.)

4. I will review your choices and either approve your Coursework Agreement as is or contact you about any problems (e.g., too few points, too many
points, etc.).
5. Once the Coursework Agreement has been signed by both you and me, you’ll be held to it and the due dates listed on it. If you fail to turn in any
of the work on the Coursework Agreement on time you will receive a zero for the missing and/or late work. Under (most or 99.3%) normal
circumstances, this work cannot be made up.
-1-

Category

Honors
Project &
Presentation*
**

Individual or
Group

Individual

Description

Project Abstract:
• Submit a 200-250 word overview of the proposed project
in the Assignments tab in OC including a clear, workable
thesis statement.
• Dr. Cook will give you feedback on your proposed project.
Peer Review:
• E-mail your assigned reviewer a copy of your paper draft
by Week 10 by 11:30 pm (R, 3/20).
• Then in class in Week 12 (R, 3/27), we’ll take some class
time for each student to meet with their review to do
constructive criticism on the drafts.
Paper:
• Written research/persuasive paper on a topic of your
choice related the theme of the course.
• 2,500-3,500 words
• must include minimum 5 academic and relevant research
sources which are not specifically on course reading
schedule
• citations can be in APA, MLA, or Chicago Style and you
may use endnotes, footnotes or in text citations
Presentation:
• during our final class meeting in Week 16 (R, 5/01),
students will complete a 7-10 minute presentation on
their project with 5-10 additional minutes for a question
and answer session with audience.
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# of
Times
Work
Can Be
Repeat
ed

Point Value

1

200 total

Abstract Stage: Week 7

(20 points
abstract,
50 points
presentatio
n, 130
points
paper,
not
participatin
g in peer
review
process will
deduct 50
points from
final paper
grade)

Peer Review Email Stage:
Week 9

Due Date
(all work is due at 1:00pm on
class day unless otherwise
listed)

Peer Review Discussion In
Class: Week 12
Final Submission and
Presentation: Week 16

Midterm(ish)
Exam***

Forums

Individual

In Week 11, you will complete an exam on everything we’ve
covered up to that point in the semester. The exam will consist of
a short answer section (6-9 items) and an essay section (1 item).

1

100

Group, at
least 5
students
need to pick
forums for
this to work

For 8 weeks you’ll be given a set of discussion questions in the
Oncourse Forums (you’ll also have the option to design your own
questions and/or prompts). I will meet with interested students
for a few minutes to hammer out the details—just let me know.

1

100 points
total, 12.5
points per
forum for 8
forums

Individual

Choose your own topic (relevant to course material) and write a
short paper. Minimum 1,200 words, maximum 1,500 words. The
paper may include research but does not need to.

2

75

Student’s Choice – you can
choose your own due date(s)
but date must be a class
meeting at 4 pm.

Individual

Find a journal article, documentary, podcast, or other media
relevant to the week’s reading(s), write a summary of that article
and explanation of how it relates to the week’s reading(s). Then
present your review in class that week for a few minutes.

2

50

Student’s Choice of date to
present. List chosen date on
graded work agreement.

Write a reaction essay in which you critically analyze a reading (or
set of related readings). Minimum 1,000 words, maximum 1,300
words. This paper should not be a rote summary, but you should
think of it as an opportunity to take a stance on an issue
presented in the reading (or some aspect of it) and either show
flaws in the reading or do work to strengthen the arguments in
the reading and further develop their effectiveness. The paper

4

Short Paper

All students doing forums will have the same due dates for each
forum and by committing to forums you are committing to do all 8
weeks of forums.

Reading
Reaction
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Forum weeks denoted by “FW”
on course schedule.

Only 2 students can do this
kind of presentation in a class
period, so if more than 2
students choose the same date
on which to present, then
someone will be asked to
switch to a different date.

Media Review
Presentation

Individual

Week 11 (R, 3/27)

50

Student’s Choice. You don’t
have to specify dates on your
graded work agreement for
this BUT reading reaction
papers are DUE 3 class periods
after the reading you choose to

may include outside research, but this is not a requirement.
1-4 students

“Project X”

This could be a co-authored research paper but you could do
something more creative and even involve community service if
you choose. In the past, groups of students have designed and
recorded series of podcasts, while another group did surveybased research. Be creative, there are lots of options possible.
You and your group will need to pitch your project to Dr. Cook
and then your individual project requirements will be created.
You’ll need to meet with Dr. Cook to work out the specific
requirements of your project depending on what your group
comes up with for project ideas.

Creative
Project

1

100-150

Student’s Choice, list date you
choose on graded work
agreement

Individual

Start blogging! Plan, design, and start your own blog series on the
web. The topics could range from weekly responses to our class
readings to something much more involved and multifaceted (so
long as it concerns digital culture in some way).

1 (at
least 6,
300- to
500word
entries,
plus
appropr
iate
graphics
and
design)

100

Student’s Choice, just be sure
to let me know some details as
soon as you can.

Individual

Choose a small, “bite-sized” topic or area of interest and write a
brief, information essay in which you teach your audience about
your chosen topic. 1,000 to 1,500 words.

2

75

Student’s Choice, list date you
choose on graded work
agreement

Individual

Life isn’t all about papers (although when you’re in college it may
seem like it). If you’d like to create some type of project that
involves, art, media or something else non-paper related, then
this category might be for you. Please speak with Dr. Cook about
your project idea so we can set a point value for it.

1

50-100
depending
on the
scope and
ambition of
the project
(talk to Dr.

Student’s Choice, list date you
choose on graded work
agreement

Blog

Mini-Research
Paper

react to is discussed in class.
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Cook to set
point
values
Individual

You will choose one of the four Case Studies from Understanding
Digital Culture (e.g., video games, cybersex, etc.) related to the
material we’re covering in a specific weekly meeting. (That is, say
you want to do a case study on video games, you would then
complete this assignment in Week 4, when we are reading that
case study together.) You’ll then be asked to draft a 1,000-1,300
word analysis of that case study using concepts you’ve learned in
class. You may respond, disagree, agree, complicate,
problematize, or expand in some way(s) on the case study as it is
presented in the textbook.

4

50

Student’s Choice, list date you
choose on graded work
agreement

Individual

As you’ll soon notice, each chapter in Understanding Digital
Culture concludes with a section on “Further Reading.” This is
your chance to delve even more deeply into a particular concept
or theme of your choice and to write a book review (1,250 to
1,500 words) of whichever text you choose. You may choose a
book not listed in U, but you will need to clear it with me first. You
will also talk about your book informally for 7-10 minutes in a
class meeting of your choice, but preferably a week when the
topic of our class meeting dovetails with the book you have
reviewed.

2

75

Student’s Choice, list date you
choose to submit on graded
work agreement

Individual or
Group

This is your chance to do add some type of work not on the menu
to this course. If there is something not on this menu or some
significant alteration that you want to make to something already
on the menu contact Dr. Cook to discuss your idea. There’s no
guarantee that your idea will be approved but anything you bring
up will be given serious consideration.

?

?

?

Case Study
Analysis &
Informal
Presentation

Book Review
& Brief
Presentation

Negotiate
Something(s)
Not on This
Menu
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Coursework Agreement (HON-H 399)
Category

Description &
Reading (if
associated)

Points

Midterm(ish)
Exam

You will take an inclass exam on (most)
everything we’ve
covered up to that point
in the semester. The
exam will consist of a
short answer section (69 items) and an essay
section (1 item).

100

Honors Project
& Presentation

Written
research/persua
sive paper on a
topic of your
choice related
the theme of the
course.
▪ 2,500-3,500
words
▪ must include
minimum 5
academic and
relevant
research
sources which
are not
specifically on
course reading
schedule
▪ citations can be
in APA, MLA, or
Chicago Style
and you may
use endnotes or
footnotes
Presentation:
during our final class
meeting in Week 16
(R, 5/01), you will
complete a 7-10 minute
presentation on their
project with 5-10
additional minutes for
a question and answer
session with audience.

200 total

▪

(20 points
abstract,
50 points
presentation,
130 points
paper;
not
participating in
peer review
process will
deduct 50
points from
final paper
grade.)
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Due Date (all times
1:00pm, unless
otherwise noted)
Week 11: R, 3/27

Abstract Stage
Week 7: R, 2/27
Peer Review E-mail
Stage
Week 9: R, 3/13
(PR e-mails due to
partners by 11:30pm.)
Peer Review
Workshops/Conferences
Stage
Week 12: R, 4/03
Final Submission and
Presentation
Week 16: R, 5/01
(Submissions due to
Assignments tab in OC
by 11:30pm.)

Coursework Agreement (HON-H 399)

Total Points = 500

By completing and signing this form, I _________________ hereby agree to complete these
graded assignments on time and with thoughtful care and consideration. The total for all
assignments is 500 points. I further understand that if I fail to complete and submit an
assignment by the due date, I will receive a “0” for that assignment.

Student signature:____________________________

Professor approval:___________________________

-2-

HSS-E 110: Summer Bridge Program
The Summer Bridge Program is a one-week orientation course designed to help students
successfully transition from high school or the workforce to the challenging environment of the
21st-century university. Working closely with their instructors and other students in their
cohort, incoming freshmen spend a week on campus learning about academic expectations in
college, getting acquainted with the IU Kokomo campus, and developing the “habits of mind”
that college coursework demands. The summer of 2016 marked my second year of teaching in
the Bridge Program, and I was gratified to be able to build upon what I learned in my first year.
Together with my co-teacher, Michelle Westervelt, we designed modules and activities for
students including campus tours, mock debates, freewrites, digital projects/podcasts, reflection
activities, and a trip to the Eiteljorg Museum and the Indiana State Museum in Indianapolis. The
guiding pedagogical philosophy behind the Bridge Program has always been that in order to
teach incoming students, you must first help students feel comfortable and welcome. All of our
activities are designed with this in mind as our first learning outcome, and we revise the course
readings, topics, and projects each time we teach it.
Learning Outcomes
▪ Students will learn about college-level academic expectations and the “habits of mind”
college courses demand;
▪ Students will develop networks and friendships that will help them make a successful
transition to life at IU Kokomo;
▪ Students will develop awareness of campus procedures and policies, as well as where
and how to find assistance with common questions and issues;
▪ Students will gain awareness of campus activities, clubs, organizations, and many other
extracurricular and internship opportunities;
▪ Students will apply critical thinking skills to academic exercises and activities and will
begin to get a “feel” for college-level work;
▪ Students will gain awareness of a variety of classroom formats (hybrid, lecture,
“flipped,” etc.);
▪ Students will discuss career and degree options with faculty and staff members.
Course Evaluation Summaries
Evaluations in 2015 were qualitative only—a selection of these comments can be found below.
2016 evaluations were both qualitative and quantitative and can be found in the table on pages
2 and 3.
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

I came in to the program as a nervous IUK freshman, and went out of the program as a
confident IUK freshman. The Bridge program taught me a lot about IUK.
I think this program really helped introduce students to college.
I know where my classes are and I know people I can go to for help when I need it.
I am more comfortable and confident about starting school.
The instructors who lead it, they were insanely helpful. Any question you have they’d
answer it.
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▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

I really liked this program because it helped me learn so much more before the school
year started.
It helped me gain awareness of the campus.
Learning about the important things in life
It helped me learn about the campus and feel more comfortable being here as well as
meet new friends
Meeting people on campus/staff and a few students.
Touring campus and learning tips about campus.
Very resourceful and the food
Meeting classmates and professors before classes started.
You get to meet a lot of professors and faculty who really care about helping you
succeed.
Meeting new people
Knowing which building has what
Learning one.iu.edu and Canvas
Touring the building
Guest speakers.
Meeting new people.
We took tours to know where everything is at and they had great lunches and guest
speakers
Learning how college is and the classroom setting
Helpful in financial aid, campus activities
The information about various topics, learning more about what college is like, being
with professors
How the instructors got everybody to participate
How the students participated
How the instructors gave knowledge of classrooms and campus life
Learning how different it is from high school, how to manage stress, mostly how college
works
Learning all of the little details and questions I had before
Many of my questions were answered, the lunches were great, and now I won’t have
anxiety the first day of class.
This program also showed me where I can go for help with everything.
The professors gave us a lot of needed information.
They also gave us information that nobody usually shares about what college is really
like.
They help us feel comfortable at the campus.
The tours
Financial aid talking to us
The speakers
HSS-E 110: Summer Bridge Program

Summer 2016
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1.) The course was well organized.
2.) The course objectives were clear to the
students.
3.) There was general agreement between
announced course objectives and what was
actually taught.
4.) The instructor explained the subject
clearly.
5.) The instructor summarized the major
points in lecture or discussion.
6.) The instructor made effective use of class
time.
7.) The instructor was well prepared for class
meetings.
8.) The amount of reading was appropriate
for the course.
9.) In relation to other courses of equal
credits and level, the workload in this
course was appropriate.
10.) The amount of material covered in the
course was reasonable.
11.) The course required more time and effort
than others at this level.
12.) The grading system for the course was
clearly explained.
13.) Grades were assigned fairly and
impartially.
14.) The instructor collected enough evidence
for valid grading.
15.) The exams accurately assessed what I
have learned in this class.
16.) The instructor showed a genuine interest
in students
17.) The instructor was readily available for
consultation with students.
18.) The instructor stimulated my thinking.
19.) The instructor stimulated class discussion.
20.) The instructor promoted an atmosphere
conducive to learning.
21.) Compared to other instructors I have had,
this instructor is outstanding.
22.) Compared to other courses I’ve taken, I
learned more in this course.
3

1.79
1.74
1.89

1.74
1.63
1.79
1.53
1.84
2.00

1.95
2.53
1.89
1.95
1.89
2.21
1.58
1.53
1.53
1.53
1.47
2.16
2.05

Course Syllabus
IU Kokomo Summer Bridge Program
Summer 2016
MTWRF 9:00am to 4:00pm in KO 106
Instructors: Dr. Paul Cook & Prof. Michelle Westervelt

Welcome to Summer Bridge 2016! The Summer Bridge Program is a one-week orientation
course designed to help students successfully transition from high school or the workforce to the
challenging environment of the 21st-century university. Working closely with your instructors
and other students in the Program, you will learn about academic expectations and the “habits of
mind” college courses demand; improve your academic survival skills and study habits; develop
networks and friendships that will help you make a successful transition to life at IU Kokomo;
experience a “taste” of college life before virtually anyone else in your class; and become
acquainted with the IU Kokomo campus, student support resources, and faculty and staff.
The Summer Bridge Program consists of two parts or “phases”: there’s the summer instruction
you will receive this week and the continuing mentoring you will receive in the S104 Seminar in
Fall 2016. And of course, we always love to hear from our Bridge Program students after the
week’s festivities wrap up, too!
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Course Objectives:
▪ Students will learn about college-level academic expectations and the “habits of mind”
college courses demand;
▪ Students will develop networks and friendships that will help them make a successful
transition to life at IU Kokomo;
▪ Students will develop awareness of campus procedures and policies, as well as where and
how to find help when you need it;
▪ Students will gain awareness of campus activities, clubs, organizations, and many other
extracurricular and internship opportunities;
▪ Students will apply critical thinking skills to academic exercises and activities and will
begin to get a feel for college-level work;
▪ Students will gain awareness of a variety of classroom formats;
▪ Students will discuss career and degree options with faculty and staff members.
Dates/Times/Location:
Monday to Friday, Aug 15th through 19th, 9:00am – 4:00pm each day in KO 106.
*There will be a one and a half hour lunch with guest speakers from 11:30am to 1:00pm each
day. Click here for a helpful campus map (hold down Ctrl and click).
Faculty:
Dr. Paul Cook, Assistant Professor of English & Director of Writing, IU Kokomo.
paulcook@iuk.edu
Prof. Michelle Westervelt, Lecturer in English & Director of the Writing Center, IU Kokomo.
miwester@iuk.edu
Grading:
▪
▪
▪

The course will be graded as satisfactory/unsatisfactory. Click here for more information
(hold down Ctrl and click).
Students who successfully complete the 2016 Summer Bridge Program will receive one
academic credit hour.
Students taking the Summer E110 will also enroll in a Fall 2016 section of _____.

Attendance:
Attendance is required for each class day, and your full participation in all exercises and
activities is expected.
Phones, technology, and other distractions:
Here’s the straight dope on mobile devices, folks: be courteous and sensible with your smart
phones, laptops, tablets, and other mobile devices. You might think you have to be imminently
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available to everyone in your social network, family, neighborhood, whatever, or that you
constantly have to be checking your e-mail, texts, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest, or
whatnot, but you don’t.
Moreover, there are important, practical advantages to be gained by “unplugging,” by
experiencing the passage of time as well as conversation and interaction the way previous
generations did: face-to-face and in real-time. Research suggests that students who leave their
mobile devices and laptops in their bags actually perform better academically. Opportunities to
unplug from the matrix are increasingly rare; let’s pledge to use our time together this week for
discussion, reflection, and exploration, not Candy Crush Saga and idle Snapchatting.
Schedule:
Note: The following schedule is subject to change, but we will always make sure to let you know
well in advance of any changes to the schedule either in class or via Canvas message. Get into
the habit now of checking Canvas at least once or twice every day for announcements and
updates.
Monday, August 15th
Morning

Introductions and icebreakers: getting to know each other
What is Bridge Program all about?
Pre-Program Quiz (college terminology/language)
What is the value of a four-year degree? What is the value of college? What can
you expect to learn?
Group reading, discussion, and debate of “Should Teachers Ask Students to
Check Their Devices at The Classroom Door?” (Alva Noë, NPR.org, 8/5/16)

Lunch
Afternoon

Todd Gambill & Maria Ahmad (11:30am to 1:00pm)
Beth Barnett—CAPS (2:00)
Introduce Time Management project: Why is it important to manage your time?
How do you manage your time well in college? How do you manage work and
family issues?
Introduce Podcast/Social Media project: Get to know a Student Services office
(or officer) over the week and interview them about what they do. Think of this
as an opportunity to be creative, develop a team project, and learn something
useful about our campus. You can also opt to develop a project that reflects on
your experience in the Bridge Program and sends a positive, encouraging
message to next year’s BPers. (More info to follow in an assignment sheet.)
Homework Time Management Worksheet (handout, also in Canvas)
Short writing assignment: introduce yourself to the rest of the group via the
Discussions tab in Canvas. In a brief, 150-200 word introduction, tell us
1.) Your preferred name, method of contact (e-mail, Canvas, etc.), and
hometown;
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2.) Your major and your interests (academic and otherwise—be sure to include
hobbies, sports, interests, etc.);
3.) Any questions or commentary you have about the Bridge Program and what
we’re going to be up to this week;
4.) Something about yourself that’s fun, exciting, unique, different, etc.;
5.) And finally, anything else you’d like to share with your BP colleagues and
us.
Post your brief intros to the space marked “Introductions” in the Discussions tab
before 11:30pm EDT.
Don’t forget to use the “Coffee House Lounge” space in the Discussions tab to
get to know each other and to begin planning your Podcast/Social Media project.
Be sure to carefully re-read the Podcast/Social Media project assignment sheet!
Tuesday, August 16th
Morning

Discuss Time Management project in small groups (9 to 9:30am)
Discuss and develop Podcast/Social Media project (9:30 to 10:30am)
Library and IT tour (10:30 to 11:30am)

Lunch

Course formats—Scott Blackwell, T.J. Sullivan & Jeff Batis (11:30am to
1:00pm)
Afternoon No meeting: Convocation
Homework Take some time to read through your colleague’s introductions in the
Discussions tab and write a reply to at least two other colleagues.
Keep working on your Time Management and Podcast/Social Media projects!

Wednesday, August 17th
All Day

Field Trip to Indiana State Museum (8:30 am to 3:30pm)
Lunch will be provided!

Homework Prepare questions about financial aid and post them to the “Coffee House
Lounge” space in the Discussions tab in Canvas.
Thursday, August 18th
Morning

Financial Aid—Becky Lefler (10am)
What is “financial literacy”? Why is it so important? Helpful online tools and
resources for tracking and improving financial literacy (11 to 11:30am)
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Lunch
Afternoon

Kelli Keener (11:30am to 1:00pm)
Computer Lab—Canvas overview, etc.
Put the finishing touches on your Podcast/Social Media projects
Discuss Time Management projects

Homework Keep working on your Podcast/Social Media projects
Friday, August 19th
Morning

Career Services—Tracey Springer (10: to 10:30am)
Straight talk about careers and college (10:30 to 11:30am)

Lunch

Afternoon

Lunch at Kelley House—Dr. Cook on the importance of getting involved in
campus activities and cultural events (11:30am to 1:00pm)
Headshots with Alisha (IU Kokomo Media and Marketing) at 1pm
Post-program Quiz and Discussion

Homework None
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ENG-L 202: Literary Interpretation
This course introduces undergraduates from a variety of majors to the major theoretical
movements, thinkers, and concepts of 20th and early-21st century critical and literary theory,
with a special focus on how concepts like authorship, originality, textuality/reading, and even
identity circulate throughout the diverse tools and practices of literary interpretation. Students
also learn the basic “grammar” of literary interpretation: theme, plot, character, etc. Because
ENG-L 202 is taken by many students regardless of major and currently serves as the de facto
introductory/gateway course for the English major, I organized this course differently from a
traditional theory or “intro to literary interpretation” course. For example, rather than
obsessing over individual theorists, thinkers, and schools of thought, this course is organized
around concepts and sites—author/ity, politics, texts, difference/s, culture, and ideology.
The primary idea is to teach undergraduate students—most of whom are not English majors—
how to approach, analyze, and interpret literary (and even some non-literary) texts. This
approach is based on the belief that interpretation is an interdisciplinary enterprise, one that is
indispensable to all areas of inquiry. In practical terms, this means that students in ENG-L 202
learn about different ways of approaching and interpreting literary texts, but my ultimate goal
is always that they learn different ways of understanding. Some of the most positive course
evaluations of my teaching career have come from this course—I have also received several
unsolicited personal notes (such the one reprinted in the final section below) about the quality
of this course from students.
Learning Outcomes
▪ read literary and theoretical texts in a more active, engaged, and scholarly way;
▪ apply different critical and theoretical lenses to literary texts;
▪ demonstrate proficiency in close readings of varied forms of art and texts;
▪ trace and discuss the development of major concepts in critical theory and literary
studies;
▪ use critical thinking, research, analysis, and synthesis to construct a cogent, well-written
argument.
Course Evaluation Summaries
I have now taught ENG-L 202 four times in two formats (i.e., regular term and summer term),
which has offered me many opportunities for revision and pedagogical experimentation. The
highest possible score in each of the following categories is 5.00 = “Strongly Agree.”
ENG-L 202: Literary
Interpretation
1.) The course was well organized.
2.) My instructor is well prepared
for class meetings.

Fall
2014
(22526)
4.46
4.50
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Summer
Fall
Summer
2015
2015
2016
(13856) (29317) (1300)
4.73
4.64
4.56
4.64
4.64
4.67

3.) My instructor explains the
material clearly.
4.) My instructor stimulates my
thinking.
5.) My instructor is knowledgeable
on course topics.
6.) My instructor shows genuine
interest in students.
7.) My instructor is regularly
available for consultation.
8.) My instructor encourages me to
participate in class discussions.
9.) Announced course objectives
agree with what is taught.
10.) I am pleased with the text
required for this course.
11.) Directions for course
assignments are clear and
specific.
12.) The instructor used technology
in ways that helped my learning
of concepts and principles.
13.) Standards for student
achievement are reasonable.
14.) The instructor collected enough
evidence for valid grading.
15.) The grading system for the
course was clearly explained.
16.) Grades were assigned fairly and
impartially.
17.) The instructor promotes an
atmosphere conducive to
learning.
18.) I kept up with the studying and
work for this course.
19.) I actively participated in class
activities and discussions.
20.) I learned a lot in this course.
21.) I developed skills in critical
thinking in this course.
22.) This course increased my
interest in the subject matter.

4.19

4.45

4.64

4.33

4.38

4.45

4.73

4.78

4.73

4.64

4.82

4.78

4.58

4.36

4.73

4.44

4.58

4.45

4.68

4.67

4.54

4.45

4.68

4.78

4.42

4.18

4.32

4.33

3.85

4.36

4.55

4.22

4.19

4.09

4.55

4.33

4.35

3.91

4.45

4.11

4.19

3.55

4.50

3.89

4.19

4.09

4.64

4.33

4.12

3.64

4.59

4.33

3.92

3.73

4.59

4.22

4.62

4.45

4.59

4.44

4.19

4.45

4.64

4.11

4.12

4.36

4.32

4.44

4.19
4.35

4.27
4.27

4.62
4.57

4.56
4.67

3.56

4.00

4.60

4.11
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Qualitative Evaluations
“This course is incredibly useful for any undergraduate student—it challenges the way we’ve
always lived and looked at the world. Curiosity is a dying aspect of human life, and this class
taught me to question everything. I cannot imagine having this class with anyone other than
Paul Cook. He is the best, most helpful instructor I’ve had at IUK. He is knowledgeable,
enthusiastic, and facilitates excellent discussion and learning. I don’t know how he ended up
teaching here instead of some Ivy League school, but I feel incredibly fortunate to have had
him.”
–anonymous student comment in Literary Interpretation (Fall 2014)
ENG-L 202: Literary Interpretation, which I first taught in Fall 2014, represented my first
attempt at teaching an “L”-designated (i.e., literature) course at IU Kokomo, and I was gratified
to be able to expand and round out my teaching portfolio. Keeping in mind both the fact that
this course is generally taken by non-English majors and the fact that this course traditionally
has a rather large enrollment (29 students completed the course in fall of 2014), I decided to
design the course more as an interpretive, “tools-based” survey of literature and concepts
central to literary interpretation and theory (e.g., culture, authorship, ideology, subjectivity,
etc.).
This pedagogical approach worked. The qualitative comments for this course were perhaps the
most effusively positive I have ever received: “The instructor pushed me beyond my ordinary
abilities,” “It [the course] was a completely different way of looking at things in life,” “This class
made me think about topics I had not studied before,” and “I liked that this course actually
made me think things through, unlike some of my other classes.” Several students liked the
enthusiasm and energy that I brought to the class lectures and discussions. One student
remarked, “I really like the way the instructor gets people involved in class discussions, and I
also liked the course readings… I learned to question everything.” In short, students seemed to
enjoy and learn a great deal from our lively class discussions and my use of multimedia texts in
lectures and weekly assignments, in-class writing, and discussion forum posts.
I tried, in short, to make this course as valuable and useful as possible to the greatest number
of students: useful and relevant for the English or Humanities major, but also capacious enough
to be of some practical use to a Business or Nursing student, too. I try to bring this pedagogical
orientation to all of my courses, but as I mentioned previously, the make-up of ENG-L 202 lends
itself best to this sort of focus. As one student wrote, “The material in this course was
presented and discussed in a manner that allowed all students to understand.”
The student critiques of the course fall into one of three categories: (1) the reading load was
too heavy, (2) there were too many weekly discussion posts, and (3) the course readings
pushed too hard against some students’ beliefs and were sometimes offensive. (For example,
Hunter S. Thompson’s Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas was singled out a couple of times by
students for its vulgarity.) I am sensitive to the fact that students are often inundated with
readings and with discussion posts, and one significant revision for the next time I teach ENG-L
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202 is that I’m going to try to space-out our discussion posts such that we have time in class to
highlight and discuss some of the more compelling posts from one week to the next.
I am also quite sensitive to students’ perceptions of the content of the readings and their
usefulness or relevance to the course, but I think one of the great advantages to teaching
humanities courses is the exposure that students receive to provocative, controversial, and,
frankly, different texts and experiences. Humanities scholars and teachers have an obligation to
help students explore—together, in small seminars as well as large non-majors courses—the
significant conflicts and contradictions of our shared circumstances. There is great pedagogical
value, I believe, in the kinds of productive, civil disagreements that reasonable people can have
about themes, concepts, ideas, and even eras in American history (e.g., we spent significant
time discussing the “War on Drugs” in the US and how competing understandings of history and
culture play out in this conceptual arena).
According to the results of IU Kokomo’s most recent National Survey of Student Engagement
(NSSE), students indicated that they do not have enough opportunities in their coursework to
engage with or discuss challenging or controversial topics and discussions. I envision my version
of ENG-L 202 to be in part a direct response to this indicated curricular need. Also, the data
from the qualitative and quantitative portions clearly indicate that this approach produced a
positive experience for the majority of students—my numbers are well over 4.0 (“Agree”) in
almost all categories and over 4.5 in many, while some students described their experience in
the course as “enlightening,” “stimulating,” and “incredibly useful for any undergrad student.”
“Well organized, & the subject was easier to understand because of Dr. C,” was how one
commenter put it.

Course Syllabus

Literary Interpretation
Literary Interpretation introduces you to the major theoretical movements, thinkers, and concepts of
20th and early-21st century critical and literary theory, with a special focus on how key concepts like
authorship/originality, textuality/reading, history, and even identity are useful for analyzing literary
works. We also cover the “basics” of literary interpretation: theme, plot, character, setting, narrative
style, metaphor/simile/metonymy, literary devices, figurative language of all kinds, and much more. Last
but not least, we read and explore the three “classic” genres of Literature: short stories, poems, and
plays.
The organizational focus of this course is different from a traditional theory or "intro to literary
interpretation" course. Rather than obsessing over individual theorists, thinkers, and schools of thought,
this course is organized around concepts—author/ity, politics, texts, difference/s, history, culture, and
ideology. The idea is to show you how scholars in literary studies, rhetoric and communication, and even
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the broader arena of the humanities and social sciences have colonized, expanded, and even radically
altered the insights and advances of critical theory.
So, what does all of this mean?
First, it means that in addition to learning about different ways of approaching and interpreting literary
texts, you will also learn different ways of understanding. We will explore non-traditional perspectives
on such familiar concepts as life and (self-)identity; gender, race, ethnicity, and sexuality; and even
politics and competing visions about what is good and just. To that end, we will read literature, but this
is not exactly a Literature course; rather, this is a course in which literary texts are our “windows” to
different means of exploring the world.
By the end of the semester, you will be able to
assessed through
▪

▪
▪

▪

▪

Your proficiency with these skills will be

read literary and theoretical texts in a
more active, engaged, and scholarly
way;
apply different critical and theoretical
lenses to literary texts;
demonstrate proficiency in close
readings of varied forms of art and
texts;
trace and discuss the development of
major concepts in critical theory and
literary studies;
use critical thinking, research, analysis,
and synthesis to construct a cogent,
well-written argument.

▪

course readings, exams, discussion
posts, quizzes

▪

course readings, exams, discussion
posts, quizzes
course readings, exams, discussion
posts, ICWs

▪

▪

course readings, exams, discussion
posts, ICWs

▪

course readings, exams, discussion
posts, ICWs

Textbooks
Nealon, Jeffrey and Susan Searls Giroux. The Theory Toolbox: Critical Concepts for the Humanities, Arts,
and Social Sciences. 2nd ed. Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield, 2012. Print.
Lawn, Beverly, ed. 40 Short Stories: A Portable Anthology. 5th ed. New York: Bedford/St. Martin’s, 2012.
Print.
Frequently, I will post required readings and handouts to Canvas in the Files tab and via regular
announcements. Everything I hand out in class will also be posted to Canvas, and these readings
typically will be in .pdf format. Print out all readings and always read actively with a pen or pencil in
hand.

Assignments and Grading
Discussions, ICWs (in-class writing), and ICAs (in-class activities) (20%)

We will have frequent discussions via Canvas and in-class writings and group activities on whatever
concept or issue we’re covering for a specific class, unit, or set of readings. For detailed information
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regarding discussion posts, length, format/style, and other requirements, please see the handout
“Guidelines for Discussions” in the Files tab in Canvas. For due dates, prompts, and other information,
please see the schedule below.
*Important reminder: All out of class work is due in Canvas before 11:30pm EDT on the due date.

Final Exam (30%)

We will have one cumulative final exam at the end of the semester covering all six weeks of material. Be
sure to start out on the right foot by taking good notes and participating actively in class discussions,
activities, and readings.

Quizzes (15%)

Most class meetings starting with Day 2 you will be asked to complete a short quiz, either in class or on
Canvas. These are brief, five-item quizzes designed to test your reading comprehension and to reward
those who are keeping up with the readings and reading actively. Active, engaged reading is key to your
success not only on quizzes and ICWs, but also in terms of your overall development as a studentscholar. For more information on active reading, see the handout in the Files tab in Canvas and the
section below on “Readings and How to Read Actively.”

Class Participation (15%)
You will receive two class participation grades: one at around midterm (Week 3) and the other at the end
of the semester (Week 6). Baseline (“C”-level or 70) participation requirements are that you come to
class every time we meet, complete ICWs, take notes, and complete all assigned readings and in-class
activities. Contributing thoughtful comments and asking questions will raise your participation grade to a
“B” (80) Consistently contributing interesting and insightful comments and ideas and providing academic
leadership in class discussions will earn an “A” (90 or 100).

Close Reading / Literary Analysis & Presentation (20%)

One of the most valuable skills I can teach you in this brief semester is how to close read (literary) texts
and present your interpretation and analysis to others in a professional manner. Our first class meeting
will get us started practicing close reading and before long you’ll be well on your way.
Starting in Week 3 (see schedule below), we will be treated to a couple of student presentations per
class meeting. Each presentation will take roughly 10 to 12 minutes, including a brief question & answer
session. Everyone should notify me of their top 3 preferences for presentation dates via Canvas message
no later than 11:30pm EDT on Monday, 5/22. You must notify me of your choice of text no less than
one week (7 days) prior to your presentation date. When you notify me of your choice, also include 2-3
brief paragraphs (3 to 5 sentences per paragraph) explaining (1) why you chose the text; (2) what you
already know about the text and what you need to learn about it; and (3) what you plan to do with the
text in your presentation. Vague, wishy-washy, or lazy responses will be returned for further
elaboration, so take your time with these and be sure to ask questions as they come up. Supplementary
handouts and materials regarding this assignment are located in the Files tab in Canvas.

Readings and How to Read Actively
The weekly reading assignments in this course will be challenging and occasionally quite long. We will be
reading texts ranging from contemporary academic scholarship on critical theory (e.g., The Theory
Toolbox, as well as handouts and supplemental readings) to what I call “capital L” Literature (e.g., short
stories, poems, and plays) and even some pretty “far out” stuff. These readings are fun and exciting, but
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they will require you to practice a mode of patient, careful, attentive reading to which you may not yet
be accustomed.
For instance, when you come across a word you don’t understand, look it up in an online dictionary (the
Oxford English Dictionary is best and free for IU students at www.iuk.edu/library). When you find a
concept or reference with which you’re unfamiliar, look it up on Wikipedia.org and read the entry until
the passage you’re wrestling with starts to make sense. (*Pro Tip: Wikipedia can be a useful active
reading resource, but it is not [yet] considered a fully-credible research resource and is in no way a
scholarly source.) Mark any and all passages in your books that you would like to discuss in class, that
you think are particularly noteworthy, or that don’t make sense to you. We will discuss these passages
in class. In short, you will need to read closely, carefully, and slowly.
You should expect to read—in the manner I’ve just briefly described—between 25 to 50 pages for each
class meeting. And a few times the reading load will be heavier. Please get into a weekly if not daily
reading habit that works for you and stick to it. This will be key to your success and learning in this
course. If ever you have any questions or concerns about our readings, please don’t hesitate to let me
know.
***A final note on the readings, screenings, and discussions: Some of the texts and films we’re reading
and viewing this semester contain explicit language, frank discussions and depictions of sexuality and
violence, political and racial themes, as well as challenges to religion, traditional sources of authority,
and the socio-cultural status quo. Further, almost everything we read this semester will challenge
dominant or traditional ways of looking at the world. If you think you might be offended or put-off by
this content, please arrange to speak with me as soon as possible about some options.

Attendance and Participation in a Summer Course
This is a six-week summer course, which means that we meet a grand total of 12 times (11, actually,
because of Memorial Day). Since we are covering exactly the same material, completing the same
number of assignments, and earning the same credit hours (3.0) as a traditional, 16-week course, each
class you miss this summer is equivalent to missing 3 classes in a regular semester. Tell me something:
would you casually miss two weeks of class in a regular semester and then ask your instructor, “Did I
miss anything important?” or expect to do well or “catch up”? (I’m hoping the answer is “no.”)
While there will be some lecture in this course, this is definitely not a lecture-only course. Ongoing,
stimulating class discussions and in-class group activities are vital to the success of this course and to
your overall learning experience. In short, it’s important that you come to class each time we meet,
complete all assigned readings each week, take time to reflect on what you’ve read (and then go back
and re-read), take careful notes on the readings (in your notebook and textbook), ask questions, and
participate actively and enthusiastically in class discussions and in-class exercises.
When you miss class, you miss important information, activities, ideas, ICWs, instructions, videos,
interactions, etc. that simply can’t be “made up.” (It’s sort of like missing a birthday party or celebratory
dinner and then asking everyone to reconstruct the experience for you in words or e-mails. Like other
social phenomena, classroom learning just doesn’t work that way.)
Furthermore, when you miss class, your classmates and I miss your input and ideas. If you are absent,
you are responsible for finding out what we covered in class and for submitting in advance any
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assignments due on that day. I reserve the right to change the course schedule at any time, and it is
your responsibility to stay on top of these changes. If ever you do miss class, you should use the
“Questions about the Course” Discussion in the “Discussions” tab in Canvas to find out what you missed.
See “Getting in touch with me...and each other” below for more information.
Your course grade will drop by one letter grade (10%) if you miss more than 10% of our classes (or 2
class meetings); you will fail the course if you miss more than 25% of our classes (3 class periods). If a
bone fide emergency forces you to miss several class periods, or if you have a nonrefundable vacation
package or something, you need to speak with me as soon as possible. Excessive, annoying lateness will
not be tolerated.

Phones and other distractions
Here’s the straight dope on mobile devices, folks: be courteous and sensible with your smart phones,
laptops, tablets, and other mobile devices. You might think you have to be imminently available to
everyone in your social network, family, neighborhood, whatever, or that you constantly have to be
checking your e-mail, texts, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest, or whatnot, but you really don’t.
There are important, practical advantages to be gained by “unplugging,” by experiencing the passage of
time as well as conversation and interaction the way previous generations did: face-to-face and in realtime. Research suggests that students who leave their mobile devices and laptops in their bags actually
perform better academically. Opportunities to unplug from the matrix are increasingly rare; let’s pledge
to use our time together this summer for discussion, reflection, and exploration, not Candy Crush Saga
and idle Facebook stalking.

Late Assignments
Late work will not be accepted under most circumstances. If a bona fide emergency forces you to miss
class, please let me know as soon as is reasonable so that we can discuss your options.

Getting in touch with me…and each other
You will have several avenues of communication for this course:
• If you have general questions about the course (assignments, due dates, course policies, etc.),
please post your questions on the “Questions about the Course” Discussion in the “Discussions”
tab. I will check this Discussion regularly (usually twice a day from Monday through Friday and at
least once on the weekend) and answer any questions you may have. If you have a question that
concerns the entire class, please use this space.
• “The Coffee House Lounge” site in the Discussions tab will be an informal space for you to meet
your fellow students and get to know one another over the course of the semester. This is a
social gathering place. I will not monitor this site on a regular basis unless students express
concern to me about the content being posted.
• If you have questions of an individual or personal nature that you do not wish to share with the
rest of the class, you can contact me by sending a message through the message center in
Canvas (in the “Messages” tab). This is the best way to get in touch with me. You are also
always welcome to visit me in my office (during and outside of office hours) or even call me in
my office during office hours (765/455.9229).
• I want to discuss the class and your work with you, and using my office hours is an excellent way
for us to address any concerns you might have about the class, your progress or performance,
and/or any of your questions about the course material and your projects and interests.
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Technical Requirements and Student Accessibility Services
This course requires that you have access to the IU Kokomo computer network, access to the Canvas
course management system, and some basic familiarity with Canvas. The IU Kokomo Instructional
Technology department (IT) provides guidelines for hardware and software for all students. This course
requires primarily word processing (MS Word 2007 or newer), printing capabilities, and access to
Canvas. See http://iuware.iu.edu for free downloads and discount prices on hardware and software
exclusively for IU students.
Students should contact the IU Kokomo Helpdesk with any and all technical questions. The Helpdesk
offers superb technical support to faculty, staff, and students for all IT-related requests. The Helpdesk
provides assistance to users, as well as maintains a tracking system that places each user’s request into a
queue. You can send an e-mail request to the Helpdesk at kohelp@iuk.edu or call 765/455.9315. Local
phone and walk-up support at the Helpdesk in the Library is available Monday through Friday from
8:00am to 5:00pm. If you’re having any technical difficulties, please contact both me and the Helpdesk
right away so we can get your problem solved.
Students requiring accommodations for disabilities or special needs should contact the IU Kokomo
Office of Accessibility Services. If you have a documented disability on file, it is imperative that you let
me know as soon as possible so that we can discuss arrangements for your success in this course.

Academic Honesty and Plagiarism
The Indiana University Code of Student Ethics states, “A student must not adopt or reproduce ideas,
words, or statements of another person without an appropriate acknowledgement. A student must give
due credit to the originality of others and acknowledge an indebtedness whenever he or she does any of
the following: (a) quotes another person’s actual words, either oral or written; (b) paraphrases another
person’s words, either oral or written; (c) uses another person’s idea, theory, or material unless
information is common knowledge.” (Note that “intent” is not a factor here.)
“Double dipping,” or submitting a writing project for two or more courses (whether they’re IU Kokomo
courses or not), constitutes plagiarism and will result in a grade of zero and possible disciplinary action.
If you have an idea for a writing project from another class that you would like to further develop in this
class, please consult with me. I’m more than willing to help you develop your ideas and plan writing
projects that will do work for you, but simply submitting the same essay for multiple classes is not
acceptable under any circumstances.
Knowing the boundaries between acceptable and unacceptable uses of other’s work, texts, or ideas can
be tricky sometimes, and we will spend some time in class discussing the boundaries of acceptable use,
the nature of research, and when, where, and how to appropriately document source materials.

Writing Center (Library)
Don’t forget to utilize the Writing Center! The IU Kokomo Writing Center is an excellent resource for any
writing assignment from any class at any stage of the writing process. The Writing Center is open this
summer on Mondays and Tuesdays from 10am to 5pm—check the website for more detailed
information. Remember, many of IU Kokomo’s very best students understand that seeking out a
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response to their writing is a necessary part of the learning and writing process. Stop by or call for a 30minute appointment: 765/455.9425, Option #1.

Course Schedule
I reserve the right to alter reading assignments and due dates depending on how quickly we’re moving
and other considerations. I will always give advance notice of any changes to the course schedule
through a Canvas announcement and, wherever possible, during face-to-face class meetings.

Unit I: Why “Theory”? What Is Theory?
Monday, 5/15: Close reading, reading actively, and the five analytic moves (handouts), course
introductions, ice-breakers. What the heck is theory? Why do we love stories so much? Preview Ch. 1:
“Why Theory?” in The Theory Toolbox (you will read this for Wednesday’s class meeting). Timepermitting: “Believe” (The Oatmeal) and “the interpretive situation.”
Homework:
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪

If you haven’t yet, get the textbooks!
Read Ch. 1 (“Why Theory?”) in The Theory Toolbox.
Read “The Emperor of Ice Cream,” by Wallace Stevens. Click here for a link to the poem. Look up
any and all unfamiliar words or references and jot down a brief definition on your handout.
Start reading through the short stories in Beverly Lawn’s 40 Short Stories and think about a short
story you would like to close read, analyze, and present for your Close Reading Literary Analysis
& Presentation assignment.
Read “Guidelines for Discussions” (Canvas, in the Files tab)
*Discussion#1: Post your completed close reading activity to the appropriate Discussion space in
Canvas before 11:30pm EDT on Tuesday, 5/16.

Unit II: Authors & Author/ity
Wednesday, 5/17: What is an author, anyway?
Homework:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Read “Reading Short Stories Closely” on pp. 481-487 in 40 Short Stories
Read O’Connor, “A Good Man Is Hard to Find,” in 40 Short Stories
Read Ch. 2 (“Author/ity”) in The Theory Toolbox
*Discussion#2: Working Question on p. 15 in The Theory Toolbox (post to Canvas before
11:30pm EDT on Sunday, 5/22).

Monday, 5/22: Analyzing Literature, literary terms, the writing process, and in-class workshop on Close
Reading Literary Analysis & Presentation assignments (20%)
Homework:
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▪
▪
▪
▪

Listen to the TED podcast “What Is Original?” (Be sure to listen to the entire podcast and take
good notes!)
Read handout/article on Flannery O’Connor (Canvas)
Review and re-read Ch. 2 in The Theory Toolbox
Read Ch. 3 (“Reading”) in The Theory Toolbox

Wednesday, 5/24: More short fiction!
Homework:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Read Ch. 4 (“Subjectivity”) in The Theory Toolbox
Read Marquez, “A Very Old Man with Enormous Wings”
Read Baldwin, “Sonny’s Blues”
*Discussion#3: Proposal for Close Reading Literary Analysis & Presentation (see Canvas for more
details; post to Canvas before 11:30pm EDT on Friday, 5/26).

Unit II: Subjectivity & Difference(s)
Monday, 5/29: No class (Memorial Day)
Wednesday, 5/31: Short Fiction wrap-up, Close Reading Literary Analysis & Presentations (20%) begin
today.
Homework:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Read Gilman, “The Yellow Wallpaper”
Read Carver, “Cathedral”
Read Ch. 10 (“Difference/s”) in The Theory Toolbox, pp. 171-84 only
*Discussion#4: Working Question on page 180 in The Theory Toolbox

M, 6/05: Intro to reading poetry, poetic terminology and devices, gender criticism
Homework:
▪
▪
▪

Read Ch. 10 (“Difference/s”), pp. 184-205
Read Ch. 5 (“Culture”), pp. 51-70 only
Discussion#5: _________________________

W, 6/07: More poetry!
Homework:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Read Ch. 5 (“Culture”), pp. 70-91 in The Theory Toolbox
Read Ch. 6 (“Ideology”) in The Theory Toolbox
Read Ginsberg, “A Supermarket in California” (Canvas)
Read Hughes, “Theme for English B” (Canvas)
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▪

*Discussion#6: _________________________

Unit III: Culture, Ideology, & History
M, 6/12: Ideology: How do you get your opinions? Where do beliefs and ideas come from? How do they
spread?
Homework:
▪
▪
▪

Read Ch. 7 (“History”) in The Theory Toolbox
Read August Wilson, Fences
*Discussion#7: _________________________

W, 6/14: Culture: A very big term with a long history. . .
Homework:
▪
▪

Read August Wilson, Fences
*Discussion#8: _________________________

M, 6/19: Culture, continued
Homework:
▪

Prepare for Final Exam review session: review all short stories, poems, and concepts in The
Theory Toolbox

Unit IV: Bringing it all back home… (Semester Review & Exam)
W, 6/21: Review for Final Exam, Film screening (Fences, Dir. Denzel Washington, 2016), semester wrapup, course evaluations.
*M, 6/26: Final Exam (30%) from 9:00am to 11:00am in our usual classroom (KO 105).
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ENG-W 311: Writing Creative Nonfiction
TR 11:30am to 12:45pm in KE 208
Spring 2015
paulcook@iuk.edu
803/479.6597

Dr. Paul Cook
KO 210-B
Office Hours:
TR 1:30 to 3:30pm and (virtually) anytime
by appointment or via technology.1

Creative Nonfiction and the Art of the Essay
At first glance, “creative nonfiction” almost seems like an oxymoron, or a paradox, at any rate.
Actually, the genre of creative nonfiction does complicate the boundaries of what we normally think of as
imaginative writing (e.g., fantasy novels, contemporary short fiction, romance, most “Literature”) and writing
about real people, places, things, and events (e.g., journalism or documentary writing). In fact, it combines
elements of both fiction and nonfiction in a sometimes highly-self conscious fashion, which is certainly part of
creative nonfiction’s appeal.
So, while it’s fair to say that creative nonfiction is rooted in “reality” or things that have actually happened, it also
plays fast-and-loose with what we might think of as “truth” and gleefully incorporates figures of speech, rich
imagery, and other stylistic elements that we might normally associate with literary texts.
This course will be equal parts (1) writing workshop, (2) overview of both classical and contemporary examples of
creative nonfiction, and (3) extended course on the nonfiction essay. Students will read some of the finest examples
of creative nonfiction writing available; read, internalize, and imitate these models; practice the kind of discipline a
good writing habit demands; and have their work read, critiqued, and interpreted by a small group of smart,
sophisticated readers.

And here’s how you’ll learn these skills

By the end of the semester, you will be able to
▪ Identify and discuss primary elements of the
genre of creative nonfiction;

▪ Course readings, class discussions, workshops,
WDs, etc.

1

I actively encourage all of my students to visit me during office hours as often as they like. I look forward to meeting each of
you and talking about your drafts, portfolios, and your performance in the course—whether in person or online. My office is
located on the second floor of the front side of the Main Building (KO). As you walk in the front doors (the main entrance), take
a hard right and ascend the stairs. At the top of the stairs, simply turn right and walk halfway down the corridor. My office is in
the Humanities and Social Sciences Main Office in the middle of the hall on the left—KO 210-B.
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▪ Deploy rhetorical, grammatical, and stylistic
principles relevant to the writing process and
creative nonfiction;
▪ Participate in a community of writers and
share your works-in-progress in a small workshop
environment.
▪ write clear and effective nonfiction prose;
▪ see and imitate the ways in which
professional writers, critics, and commentators
make sense of (and report on) the cultures,
discourses, and world(s) they inhabit;
▪ Read and analyze long, complex works of
creative nonfiction;
▪ Understand and speak (and write)
intelligently about the history and the development
of creative nonfiction as a genre.

▪

Workshops, WDs,

▪

Workshops, WDs.

▪
▪

WDs, Workshops, course readings.
Course readings, reading habit/writing habit.

▪

Course readings, reading habit/writing habit.

▪

Workshop discussions; Portfolio project.

To successfully complete this course, you must…
Show up to class well-prepared and ready to learn. We will have important class discussions, in-class writing
exercises and activities, impromptu workshops, etc. every time we meet, and these activities are pivotal to your
success in this course. Don’t miss class.
Be willing (and able) to read actively and thoroughly. Just "getting through" the assigned readings will not
ensure your success in this course. You must "read actively" (more on this later) to be able to understand what
you have read.
Be willing (and able) to plan, draft (write), and revise. This is a writing studio/workshop, so you will be
expected to write several short essays and reading responses.
Be willing (and able) to spend several hours’ worth of time and energy on your partners’ drafts and projects,
Be willing (and able) to actively participate during writers’ workshops and give specific suggestions on your
partners’ drafts and projects.

Textbooks & Required Materials
To successfully begin and complete this course, you need to purchase the following books (preferably hard
copies, no e-texts or Kindles):
Agee, James. Let Us Now Praise Famous Men. [ISBN: 978-0618127498]
Capote, Truman. In Cold Blood. [ISBN: 0-679-74558-0]
Heat-Moon, William Least. Blue Highways: A Journey into America. [ISBN: 978-0-316-35329]
Thompson, Hunter S. Hell’s Angels: A Strange and Terrible Saga. [ISBN: 978-0-345-41008-5]
I will post required readings and handouts to Canvas; these readings typically will be in .pdf format. I encourage
you to print out these readings. You should get into the habit of “reading actively” when it comes to all of our
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course readings. That is, you should learn to read with a pencil or pen in hand so that you can engage with the
text—underline and circle passages, write comments, observations, and questions in the margins, and jot down
ideas as they come to you.
You will also need…
*to set up your IU Box account so you can save readings, research, and drafts of your work in safe, secure cloud
storage. If you’ve never used IU Box before, simply click on the hyperlink in the previous sentence (hold down
the Ctrl key and click with your mouse) and log in to your IU Box account with your IUK username and
passphrase. This will take you right to your IU Box account. From there, it’s fairly self-explanatory: you can
create new folders and upload files just as in Windows or MS Word.
** a sturdy notebook, lots of paper, good pens and pencils, and access to a reliable computer. Also, I assume that
you will have a basic working knowledge of (and access to) Canvas, MS Word, PowerPoint, e-mail, and Adobe
Reader. For a detailed user’s guide to Canvas, go to https://kb.iu.edu/d/bcll.
***access to the Oxford English Dictionary. Luckily, the OED is available for all IU Kokomo students through
our library. Simply go to the “Databases A to Z” link and click on the letter “O.”

Assignments & Grading
1. ICWs (in-class writing), ICA (in-class activities), Canvas discussions, RQs (reading quizzes), and
homework exercises (20%) In most every class, you will be asked to do a freewrite, or respond to a
prompt, write a brief summary of a theory reading, or maybe even take a short, five-item reading quiz.
(Some of our RQs will be completed in Canvas, too.) Since we will have so many of these types of
informal assignments—most of which will be graded on an “all or nothing” (i.e., 100 or “zero”)-scale—
these points cannot be made up if you are absent from class. The highest grade a late homework
assignment can receive is a 7 (out of 10). At the end of the semester, I will drop your lowest grade in this
category, including a grade of “zero.”
2. Workshop Drafts (15%) You will receive between 0-5 points on each workshop draft (we will have a
total of three workshop drafts: WD#1, WD#2, and WD#3.). If you do not turn in a draft, you will get a
zero. If you submit a draft late, the highest score it can receive is a 3 (out of 5). Your workshop drafts
should be at least 4 pages long, in 12-point, Times New Roman font, double-spaced, and proofread. At
the top of each draft, on the left hand side of the page, you should list, in double-spaced format along with
the rest of the draft, the following information: your full name, the essay # (WP#1, etc.), the due date for
the draft, and the course (ENG-W 311). Finally, be sure to give each draft a title, even it’s just a working
title. Citing sources in creative nonfiction essays is a-okay, just remember to use proper MLA formatting
and citation guidelines. For more information on MLA guidelines, see the Files tab and the “Online
Resources” page in the Pages tab in Canvas.
3. Workshops (20%) Your essay drafts will be critiqued, discussed, and picked-apart (kindly!) by me
and by your fellow writers in workshops throughout the semester (see item #3 above). As a reader, you
will be asked to give a written response to each of your classmates’ drafts and to participate in the
subsequent class workshop discussion of each. Before the WD#1 workshop drafts are due, I will provide
handouts on workshop etiquette, on how to mark-up and respond to papers using the many Review
functions in MS Word, and on what to look for in each draft.
4. Reading habit/Writing habit (20%) Like athletes and performers, good writers need proper nutrition.
Part of your development as a writer this semester entails that you get into a reading habit in order to
support your writing habit. A habit is something that we do frequently, often with little thought or
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reflection, because it has become so engrained in how we operate, in how we function. It is—to take a
few indulgences—part of the wavelength on which we exist.
In practical terms, this means that each of you is going to get into the habit (today, right now!) of reading
actively for 20-30 minutes/day, 4 to 5 times/week, each and every week until the end of April (or roughly
1.5 to 2.5 hours/week of “unstructured” free-reading). Note that your reading habit readings do not
include your required readings for the class, but instead will consist primarily of reading on the web. Why
the web? First, believe it or not, the web is where some of the best nonfiction writing “happening” today
lives; second, most of it is free, so, you know, the price is right.
In even more practical terms, each of you is going to draw up a “plan,” of sorts, for your reading
habit/writing habit. By the end of Week 2 (next week!) I want to see (e-mail or Canvas message is fine), a
plan for where on the web you would like to concentrate your reading this semester and why. Here are
some good sites to get you started: Nplusonemag.com, Jacobinmag.com, Grantland.com, Nytimes.com
(not so much the news, but the magazine and the features), The New Yorker (print or web), Harper’s
(print or web), Salon.com, etc. Or find your own! The point here is to get you reading and taking notes on
what you’ve read—and to keep you doing this all semester (and even beyond).
5. Portfolio (25%) By the end of the term, you will have written a collection of essays, workshop drafts,
ICWs, brainstorms, and notes, including the work you’ve been doing all semester towards your reading
habit. In short, you will have generated a sizeable stockpile of “raw materials” from which to draw for
your Portfolio pieces.
You will need to revise your choice of 1-4 pieces (including both longer essays and workshop drafts you
want to expand) and submit them for your portfolio, which amounts to a minimum of 15 pages of revised
work. In addition, you will need to write an introduction or a “Foreword” to your collection. I will give
you a handout around midterm with more specific details on how you might want to do this.

Readings
The weekly reading assignments in this course will be challenging and (occasionally) quite long. We will be
reading texts ranging from long creative novels to contemporary micro-fiction and theories about writing to
popular bestsellers, news and magazine articles, web stories, and pretty much everything else in between. These
readings are fun and exciting, but they will require you to practice a mode of patient, careful, attentive reading to
which you may not yet be accustomed.
For instance, when you come across a word you don’t understand, you must look it up in an online dictionary (the
Oxford English Dictionary is best and free for IU students through http://www.iuk.edu/academics/library/); when
you find a concept or reference with which you’re unfamiliar, look it up on Wikipedia and read the entry until the
passage you’re wrestling with starts to make sense. Mark any and all passages in your books that you would like
to discuss in class, that you think are particularly noteworthy, or that don’t make sense to you. We will discuss
these passages in class. In short, you will need to read closely, carefully, and slowly.
You should expect to read—in the manner I’ve just briefly described—between 75 to 100 pages each week. And
a few times during the semester the reading load will be heavier. Please get into a weekly if not daily reading
habit that works for you and stick to it. Also, make sure that your personal work and family schedule this semester
will allow for this kind of sustained, attentive reading. This will be key to your success and learning in this course.
If ever you have any questions or concerns about our readings or the reading load, please don’t hesitate to let me
know.
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Attendance and Participation
While there will be some lecture in this course, this is definitely not a lecture-only course. Ongoing, stimulating
class discussions and in-class group activities are vital to the success of this course and to your overall learning
experience. In short, it’s important that you come to class regularly, complete all assigned readings each week,
take time to reflect on what you’ve read (and then go back and re-read), take careful notes on the readings (in your
notebook and textbook), ask questions, and participate actively and enthusiastically in class discussions and inclass exercises.
When you miss class, you miss important information, and classmates miss your input and ideas. If you are
absent, you are responsible for finding out what we covered in class and for submitting in advance any
assignments due on that day. I reserve the right to change the course schedule at any time, and it is your
responsibility to stay on top of these changes. If ever you do miss class, you should use the “Questions about the
Course” Discussion in the “Discussions” tab in Canvas to find out what you missed. See “Getting in touch with
me...and each other” below for more information.
Your course grade will drop by one letter grade (10%) if you miss more than 10% of our classes (or 4 class
periods); you will fail the course if you miss 20% of our classes (6 class periods). If a bone fide (i.e., “authentic”)
emergency forces you to miss several class periods, please contact me as soon as possible so we can discuss your
options. Documentation will be required.

Phones, Food, and other (necessary) distractions
Please be courteous with your smart phones and other mobile devices. Opportunities to unplug from the matrix
are increasingly rare; let’s use our time together for writing, discussion, reflection, and exploration (not Candy
Crush Saga and idle Facebook stalking).
Also, while I don’t really have a problem with most types of food (I love food, actually), let’s try to remember
that this is a classroom, not the back room at Uncle Buddy’s Family Feedbag. Coffee, sodas, and water are fine
(coffee is encouraged); please try to keep foodstuffs to something manageable, not-too noisy, and non-odorous
(granola bars, fruits and veggies, snacks, etc.)

Late Assignments
Late work will not be accepted under most circumstances. (If you miss a quiz or ICW due to absence, for
example, you will receive a zero.) If a bona fide emergency forces you to miss class, please let me know as soon
as is reasonable so that we can discuss your options.

Inclement Weather and Instructor Illness
As we all know, the weather in Indiana in the spring semester can be nothing short of brutal. Luckily, I live in
Kokomo, and I don’t often get truly sick; anything can happen, however, so my pledge to you is that if ever I do
find it necessary to cancel class for any reason, I will send a Canvas announcement either the night before or the
morning of the cancellation. Here’s a good idea for each of you: go into the “Settings” tab in Canvas (top right
when you first log in), click on the “Notifications” tab, and then set your preferences to receive Canvas messages
and announcements directly to your mobile phone. Let me know if you need help setting this up.

Getting in touch with me…and each other
You will have several avenues of communication for this course:
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▪

▪

▪

If you have general questions about the course (assignments, due dates, course policies, etc.),
please post your questions on the “Questions about the Course” Discussion in the “Discussions”
tab. I will check this Discussion regularly (usually twice a day from Monday through Friday and
at least once on the weekend) and answer any questions you may have. If you have a question
that concerns the entire class, please use this space.
“The Coffee House Lounge” site in the Discussions tab will be an informal space for you to
meet your fellow students and get to know one another over the course of the semester. This is a
social gathering place. I will not monitor this site on a regular basis unless students express
concern to me about the content being posted.
If you have questions of an individual or personal nature that you do not wish to share with the
rest of the class, you can contact me by sending a message through the message center in Canvas
(in the “Messages” tab). This is the best way to get in touch with me. You are also always
welcome to visit me in my office (during and outside of office hours), call me in my office during
office hours (765/455.9229), or call me at home on my cell (803/479.6597) before 8:00pm on
weekdays. I want to discuss the class and your work with you, and utilizing office hours is an
excellent way for us to address any concerns you might have about the class, your progress or
performance, and/or any of your questions about the course material and your projects and
interests.

Technical Requirements and Student Disability Assistance
This course requires that you have access to the IU Kokomo computer network, access to the Canvas course
management system, and some basic familiarity with Canvas. The IU Kokomo Instructional Technology
department (IT) provides guidelines for hardware and software for all students. This course requires primarily
word processing (MS Word 2007, 2010, or 2013), printing capabilities, and access to Canvas. See
http://iuware.indiana.edu for free downloads and discount prices on hardware and software exclusively for IU
students.
IU also offers students, faculty, and staff free access to Lynda.com tutorials on everything from MS Word 2013 to
the latest version of Dreamweaver. To access Lynda.com, follow this link, scroll down and click on the
Lynda.com link. This is a subscription service, so you must access Lynda.com through the IUK website.
Students should contact the IU Kokomo Helpdesk with technical questions. The Helpdesk offers technical support
to faculty, staff, and students for all IT-related requests. The Helpdesk provides assistance to users, as well as
maintains a tracking system that places each user’s request into a queue. You can send an e-mail request to the
Helpdesk at kohelp@iuk.edu or call 765/455.9315. Local phone and walk-up support at the Helpdesk in the
Library is available Monday through Friday from 8:00am to 5:00pm. If you’re having any technical difficulties,
please contact both me and the Helpdesk right away so we can get your problem solved.
Students requiring accommodations for disabilities or special needs should contact the IUK Office of Disability
Services and/or refer to this handout. If you have a documented disability on file with the IUK Office of
Disability Services, it is imperative that you let me know as soon as possible so that we can discuss arrangements
for your success in this course.

Academic Honesty and Plagiarism
“A student must not adopt or reproduce ideas, words, or statements of another person without an appropriate
acknowledgement. A student must give due credit to the originality of others and acknowledge an indebtedness
whenever he or she does any of the following: (a) quotes another person’s actual words, either oral or written; (b)
paraphrases another person’s words, either oral or written; (c) uses another person’s idea, theory, or material
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unless information is common knowledge.” Source: Indiana University Code of Student Ethics. (Note that
“intent” is not a factor here.)
“Double dipping,” or submitting a writing project for two or more courses (whether they’re IUK courses or not),
constitutes plagiarism and will result in a grade of zero and possible disciplinary action. If you have an idea for a
writing project from another class that you would like to further develop in this class, please consult with me. I’m
more than willing to help you develop your ideas and plan writing projects that will do work for you, but simply
submitting the same essay for multiple classes is not acceptable under any circumstances.
Knowing the boundaries between acceptable and unacceptable uses of other’s work, texts, or ideas can be tricky
sometimes, and we will spend some time in class discussing the boundaries of acceptable use, the nature of
research, and when, where, and how to appropriately document source materials.

Writing Center (Library KA 128)
Don’t forget to utilize the Writing Center that your tuition dollars support! The IUK Writing Center is open
Monday through Thursday, 9am to 7pm, Friday, 10am to 2pm, and Saturday, 12:30 to 4:30pm. Remember, many
of IUK`s very best students understand that seeking out a response to their writing is a necessary part of the
learning/writing process. Stop by or call for a 30-minute appointment: 765/455.9425, Option #1.
You can now instant message the tutors your quick questions (grammar, citing, etc.) using campus contacts. Visit
our website at http://www.iuk.edu/writing-center where you can
▪
▪
▪
▪

Ask a more detailed question online by using Ask a Tutor email option;
See a list of Grammar Girl podcasts on hundreds of usage and other English language concerns;
Discover which helpful documents and other sources are available at the Center;
Find out when your favorite tutor is scheduled to work.

Federal Sexual Misconduct Statement
IU does not tolerate acts of sexual misconduct, including sexual harassment and all forms of sexual violence. If
you have experienced sexual misconduct, or know someone who has, the University can help. It is important to
know that federal regulations and University policy require faculty to promptly report complaints of potential
sexual misconduct known to them to their campus Deputy Title IX Coordinator(s) to ensure that appropriate
measures are taken and resources are made available. The University will work with you to protect your privacy
by sharing information with only those that need to know to ensure the University can respond and assist. If you
are seeking help and would like to speak to someone confidentially, you can make an appointment with a Mental
Health Counselor on campus (contact information available
at http://stopsexualviolence.iu.edu/employee/confidential.html (Links to an external site.)).
Find more information about sexual violence, including campus and community resources
at http://stopsexualviolence.iu.edu/ (Links to an external site.).
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Course Schedule (Spring 2015)
I reserve the right to alter reading assignments and due dates depending on the pace at which we’re moving and
other considerations. I will always give advance notice of any changes to the course schedule through a Canvas
announcement and, wherever possible, during class meetings. Readings are “due” on the class meetings next to
which they are listed (e.g., the reading for Tuesday, 1/20 is pp. 3-155 in Capote, In Cold Blood.)
T, 1/13: Course introductions, ice-breakers, etc.
In-class activity: “What is creative nonfiction?”
R, 1/15: Course syllabus overview: expectations, assignments, due dates, policies & procedures, WPs.
Purchase textbooks
T, 1/20: Capote, pp. 3-155 (Parts I and II)
R, 1/22: Canvas reading(s), TBA; WD#1 assigned
T, 1/27: Capote, pp. 159-292 (Part III and the beginning of IV)
R, 1/29: Capote, pp. 292-343 (Part IV to the end)
T, 2/03: Capote discussion (cont.), possible in-class drafting workshop and possible Reading habit/Writing habit
“share day”
*R, 2/05: WD#1 due (workshop drafts)
*T, 2/10: Workshop #1 (__________)
*R, 2/12: Workshop #1 (__________)
T, 2/17: Thompson, pp. 3-98 and Reading habit/Writing habit “share day”
R, 2/19: Thompson discussion (cont.); Canvas reading(s), TBA
T, 2/24: Thompson, pp. 101-206
R, 2/26: Thompson, pp. 209-73
T, 3/03: Thompson discussion (cont.) and Reading habit/Writing habit “share day”
*R, 3/05: WD#2 due (workshop drafts)
*T, 3/10: Workshop #2 (__________)
*R, 3/12: Workshop #2 (__________)
**T, 3/17: no class (Spring Break!)
**R, 3/19: no class (Spring Break!)
T, 3/24: Heat-Moon, pp. 3-168
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R, 3/26: Heat-Moon, pp. 171-246 and Reading habit/Writing habit “share day”
T, 3/31: Heat-Moon, pp. 249-340
R, 4/02: Heat-Moon, pp. 343-411
T, 4/07: Agee, pp. TBA (excerpts) and Reading habit/Writing habit “share day”
*R, 4/09: WD#3 due (workshop drafts) and Agee, pp. TBA (excerpts)
*T, 4/14: Workshop #3 (entire class)
*R, 4/16: Workshop #3 (entire class)
*T, 4/21: Workshop #3 (entire class)
*R, 4/23: Workshop #3 (entire class)
T, 4/28: In-class drafting day and final Reading habit/Writing habit “share day”
*R, 4/30: Last day of class: course review, course evaluations, etc.
***There is no final exam in this course, so we will not be meeting during our scheduled final exam period.
However, please remember that completed Portfolios are due in Canvas before 11:30pm EDT on Monday,
5/04.
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ENG-W 368
Research Methods and Materials
Spring 2013 Course Syllabus
MW 11:30am-12:45pm
KO 101
Telephone: 765/455.9229

Instructor: Paul Cook
Office: KO 232
E-mail: paulcook@iuk.edu
Office Hours:
T, 11am-2:00pm and W, 2-3:00pm or by appointment

Research Methods and Materials: An Interdisciplinary Approach to Knowledge-Making in English Studies
This course will introduce you to research as an ongoing, recursive practice of inquiry and knowledge-making. By
examining a variety of research methods and methodologies (including quantitative research, ethnography and other
qualitative studies, textual and theoretical research, archival research, etc.), you will learn how to develop an idea, plan a
research project, go about gathering data (whatever “data” may be in any given case), perform analysis, and present your
work to an audience. In short, this course will be guided and informed by the question: how do researchers create
knowledge?
Research Methods and Materials builds on the assumption that research is connected to context, and that what information
is included/excluded and how that information is interpreted/discussed impacts the reception of the research. Therefore,
we will explore a number of different research “contexts” within English studies (i.e., literary studies, writing studies, and
rhetoric), and we will also examine emerging digital research tools and their impact on research.
The course will be divided into two overlapping and interwoven parts. For roughly the first half of the semester, we will
concentrate primarily on so-called “traditional,” library-based research and the assorted skills and practices that go
along with it—textual analysis, digital research strategies, archival research, problem statements, literature reviews, and so
forth. A good portion of the second half of the semester, which will include a greater focus on research in writing studies
and rhetoric (English studies’ other half), will be devoted primarily to empirical research models, and we will explore
various types of quantitative and qualitative research methods: ethnographies and case studies, surveys, personal
interviews, and field work. It’s important to note at the outset that these are general categories; they’re broad and they
tend to overlap both conceptually and practically. So while I will try to delineate between the two and avoid unnecessary
confusion as much as possible, it may at times seem as though we are bouncing back and forth.
At the end of the semester, you will be able to:
Learning Outcomes and Objectives
Define common research methodologies used in literary
studies, literary history, writing studies, and rhetoric;
Utilize digital research tools;
Evaluate and critique published research;

Assessment
Lectures, class discussions, and final project
In-class activities, literature review, and final project
Daily assignments, lectures, class discussions, literature
review, and final project
Daily assignments, lecture, class discussions, literature
review, and final project
Daily assignments, homework, and in-class activities

Recognize strengths and weaknesses of research
methodologies in published studies;
Practice several research methods on a small scale through
in-class activities and discussions;
Design, research, plan, and develop a literature review;
Propose, plan, and conduct a large-scale research study.

Literature review and research journal
Final project and research journal

Required Texts
Blakeslee, Ann and Cathy Fleischer, eds. Becoming a Writing Researcher. New York: Routledge, 2010. Print.
Kafka, Franz. The Metamorphosis. 1915. Trans. and ed. Stanley Corngold. New York: Norton, 1996. Print.
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[***Note: Most editions will do just fine and can be had cheaply, but the Norton Critical Edition comes with a wealth of
supplemental materials and explanatory footnotes. Check with me if you have concerns or questions about which edition
to purchase.]
MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers. 7th ed. New York: MLA, 2009. Print.
Supplemental Readings: I will frequently post excerpts, articles, and chapters to Oncourse; typically, these will be in .pdf
format. You are required to print these .pdfs in their entirety, read them, and bring them to class with you on the
appropriate days. I understand that this entails an extra cost, so you should budget your printing costs over the course of
the semester as a sort of “fourth” text.
Assignments and Grading
In-class Activities, or “ICAs” (10%): In-class activities will be graded on a four-point scale (4=excellent, 3=acceptable,
2=severely lacking, 1=poor, 0=no credit).
Research Journal, or “RJ” (20%): Your research journal is where you will write the majority of your responses to the
“Prompts” in Becoming a Writing Researcher, though occasionally we will work through a “Prompt” together in class (in
which case the “Prompt” will be graded as an “ICA”). In addition, your RJ is the repository for all of your lecture notes,
ideas, brainstorms, keywords (search terms), bibliographic entries, timelines/schedules, freewrites, musings, jottings, and
so forth. I will randomly collect RJs a couple of times over the course of the semester to get a sense of how you’re doing
and to make sure you’re keeping up with “Prompts” and other activities. I recommend using a sturdy spiral-bound
notebook (preferably one with pockets) that you bring to class with you every meeting.
Class Participation (10%): See “Attendance and Participation” below.
***
Problem Statement (5%)
Literature Review (15%)
Final Project Research Proposal (5%)
Final Project (35%): Your final project represents the culmination of your work in this class. It will be a 10-12 page
research study incorporating between 8-10 sources. Most (maybe even all) of you will design, research, and develop a
final project that is related to some aspect of Kafka’s The Metamorphosis (as you will learn there are many, many
possibilities), though I will consider proposals for other projects on a case-by-case basis. If you think you might want to
design and develop a project that doesn’t involve Kafka or The Metamorphosis in some way, you must consult with me
about your project idea as soon as possible.
=100%
Attendance and Participation
While there will be some lecture in this course, this class is not a lecture-only course. Given the small size of the class,
it’s vital to the overall success of this course that you come to class regularly, complete the readings, make time to reflect
on what you’ve read, take careful notes on the readings and lectures, and participate enthusiastically in class discussions.
Baseline (“C”-level) participation requirements are that you come to class every time we meet, take notes, and complete
all assigned readings. Contributing thoughtful comments and asking questions will raise your participation grade to a
“B.” Consistently contributing interesting and insightful comments and ideas and providing leadership in class
discussions will earn an “A.”
When you miss class, you miss important information and mandatory in-class activities (which cannot be made-up), and
classmates miss your input and ideas. If you are absent, you are responsible for finding out what we covered in class
and for submitting in advance any assignments due on that day. I reserve the right to change the course schedule at
any time, and it is your responsibility to stay on top of these changes. If you feel comfortable doing so, swap cell numbers
or e-mail addresses with the person next to you; this way, if ever you do miss class, you can find out what you missed
with little to no trouble.
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Your course grade will drop by one letter grade (10%) if you miss more than 10% of our classes (4 class periods); you
will fail the course if you miss 20% of our classes (6 class periods). If an emergency forces you to miss several class
periods, contact me as soon as possible so we can discuss your options.
Grades
A standard ten-point scale (A+=97-100; A=94-96; A-=90-93; B+=87-89; B=84-86; B-=80-83; C+=77-79; C=74-76; C=70-73; D+=67-69; D=64-66; D-=60-63; F=everything else) will be used.
Late Assignments
Late work will not be accepted under any circumstances. If a bona fide emergency (e.g., a death in your immediate
family, long-term hospitalization, arrest or incarceration, etc.) forces you to miss class, please let me know as soon as is
reasonable so that we can discuss your options.
Office Hours
Please feel free to drop by during my office hours or make an appointment for another time. I want to discuss the class
and your work with you, and utilizing office hours is an excellent way for us to address any concerns you might have
about the class, your progress or performance, and/or any of your questions about the course material and your projects
and interests.
Writing Center (Library KA 128)
Don’t forget to utilize the Writing Center that your tuition dollars have already gone to support! The IUK Writing Center
is open Monday through Thursday, 9am to 7pm, Friday, 10am to 2pm, and Saturday, 12:30-4:30pm. Remember, many of
IUK`s very best students understand that seeking out a response to one`s writing is a necessary part of the learning/writing
process. Several of the staff who presently work in the Center have or are currently working toward a teaching license,
and many are graduate students. Stop by or call for a 30 minute appointment: 455-9425, Option #1.
You can now instant message the tutors your quick questions (grammar, citing, etc.) using campus contacts. Visit our
website at http://www.iuk.edu/writing-center where you can





Ask a more detailed question online by using Ask a Tutor email option.
See a list of Grammar Girl podcasts on hundreds of usage and other English language concerns.
Discover which helpful documents and other sources are available at the Center.
Find out when your favorite tutor is scheduled to work.

Oncourse and E-mail
We will be using Oncourse to (a) keep track of graded assignments, (b) complete some out of class assignments, (c)
participate in discussion forums, (d) post and download important documents and information, and (e) communicate with
each other over the course of the semester. When possible, please use the messaging function in Oncourse to send
messages to me. (This is the best way to get in touch with me, although sending e-mails directly to paulcook@iuk.edu is
fine, too.) I will also frequently send out class e-mails through Oncourse covering everything from changes in the
schedule to announcements regarding instructor illness or inclement weather, so please get into the habit of checking our
Oncourse page frequently (at least once every day). If you have any questions about how to access or use Oncourse,
please don’t hesitate to let me know.
Office of Disabilities Services
If you have a documented disability, please make sure you have submitted and received all necessary paperwork and that
you let me know as soon as possible so that the appropriate arrangements can be made.
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Course Schedule

BF
OC
UG
MALS
TBA

KEY
Blakeslee and Fleischer, Becoming a Writing Researcher
Reading posted to Oncourse (print, read, and bring to class)
Undergraduate students only
MALS students only
Reading(s) to be announced

(Schedule is subject to change at instructor’s discretion with advance notice. Readings are “due” on the dates on
which they are listed.)
WEEK 1: Course Introduction: Why Research?
January
M 07: Course introductions/expectations and icebreakers
W 09: OC, Frey et al., Ch. 1
WEEK 2: Our “Ur-Text”: Kafka’s The Metamorphosis (1915)
M 14: BF, Ch. 1 and OC, MacNealy, Ch. 1
W 16: Kafka, The Metamorphosis, Part I and basic introduction to library databases, IUCAT, and ILLiad
WEEK 3: The Metamorphosis, continued
M 21: No class (MLK, Jr. Holiday) (Use JSTOR to find a scholarly journal article on some aspect of Kafka and The
Metamorphosis—post to Oncourse with a two-paragraph explanation on why you chose this article.)
W 23: Kafka, The Metamorphosis, Part II and OC, TBA (dissect and discuss article)
WEEK 4: The Metamorphosis: Major Critical Approaches
M 28: Kafka, The Metamorphosis, Part III. Major research trajectories on Kafka and The Metamorphosis
W 30: MALS Presentation I on The Metamorphosis
WEEK 5: Research Boot Camp: What Is Library-based Research?
February
M 04: BF, Ch. 2 and discuss preliminary research questions (RJ). More in-class work with library databases.
W 06: OC, MacNealy, Ch. 2 and develop/share research questions in class
WEEK 6: Research Boot Camp, continued
M 11: BF, Ch. 3 (pp. 37-43) (*Problem statement assigned) and OC, TBA (dissect and discuss article)
W 13: BF, Ch. 3 (pp. 60-65) and OC, Kimme Hea, “Riding the Wave”
WEEK 7: Digital Research Tools—Databases and Beyond
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M 18: Library Day (meet in library today) and OC, Rickly, “Messy Contexts”
W 20: OC, Spinuzzi, “The Genie’s Out of the Bottle” and ICA on observing an online forum
WEEK 8: The Literature Review
M 25: BF, Ch. 3 (pp. 43-49) and OC, TBA (dissect and discuss article). Problem Statement due (UG) (5%) (*Research
Proposal and literature review assigned)
W 27: BF, Ch. 3 (pp. 66- 92)
WEEK 9: What Is Empirical Research?
March
M 04: OC, MacNealy, Ch. 3
W 06: BF, Ch. 4 and OC, IU’s IRB policies on Human Subjects
WEEK 10: Spring Break
M 11: No class (Spring Break)
W 13: No class (Spring Break)
WEEK 11: Empirical vs. Library-based Research: Evaluating Empirical Methods
M 18: Research Proposal due (5%) and Literature Review due (UG and MALS) (15%). Share proposals and lit
reviews in class.
W 20: OC, Burke, “Definition of Man”
WEEK 12: Ethnography and Case Studies
M 25: BF, Ch. 5 and OC, MacNealy, Ch. 10
W 27: OC, MacNealy, Ch. 11 and MALS Presentation II on Ethnographic studies. (Research proposals and Lit reviews
returned in class.)
WEEK 13: Self-guided Library Research (Enjoy!)
April
M 01: No class (work on final projects)
W 03: No class (work on final projects)
WEEK 14: Surveys and Ethical Issues in Empirical Research
M 08: BF, Ch. 6
W 10: OC, Freedman, “Lies, Damned Lies, and Medical Science”
WEEK 15: Writing It Up: In-class Workshops on Final Projects
M 15: In-class workshops and BF, Ch. 7
W 17: In-class workshops
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WEEK 16: Course Wrap-up and Reflection
M 22: Course evaluations, course wrap-up
W 24: Final Projects due (UG and MALS) (35%); ***Final Project Presentations (MALS)
***Final Project Presentations (UG): W, 5/1 from 11:30am to 1:30pm (Both UG and MALS should attend.)
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ENG-W 400 (Section 28369)
Issues in Teaching Writing
MW 4:00 to 5:15pm in KO 100
Fall 2013
paulcook@iuk.edu
765/455.9229

Instructor: Paul Cook
Office: KO 232
Office Hours:
Tuesdays, 10:00am to 2:00pm and
Wednesdays, 1pm to 2:00pm or
anytime by appointment or e-mail1

Teaching Writing: History, Theory, Practice
This course is an introduction to the field of writing studies, which is also called “composition studies,” “rhetoric and
composition studies,” “composition-rhetoric,” and sometimes just “rhet-comp.” It is a history of the discipline’s major
movements and moments, as well as an overview of approaches to teaching writing in the 21st century. Together we will
study the major concepts, themes, debates, and politics of the discipline; investigate the theoretical assumptions and
historical foundations that underpin the various movements within writing studies (e.g., expressivism, Writing Across the
Curriculum, critical pedagogy, social constructivism, post-process, etc.); learn how writing studies and English have
developed as disciplines that are at the same time separate and deeply intertwined; and explore the impact of digital
technologies on the teaching of writing.
This course is not a teaching practicum; that is, we will not spend a great deal of time discussing “tried and true” practical
approaches to the teaching of writing or developing discrete pedagogical materials such as writing assignments or in-class
activities. These are important considerations and skills, but they do not fall within the scope of this course. Instead, we
will spend our time exploring the extent to which divergent ideas, opinions, theories, and concepts about teaching writing
(and about pedagogy in general) coalesce and translate into actual classroom practice and actual classrooms. In other
words, rather than show you how to develop a “process pedagogy” exercise or a “critical pedagogy” writing assignment,
we will explore the underlying foundations—the “knowledge base,” if you will—upon which these approaches to
teaching writing are constructed, validated, and maintained. Upon successful completion of this course, you will have not
only gained a close familiarity with a variety of discourses and debates within writing studies, but also will emerge with a
developing sense of your identity as a future writing teacher.
By the end of the semester, you will be able to
Speak and write intelligently about the development of
writing studies as a distinct academic discipline from its
origins in the ancient art of rhetoric to the digital age;
Map out a corner of writing studies’ vast network of
topics, issues, and research itineraries for yourself;
Understand how different theories of subjectivity/agency,
ideology, gender/sex, race, cognition, and society/culture
inform and shape various pedagogical approaches to
teaching writing;
Understand how different pedagogical approaches to
teaching writing have developed out of (and have been
informed by) various social, economic, political, historical,
and cultural forces in society;
Speak and write intelligently about the complementary
and sometimes contradictory relationship(s) between
English and writing studies;
Develop your own working sense of how you believe the
teaching of writing is best approached in contemporary
higher education.
1

Your proficiency with these skills will be assessed through
Bibliographic essay

Weekly reading responses; Bibliographic essay; class
discussions
Weekly reading responses; Bibliographic essay; class
discussions

Weekly reading responses; Pedagogical Experiment;
Bibliographic essay; class discussions

Weekly reading responses; Bibliographic essay; class
discussions
Weekly reading responses; Pedagogical Experiment;
Bibliographic essay; class discussions

I actively encourage all of my students to visit me during office hours as often as they like, and I look forward to meeting each of
you and talking about your ideas, drafts, and your performance in the course. My office is located on the second floor of the front side
of the Main Building (KO). As you walk in the front doors (the main entrance), take a hard right and ascend the stairs. At the top of
the stairs, simply turn left and walk down the corridor. My office is almost on the end of the hallway on the right—KO 232. (And yes,
this is a footnote in a syllabus.)

Required Texts
Miller, Susan, ed. The Norton Book of Composition Studies. New York: Norton, 2009. Print.
and
Tate, Gary, Amy Rupiper, and Kurt Schick, eds. A Guide to Composition Pedagogies. New York: Oxford UP, 2001. Print.
Occasionally, I will post required readings to Oncourse; these readings typically will be in .pdf format. I encourage you to
print out these readings and practice “reading actively.” That is, you should learn to read with a pencil or pen in hand so
that you can engage with the text—underline and circle passages, write comments, observations, and questions in the
margins, and jot down ideas as they come to you.
You will also need…
*to set up your IU Box account so you can save readings, research, and drafts of your work in safe, secure cloud storage.
If you’ve never used IU Box before, simply click on the hyperlink in the previous sentence (hold down the Ctrl key and
click with your mouse) and log in to your IU Box account with your IUK username and passphrase. This will take you
right to your IU Box account.
**a sturdy notebook or binder in which to keep notes, drafts, research, handouts, OC readings, and in-class writing
exercises and activities.

Assignments and Grading
Bibliographic Essay = 40%
For the final project you will complete a bibliographic essay of 10-12 pages and at least 10 separate sources. A
bibliographic essay describes, and to some degree comments upon, the state of scholarship on a specific issue. It consists
of detailed descriptions and discussions of key texts pertaining to a particular topic of your own interest and of relevance
to the course. As opposed to a final research paper in which you develop an original argument that is supported with
research, a bibliographic essay asks you to explore a topic in-depth and present the most important and current research on
that topic in an expository (i.e., informative or explanatory) format. You might think of a bibliographic essay as a
summary of your research findings, but one that links those findings thematically and presents the information in an
interesting and useful way. While this kind of essay does not require you to put forth a sustained argument of any sort,
you will be expected to weigh in on the topic and the status of relevant, current research at the end of your bibliographic
discussion (perhaps in your concluding section). The bibliographic essay will be due in class and in the “Assignments” tab
on Wednesday, December 4th, 2013.

Proposal for Bibliographic Essay = 10%
Proposals for your bibliographic essays, which will consist of a brief discussion of your topic and a preliminary
bibliography, will be due in class on Wednesday, October 30th, 2013. (See the detailed semester schedule below.)
Proposals should contain at least 3 sources (to show that you’re already thinking about your topic/issue/debate), and they
should be between 2 and 3 pages in length (not including your working bibliography). Your proposal should (1) discuss
your topic and why you’re interested in exploring it in more detail; (2) provide a basic summary/overview of the topic or
issue within writing studies you’ve chosen to explore (e.g., “Writing center theory is invested in issues of…” or “the postprocess movement developed out of…”); (3) give some background/history to your issue (i.e., how or why did it
develop?); (4) develop a rationale for why you think this topic matters (or should matter, as the case may be) to other
scholars and teachers in the discipline (writing studies, rhetoric, English, etc.); and (5) explain where you will look to find
further sources and what you think some of your challenges might be in locating those sources.
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Special Instructor (Pedagogical Experiment) = 20%
You will select one of the bibliographic essays from A Guide to Composition Pedagogies (Tate, Rupiper, and Schick,
eds.) that we are covering in class in a given week and run between 25 and 30 minutes of the class period based on and
around this approach. (Special Instructor classes will be on Wednesdays unless otherwise noted in advance.) Don’t think
of this as a traditional class presentation assignment (i.e., “here’s a chapter, here’s what it says and means—any
questions?”); rather, think of it as your lesson, as your opportunity to teach us about what you think is most significant
about, for example, critical pedagogy or expressivist approaches to teaching writing. You have (near-) total freedom in
terms of what you do during your class, in other words. You can have us complete an in-class activity, a freewrite, or
participate in some sort of group activity. There are many possibilities, but the main objectives are that you’re (1) teaching
us about your approach and (2) showing us an idea of what such an approach might look like in a classroom context.
Please make time to consult with me individually as you’re working on your Special Instructor projects.

Weekly Reading Responses (in Oncourse Forums) = 30%
Before 11:30pm on Sunday nights (beginning in week 2), you will post your weekly reading response to the forums.
Topics will vary, but in general you should expect to write between 250 and 500 words for each response. These
responses are graded on a ten-point scale (10=outstanding/impressive [100], 9=very good [90], 8=good/ average [80],
7=below average [70], 6=very lacking [60], 5=severely lacking/minimal effort/incomplete [50], or 0=no credit [0]).2 The
highest score a late post can earn is a 7. You must complete all 15 of our Weekly Reading Responses, but I will drop
your lowest 2 grades (including zeroes). See the “Guidelines for Forum Posts” document in the Resources folder for more
detailed information on the expectations for Forum posts and how posts are evaluated and graded.
I encourage you to read and respond to your classmates’ posts each week. My goal is for the Weekly Reading Responses
to form a kind of parallel discussion space to our more traditional face-to-face discussions in class. If there are issues,
comments, or questions that we don’t get to in class discussion, for example, or if you want to ask a further question of a
Special Instructor from a given week, use the Forum for that week to keep the conversation going.
Finally, a word on the readings for this course: it is imperative that you do not procrastinate when it comes to our class
readings. It’s likely that at least some of these readings will challenge you in ways you’ve not yet been challenged by
college-level reading, both in terms of the amount of careful, close reading required from week to week and in terms of
the content (e.g., the unfamiliar concepts, theories, references/allusions, and ideas). Therefore, I strongly encourage you to
pace your reading over several days. Develop a daily or semi-daily reading schedule that works for you and stick with it.
Those who wait until Sunday nights to crack the books will feel the pain!
***Please find the “Guidelines for Forum Posts” and the “Oncourse Cheat Sheet” documents in the “Resources for
Weekly Reading Responses” folder in the “Resources” tab and read them both carefully before reading the rest of the
syllabus.***

Extra Credit (“Outstanding Classroom Citizenship”) = +2%
You may also earn +2 points extra credit added to your overall course grade for providing what I determine is an
extraordinary level of class leadership in terms of leading and facilitating thoughtful, considerate discussions in the
Forums, submitting all work on time, attending every class, and generally being a good citizen of our class. This extra
credit is applied solely at my discretion.

Grades
A standard ten-point scale (A+=97-100; A=94-96; A-=90-93; B+=87-89; B=84-86; B-=80-83; C+=77-79; C=74-76; C=70-73; D+=67-69; D=64-66; D-=60-63; F=everything else) will be used for final grades. If you have a question about a
grade you receive on an assignment, please feel free to discuss it with me via e-mail, in office hours, on the telephone, or
by appointment.
2

You do not receive a “10” simply by completing an assignment and fulfilling all of the required criteria: these grades are reserved for
entries and posts that “go above and beyond” the call of the assignment; a “10” is considered an exceptional grade, in other words, not
just the score you receive for completing an assignment and meeting basic expectations.
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Attendance and Participation
While there will be some lecture in this course, this is definitely not a lecture-only course. Ongoing, stimulating class
conversations and debates are vital to the success of this course and to your overall learning experience. Given the small
size of the class, it’s important that you come to class regularly, complete all assigned readings each week, take time to
reflect on what you’ve read (and then go back and re-read), take careful notes on the readings, ask questions, and
participate actively and enthusiastically in class discussions.
When you miss class, you miss important information, and classmates miss your input and ideas. If you are absent, you
are responsible for finding out what we covered in class and for submitting in advance any assignments due on that
day. I reserve the right to change the course schedule at any time, and it is your responsibility to stay on top of these
changes. If ever you do miss class, you should the “Questions about the Course” forum in the “Forums” tab in Oncourse
to find out what you missed (see “Getting in touch with me...and each other” below for more information).
Your course grade will drop by one letter grade (10%) if you miss more than 10% of our classes (or 4 class periods); you
will fail the course if you miss 20% of our classes (6 class periods). If a bone fide emergency forces you to miss several
class periods, contact me as soon as possible so we can discuss your options.

Late Assignments
Late work will not be accepted under most circumstances. If a bona fide emergency forces you to miss class, please let me
know as soon as is reasonable so that we can discuss your options.

Getting in touch with me…and each other
You have several avenues of communication in this course:
 If you have general questions about the course (assignments, due dates, course policies, etc.), please post your
questions on the “Questions about the Course” Forum in the “Forums” tab. I will check this forum regularly
(usually twice a day from Monday through Friday and at least once on the weekend) and answer any questions
you may have. If you have a question that concerns the entire class, please use this forum.
 “The Coffee House Lounge” site in the “Forums” tab will be an informal space for you to meet your fellow
students and get to know one another over the course of the semester. This is a social gathering place. I will not
monitor this site on a regular basis unless students express concern to me about the content being posted.
 If you have questions of an individual or personal nature that you do not wish to share with the rest of the class,
you can contact me by sending a message through the message center in Oncourse (in the “Messages” tab). This
is the best way to get in touch with me. You are also always welcome to visit me in my office (during and outside
of office hours), call me in my office during office hours (765/455.9229), or call me at home on my cell
(803/479.6597) before 9:00pm on weekdays. I want to discuss the class and your work with you, and utilizing
office hours is an excellent way for us to address any concerns you might have about the class, your progress or
performance, and/or any of your questions about the course material and your projects and interests.

Technical Requirements and Student Disability Assistance
This course requires that you have access to the IU Kokomo computer network, access to the Oncourse course
management system, and some familiarity with Oncourse. The IU Kokomo Instructional Technology department (IT)
provides guidelines for hardware and software for distance students. This course requires primarily word processing (MS
Word 2007, 2010, or 2013) and printing capabilities and access to Oncourse. See http://iuware.indiana.edu for free
downloads and discount prices on hardware and software for IU students.
Students should contact the IU Kokomo Helpdesk with technical questions. The Helpdesk offers technical support to
faculty, staff, and students for all IT-related requests. The Helpdesk provides assistance to users, as well as maintains a
tracking system that places each user’s request into a queue. You can send an e-mail request to the Helpdesk at
kohelp@iuk.edu or call 765/455.9315. Local phone and walk-up support at the Helpdesk in the Library is available
Monday through Friday from 8:00am to 5:00pm. If you’re having any technical difficulties, please contact both me and
the Helpdesk right away so we can get your problem solved.
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Students requiring accommodations for disabilities or special needs should contact the IUK Office of Disability Services
and/or refer to this handout. If you have a documented disability on file with the IUK Office of Disability Services, it is
imperative that you let me know as soon as possible so that we can discuss arrangements for your success in this course.

Academic Honesty and Plagiarism
“A student must not adopt or reproduce ideas, words, or statements of another person without an appropriate
acknowledgement. A student must give due credit to the originality of others and acknowledge an indebtedness whenever
he or she does any of the following: (a.) quotes another person’s actual words, either oral or written; (b) paraphrases
another person’s words, either oral or written; (c) uses another person’s idea, theory, or material unless information is
common knowledge.” Source: Indiana University Code of Student Ethics. (Note that “intent” is not a factor here.)
“Double dipping,” or submitting a writing project for two or more courses (whether they’re IUK courses or not),
constitutes plagiarism and will result in a grade of zero and possible disciplinary action. If you have an idea for a writing
project from another class that you would like to further develop in this class, please consult with me. I’m more than
willing to help you develop your ideas and plan writing projects that will do work for you, but simply submitting the same
essay for multiple classes is not acceptable under any circumstances.
Knowing the boundaries between acceptable and unacceptable uses of other’s work, texts, or ideas can be tricky
sometimes, and we will spend some time in class discussing the boundaries of acceptable use, the nature of research, and
when, where, and how to appropriately document source materials.

Writing Center (Library KA 128)
Don’t forget to utilize the Writing Center that your tuition dollars support! The IUK Writing Center is open Monday
through Thursday, 9am to 7pm, Friday, 10am to 2pm, and Saturday, 12:30 to 4:30pm. Remember, many of IUK`s very
best students understand that seeking out a response to their writing is a necessary part of the learning/writing process.
Several of the staff who presently work in the Center have or are currently working toward teaching credentials, and many
are graduate students. Stop by or call for a 30-minute appointment: 765/455.9425, Option #1.
You can now instant message the tutors your quick questions (grammar, citing, etc.) using campus contacts. Visit our
website at http://www.iuk.edu/writing-center where you can
 Ask a more detailed question online by using Ask a Tutor email option.
 See a list of Grammar Girl podcasts on hundreds of usage and other English language concerns.
 Discover which helpful documents and other sources are available at the Center.
 Find out when your favorite tutor is scheduled to work.
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Course Schedule and Unit Overview
CS
GCP
OC

The Norton Book of Composition Studies (Miller, ed.)
A Guide to Composition Pedagogies (Tate, Rupiper, and Schick, eds.)
Oncourse reading (look in the Resources tab)

Note: All readings should be completed by class time on Monday. Frequently our discussions of readings will spill over
into Wednesday’s class, but you should always be sure to complete all readings before class time on Monday. This will
give you chance to reflect on what you’ve read and it will ensure that our discussions can bounce around from text to text.
I do reserve the right to alter reading assignments and due dates depending on how quickly we’re moving and other
considerations. I will always give advance notice of any changes to the schedule through an Oncourse announcement and,
where possible, during class.
Week 1 (M, 8/19 & W, 8/21): Introduction(s) and Course Overview
Taylor, Take 20 (video viewing)
Aristotle, excerpts from Rhetoric, Book I (OC); Lindemann, “What Do Teachers Need to
Know about Rhetoric?” (OC); and Keith and Lundberg, excerpts from The Essential Guide
to Rhetoric (OC)

I: The Roots of Writing Instruction: Classical and Modern
Week 2 (M, 8/26 & W, 8/28): Welch, “Writing Instruction in Ancient Athens after 450 BC” (OC) and Parker, “Where Do
English Departments Come From?” (CS: pp. 3-16)
Week 3 (M, 9/02* & W, 9/04): Horner, “The Roots of Modern Writing Instruction: Eighteenth- and Nineteenth-Century
Britain” (CS: pp. 33-52)

II: Approaches to Composition Studies and Teaching Writing
Week 4 (M, 9/09 & W, 9/11): Classical Rhetoric and Writing Studies: Some Pedagogical Considerations
Covino, “Rhetorical Pedagogy” (GCP)** and Knoblauch and Brannon, “Ancient Rhetoric
in Modern Classrooms: That Old-Time Religion” (OC)
Special Instructor (1)___________________________
MALS Discussion Leader (1)_____________________
(Jarratt, Rereading the Sophists: Classical Rhetoric Refigured [1991]; Knoblauch and
Brannon, Rhetorical Traditions in the Teaching of Writing [1984]; or Atwill, Rhetoric
Reclaimed [1998])
Week 5 (M, 9/16 & W, 9/18): Process Pedagogies and Expressivism Reconsidered
Faigley, “Competing Theories of Process: A Critique and a Proposal” (CS: pp. 652-66);
Tobin, “Process Pedagogy” (GCP: pp. 1-18)**; Elbow, “Some Thoughts on Expressive
Discourse: A Review Essay” (CS: pp. 933-42); and Burnham, “Expressive Pedagogy:
Practice/Theory, Theory/Practice” (GCP: pp. 19-35)**
Special Instructor (2)___________________________
MALS Discussion Leader (2)_____________________
(Elbow, Writing without Teachers [1973] or hooks, Teaching to Transgress: Education
as the Practice of Freedom [1994])
Week 6 (M, 9/23 & W, 9/25): “Basic Writing” and Developmental Paradigms
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Bartholomae, “Inventing the University” (CS: pp. 605-30); Mutnick, “On the Academic
Margins: Basic Writing Pedagogy” (GCP: 183-202)**; Shaughnessy, Introduction to
Errors and Expectations (CS: pp. 387-396); and Flower and Hayes, “The Cognition of
Discovery: Defining a Rhetorical Problem” (CS: pp. 467-78)
Special Instructor (3)___________________________
MALS Discussion Leader (3)_____________________
(Shaughnessy, Errors and Expectations [1977])
Week 7 (M, 9/30 & W, 10/02): The Social Turn in Writing Studies
Howard, “Collaborative Pedagogy” (GCP: pp. 54-70)**; Harris, “The Idea of
Community in the Study of Writing” (CS: pp. 748-58); and Bruffee, “Collaborative
Learning and the ‘Conversation of Mankind’” (CS: pp. 545-62)
Special Instructor (4)___________________________
MALS Discussion Leader (4)_____________________
(Spellmeyer, Arts of Living: Reinventing the Humanities for the 21st Century [2003])
Week 8 (M, 10/07 & W, 10/09): Critical Pedagogies: Rhetorical Education, Democracy, and Its Discontents
George, “Critical Pedagogy: Dreaming of Democracy” (GCP: pp. 92-112)**; Sirc,
“Never Mind the Tagmemics, Where’s the Sex Pistols?” (CS: pp. 973-90); and Hairston,
“Diversity, Ideology, and Teaching Writing” (OC)
Special Instructor (5)___________________________
MALS Discussion Leader (5)_____________________
(Freire, Pedagogy of the Oppressed [1970]; Dewey, Democracy and Education [1916];
Shor, Critical Teaching and Everyday Life [1980]); or Rose, Lives on the Boundary
[1989])
Week 9 (M, 10/14* & W, 10/16): Writing Studies as Literacy Studies
Cushman, “The Rhetorician as an Agent of Social Change” (OC); Julier, “CommunityService Pedagogy” (GCP: pp. 132-48)**; and Gee, “The New Literacy Studies and the
‘Social Turn”” (CS: pp. 1293-1310)
Special Instructor (6)___________________________
Week 10 (M, 10/21 & W, 10/23): Post-Process Pedagogies
Dobrin, Rice, and Vastola, “A New Postprocess Manifesto: A Plea for Writing” (OC)
and Atkinson, “L2 Writing in the Post-Process Era: Introduction (CS: pp. 1532-43)
MALS Discussion Leader (6)_____________________
(Kent, Post-process Theory: Beyond the Writing Process Paradigm [1999] or Dobrin,
Postcomposition [2011])
Week 11 (M, 10/28 & W, 10/30): Let’s Catch Our Breath and Review
Berlin, “Rhetoric and Ideology in the Writing Class” (CS: pp. 667-84)
Proposals for Bibliographic Essays due (W, 10/30)***
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III: The Tip of the Iceberg: Some Other Key Issues in the Field
Week 12 (M, 11/04 & W, 11/06): Feminism and Writing Studies
Jarratt, “Feminist Pedagogy” (GCP: pp. 113-31)**; Bauer, “The Other ‘F’ Word: The
Feminist in the Classroom” (OC); and Rhodes, excerpt from Radical Feminism, Writing,
and Critical Agency (CS: pp. 1223-42)
Special Instructor (7)___________________________
MALS Book Review (1) (posted to the Forum in Oncourse)****__________________
Week 13 (M, 11/11 & W, 11/13): Race, Rhetoric, and Writing
Delpit, “The Politics of Teaching Literate Discourse” (CS: pp. 1311-20) and Gilyard,
“African American Contributions to Composition Studies” (OC)
MALS Book Review (2) (posted to the Forum in Oncourse)****__________________
Week 14 (M, 11/18 & W, 11/20): The Digital Turn in Writing Studies: Be Here Now
Harris, “Teaching ‘By Hand’ in the Digital Age” (OC); Udacity, “A Bill of Rights and
Principles for Learning in the Digital Age” (OC); Lewin, “Universities Reshaping
Education on the Web” (OC); and Rice, “Occupying the Digital Humanities” (OC)
MALS Book Review (3) (posted to the Forum in Oncourse)****__________________
Week 15 (M, 11/25 & W, 11/27*): “Abolitionism”: Do We Really Need 101?
Crowley, excerpts from Composition in the University (OC)
MALS Book Review (4) (posted to the Forum in Oncourse)****__________________
Week 16 (M, 12/2 & W, 12/4): Academic Labor and the (Corporate) Politics of the “U”
Bousquet, excerpts from How the University Works (OC)
Bibliographic Essays due (W, 12/4)***
MALS Book Review (5) (posted to the Forum in Oncourse)****__________________
*There are no class meetings on these dates (Labor Day, Fall break, and Thanksgiving holidays).
**Denotes the bibliographic essay in GCP to be covered by this week’s Special Instructor. In the event that there are two
or more readings from GCP in a single week, the Special Instructor for that week may choose the essay from that week’s
GCP readings (marked with “**”).
***Please upload these documents to the appropriate spaces in the “Assignments” tab in Oncourse and submit a clean,
polished (and stapled!) hard copy in class.
****Please post these reviews as attachments to the appropriate forum in Oncourse before the start of class on Mondays.
(MALS only)
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ENG-W 400: Issues in the Teaching of Writing (click title for syllabus)

In the fall of 2013, I was presented with the exciting opportunity to teach the first course I’ve
ever taught on what is (essentially) my sub-area of specialty: the history, theory, and practice of
writing instruction in the United States. My dissertation was, among other things, a history of
writing instruction and its intersections with what I call “crisis discourse” in rhetoric and
composition studies and in the larger arena of higher education, and as I sat down to plan this
course in late summer of 2013, I was emboldened by the knowledge that it would directly tap
into my past and present research itineraries.
At the same time, developing and then teaching a course so firmly entrenched in one’s own
research and publication wheelhouse can be a daunting task, if for no other reason than the
perception that you should “hit a home run in your first at-bat” since this is, after all, your area
of specialization. Undaunted, however, I planned a course that would give advanced
undergraduates and beginning graduate students a fairly comprehensive overview of the kinds
of issues, questions, assumptions, theories, histories, and often diverse practices that make up
“rhet-comp” in the twenty-first century. To that end, I split the course into two overarching
units: the first attempted to give students a firm grounding in what we might call writing
studies’ more “traditional” disciplinary targets and concepts: the history of current-traditional
rhetoric and its complicated legacy in the academy; (the rise, fall, and quasi-resurrection of)
process pedagogies and expressivism; the powerful, ongoing influence of classical rhetorics in
the teaching of writing; issues surrounding the special needs of basic writers and L2 learners;
and critical pedagogies and political approaches to teaching writing, language, and culture.
With this “zoomed out,” eagle-eye view of the discipline firmly in place, the second half of the
semester was then devoted to exploring select issues and questions more in a much more indepth manner: we explored, for instance, feminism and writing studies; race, rhetoric, and
ideology, the enormous impact of the “digital turn” on rhetoric and composition studies and on
the academy writ large; and we even ended the semester with a unit on academic labor and
the very timely issues related to contingent faculty and collective action. (In fact, one student
remarked in a written comment on my evaluations that s/he wished we had spent more time
on the labor issues—next time I will be sure to make this revision; I have also published on
academic labor issues—see my Workplace article in the research section for more details.) I am
also quite proud to note that, in addition to this being one of the most enjoyable courses I’ve
yet had the pleasure to teach, it was also one of the most successful; I received a perfect “1” on
item #21 —“Compared to other instructors I’ve had, this instructor is outstanding”—from both
undergraduates and MALS (graduate) students.1
Course Evaluation Summaries
Note that this course was taught in Fall 2013 prior to the change to the course evaluation Likert
scale; therefore, a 1 = “Strongly Agree” (i.e., 1.00 is the highest possible score in each category).

1

n=7.

1

ENG-W 400: Issues in the Teaching of
Writing
1.) The course was well organized.
2.) The course objectives were clear to the
students.
3.) There was general agreement between
announced course objectives and what
was actually taught.
4.) The instructor explained the subject
clearly.
5.) The instructor summarized the major
points in lecture or discussion.
6.) The instructor made effective use of class
time.
7.) The instructor was well prepared for class
meetings.
8.) The amount of reading was appropriate
for the course.
9.) In relation to other courses of equal
credits and level, the workload in this
course was appropriate.
10.) The amount of material covered in the
course was reasonable.
11.) The course required more time and effort
than others at this level.
12.) The grading system for the course was
clearly explained.
13.) Grades were assigned fairly and
impartially.
14.) The instructor collected enough evidence
for valid grading.
15.) The exams accurately assessed what I
have learned in this class.
16.) The instructor showed a genuine interest
in students
17.) The instructor was readily available for
consultation with students.
18.) The instructor stimulated my thinking.
19.) The instructor stimulated class discussion.
20.) The instructor promoted an atmosphere
conducive to learning.

2

Fall 2013
(28369)
1.00
1.25
1.00

1.25
1.25
1.25
1.00
1.50
1.25

1.25
2.25
1.00
1.00
1.75
1.33
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

21.) Compared to other instructors I have had,
this instructor is outstanding.
22.) Compared to other courses I’ve taken, I
learned more in this course.
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1.00
1.75

ENG-W 365 — Technical Editing in the Global Marketplace: Theories, Practices,
and Methodologies
Technical Editing is perhaps the most practical course I teach on a regular basis at IU Kokomo.
Week by week, students learn how to edit technical documents, from proofreading for errors at
the surface level to ensuring that documents contain appropriate content, organization, and
visuals for their various readers. Students also learn long-forgotten (or never-learned) principles
of correct English grammar, syntax, and punctuation; how to use traditional editing and
proofreading marks; the editing functions within word processing software; and basic principles
of layout and design. Finally, this course introduces undergraduates to the full spectrum of
workplace responsibilities today’s editors and editorial teams face, including large-scale project
design and management, ethical and legal issues, and the impact of the global marketplace on
editing practices, theories, and methodologies.
I have taught and revised this course five times since I started at IU Kokomo in 2012, and each
time I have approached the course with much more confidence. Several students have noted
this in my more casual or “laid back” approach to the course. One student, for example, wrote
that I made “technical editing fun and rewarding,” while another wrote that the course “had a
very casual feel to it.” Another student observed, “I liked that Dr. Cook was very energetic every
class. He also made something like editing, which can be intimidating, fun and easy to learn.”
Other students opted to write about how much they learned and, perhaps most importantly,
how valuable the full range of editing skills will be for them in their other coursework and in
their future careers.
One significant revision that I have continued for the last few semesters was that I scaled-back
the resume editing assignment; I now opt not to work with Career Services to give students
“real-world” resumes. This had been a valuable experience in 2012 and 2013, but the logistics
were incredibly time-consuming, and I felt that whatever benefits or gains the students
received from knowing that they were working with “real” job seekers was really undermined
by the amount of time it took all of us to coordinate our efforts, ensure anonymity, and so
forth. So, this time around, as in 2013, students simply edited either their own resumes or
those of friends, family, and classmates. This continuing practice proved successful again this
year, too.
I have come to the realization that we I need to develop and offer a new series of editing
courses, or perhaps a frequent special topics course that could tackle, say, digital media and the
cutting edge of the editing profession. Another course might focus exclusively on copyediting
and grammar, syntax, and mechanics. I believe the demand exists for these kinds of courses,
which could easily function as both core and adjunct courses to the minor in Writing, Editing,
and Media.
Learning Outcomes
▪ Perform comprehensive editing, copyediting, and proofreading;
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▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Utilize, understand, and confidently support editorial decisions regarding grammar,
syntax, punctuation, style, and organization;
Use and understand editorial and proofreading terminology;
Understand the profession of editing, including career possibilities and professional,
ethical, and legal responsibilities;
Revise for tone, clarity, conciseness, and continuity;
Use traditional copyediting and proofreading marks;
Become familiar with project management techniques, responsibilities, and challenges;
Use technologies related to editing (primarily MS Word 2016);
Analyze diverse communication/rhetorical situations.

Course Evaluation Summaries
I have now taught ENG-W 365 five times, which has offered me many opportunities for revision
and pedagogical experimentation. Our Likert scale for student evaluations changed in 2013-14
from a five-point scale in which “1.00” was the highest possible score per category (i.e., 1.00 =
Strongly Agree) to a five-point scale in which “5.00” became the highest possible score per
category (i.e., 5.00 = Strongly Agree) starting in Fall 2014.
ENG-W 365: Technical Editing

1.) The course was well organized.
2.) The course objectives were clear
to the students.
3.) There was general agreement
between announced course
objectives and what was actually
taught.
4.) The instructor explained the
subject clearly.
5.) The instructor summarized the
major points in lecture or
discussion.
6.) The instructor made effective
use of class time.
7.) The instructor was well
prepared for class meetings.
8.) The amount of reading was
appropriate for the course.
9.) In relation to other courses of
equal credits and level, the
workload in this course was
appropriate.

Fall
2012
(15522)
1.79
1.74

Fall
2013
(28110)
1.25
1.25

1.89

1.13

4.31

4.22

4.00

1.74

1.25

4.50

4.67

4.00

1.63

1.25

4.63

4.78

4.57

1.79

1.13

4.38

4.33

4.07

1.53

1.13

4.38

4.56

4.50

1.84

1.25

4.38

4.56

4.57

2.00

1.25

4.38

4.56

4.36
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Fall
Fall
Fall
2014
2015
2016
(22733) (29501) (32944)
4.50
4.33
4.36
4.44
4.33
4.50

10.) The amount of material covered
in the course was reasonable.
11.) The course required more time
and effort than others at this
level.
12.) The grading system for the
course was clearly explained.
13.) Grades were assigned fairly and
impartially.
14.) The instructor collected enough
evidence for valid grading.
15.) The exams accurately assessed
what I have learned in this class.
16.) The instructor showed a
genuine interest in students
17.) The instructor was readily
available for consultation with
students.
18.) The instructor stimulated my
thinking.
19.) The instructor stimulated class
discussion.
20.) The instructor promoted an
atmosphere conducive to
learning.
21.) Compared to other instructors I
have had, this instructor is
outstanding.
22.) Compared to other courses I’ve
taken, I learned more in this
course.

1.95

1.38

4.44

4.33

3.86

2.53

2.25

4.44

4.33

3.86

1.89

1.38

4.31

4.33

3.64

1.95

1.00

4.44

4.11

4.29

1.89

1.38

4.63

4.22

4.43

2.21

1.38

4.69

4.22

4.43

1.58

1.13

4.63

4.22

4.43

1.53

1.13

4.69

4.56

4.29

1.53

1.13

4.50

4.44

4.29

1.53

1.13

4.25

4.56

4.29

1.47

1.13

4.50

4.67

4.00

2.16

1.38

4.37

4.78

4.00

2.05

1.25

4.13

4.67

3.54

Course Syllabus

Editing in the Global Marketplace: Theories, Practices, and Methodologies
In this class, you will learn how to edit technical documents, from proofreading for errors at the surface
level to ensuring that documents contain appropriate content, organization, and visuals for their various
readers. You will also learn long-forgotten (or never-learned) principles of correct English grammar,
syntax, and punctuation; how to use traditional editing and proofreading marks; the editing functions
within word processing software; and basic principles of layout and design. Finally, this course will
introduce you to the full spectrum of workplace responsibilities today’s editors and editorial teams face,
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including large-scale project design and management, ethical and legal issues, and the impact of the
global marketplace on editing practices, theories, and methodologies.
By the end of the semester, you will be able to
assessed through

Your proficiency with these skills will be

Perform comprehensive editing, copyediting, and
proofreading;
Utilize, understand, and confidently support
editorial decisions regarding grammar, syntax,
punctuation, style, and organization;
Use and understand editorial and proofreading
terminology;
Understand the profession of editing, including
career possibilities and professional, ethical, and
legal responsibilities;
Revise for tone, clarity, conciseness, and
continuity;
Use traditional copyediting and proofreading
marks;
Become familiar with project management
techniques, responsibilities, and challenges;
Use technologies related to editing (primarily MS
Word);
Analyze diverse communication/rhetorical
situations.

Final project, grammar/copyediting exam
Daily assignments, grammar/copyediting exam,
editing assignments, final project
Final project, grammar/copyediting exam
Daily assignments and lectures

Daily assignments, grammar/copyediting exam,
final project
Daily assignments and grammar/copyediting
exam
Final project, lectures
Final project, grammar/copyediting exam, daily
assignments, lectures
Final project, grammar/copyediting exam daily
assignments, other exercises

Textbooks & Other Requirements
Rude, Carolyn D. and Angela Eaton. Technical Editing. 5th ed. Boston: Longman, 2011. Print. (Required)
The Chicago Manual of Style: The Essential Guide for Writers, Editors, and Publishers. 16th ed. Chicago:
U of Chicago P, 2010. Print. (Strongly suggested)
Please be sure to get the correct editions of both texts!
Occasionally, I will post required readings and handouts to Canvas; these readings typically will be in
.pdf format. I encourage you to print out these readings and practice “reading actively.” That is, you
should learn to read with a pencil or pen in hand so that you can engage with the text—underline and
circle passages, write comments, observations, and questions in the margins, and jot down ideas as they
come to you.
You will also need…
*to set up your IU Box account so you can save readings, research, and drafts of your work in safe,
secure cloud storage. If you’ve never used IU Box before, simply click on the hyperlink in the previous
sentence (hold down the Ctrl key and click with your mouse) and log in to your IU Box account with your
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IU Kokomo username and passphrase. This will take you right to your IU Box account. From there, it’s
fairly self-explanatory: you can create new folders and upload files just as in Windows or MS Word.
** a sturdy notebook, lots of paper, good pens and pencils, and access to a reliable computer. Also, I
assume that you will have a basic working knowledge of (and access to) MS Word (2016), MS
PowerPoint (2016), e-mail, Canvas, and Adobe Reader.
***access to the Oxford English Dictionary. Luckily, the OED is available for all IUK students through our
library. Simply go to the “Databases A to Z” link and click on the letter “O.”

Assignments and Grading
Copyediting and Grammar Exam (15%)
In Week 11, we will have a cumulative copyediting and grammar exam on the grammar and
copyediting skills we’ve been learning thus far. This exam will take the entire class period.

Chapter Outlines/Reading Quizzes (10%)
Depending on whether we decide as a class to do outlines or quizzes, some weeks you will be
required to either write an outline of that week’s chapter readings (complete with key terms
and concepts) or a quiz at the beginning of class. These exercises are designed to make sure
everyone’s keeping track of the readings and to reward those who are reading carefully and
conscientiously.

Editing Assignment #1 (5%) and #2 (10%) = (15%)
We will have two editing assignments: the first will be a basic copyedit of a brief document,
while the second will give you some practice performing more comprehensive edits of a resume
(either your own, a friend’s, or one of the sample resumes in the “Resumes” folder in Canvas).

D&A Assignments (30%)
D&A, or “Discussion and Application” exercises, are the backbone of our editing work in this
course: some of these exercises will be completed for homework (and occasionally I will ask you
to post your D&As to a designated Discussion in Canvas—see course schedule below for more
detailed information and dates), while others will be completed in class and/or in small groups.
Unless otherwise notified, D&As are graded on a holistic scale: that is, you will receive full credit
if you get all of the exercises correct, an “80” if most of the exercises are correct, a “70” if your
work in general is lacking, a “60” if your work is severely lacking and/or you’ve failed to
complete some portion of the assignment, or a “0” for failure to submit a D&A. The highest
grade a late D&A can earn is a “70.” I will drop your lowest D&A grade at the end of the
semester.

Final Project (25%) + Presentation (5%) = (30%)
For our final project of the semester, you will gain some experience working with others on a
large-scale team-editing project. Each of you will be assigned to an editing team, and each team
will be assigned a separate comprehensive editing project (see the “Final Projects” folder in
Canvas for more information). These are “real-world” documents in that they have been
adapted from actual organizations and institutions, and each document was created with
specific readers, uses, origins, and impacts in mind. Some errors and inconsistencies have been
introduced, but others are original. Furthermore, grammatical or mechanical errors aren’t are
the only problems in these documents—they also need to be comprehensively edited for style,
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organization, consistency, correctness, completeness, and even document attractiveness and
accessibility to readers. Final Projects are due in Canvas before 11:30pm EST on the last day of
class (M, 12/05).
Each team will also develop a short presentation on their final projects that details the editing
process from start to finish. These presentations will be given during our final class meeting on
Monday, 12/12 at 4pm. (There is no final exam for this course, and unless we find that we need
the time to meet, we will likely not meet during the final exam period.)

=100%

Attendance and Participation
While there will be some lecture in this course, this is definitely not a lecture-only course. Ongoing,
stimulating class discussions and in-class group activities are vital to the success of this course and to
your overall learning experience. In short, it’s important that you come to class regularly, complete all
assigned readings each week, take time to reflect on what you’ve read (and then go back and re-read),
take careful notes on the readings (in your notebook and textbook), ask questions, and participate
actively and enthusiastically in class discussions and in-class exercises.
When you miss class, you miss important information, and classmates miss your input and ideas. If you
are absent, you are responsible for finding out what we covered in class and for submitting in advance
any assignments due on that day. I reserve the right to change the course schedule at any time, and it is
your responsibility to stay on top of these changes. If ever you do miss class, you should use the
“Questions about the Course” Discussion in the “Discussions” tab in Canvas to find out what you missed.
See “Getting in touch with me...and each other” below for more information.
Your course grade will drop by one letter grade (10%) if you miss more than 10% of our classes (or 4
class periods); you will fail the course if you miss 20% of our classes (7 class periods). If a bone fide
emergency forces you to miss several class periods, please contact me as soon as possible so we can
discuss your options.

Phones, Technology, and other Distractions
Here’s the straight dope on mobile devices, folks: be courteous and sensible with your smart phones,
laptops, tablets, and other mobile devices. You might think you have to be imminently available to
everyone in your social network, family, neighborhood, whatever, or that you constantly have to be
checking your e-mail, texts, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest, or whatnot, but you really don’t.
There are important, practical advantages to be gained by “unplugging,” by experiencing the passage of
time as well as conversation and interaction the way previous generations did: face-to-face and in realtime. Research suggests that students who leave their mobile devices and laptops in their bags actually
perform better academically. Opportunities to unplug from the matrix are increasingly rare; let’s pledge
to use our time together this semester for discussion, reflection, and exploration, not Candy Crush Saga
and idle Facebook stalking.
Finally, please do not log-on to the classroom computers until we’re ready to use them. Most days I
will begin class with a brief mini-lecture or at least a series of announcements, and it’s difficult to retain
this important information when you’re multitasking.
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Late Assignments
Late work will not be accepted under most circumstances. If a bona fide emergency forces you to miss
class, please let me know as soon as is reasonable so that we can discuss your options.

Getting in touch with me…and each other
You will have several avenues of communication for this course:
▪

If you have general questions about the course (assignments, due dates, course policies, etc.),
please post your questions on the “Questions about the Course” Discussion in the
“Discussions” tab. I will check this Discussion regularly (usually twice a day from Monday
through Friday and at least once on the weekend) and answer any questions you may have. If
you have a question that concerns the entire class, please use this space.

▪

“The Coffee House Lounge” site in the Discussions tab will be an informal space for you to
meet your fellow students and get to know one another over the course of the semester. This
is a social gathering place. I will not monitor this site on a regular basis unless students express
concern to me about the content being posted.

▪

If you have questions of an individual or personal nature that you do not wish to share with
the rest of the class, you can contact me by sending a message through the message center in
Canvas (in the “Messages” tab). This is the best way to get in touch with me. You are also
always welcome to visit me in my office (during and outside of office hours), call me in my
office during office hours (765/455.9229). I want to discuss the class and your work with you,
and utilizing office hours is an excellent way for us to address any concerns you might have
about the class, your progress or performance, and/or any of your questions about the course
material and your projects and interests.

“Cool Down” Days
Over the course the semester, we will have several “cool down” days, which are essentially planned
opportunities for us to catch our collective breath and practice and hone some of the concepts we’ve
learned thus far. Cool down days are loosely-planned “free” periods during which students can work on
any exercises, practices, or concepts from the course during class time with my guidance and
supervision. These days are also planned opportunities for me to get feedback from you on how things
are progressing. Are we moving too fast or not fast enough? Are there concepts with which you’re
struggling? What are some other areas, concepts, or skills on which you’d like to spend more time? And
so forth. See course schedule below for more details.

Technical Requirements and Troubleshooting
This course requires that you have access to the IU Kokomo computer network, access to the Canvas
course management system, and some basic familiarity with Canvas. The IU Kokomo Instructional
Technology department (IT) provides guidelines for hardware and software for all students. This course
requires primarily word processing (preferably MS Word 2016), printing capabilities, and access to
Canvas. See http://iuware.indiana.edu for free downloads and discount prices on hardware and
software exclusively for IU students.
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Students should contact the IU Kokomo Helpdesk with technical questions. The Helpdesk offers
technical support to faculty, staff, and students for all IT-related requests. The Helpdesk provides
assistance to users, as well as maintains a tracking system that places each user’s request into a queue.
You can send an e-mail request to the Helpdesk at kohelp@iuk.edu or call 765/455.9315. Local phone
and walk-up support at the Helpdesk in the Library is available Monday through Friday from 8:00am to
5:00pm. If you’re having any technical difficulties, please contact both me and the Helpdesk right away
so we can get your problem solved.

Academic Honesty and Plagiarism
“A student must not adopt or reproduce ideas, words, or statements of another person without an
appropriate acknowledgement. A student must give due credit to the originality of others and
acknowledge an indebtedness whenever he or she does any of the following: (a) quotes another
person’s actual words, either oral or written; (b) paraphrases another person’s words, either oral or
written; (c) uses another person’s idea, theory, or material unless information is common knowledge.”
Source: Indiana University Code of Student Ethics. (Note that “intent” is not a factor here.)
“Double dipping,” or submitting a writing project for two or more courses (whether they’re IUK courses
or not), constitutes plagiarism and will result in a grade of zero and possible disciplinary action. If you
have an idea for a writing project from another class that you would like to further develop in this class,
please consult with me. I’m more than willing to help you develop your ideas and plan writing projects
that will do work for you, but simply submitting the same essay for multiple classes is not acceptable
under any circumstances.
Knowing the boundaries between acceptable and unacceptable uses of other’s work, texts, or ideas can
be tricky sometimes, and we will spend some time in class discussing the boundaries of acceptable use,
the nature of research, and when, where, and how to appropriately document source materials.

Writing Center (Student Success Center: Library)
Don’t forget to utilize the Writing Center that your tuition dollars support! The IU Kokomo Writing
Center is open Monday through Thursday, 9am to 7pm, Friday, 10am to 2pm, and Saturday, 12:30 to
4:30pm. Remember, many of IU Kokomo’s best students understand that seeking out a response to
their writing is a necessary part of the learning/writing process. Several of the staff who presently work
in the Writing Center have or are currently working toward teaching credentials, and many are graduate
students. Stop by or call for a 30-minute appointment: 765/455.9425, Option #1.
▪

▪
▪
▪

You can now instant message the tutors your quick questions (grammar, citing, etc.) using
campus contacts. Visit our website where you can Ask a more detailed question online by using
Ask a Tutor email option.
See a list of Grammar Girl podcasts on hundreds of usage and other English language concerns.
Discover which helpful documents and other sources are available at the Center.
Find out when your favorite tutor is scheduled to work.

Student Accessibility Services
Every attempt will be made to accommodate qualified students with disabilities (e.g., mental health,
learning, chronic health, physical, hearing, vision/neurological, etc.). You must have established your
eligibility for support services through the appropriate office that services students with disabilities.
Note that services are confidential, may take time to put into place, and are not retroactive; captions
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and alternate media for print materials may take three or more weeks to produce. Please contact your
campus office as soon as possible if accommodations are needed. Find your office at
http://ada.iu.edu/students/index.shtml.
Students requiring accommodations for disabilities or special needs should contact the Office of
Accessibility Services. Don’t wait until the middle or end of the semester to take care of these issues; if
you have a documented disability, please don’t hesitate to let me know as soon as possible.

Course Schedule
Note: Readings and homework assignments are listed in the right column. You will post some of your
homework exercises to a designated Discussion in Canvas: these assignments are marked in red—
Discussions. I reserve the right to alter reading assignments and due dates depending on how quickly
we’re moving and other considerations. I will always give advance notice of any changes to the course
schedule through a Canvas announcement and, wherever possible, during class meetings.
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In-Class Activities
Homework (Readings and Assignments)
Week 1: Course Introduction/What Does an Editor
Do?
M, Aug. 22
1. Go over syllabus/introduction to the course
▪ Purchase textbooks!
2. Quizzes vs. Outlines?
▪ Read syllabus carefully and jot down any
3. Introductions/”Ice-Breaker” exercises
questions—there will be a quiz at the end of the
4. “Snow Day” exercise on tone and writerly intention
period!
5. Quiz on syllabus
▪ Read Ch. 1 (“Editing: The Big Picture”)
▪ D&A 1.1
▪ Quiz/Outline on Chapter 1

Week 2: Editing as Collaboration and
Administration
M, Aug. 29
1. Diagnostic Copyediting and Grammar Exam
2. Assign and complete “Editing and Me” memo
3. Write “Editing and Me” Memo (one 1 short
paragraph per number—graded as a D&A grade):
1. Read 3 technical editor ads on
Monster.com and summarize the
required skills, location, salary, etc.
2. Read 3 technical writer ads and discuss
whether editing is required; if so,
describe in detail what the ad asks for.

▪ Read Ch. 2 (“Readers, Users, Browsers,
Problem Solvers…”)
▪ D&A 2.4 (post to Discussions in Canvas)
▪ D&A 2.5 (post to Discussions in Canvas)
▪ Read Ch. 4 (pp. 43-49 only)

Write a paragraph about your future career plans and
editing. Do any hiring companies look interesting?
What experience and skills do you need? What
technical (e.g., software) knowledge do these ads
require?
Week 3: Labor Day
M, Sept. 5 (Labor Day—no class)

Week 4: Editing as Collaboration (cont.) &
Introduction to Marking Paper Copy
M, Sept. 12
1. Quiz/Outlines on Ch. 2
2. D&A 2.1
3. Discuss responses to D&A 2.4 and 2.5
4. In-class intro to paper mark-up (D&A 4.1)
5. Course content feedback Q&A: “What questions
do you have about editing?”
6. Assign and discuss Editing Assignment #1
(marking paper copy/beginning copyediting)
10

▪
▪
▪
▪

Read Ch. 3 (“Collaborating with Writers”)
D&A 3.2 (post to Discussions in Canvas)
Read Ch. 4 (pp. 49-56)
Editing Assignment #1 due in class on M,
9/26

Week 5: Marking Paper Copy (cont.)
M, Sept. 19
1.Quiz/Outlines on Ch. 3
2. D&A 3.1
3. Go over D&A 3.2
4. D&A 4.4 and 4.6
5. in-class exercises on marking paper copy

▪
▪
▪

Week 6: Basic Copyediting
M, Sept. 26
1. Quiz/Outlines on Ch. 7
2. Editing Assignment #1 Due
(collect and discuss EA #1)
3. Start D&A 7.2
4. Discuss general guidelines for copyediting resumes
5. More in-class copyediting exercises
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D&A 4.1
D&A 4.3 (post to Discussions in Canvas)
Read Ch. 7 (“Basic Copyediting: An
Introduction”)

▪ Complete copyediting exercises
▪ Read Ch. 8 (“Copyediting for Consistency”)
▪ D&A 8.2 and 8.3 (post in Discussions in
Canvas)
▪ Finish D&A 7.2 for homework (if necessary)

Week 7: Basic Copyediting (cont.)
M, Oct. 3 (“Cool Down” day #2)
1. Quiz/Outlines on Ch. 8
2. D&A 8.1
3. Discuss D&A 8.2 and 8.3
4.Discuss D&A 8.5
5. Assign Editing Assignment #2 (Copyediting and
Grammar: resumes)
6. Course content feedback Q&A: “What questions
do you have about copyediting thus far? What’s
giving you trouble?”

▪
▪
▪
▪

Week 8: Grammar Review
M, Oct. 10
1. Quiz/Outlines on Ch. 9
2. D&A 9.2 and 9.6
3. Grammar Review, Part 1
4. D&A 10.1
5. Assign and discuss Final Projects: assign groups
and roles, start thinking about division of labor and
project management, etc.

▪
▪
▪

Re-read and review Ch. 8
D&A 8.5 (post in Discussions in Canvas)
Read Ch. 9 (“Spelling, Capitalization, and
Abbreviations”)
D&A 9.1

Read Ch. 10 (“Grammar and Usage”)
Complete practice grammar quizzes (online in
Canvas)
D&A 10.1, 10.2, 10.3, and 10.

Week 9: Grammar Review (cont.)
M, Oct. 17 (no class—Fall Break)

Week 10: Grammar Review (cont.)
M, Oct. 24
1. Grammar Review, Part 2
2. Discuss D&A 10.5 and 10.6
3. D&A 10.7 and 10.8
4. More grammar exercises (time permitting)
5. Editing Assignment #2 Due (collect and discuss
Editing Assignment #2)

Week 11: Grammar Review (cont.)
M, Oct. 31
1. Grammar Review, Part 3
2. In-class grammar review and feedback Q&A:
“What questions do you have about grammar, usage,
and copyediting?”
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▪
▪

Re-read and review Ch. 10
Review for Copyediting and Grammar Exam

▪
▪

Prepare for Copyediting and Grammar Exam
Good luck!

3. Halloween fun!

Week 12: Copyediting and Grammar Exam
M, Nov. 7
1. Copyediting and Grammar Exam (15%)

▪ Read Ch. 5 (“Marking Digital Copy”)
▪ D&A 5.3 (post in Discussions in Canvas)

Week 13: Marking Digital Copy
M, Nov. 14 (“Cool Down” day #3)
1. Discuss Ch. 5
2. Assign Final Projects
3. In-class workshops and group meetings on Final
Projects
4. Feedback Q&A: “What questions do you have
about the Final Projects? How is everything going?”
Week 14: Comprehensive Editing
M, Nov. 21
1. Discuss Ch. 14
2. Discuss D&A 14.2
3. In-class workshops and group meetings on Final
Projects

▪
▪
▪

Meet and work on Final Projects
Read Ch. 14
Complete D&A 14.2 for homework (post to
Discussions in Canvas)

▪

Read Ch. 15 (“Style: Definition and Sentence
Structures”)
D&A 15.1 and 15.2
Work on Final Projects
Make sure Final Projects are where they need
to before leaving for Thanksgiving Break!
Read Ch. 17 (“Organization: The Architecture
of Information”)

▪
▪
▪
▪

Week 15: Comprehensive Editing: Style
M, Nov. 28
1. D&A 15.3, 15.5, and 15.7
2. In-class workshops and group meetings on Final
Projects

▪
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Read Ch. 20 (“Editing for Global Contexts”)

Week 16: Editing for Global Contexts / Final
Projects Due / Course Wrap-Up
M, Dec. 5
1. Final Project Presentations (5%)
2. Discuss Ch. 20
3. Course Evaluations
4. Final Projects (25%) due in Canvas before
11:30pm EST on F, 12/09

▪
▪
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Complete and submit Final Projects
Have a great holiday break!

NMAT-G 411: New Media Theory
In 2015, I was approached by my faculty colleagues in our New Media program to teach the
senior-level capstone course in New Media Theory (NMAT-G 411), based on my previous
teaching experience in my well-received Honors Colloquium on digital culture and my own
research interests. I developed an effective capstone seminar informed by my own background
in critical theory and cultural studies, which formed the conceptual bridge that allowed me to
teach this class.
In the last two decades, digital technologies have become enmeshed into our everyday lives to
such a degree that one can be forgiven for thinking, “What more can we possibly say about
them?” and I figured this sense of “digital exhaustion” might have a special resonance with New
Media students in a senior-level capstone course. However, I also wanted to give these soon-tobe-graduates some flexibility in terms of choosing and developing their assignments and
projects for the course. To that end, I implemented a Coursework Menu from which students
would choose any combination of assignments and projects totaling 50% of the final course
grade. Students made their choices, provided a rationale for the projects they chose, and then
submitted a Coursework Agreement. Because this was a Capstone/Senior Seminar course, I also
wanted students to spend considerable time reflecting on the skills they had learned in their
degree program, so I structured the seminar around the various theories and concepts that
circulate throughout new media studies and critical theory.
Finally, I took quite seriously the “theory” part of this course. I wanted to make sure that
students could do more than merely describe new media phenomena; I also wanted my seniors
to be able to take these phenomena apart and understand the constitutive concepts that make
them “work.” Asking students to effectively map out 50% of their grade via the Coursework
Menu—which could include anything from blogging and responding to discussion questions to
making a podcast—encouraged them to map out their own itinerary through such challenging
sites as digital identity, social media, privacy and surveillance in the information age, and the
economic foundations of digital culture.
Course Evaluation Summaries
NMAT-G 411: New Media Theory

1.) My instructor organized this course well.
2.) My instructor is well-prepared for class
meetings.
3.) My instructor uses teaching methods wellsuited to the course.
4.) My instructor is knowledgeable on course
topics.
5.) My instructor treats students with respect.

Spring 2016
(31737)
4.64
4.79
4.50
4.57
4.57

6.) My instructor is regularly available for
consultation.
7.) The instructor promotes an atmosphere
conducive to learning.
8.) The objectives of this course are clearly
stated.
9.) Announced course objectives agree with
what is taught.
10.) The grading system for the course was
clearly explained.
11.) Grades are assigned fairly and impartially.
12.) The course improved my understanding of
concepts in this field.
13.) The instructor uses Oncourse or Canvas to
post grades, syllabus, and class materials in a
timely fashion.
14.) New media/art projects are appropriate to
the level of the course.
15.) My instructor values my creativity and/or
originality.
16.) Evaluations of my performance/artistic
products are constructive.
17.) I can apply the learning in this class to work
in my future profession.

4.57
4.64
4.43
4.64
4.29
4.21
4.57
4.57

4.50
4.14
4.29
4.14

Course Syllabus

New Media Theory
“To talk of New Media in the early 21st century seems odd: exhausted and exhausting.
Either it seems tinged with that hopelessly naïve utopianism and dystopianism that
dominated the end of the 20th century . . . or it just seems hopeless. New media is
everywhere and everything; it changes more quickly than we can think. What more can
we possibly say about it?”
--Wendy Hui Kyong Chun, New Media/Old Media (2016)
“It is longer its novelty, uniqueness, or potential to transform life, but its mundane nature
and pervasiveness that now gives the internet its significance.”
--Vincent Miller, Understanding Digital Culture (2011)
I begin the course description with these epigraphs, both of which are taken from our two required texts,
because they speak to the sense of exhaustion many of us feel towards new media, digital culture,
technology, mobile devices, etc. In the last two decades, digital technologies have become enmeshed into
our everyday lives to such a degree that one can be forgiven for thinking, “Indeed, what more can we
possibly say about it?”

This 400-level course in New Media Theory gives you the tools to “step into the fray,” as it were, and to
come away with a better understanding of just what we mean by the term “new media” and the key ideas,
concepts, and issues that circulate through it. The “theory” part of this course is that we’re not simply
concerned with describing various new media phenomena, but with taking them apart (metaphorically)
and understanding the constitutive concepts that make them work.
This course will also help you understand the various attitudes—critical and ordinary—we have towards
new and old media and where these attitudes come from. Most importantly, this course will give you the
means to map out your own itinerary through such challenging sites as digital identity, social media,
privacy and surveillance in the information age, and the economic foundations of digital culture.

Learning Outcomes
By the end of the semester, you should be able to
assessed through
Define and deploy commonly-used terms and
concepts related to new media theory, digital
culture, and cultural studies;
Stake out, research, and explore in-depth an area
of new media in which you’re interested, and then
present those findings to your peers;
Articulate and explain challenging and complex
concepts related to a sustained discussion of digital
culture (i.e., technological/economic
determinism[s], information society, telepresence,
immersion, and many more);
Understand and recall in detail the history—both
recent and long-term—of digital technologies and
the development of computers, mobile devices, and
other advancements;
Articulate connections between recent shifts in
digital culture and similar historical shifts in
human consciousness and thinking (i.e., the spread
of literacy in the ancient world or the evolution of
print media);
Plan, design, and develop your own graded
projects and assignments.

Your ability to do this will be
Coursework Agreement assignments, Midterm
Exam, Quizzes, Class Discussions
Coursework Agreement assignments, Midterm
Exam, Quizzes, Class Discussions
Coursework Agreement assignments, Midterm
Exam, Quizzes, Class Discussions

Coursework Agreement assignments, Midterm
Exam, Quizzes, Class Discussions
Coursework Agreement assignments, Midterm
Exam, Quizzes, Class Discussions

Coursework Menu assignments Coursework
Agreement assignments, Midterm Exam,
Quizzes, Class Discussions

Required Texts
Miller, Vincent. Understanding Digital Culture. 2011. London: SAGE, 2013. Print.
Hui Kyong Chun, Wendy and Anna Watkins Fisher, eds. New Media/Old Media: A History and Theory
Reader. 2nd ed. New York: Routledge, 2016. Print.

Coursework Menu, Agreement, and Assignments

Unlike most traditional courses, you are responsible for determining and planning some (50%) of your
own coursework for this 400-level course. Using the Coursework Menu and the Coursework Agreement
(both are located in the “Grade Menu” folder in the Files tab in our Canvas site), you will select your
coursework options for graded assignments and submit that form to Dr. Cook at the start of class in
Week 2 (Thursday, 01/21/2016). 50% of your grade has already been decided for you (the Midterm
exam, quizzes, ICWs, and participation—see below for more details), but you are free to choose the

remaining 50% of your overall performance in this course. Be sure that the selections you make from the
menu on the next few pages add up to 50%.
I will review your choices and either approve your Coursework Agreement as is or contact you about any
issues no later than the end of Week 3 (Thursday, 01/28/2016). Once the Agreement is signed by
both you and me, you’ll be held to it and the due dates listed on it. If you fail to turn in any of the work on
the Agreement you will receive a zero (“0”) for the missing work. Under (most) normal circumstances,
this work cannot be made up.
1.

Midterm exam = 25%
In Week 9, we will have a midterm exam. This exam will cover the primary concepts and readings
from the first half of the semester (Weeks 1 through 8), and we will have a comprehensive in-class
exam review the week before the midterm. The midterm exam will be two parts: the first part will
ask you to choose and identify 7 terms in short paragraphs. The second part is a traditional essay
response. The midterm exam tests not only your memory of these key concepts in new media
theory, but much more importantly, it gives you a chance to do something with what you’ve
learned: to make connections between theories and ideas, apply insights to novel situations, and
so forth. The midterm exam will take one class period to complete.
2. Quizzes = 10%
Reading comprehension quizzes in a 400-level class? Yes, that’s right. Quizzes are my way of
ensuring that you folks are doing the reading and that you’re doing it carefully, conscientiously,
and actively (more on this in class). We will have between 8-10 reading quizzes over the course of
the semester, usually at the start of class but sometimes on Canvas, and they will be worth roughly
1% to 1.25% of your final grade.
3. SWAs & ICWs = 10%
SWAs are “short writing assignments” that are completed outside of class; ICWs are “in-class
writing assignments” that are typically completed in class and may include freewrites, reflection
pieces, group work, etc. We will have a couple of SWAs (maybe three), and each one will be worth
2.5%. (For example, each of you will be submitting a proposal to the IU Kokomo Undergraduate
Research Symposium in April, and first you will submit a draft to me for feedback—this will be
one of our SWAs.) The remaining 10% will be assigned to ICWs, and these are typically worth
around .75% or 1% each, depending on how many we have over the course of the semester. I also
reserve the right to assign “non-graded” in-class assignments. These are for enrichment and
learning—not everything has to have a grade to have value.
4. Participation & attendance = 5%
See “Attendance and Participation” below for more details.
5. Extra Credit (“Outstanding Classroom Citizenship”) = +2%
You may also earn a whopping +2 points extra credit added to your overall course grade for
providing what I determine is an extraordinary level of class leadership in terms of leading and
facilitating thoughtful, considerate discussions in the Forums, submitting all work on time, and
generally being a good citizen of our class. This extra credit is applied solely at my discretion.

Attendance and Participation

While there will be some lecture in this course, this is definitely not a lecture-only course. Ongoing,
stimulating class discussions and in-class group activities are vital to the success of this course and to your
overall learning experience. In short, it’s important that you come to class regularly, complete all assigned
readings each week, take time to reflect on what you’ve read (and then go back and re-read), take careful
notes on the readings (in your notebook and textbook), ask questions, and participate actively and
enthusiastically in class discussions and in-class exercises.
When you miss class, you miss important information, activities, ideas, ICWs, instructions, videos,
interactions, etc. that simply can’t be “made up.” (It’s sort of like missing a birthday party or celebratory
dinner and then asking everyone to reconstruct the experience for you in words or e-mails. Like other
social phenomena, classroom learning just doesn’t work that way.)

Furthermore, when you miss class, your classmates and I miss your input and ideas. If you are absent,
you are responsible for finding out what we covered in class and for submitting in advance
any assignments due on that day. I reserve the right to change the course schedule at any time, and it
is your responsibility to stay on top of these changes. If ever you do miss class, you should use the
“Questions about the Course” Discussion in the “Discussions” tab in Canvas to find out what you missed.
See “Getting in touch with me...and each other” below for more information.
Your course grade will drop by one letter grade (10%) if you miss more than 10% of our classes (or 4
class periods, the penalty is exacted on the fourth absence); you will automatically fail the course if
you miss more than 20% of our classes (or 8 class periods). If an emergency or some other significant,
unplanned life event forces you to miss several class periods, please contact me as soon as possible so we
can discuss your options. Just to simplify: you can miss up to 3 class meetings for any reason
without receiving a penalty. Beyond that you will receive a penalty for another absence for any reason.
Please don’t miss more than 3 class meetings.

Tardiness

Be on time to class. Coming in late routinely—for any reason—will result in absences.

Phones, Technology, and Other Distractions

Here’s the straight dope on mobile devices, folks: be courteous and sensible with your smart phones,
laptops, tablets, and other mobile devices. You might think you have to be imminently available to
everyone in your social network, family, neighborhood, whatever, or that you constantly have to be
checking your e-mail, texts, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest, or whatnot, but you really don’t.
There are important, practical advantages to be gained by “unplugging,” by experiencing the passage of
time, discussion, and conversation the way previous generations did: face-to-face and in real-time.
Opportunities to unplug from the matrix are increasingly rare; let’s pledge to use our time together this
summer for discussion, reflection, and exploration, not Candy Crush Saga and idle Facebook stalking.

Late Assignments

Late work will not be accepted under most circumstances. (Yes, seriously.) If a bona fide
emergency forces you to miss class, please let me know as soon as is reasonable so that we can discuss
your options.

Getting in touch with me…and each other

You will have several avenues of communication for this course:
▪

▪

▪

If you have general questions about the course (assignments, due dates, course policies,
etc.), please post your questions on the “Questions about the Course” Discussion in the
“Discussions” tab. I will check this Discussion regularly (usually twice a day from Monday
through Friday and at least once on the weekend) and answer any questions you may have. If you
have a question that concerns the entire class, please use this space.
“The Coffee House Lounge” site in the Discussions tab will be an informal space for you to
meet your fellow students and get to know one another over the course of the semester. This
is a social gathering place. I will not monitor this site on a regular basis unless students
express concern to me about the content being posted.
If you have questions of an individual or personal nature that you do not wish to share with
the rest of the class, you can contact me by sending a message through the message center in
Canvas (in the “Messages” tab). This is the best way to get in touch with me. You are also
always welcome to visit me in my office (during and outside of office hours), call me in my office
during office hours (765/455.9229), or call me at home on my cell (803/479.6597) before 7:00pm
on weekdays. I want to discuss the class and your work with you, and utilizing office hours is an
excellent way for us to address any concerns you might have about the class, your progress or

performance, and/or any of your questions about the course material and your projects and
interests.

Technical Requirements and Troubleshooting
This course requires that you have access to the IU Kokomo computer network, access to the Canvas
course management system, and some basic familiarity with Canvas. The IU Kokomo Instructional
Technology department (IT) provides guidelines for hardware and software for all students. This course
requires primarily word processing (MS Word 2007, 2010, or 2013), printing capabilities, and access to
Canvas. See http://iuware.indiana.edu for free downloads and discount prices on hardware and software
exclusively for IU students.
IU also offers students, faculty, and staff free access to Lynda.com tutorials on everything from MS Word
2013 to the latest version of Dreamweaver. To access Lynda.com, follow this link, scroll down and click on
the Lynda.com link. This is a subscription service, so you must access Lynda.com through the IUK
website.
Students should contact the IU Kokomo Helpdesk with technical questions. The Helpdesk offers technical
support to faculty, staff, and students for all IT-related requests. The Helpdesk provides assistance to
users, as well as maintains a tracking system that places each user’s request into a queue. You can send an
e-mail request to the Helpdesk at kohelp@iuk.edu or call 765/455.9315. Local phone and walk-up support
at the Helpdesk in the Library is available Monday through Friday from 8:00am to 5:00pm. If you’re
having any technical difficulties, please contact both me and the Helpdesk right away so we can get your
problem solved.

Academic Honesty and Plagiarism

“A student must not adopt or reproduce ideas, words, or statements of another person without an
appropriate acknowledgement. A student must give due credit to the originality of others and
acknowledge an indebtedness whenever he or she does any of the following: (a) quotes another person’s
actual words, either oral or written; (b) paraphrases another person’s words, either oral or written; (c)
uses another person’s idea, theory, or material unless information is common knowledge.” Source:
Indiana University Code of Student Ethics. (Note that “intent” is not a factor here.)
“Double dipping,” or submitting a writing project for two or more courses (whether they’re IUK
courses or not), constitutes plagiarism and will result in a grade of zero and possible disciplinary action. If
you have an idea for a writing project from another class that you would like to further develop in this
class, please consult with me. I’m more than willing to help you develop your ideas and plan writing
projects that will do work for you, but simply submitting the same essay for multiple classes is not
acceptable under any circumstances.
Knowing the boundaries between acceptable and unacceptable uses of other’s work, texts, or ideas can be
tricky sometimes, and we will spend some time in class discussing the boundaries of acceptable use, the
nature of research, and when, where, and how to appropriately document source materials.

Writing Center (Student Success Center: Library)

Don’t forget to utilize the Writing Center that your tuition dollars support! The IU Kokomo Writing
Center is open Monday through Thursday, 9am to 7pm, Friday, 10am to 2pm, and Saturday, 12:30 to
4:30pm. Remember, many of IU Kokomo’s best students understand that seeking out a response to their
writing is a necessary part of the learning/writing process. Several of the staff who presently work in the
Writing Center have or are currently working toward teaching credentials, and many are graduate
students. Stop by or call for a 30-minute appointment: 765/455.9425, Option #1.
You can now instant message the tutors your quick questions (grammar, citing, etc.) using campus
contacts. Visit our website where you can

▪
▪
▪
▪

Ask a more detailed question online by using Ask a Tutor email option.
See a list of Grammar Girl podcasts on hundreds of English language concerns.
Discover which helpful documents and other sources are available at the Center.
Find out when your favorite tutor is scheduled to work.

Student Accessibility Services
Every reasonable attempt will be made to accommodate qualified students with disabilities (e.g., mental
health, learning, chronic health, physical, hearing, vision neurological, etc.). You must have established
your eligibility for support services through the appropriate office that services students with disabilities.
Note that services are confidential, may take time to put into place, and are not retroactive; captions and
alternate media for print materials may take three or more weeks to get produced. Please contact your
campus office as soon as possible if accommodations are needed. Find your office at
http://ada.iu.edu/students/index.shtml.
Students requiring accommodations for disabilities or special needs should contact the Office of
Accessibility Services. Don’t wait until the middle or end of the semester to take care of these issues; if you
have a documented disability, please don’t hesitate to let me know as soon as possible.

Course Schedule
(NOTE: Complete all readings for each week by class time on Tuesday morning unless otherwise
instructed through Canvas or in-class announcements. Due dates for reading assignments, exams, written
responses, etc. are subject to change with prior notice.)
New Media/Old Media = NM
Understanding Digital Culture = U
Canvas = C
Week 1 (1/12, 1/14) – Course Introductions, What is “new media (theory)”?
Readings: U, pp. 1-11 and the syllabus, Coursework Menu, and Coursework
Agreement.
Week 2 (1/19, 1/21) – Key Elements of Digital Media
Readings: U, pp. 12-30 and NM, pp. 1-6
Coursework Agreements due by the start of class on Thursday, 1/21 (Canvas
message)
Week 3 (1/26, 1/28) – Key Elements of Digital Media (continued)
Readings: U, pp. 30-39 and “Case Study 1: What Are Video Games?” U, pp. 39-45
Week 4 (2/02, 2/04) – The Economic Foundations of the Information Age
Readings: U, pp. 46-57 and NM, pp. 167-76 “‘Raw Data’ Is an Oxymoron”
(Gitelman)
Week 5 (2/09, 2/11) – The Economic Foundations of the Information Age (continued)
Readings: U, pp. 57-71 and NM, pp. 37-51 “The Language of Cultural Interfaces”
(Manovich)
Week 6 (2/16, 2/18) – Convergence and the Contemporary Media Experience
Readings: U, pp. 72-81 and NM, pp. 407-24 “Free Labor” (Terranova)
Week 7 (2/23, 2/25) – Convergence and the Contemporary Media Experience (continued)
Readings: U, pp. 81-88 and “Case Study 2: The Changing Culture Industry of
Digital Music” U, pp. 88-94

Week 8 (3/01, 3/03) – Midterm Exam Review / Catch-Up
No class on Thursday, 3/03 (see Canvas for take-home assignment)
Week 9 (3/08, 3/10) – Midterm Exam (25%)
Week 10 (3/15, 3/17) – Spring Break (no classes)
Week 11 (3/22, 3/24) – Research Symposium proposal drafts due (SWA)
Also, the “official” proposals will likely be due to the Symposium organizer/s this
week or next, so get these to me as soon as possible for feedback.
Week 12 (3/29, 3/31) – Digital Identity
Readings: U, pp. 159-75 and “Case Study 3: Cybersex, Online Intimacy, and the
Self” U, pp. 176-83 and NM, pp. 539-51 “Exposed Net Porn” (Shah)
Week 13 (4/05, 4/07) – Social Media and the Problem of Community: Space, Relationships,
Networks
Readings: U, pp. 184-201 and “Case Study 4: Social Networking, Microblogging,
Language and Phatic Culture” U, pp. 201-206
Week 14 (4/12, 4/14) – Privacy and Surveillance in Digital Life
Readings: U, pp. 111-33 and NM, pp. 579-98 “The Googlization of Us: Universal
Surveillance and Infrastructural Imperialism” (Vaidhyanathan)
Week 15 (4/19, 4/21) – The Body and Information Technology / Film Screening (Blade
Runner, 1982)
Readings: U, pp. 207-23
Week 16 (4/26, 4/28) – Course Conclusions / Looking Ahead
Readings: U, pp. 224-26

NMAT-G 411: New Media Theory
COURSEWORK MENU
INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Using the menu below, fill your choices in on the Coursework Agreement (located in the “Coursework Menu” folder in the Files tab) and submit
that form to Dr. Cook via Canvas message at the start of class in Week 2. Be sure that the selections you make from the menu on the next few
pages add up to 50%.
2. You are free choose whatever you like from this menu as long the total point value of all work adds up to 50%.
3. Once the Coursework Agreement has been signed by both you and me, you’ll be held to it and the due dates listed therein. If you fail to turn in
any of the work detailed on the Coursework Agreement on time you will receive a zero for the missing and/or late work. Under normal
circumstances, this work cannot be made up.

Category

Discussions

Individual or
Group

Group, at
least 5
students
need to pick
Discussions
for this to
work

# of
times
assignm
ent can
be
repeate
d

Description

For 8 weeks you’ll be given a set of discussion questions in the
Discussions tab in Canvas (you’ll also have the option to design
your own questions and/or prompts). I will meet with interested
students for a few minutes to figure out the details—just let me
know.
All students doing Discussions will have the same due dates for
each Discussion. By committing to this assignment you are
committing to do all 8 weeks of Discussions.
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1

Due Date
Point Value

(all work is due at 11:30pm
EST on class day unless
otherwise listed)

25% total
(roughly 3%
per
Discussion
post)

These will begin no later than
Week 5 (see schedule on
syllabus for more details).

Media Artifact
Analysis

Individual

Find a media artifact and write an analysis and review of it. See
the separate handout in the “Coursework Menu” folder in the
Files tab for more information on this assignment.

1 or 2

10 – 15%

Individual

Find a journal article, documentary, podcast, or other media item
relevant to the week’s reading(s), write a summary of that article
and provide a detailed explanation of how it relates to the week’s
reading(s). Then present your review in class that week for 5-7
minutes.

2

10%

Individual

Write a reaction essay in which you critically analyze a single
reading from the syllabus. Minimum 1,000 words, maximum
1,300 words. This paper should not simply be a rote summary, but
you should think of it as an opportunity to take a stance on an
issue presented in the reading (or some aspect of it) and either
show flaws in the reading or do work to strengthen the
arguments in the reading and further develop their effectiveness.
The paper may include outside research, but this is not a
requirement. Think of the reading reaction essay as a summary
and response.

2

10%

Student’s choice. You don’t
have to specify dates on your
Coursework Agreement for
this but Reading Reaction
papers are due no later than 3
class periods after your reading
is discussed in class.

Individual

As you will soon learn, the articles and chapters reprinted in New
Media/Old Media (2nd ed.) are dense and abstract. Reading and
summarizing these challenging articles can stretch and develop
your critical reading muscles. This assignment asks you to choose
a chapter from New Media/Old Media that’s not listed on the
course syllabus/schedule and write a comprehensive notecard
summary. Your summary should be as complete and detailed as
possible, but you can only use the front and back of a standard
3X5 notecard. (Note: for those of you who simply can’t imagine
not using a computer, your maximum word count is 500.)

2

10%

Students

Media Review
Presentation

Reading
Reaction

Notecard
Summary
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Student’s choice.

Student’s choice of date to
present. List chosen date on
the Coursework Agreement.
Only 2 students can do this
kind of presentation in a class
period, so if more than 2
students choose the same date
on which to present, then
someone will be asked to
switch to a different date.

Summaries will be graded on a five-point scale (0-5) on the basis
of clarity, comprehensiveness, and correctness; that is, the
summary should be accessible and clear to someone not familiar
with the article, it should be as complete as possible in the space
allotted, and it should show an accurate grasp of the key concepts
and ideas presented in the chapter.
Individual

Start blogging! Plan, design, and start your own blog series on the
web. The topics could range from weekly responses to our class
readings to something much more involved and multifaceted, so
long as it concerns new media theory or digital culture in some
substantive way.

1 (at
least 6,
300- to
500word
entries,
plus
appropr
iate
graphics
and
design)

25%

Student’s choice, just be sure
to let me know details as soon
as you can.

Individual

Choose a “bite-sized” topic or area of interest and write a brief,
informative essay in which you teach your audience about your
chosen topic. 1,000 to 1,500 words.

2

15%

Student’s choice, list date you
choose on graded work
agreement

Individual

Life isn’t all about papers (although when you’re in college it may
seem like it). If you’d like to create some type of project that
involves, art, media or something else non-paper related, then
this category might be for you. Please speak with Dr. Cook about
your project idea so we can set a point value for it.

1

15-25%
depending
on the
scope and
ambition of
the project
(talk to Dr.
Cook to set
%)

Student’s choice, list date you
choose on graded work
agreement

Blog

Mini-Research
Paper

Creative
Project
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Individual

You will choose one of the four Case Studies from Understanding
Digital Culture (e.g., video games, cybersex, etc.) related to the
material we’re covering in a specific weekly meeting. (For
instance, say you want to do a case study on video games, you
would then complete this assignment in Week 3, when we are
reading that case study together.) You’ll then be asked to draft a
1,000-1,300 word analysis of that case study using concepts
you’ve learned in class. You may respond, disagree, agree,
complicate, problematize, or expand in some way(s) on the case
study as it is presented in the textbook.

1

15%

Student’s choice, list date you
choose on graded work
agreement. Coordinate your
presentation to coincide with a
day on which we discuss your
case study.

Individual

This is your chance to delve even more deeply into a new(ish)
academic book and write an academic book review (1,500 to
2,500 words) of whichever text you choose. Amazon is a great
place to start, as is the list of “Further Reading” at the end of each
chapter in Understanding Digital Culture. You will need to clear
these with me first, and I may ask you to provide a brief written
rationale (Canvas message is fine).

1

20 - 25%

Student’s choice, list date you
choose to submit on graded
work agreement

1

10 - 15%
(this is
negotiable)

Case Study
Analysis &
Informal
Presentation

Book Review
&
Presentation
(with
handout)

You may also choose a book not listed in UDC, but you will also
need to clear it with me. You will also talk about your book
informally for 7-10 minutes in a class meeting of your choice, but
preferably a week when the topic of our class meeting connects in
some way with the book you have reviewed.
Individual

Twittermeister /
Facebook-er
extraordinaire
/ Tumblr nerd
/ etc.

One of the many intellectual benefits of being enrolled in a class is
that you have a small group of people who are engaged in reading
and thinking about the same kinds of ideas. Be our social media
guru: your job will be to, of course, stay on top of—or even
ahead—of the class readings and then be the voice (or a voice) of
our course on social media. You can post articles you find that
speak to issues in the readings or class discussions, you can make
connections between texts, fire off witty (relevant!) quips, etc.
Use your imagination, choose a hashtag, and start
tweeting/Facebooking/Tumblr-ing(?)
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All semester.

Negotiate
Something(s)
Not on This
Menu

Individual or
Group

This is your chance to do add some type of work not on the menu
to this course. If there is something not on this menu or some
significant alteration that you want to make to something already
on the menu contact Dr. Cook to discuss your idea. There’s no
guarantee that your idea will be approved but anything you bring
up will be given serious consideration.
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?

?

?

Coursework Agreement (NMAT-G 411)
Category

Description &
Reading (if
associated)

%

Due Date (all times
11:30pm EST, unless
otherwise noted)

Total = 50%

By completing and signing this form, I _________________ hereby agree to complete these
graded assignments on time and with thoughtful care and consideration. The total for all
assignments is 500 points. I further understand that if I fail to complete and submit an
assignment by the due date, I will receive a “0” for that assignment.

Student signature:____________________________

Professor approval:___________________________
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Congratulations on being chosen for the

Student Success Academy
A Faculty Fellows Program
After being nominated by your Dean/Chair and a review of your application, we would like to
formally accept you into the Student Success Academy Faculty Fellows Program.

Rationale: In Defining the Faculty Role in Student Success, the EAB explains that, “the challenge for
college and university leaders is not, then, in creating innovation from scratch; instead, they must focus
on identifying innovative faculty members, supporting and rewarding their efforts, encouraging others
to emulate their practices, and channeling those practices toward institutional priorities.”

Who: All fellows will join other chosen colleagues in Mathematics, Philosophy, Psychology, Sociology,
English/Writing.

What: Academic Affairs along with the Center for Teaching, Learning, and Assessment will provide the
structure, programming, and support for the Student Success Academy. Fellows will participate in CTLA
programming including guest speakers, workshops, webinars, book club, etc. Each fellow will research
ideas/strategies to promote students success, implement new innovations into their classroom
practices, and share what they have learned with campus faculty through workshops, presentations,
webinars, etc. A stipend will be awarded upon successful completion.

When: Please send Julie (jsaam@iuk.edu) a typical work week schedule so we can find a common time
for most fellows to meet once each month. For example,
MONDAY
8:00
9:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
1:00

2:00
3:00
4:00
Template:

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY
Teach 8:30-11:15

THURSDAY

Teach 10-11:15

Teach 10-11:15

Teach 2:30-3:45

Teach 2:30-3:45

Department
Meeting 12:30, every
third Monday
of the month.

FRIDAY

MONDAY
8:00
9:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
1:00
2:00

TUESDAY
Teaching
Teaching
Teaching
Office Hours
Office Hours

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY
Teaching
Teaching
Teaching
Office Hours
Office Hours

FRIDAY

Faculty Senate
(once a month)

3:00

4:00

Department
Meetings (once
a month)
Department
Meetings (once
a month)

Book Club:
We will be reading and discussing The Spark of Learning: Energizing the College Classroom with the
Science of Emotion by Sarah Rose Cavanagh. Julie will be delivering the book to you in person or placing
in your mailbox within the next week.
If you have any questions, please email Julie at jsaam@iuk.edu.

Congratulations again, we are so very proud of you and look forward to learning together to improve
student learning for our first year students at IU Kokomo.
Mark Canada and Julie Saam

ENG-L 295 — American Film Culture
I have taught this course twice in the past five years. The first time, I centered the course
around the concept of the “Other” in American film history and culture. Grounded in alterity
theory, this course showed students how American cinema from the beginning has consistently
engaged in representations of the other/outsider. Unabashedly, ENG-L 295: The “Outsider” in
American Film Culture, was the most fun I had teaching in Spring 2013. This was also the first
film course I’ve ever taught, however, which meant that I had to overcome some considerable
anxiety and engage in extensive research and reading as I endeavored to design and develop
this course. I am gratified to report that all of this hard work paid off in the end; this was
perhaps the most successful—and certainly the most highly-rated—of the courses I taught in
Spring 2013.
The course theme was so successful, in fact, that I went on to revise it with a slightly more
focused lens: the figure of the zombie in American film culture, which was the section I taught
in Fall 2016. My primary goal in both sections was to marry a traditional film survey class with a
cultural studies approach. I can safely say that my students—who were a diverse group of
learners—thoroughly enjoyed this course. The second course explored the three phases of the
zombie figure in American film culture by placing the zombie within its various historical
contexts. First, we explored the zombie in classical-era Hollywood horror films, inspired by the
Haitian voodoo zombie, such as White Zombie (1932) and I Walked with a Zombie (1943).
Second, we examined how American filmmaker George A. Romero in his seminal Dead trilogy
forever redefined “zombiedom” and gave zombies a distinctly political and social twist. Finally,
we examined modern zombie films and their often dystopic, sometimes overtly-political
positioning in films. Some students had never put together a teaching project or presentation
such as the one they encountered in this course, and I credit that project with some of the very
positive comments I received.
Students wrote at the end of the semester that “[Dr. Cook is] [a]bsolutely the best professor as
far as caring about helping the students,” and “I really enjoyed this class—it made me want to
start watching film [sic] that provoke thought [,] something I used to do often and with life
getting busy I kind of stopped.” Another student opined,
Definitely one of the best instructors I’ve had (and that’s saying a great deal); [Dr.
Cook] shows a clear interest in helping students succeed & is willing to go out of
his way to make that happen. Excellent course; great selection of independent
films ([I] feel like I have been exposed to a wide range of cinematic experiences;
appreciated the ability to select my own film for the short writing project.
But without a doubt, the comments from students that I appreciated the most from this course
were those that signaled an appreciation for the extra time and effort I put into helping a large
survey-type course of some 29 students feel more like an intimate, seminar-style classroom:
“He showed up early, showed us how to have better class discussions, and made the class
enjoyable.” And from the same student, a nod to my availability: “He always had open office
hours and met with us whenever we needed help.” I mention these remarks specifically
1

because, at least to my mind, they indicate a key feature of my overall pedagogy, one that I
have tried to hone to a fine point in my three semesters at IU Kokomo—namely, the way I have
often found it necessary to help students learn how to become better, more engaged students,
apart from (and in addition to) whatever the specific content of a course might be. I continue to
work on and hone this aspect of my teaching through the concept of reflective practice that I’ve
been sketching thus far in this narrative.
Giving students compelling and provocative readings, projects, and curricular content is vitally
important, to be sure, as I detail in my Teaching Philosophy. But I also believe that when one is
teaching at a regional, commuter campus like IU Kokomo, provocative course content is simply
not enough to make a course successful; in some instances, one has to work hard to help
students learn how to become students, whether this means coaching students through class
discussions, meeting students “where they are” in one-on-one meetings, or even just showing a
genuine interest in students’ ideas and writing projects. These might not be “flashy” or
conspicuous modes of pedagogy; surely, “Writing Teacher Really Cares about Students’ Work”
is not likely to make the front page of the website any time soon. But I have learned over time
that this is one of my pedagogical strong points.
Course Evaluation Summaries
In AY 2013-14, our quantitative course evaluations were changed in two significant ways: (1)
the questions were revised slightly and (2) the five-point Likert scale was inverted. For example,
in AY 2013-14 and prior semesters, a 1.00 = “Strongly Agree” (a perfect score), but thereafter a
5.00 = “Strongly Agree.” Since I taught American Film Culture in the Spring of 2013 and again in
the Fall of 2016, this change is evident in the quantitative data below.
ENG-L 295: American Film
Culture

Spring 2013 (15230)

Fall 2016 (33158)

1.54

4.47

1.50

4.67

1.29

4.60

1.46

4.67

1.46

4.87

1.46

4.67

1.) The course was well
organized.
2.) The course objectives were
clear to the students.
3.) There was general agreement
between announced course
objectives and what was
actually taught.
4.) The instructor explained the
subject clearly.
5.) The instructor summarized the
major points in lecture or
discussion.
6.) The instructor made effective
use of class time.
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7.) The instructor was well
prepared for class meetings.
8.) The amount of reading was
appropriate for the course.
9.) In relation to other courses of
equal credits and level, the
workload in this course was
appropriate.
10.) The amount of material
covered in the course was
reasonable.
11.) The course required more time
and effort than others at this
level.
12.) The grading system for the
course was clearly explained.
13.) Grades were assigned fairly and
impartially.
14.) The instructor collected enough
evidence for valid grading.
15.) The exams accurately assessed
what I have learned in this
class.
16.) The instructor showed a
genuine interest in students
17.) The instructor was readily
available for consultation with
students.
18.) The instructor stimulated my
thinking.
19.) The instructor stimulated class
discussion.
20.) The instructor promoted an
atmosphere conducive to
learning.
21.) Compared to other instructors I
have had, this instructor is
outstanding.
22.) Compared to other courses I’ve
taken, I learned more in this
course.
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1.38

4.40

2.17

4.53

1.83

4.27

1.79

4.27

2.46

4.53

1.71

4.33

1.50

4.60

1.54

4.60

1.87

4.60

1.46

4.53

1.25

4.80

1.29

4.13

1.17

4.33

1.29

4.47

1.67

4.47

2.00

4.27

ENG-L 295
American Film Culture
Fall 2016
TR 10-11:15am in KO 287
paulcook@iuk.edu

Instructor: Paul Cook
Office: KO 238-D
Office Hours:
Tuesdays, 11:30am to 1:00pm, virtually in the
digital ether, and anytime by appointment.

The Zombie in American Film Culture
Few figures in American cinema can claim the longevity, the ubiquity, and the significance as can the zombie. Zombies
can now run, play chess, and even fall in love, but from where did this shuffling undead creature come and what precisely
does its popularity mean in contemporary culture?
In this course, we will examine three phases of the zombie figure in American film culture by placing the zombie within
its various historical contexts. First, we will explore the zombie in classical-era Hollywood horror films, inspired by the
Haitian voodoo zombie, such as White Zombie (1932) and I Walked with a Zombie (1943).
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Second, we will examine how American filmmaker George A. Romero in his seminal trilogy Night of the Living Dead
(1968), Dawn of the Dead (1978), and Day of the Dead (1985) forever redefined zombiedom and gave zombies a
distinctly political and social twist.
Third, we will tour the somewhat madcap post-Romero zombie landscape: film remakes (some by Romero himself),
parodies and satires, genre-revisionist films, as well as the zombie’s foray into other pop culture forms (e.g., graphic
novels, TV shows, novels, computer games, etc.)
Because this is a genre studies course, we have a lot to cover: the history of the genre, the theories and common critical
analyses applied to the genre, the prevalent narrative structures of the genre, the defining films of the genre as well as the
anomalous ones, and so on. There will be a lot of reading, writing, film viewing, and discussion. Attendance is a must!
At the end of the semester, you will be able to:
Learning Outcomes and Objectives
Articulate an understanding of the zombie in American
film culture;
demonstrate an understanding and appreciation for the
complexity of our fascination with zombies as an ongoing
theme in American films and film culture;
articulate some of the many differences—aesthetically,
economically, socially, and conceptually—between
independent films, documentaries, “B-movies,” and major
Hollywood productions (“blockbusters”);
interpret and “read” films beyond the basics of
observation and plot;
demonstrate a familiarity with the basic grammar of
cinematography and some technical aspects of film
production;

Assessment
Short writing project, group presentations, and final exam
Short writing project, group presentations, and final exam

Daily assignments, film blogs, short writing project,
lectures, and final exam

Daily assignments, film blogs, short writing project,
lectures, and final exam
Daily assignments, film blogs, short writing project,
lectures, and final exam

***A brief note on the films: Several of the films we’ll screen this semester contain adult material (e.g., coarse language,
violence, sexuality, etc.), while others are quite frank and vivid in terms of the themes they explore. Many of the films are
rated “R.” If you think you might be offended by this content, then this course may not be for you. You will have many
other opportunities to fulfill your English requirements.

Required Texts
Luckhurst, Roger. Zombies: A Cultural History. London: Reaktion, 2015. Print.
Russell, Jamie. Book of the Dead: The Complete History of Zombie Cinema. Surrey, UK: FAB, 2005. Print.

Assignments and Grading
Short Research & Writing Project (15%): There will be one short (4-5 page) writing project covering various themes
and concepts central to the course.
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Reading Quizzes/Freewrites (10%): We will frequently have short quizzes and/or freewriting exercises during class to
test your handling of the material and to determine whether or not you are staying on top of the readings. These cannot be
made up.
Film Blogs (20%): Think of your film blog as a kind of notebook or “journal” for the course—use it to keep track of the
films we screen, the discussions we have in class, lecture notes, ideas that pop into your head, writing prompts I may give
you from time to time to spark discussion, notes and questions you have regarding the readings, and so forth. I will read
and evaluate these at midterm and again at the end of the semester to check on your progress, so it’s important that you
post to your blog regularly. Film blogs will be graded on a five-point scale: 5=outstanding, 4=good, 3=needs work,
2=severely lacking, 1=poor, 0=no credit. (For example, if you receive one “4” and one “3,” your semester average in this
category will be a “3.5” or a 70%.)
Class Participation (15%): See “Attendance and Participation” below.
Group Presentations (20%): I will divide the class into four groups (A, B, C, and D) and give each group the task of
further exploring one of our four primary course themes (see schedule). Working together, the group will then develop an
informal presentation and will be responsible for “running” your portion (25 to 35 minutes) of the class period. For
example, you may decide to use your time to show short clips from a particular film that falls or clips from a few films
that fall within the purview of your group’s theme. In any case, how you design your presentation is largely up to you and
your group members, but each group will choose at least one film and one reading for the class and connect it in some
way to the theme of the unit and the other films in that unit. We will talk much more in class about options and strategies
for developing your presentations.
Final Exam (20%): You will take a comprehensive final exam that will cover all of the films and readings over the
course of the semester. The final exam will consist of short answer and essay questions.
=100%

Attendance and Participation
While there will be some lecture in this course, this class is not a lecture-only course. It’s important to the overall success
of this course that you come to class regularly, complete the readings, make time to reflect on what you’ve read, take
careful notes on the films, and participate in class discussions. Baseline (“C”-level) participation requirements are that you
come to class every time we meet, take notes on the films, and complete all assigned readings. Contributing thoughtful
comments and asking questions will raise your participation grade to a “B.” Consistently contributing interesting and
insightful comments and ideas and providing leadership in class discussions will earn an “A.”
When you miss class, you miss important information and mandatory in-class activities (which cannot be made-up), and
classmates miss your input and ideas. If you are absent, you are responsible for finding out what we covered in class
and for submitting in advance any assignments due on that day. I reserve the right to change the course schedule at
any time, and it is your responsibility to stay on top of these changes. If you feel comfortable doing so, swap cell numbers
or e-mail addresses with the person next to you; this way, if ever you do miss class, you can find out what you missed
with little to no trouble.
Your course grade will drop by one letter grade (10%) if you miss more than 10% of our classes (4 class periods); you
will fail the course if you miss 20% of our classes (6 class periods). If an emergency forces you to miss several class
periods, contact me as soon as possible so we can discuss your options.
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Grades
A standard ten-point scale (A+=97-100; A=94-96; A-=90-93; B+=87-89; B=84-86; B-=80-83; C+=77-79; C=74-76; C=70-73; D+=67-69; D=64-66; D-=60-63; F=everything else) will be used.

Readings and How to Read Actively
The weekly reading assignments in this course will be challenging and occasionally quite long. These readings will
require you to practice a mode of patient, careful, attentive reading to which you may not yet be accustomed.
For instance, when you come across a word you don’t understand, look it up in an online dictionary (the Oxford English
Dictionary is best and free for IU students through http://www.iuk.edu/academics/library/); when you find a concept or
reference with which you’re unfamiliar, look it up on Wikipedia and read the entry until the passage you’re wrestling with
starts to make sense. Mark any and all passages in your books that you would like to discuss in class, that you think are
particularly noteworthy, or that don’t make sense to you. We will discuss these passages together in class. In short, you
will need to read closely, carefully, and slowly.
You should expect to read—in the manner I’ve just briefly described—between 50 and 75 pages each week. And a few
times the reading load will be heavier. Please get into a weekly if not daily reading habit that works for you and stick to it.
This will be key to your success and learning in this course. If ever you have any questions or concerns about our
readings, please don’t hesitate to let me know.

Attendance and Participation
While there will be some lecture in this course, this is definitely not a lecture-only course. Ongoing, stimulating class
discussions and in-class group activities are vital to the success of this course and to your overall learning experience. In
short, it’s important that you come to class each time we meet, complete all assigned readings each week, take time to
reflect on what you’ve read (and then go back and re-read), take careful notes on the readings (in your notebook and
textbook), ask questions, and participate actively and enthusiastically in class discussions and in-class exercises.
When you miss class, you miss important information, activities, ideas, ICWs, instructions, videos, interactions, etc. that
simply can’t be “made up.” (It’s sort of like missing a party or celebratory dinner and then asking everyone to reconstruct
the experience for you in words or e-mails. Like other social phenomena, classroom learning just doesn’t work that way.)
Furthermore, when you miss class, your classmates and I miss your input and ideas. If you are absent, you are
responsible for finding out what we covered in class and for submitting in advance any assignments due on that
day. I reserve the right to change the course schedule at any time, and it is your responsibility to stay on top of these
changes. If ever you do miss class, you should use the “Questions about the Course” Discussion in the “Discussions” tab
in Canvas to find out what you missed. See “Getting in touch with me...and each other” below for more information.
Your course grade will drop by one letter grade (10%) if you miss more than 10% of our classes (or 4 class meetings);
you will fail the course if you miss more than 25% of our classes (7 class periods). If a bone fide emergency forces you to
miss several class periods, or if you have a nonrefundable vacation package or something, you need to speak with me as
soon as possible. Excessive, annoying lateness will not be tolerated.

Phones and other distractions
Here’s the straight dope on mobile devices, folks: be courteous and sensible with your smart phones, laptops, tablets, and
other mobile devices. You might think you have to be imminently available to everyone in your social network, family,
neighborhood, whatever, or that you constantly have to be checking your e-mail, texts, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram,
Pinterest, or whatnot, but you really don’t.
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There are important, practical advantages to be gained by “unplugging,” by experiencing the passage of time as well as
conversation and interaction the way previous generations did: face-to-face and in real-time. Research suggests that
students who leave their mobile devices and laptops in their bags actually perform better academically. Opportunities to
unplug from the matrix are increasingly rare; let’s pledge to use our time together this semester for discussion, reflection,
and exploration, not Candy Crush Saga and idle Facebook stalking.

Late Assignments
Late work will not be accepted under most circumstances. If a bona fide emergency forces you to miss class, please let me
know as soon as is reasonable so that we can discuss your options.

Getting in touch with me…and each other
You will have several avenues of communication for this course:
• If you have general questions about the course (assignments, due dates, course policies, etc.), please post your
questions on the “Questions about the Course” Discussion in the “Discussions” tab. I will check this Discussion
regularly (usually twice a day from Monday through Friday and at least once on the weekend) and answer any
questions you may have. If you have a question that concerns the entire class, please use this space.
•

“The Coffee House Lounge” site in the Discussions tab will be an informal space for you to meet your fellow
students and get to know one another over the course of the semester. This is a social gathering place. I will not
monitor this site on a regular basis unless students express concern to me about the content being posted.

•

If you have questions of an individual or personal nature that you do not wish to share with the rest of the class,
you can contact me by sending a message through the message center in Canvas (in the “Messages” tab). This is
the best way to get in touch with me. You are also always welcome to visit me in my office (during and outside
of office hours) or even call me in my office during office hours (765/455.9229).

•

I want to discuss the class and your work with you, and using my office hours is an excellent way for us to
address any concerns you might have about the class, your progress or performance, and/or any of your questions
about the course material and your projects and interests.

Technical Requirements and Student Disability Assistance
This course requires that you have access to the IU Kokomo computer network, access to the Canvas course management
system, and some basic familiarity with Canvas. The IU Kokomo Instructional Technology department (IT) provides
guidelines for hardware and software for all students. This course requires primarily word processing (MS Word 2007,
2010, or 2013), printing capabilities, and access to Canvas. See http://iuware.indiana.edu for free downloads and discount
prices on hardware and software exclusively for IU students.
Students should contact the IU Kokomo Helpdesk with any and all technical questions. The Helpdesk offers superb
technical support to faculty, staff, and students for all IT-related requests. The Helpdesk provides assistance to users, as
well as maintains a tracking system that places each user’s request into a queue. You can send an e-mail request to the
Helpdesk at kohelp@iuk.edu or call 765/455.9315. Local phone and walk-up support at the Helpdesk in the Library is
available Monday through Friday from 8:00am to 5:00pm. If you’re having any technical difficulties, please contact both
me and the Helpdesk right away so we can get your problem solved.
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Students requiring accommodations for disabilities or special needs should contact the IUK Office of Disability Services
and/or refer to this handout. If you have a documented disability on file with the IUK Office of Disability Services, it is
imperative that you let me know as soon as possible so that we can discuss arrangements for your success in this course.

Academic Honesty and Plagiarism
“A student must not adopt or reproduce ideas, words, or statements of another person without an appropriate
acknowledgement. A student must give due credit to the originality of others and acknowledge an indebtedness whenever
he or she does any of the following: (a) quotes another person’s actual words, either oral or written; (b) paraphrases
another person’s words, either oral or written; (c) uses another person’s idea, theory, or material unless information is
common knowledge.” Source: Indiana University Code of Student Ethics. (Note that “intent” is not a factor here.)
“Double dipping,” or submitting a writing project for two or more courses (whether they’re IUK courses or not),
constitutes plagiarism and will result in a grade of zero and possible disciplinary action. If you have an idea for a writing
project from another class that you would like to further develop in this class, please consult with me. I’m more than
willing to help you develop your ideas and plan writing projects that will do work for you, but simply submitting the same
essay for multiple classes is not acceptable under any circumstances.
Knowing the boundaries between acceptable and unacceptable uses of other’s work, texts, or ideas can be tricky
sometimes, and we will spend some time in class discussing the boundaries of acceptable use, the nature of research, and
when, where, and how to appropriately document source materials.

Writing Center (Library)
Don’t forget to utilize the Writing Center that your tuition dollars support! The IU Kokomo Writing Center is an excellent
resource for any writing assignment from any class. The Writing Center is open Monday to Thursday, 9am - 7pm; Friday,
10am to 2pm; and Saturday, 12:30 to 4:30pm.
Remember, many of IUK`s very best students understand that seeking out a response to their writing is a necessary part of
the learning/writing process. Several of the staff who presently work in the Center have or are currently working toward
teaching credentials, and many are graduate students. Stop by or call for a 30-minute appointment: 765/455.9425, Option
#1.
You can now instant message the tutors your quick questions (grammar, citing, etc.) using campus contacts. Visit our
website at http://www.iuk.edu/writing-center where you can
▪
▪
▪
▪

Ask a more detailed question online by using Ask a Tutor e-mail option;
See a list of Grammar Girl podcasts on hundreds of usage and other English language concerns;
Discover which helpful documents and other sources are available at the Center;
Find out when your favorite tutor is scheduled to work.
Course Schedule

(Schedule, readings, and films subject to change at instructor’s discretion with advance notice. Readings are “due”
on the dates next to which they are listed.)
Texts
Z = Zombies: A Cultural History (Luckhurst)
BD = Book of the Dead (Russell)
H = handout (.pdf in Canvas or in class)
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TBA = to be announced
WEEK 1
August
T 23: Course introduction (expectations and ice-breakers): why zombies? “Cook’s 3 Rules of Film Appreciation and
Interpretation.”
R 25: Zombieland (Dir. Fleischer, 2009) and BD, Ch. 1
WEEK 2
T 30: Zombieland (Dir. Fleischer, 2009), continued and BD, Ch. 2
R 01: Z, Intro
September
WEEK 3
T 06: White Zombie (Dir. Halperin, 1932) and Z, Ch. 1
R 08: White Zombie (Dir. Halperin, 1932), continued and BD, Ch. 4
WEEK 4
T 13: I Walked with a Zombie (Dir. Tourneur, 1943) and Z, Ch. 2-3
R 15: Group Presentation A (20%) and cinematography discussion (H)
WEEK 5
T 20: Z, Ch. 4
R 22: BD, Ch. 3
WEEK 6
T 27: Night of the Living Dead (Dir. Romero, 1968) and Z, Ch. 7
R 29: Night of the Living Dead (Dir. Romero, 1968), continued
October
WEEK 7
T 04: Dawn of the Dead (Dir. Romero, 1978)
R 06: Group Presentation B (20%)
WEEK 8
T 11: Dawn of the Dead (Dir. Romero, 1978), continued
R 13: BD, Ch. 5
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WEEK 9
T 18: Fall Break (no class)
R 20: Day of the Dead (Dir. Romero, 1985)
WEEK 10
T 25: Day of the Dead (Dir. Romero, 1985), continued
R 27: BD, Ch. 6
November
WEEK 11
T 01: Group Presentation C (20%)
R 03: Evil Dead II (Dir. Raimi, 1987) and Z, Ch. 8
WEEK 12
T 08: Evil Dead II (Dir. Raimi, 1987), continued
R 10: Short Writing & Research Projects Due (Draft 1)
WEEK 13
T 15: The Serpent and the Rainbow (Dir. Craven, 1988) and BD, Ch. 7
R 17: The Serpent and the Rainbow (Dir. Craven, 1988), continued
WEEK 14
T 22: Short Writing & Research Projects Due (Draft 2)
R 24: Thanksgiving Holiday (no class)
WEEK 15
T 29: Group Presentation D (20%)
R 01: Reading TBA
December
WEEK 16
T 06: In-class review for the Final Exam. Short Writing Projects returned in class.
R 08: Last day of class; course evaluations, wrap-up and review; etc.
*Final Exam (20%): Tuesday, 12/13 from 10am to 12pm in KO 287.
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ENG-L 295
American Film Culture
Spring 2013 Course Syllabus
MW 10-11:15am
KO 100
Telephone: 765/455.9229

Instructor: Paul Cook
Office: KO 232
E-mail: paulcook@iuk.edu
Office Hours:
T, 10am-2:00pm and W, 2-3:00pm or by appointment

The Outsider in American Film Culture: An Exploration of Otherness and Exclusion
We humans have always defined ourselves through encounters with the “other.” The stories we tell (and have told, in
various forms, for millennia) are full of people, places, and things we perceive as somehow different from or outside of
ourselves. Ultimately, the figure of the “other”—whether found in the excluded, the marginalized, the freakish, the
strange, the alien, or even the supernatural and other-than-human—is a comforting figure, a reassuring beacon in the
midst of our own shaky humanity. Put simply, otherness “works” insofar as it assures us we’re okay by convincing us of
what we’re not. Perhaps nowhere is this tendency more pronounced than in films and, more broadly, in American film
culture.
This course examines the figure of the outsider or “Other” in American film culture. Our screenings and discussions this
semester will ricochet back and forth between four distinct types of film: independent (“indie”) films, documentaries,
“B-movies,” and even a few blockbusters and Oscar winners. (Though it may seem random from time to time, there is
a method to the sequence in which we screen the films, but it is more thematic or conceptual than strictly chronological or
categorical.) The films will be supplemented with an array of readings, ranging from theoretical texts and criticism to
genre histories, literature, and practical overviews of film production and technology.
The films we’re going to screen have been selected from a wide array of possible films; so necessarily, this course offers
an interpretation of otherness in American film, not a once-and-for-all definition or a comprehensive overview. As you
will learn, there’s plenty of room for multiple interpretations, and through our readings, screenings, and discussions, my
hope is that you will begin to see how you might develop your own ideas about otherness and exclusion in American
cinema.
At the end of the semester, you will be able to:
Learning Outcomes and Objectives
Articulate an understanding of otherness and exclusion in
American film culture;
demonstrate an understanding and appreciation for the
complexity of otherness as an ongoing theme in American
films and film culture;
articulate some of the many differences—aesthetically,
economically, socially, and conceptually—between
independent films, documentaries, “B-movies,” and major
Hollywood productions (“blockbusters”);
interpret and “read” films beyond the basics of observation
and plot;
demonstrate a familiarity with the basic grammar of
cinematography and some technical aspects of film
production;
discuss alterity theory as it relates to American film culture.

Assessment
Short writing project, group presentations, and final exam
Short writing project, group presentations, and final exam

Daily assignments, film notebooks, short writing project,
lectures, and final exam

Daily assignments, film notebooks, short writing project,
lectures, and final exam
Daily assignments, film notebooks, short writing project,
lectures, and final exam
Daily assignments, film notebooks, short writing project,
lectures, and final exam
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***A brief note on the films: Several of the films we’ll screen this semester contain adult material (e.g., coarse language,
violence, sexuality, etc.), while others are quite frank and vivid in terms of the themes they explore (e.g., racism,
homosexuality, school shootings, etc.). Many of the films are rated “R.” If you think you might be offended by this
content, then this course may not be for you. You will have many other opportunities to fulfill your English requirements.
Required Texts
Barnouw, Erik. Documentary: A History of the Non-Fiction Film. 2nd rev. ed. New York: Oxford UP, 1993. Print.
Newman, Michael Z. Indie: An American Film Culture. New York: Columbia UP, 2011. Print.
Richardson, Michael. Otherness in Hollywood Cinema. New York: Continuum, 2010. Print.
Supplemental Readings: I will frequently post excerpts, essays, and chapters to Oncourse; typically, these will be in .pdf
format. You are required to print these .pdfs in their entirety, read them, and bring them to class with you on the
appropriate days. I understand that this entails an extra cost, so you should budget your printing costs as a “fourth” text.
Assignments and Grading
Short Writing Project (10%): There will be one short (4-5 page) writing project covering various themes and concepts
central to the course.
Reading Quizzes/Freewrites (15%): We will frequently have short quizzes and/or freewriting exercises during class to
test your handling of the material and to determine whether or not you are staying on top of the readings. These cannot be
made up.
Film Notebooks, or “FNs” (20%): Think of your notebook as a sort of “journal” for the course—use it to keep track of
the films we screen, the discussions we have in class, lecture notes, ideas that pop into your head, writing prompts I may
give you from time to time to spark discussion, notes and questions you have regarding the readings, and so forth. I will
collect these at random (probably two or three times over the course of the semester) to check on your progress, so it’s
important that you write in your notebook regularly. Film notebooks will be graded on a five-point scale: 5=outstanding,
4=good, 3=needs work, 2=severely lacking, 1=poor, 0=no credit. (For example, if you receive one “4” and one “3,” your
semester average in this category will be a “3.5” or a 70%.)
Class Participation (15%): See “Attendance and Participation” below.
Group Presentations (20%): I will divide the class into four groups (A, B, C, and D) and give each group the task of
further exploring one of our four primary course themes (see schedule). Working together, the group will then develop an
informal presentation and will be responsible for “running” your portion (25 to 35 minutes) of the class period. For
example, you may decide to use your time to show short clips from a particular film that falls or clips from a few films
that fall within the purview of your group’s theme. In any case, how you design your presentation is largely up to you and
your group members, but each group will choose at least one film and one reading for the class and connect it in some
way to the theme of the unit and the other films in that unit. We will talk much more in class about options and strategies
for developing your presentations.
Final Exam (20%): You will take a comprehensive final exam that will cover all of the films and readings over the
course of the semester. The final exam will consist of short answer and essay questions. You may use your film
notebooks on the final exam.
=100%
Attendance and Participation
While there will be some lecture in this course, this class is not a lecture-only course. It’s important to the overall success
of this course that you come to class regularly, complete the readings, make time to reflect on what you’ve read, take
careful notes on the films, and participate in class discussions. Baseline (“C”-level) participation requirements are that
you come to class every time we meet, take notes on the films, and complete all assigned readings. Contributing
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thoughtful comments and asking questions will raise your participation grade to a “B.” Consistently contributing
interesting and insightful comments and ideas and providing leadership in class discussions will earn an “A.”
When you miss class, you miss important information and mandatory in-class activities (which cannot be made-up), and
classmates miss your input and ideas. If you are absent, you are responsible for finding out what we covered in class
and for submitting in advance any assignments due on that day. I reserve the right to change the course schedule at
any time, and it is your responsibility to stay on top of these changes. If you feel comfortable doing so, swap cell numbers
or e-mail addresses with the person next to you; this way, if ever you do miss class, you can find out what you missed
with little to no trouble.
Your course grade will drop by one letter grade (10%) if you miss more than 10% of our classes (4 class periods); you
will fail the course if you miss 20% of our classes (6 class periods). If an emergency forces you to miss several class
periods, contact me as soon as possible so we can discuss your options.
Grades
A standard ten-point scale (A+=97-100; A=94-96; A-=90-93; B+=87-89; B=84-86; B-=80-83; C+=77-79; C=74-76; C=70-73; D+=67-69; D=64-66; D-=60-63; F=everything else) will be used.
Late Assignments
Late work will not be accepted under any circumstances. If a bona fide emergency (e.g., a death in your immediate
family, long-term hospitalization, arrest or incarceration, etc.) forces you to miss class, please let me know as soon as is
reasonable so that we can discuss your options.
Office Hours
Please feel free to drop by during my office hours or make an appointment for another time. I want to discuss the class
and your work with you, and utilizing office hours is an excellent way for us to address any concerns you might have
about the class, your progress or performance, and/or any of your questions about the course material.
Oncourse and E-mail
We will be using Oncourse to (a) keep track of graded assignments, (b) complete some quizzes and homework
assignments, (c) participate in discussion forums, (d) post and download important documents and information, and (e)
communicate with each other over the course of the semester. When possible, please use the messaging function in
Oncourse to send messages to me. (This is the best way to get in touch with me, although sending e-mails directly to my
IUK e-mail address is fine, too.) From time to time I will send out class e-mails through Oncourse covering everything
from changes in the schedule to announcements regarding instructor illness or inclement weather, so please get into the
habit of checking our Oncourse page frequently (at least once every day). If you have any questions about how to access
or use Oncourse, please don’t hesitate to let me know. I check Oncourse and e-mail every day, but as a general rule, I do
not respond to e-mails over weekends.
Office of Disabilities Services
If you have a documented disability, please make sure you have submitted and received all necessary paperwork and that
you let me know as soon as possible so that the appropriate arrangements can be made.
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Course Schedule
(Schedule, readings, and films subject to change at instructor’s discretion with advance notice. Readings are “due”
on the dates on which they are listed.)
Texts
O=Otherness in Hollywood Cinema (Richardson)
I=Indie: An American Film Culture (Newman)
D=Documentary (Barnouw)
H=handout (.pdf on Oncourse)
TBA=to be announced

Film Types
Blockbusters and Oscar Winners=BB
Independent “Indie” Films=IF
B-movies=BM
Documentaries=DC

WEEK 1: Course Introduction
January
M 07: Course Introduction (expectations and ice-breakers). “Cook’s 3 Rules of Film Appreciation and Interpretation.”
W 09: What do we mean by the “Other”? Why “Otherness”? Alterity vs. “romantic Otherness.” Begin screening Griffith,
The Birth of a Nation (1915) BB
WEEK 2: Race as Other: The Silent Era
M 14: Griffith, The Birth of a Nation (1915) BB and read O, pp. 1-12 (Introduction)
W 16: Read O, pp. 12-17 (Introduction)
WEEK 3: Race as Other: Anxieties of the 1960s
M 21: No class (MLK, Jr. Holiday)
W 23: Romero, Night of the Living Dead (1968) BM and read O, pp. 121-36 (Ch. 7)
WEEK 4: Race as Other (Discussion and Review)
M 28: Group Presentation A (20%) and Cinematography discussion (Part I)
W 30: O, pp. 32-42 (Ch. 2)
WEEK 5: Place as Other: The West
February
M 04: Read I, pp. 21-47 (Ch. 1)
W 06: Jarmusch, Dead Man (1995) IF
WEEK 6: Place as Other: Indie Films as Hollywood’s “Other”
M 11: Read O, pp. 192-202 (Ch. 11)
W 13: Read I, pp. 1-18 (Introduction) and Indie film clips
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WEEK 7: Place as Other: Into the Wild (Discussion and Review)
M 18: Herzog, Grizzly Man (2005) DC and Read D, pp. 3-30
W 20: Group Presentation B (20%) and Read D, pp. 33-51
WEEK 8: Gender and Sexuality as Other
M 25: Lee, Brokeback Mountain (2005) IF/BB
W 27: Cinematography discussion (Part II) and Readings TBA
WEEK 9: Gender and Sexuality as Other: The Anti-Rom Com?
March
M 04: Anderson, Punch Drunk Love (2002) IF and Read I, pp. 87-106 (Ch. 3)
W 06: Read I, pp. 106-137 (Ch. 3)
WEEK 10: Spring Break
M 11: No class (Spring Break)
W 13: No class (Spring Break)
WEEK 11: Gender and Sexuality as Other (Discussion and Review)
M 18: Group Presentation C (20%)
W 20: Read TBA
WEEK 12: (Sub)culture as Other: The Documentary Film as Film Subculture
M 25: American Movie (1999) DC and Read D, pp. 231-62
W 27: Read D, pp. 262-93 and TBA
WEEK 13: Independent Study (work on Short Writing Projects/review for Final Exam)
April
M 01: No class (Work on Short Writing Projects)
W 03: No class (Work on Short Writing Projects)
WEEK 14: (Sub)culture as Other: Freaks and Geeks
M 08: Gordon, The King of Kong: A Fistful of Quarters (2007) DC and Read D, pp. 297-349
W 10: Short Writing Projects Due (10%) and Readings TBA
WEEK 15: (Sub)culture as Other (Discussion and Review)
M 15: Group Presentation D (20%)
W 17: Read OC, Hebdige, excerpts from Subculture: The Meaning of Style (1979)
-5-

WEEK 16: Course Wrap-up and Final Exam Review
M 22: In-class review for the Final Exam. Short Writing Projects returned in class.
W 24: Last day of class; course evaluations, wrap-up and review; etc.
***Final Exam (20%): Monday, April 29th, 2013 from 10:00am to 12:00pm in KO 100.
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ENG-L 495: Senior Seminar in English / SPCH-S 400: Senior Seminar in
Communication Arts
This large seminar asked students to reflect on their four years of coursework by exploring the
closely-connected origins of their separate disciplines, English and communication arts/speech
communication. The overall pedagogical goal of the course was to show students how
academic disciplines and the knowledges, practices, and identities they produce are not
“natural” or accidental, but constructed via complex processes of specialization,
professionalization, socialization, and what scholars call “boundary work.” My hope was that by
discussing, reflecting on, and writing about their coursework, students would come to see the
constructed, historically-contingent nature of academic disciplines and thus be better able to
engage complex problems and issues after graduation from multidisciplinary perspectives. The
projects that students developed in this class were diverse and many were excellent. Some of
the most effusively positive comments I received from students in 2016 were from this
particular course.
I will be teaching this course again in the Fall of 2017, but for this version, I will only be teaching
English majors. Based on my experience teaching this course in Fall 2016, we decided as a
department that attempting to “split” a single Senior Seminar course between both English and
Communication—while there are some obvious areas of conceptual and theoretical overlap—
resulted in a much larger class than is typically warranted in a “seminar”-type setup. This new
arrangement will also enable me to focus more energy and class time on professionalization
issues that affect English majors in particular (applying for graduate school, developing a strong
writing sample and resume/CV, and so forth).
Course Evaluation Summaries
The highest possible score in each category is a 5.00 = “Strongly Agree”; the lowest possible
score is 1.00 = “Strongly Disagree.” Because the course was composed of both English and
Communication Arts majors, there were two sets of evaluations with slightly different
evaluation items. I have rendered this distinction in the tables below.
ENG-L 495 and SPCH-S 400: Senior Seminar in
English and Communication Arts
1.)
2.)
3.)
4.)
5.)
6.)
7.)
8.)

My instructor organized this course well.
My instructor is well-prepared for class meetings.
My instructor explains the materials clearly.
My instructor stimulates my thinking.
My instructor is knowledgeable on course topics.
My instructor shows genuine interest in students.
My instructor is regularly available for consultation.
My instructor encourages me to participate in class
discussions.

1

Fall 2016
(English
majors)
3.50
4.50
3.90
3.90
4.50
3.80
4.40
4.30

9.) Announced course objectives agree with what is
taught.
10.) I am pleased with the text required for this course.
11.) Directions for course assignments were clear and
specific.
12.) The instructor uses technology in ways that helped
my learning of concepts and principles.
13.) Standards for student achievement are reasonable.
14.) My instructor collects enough evidence for valid
grading.
15.) The grading system for the course was clearly
explained.
16.) Grades were assigned fairly and impartially.
17.) The instructor promotes an atmosphere conducive
to learning.
18.) I kept up with the studying and work for this course.
19.) I actively participated in class activities and
discussions.
20.) I learned a lot in this course.
21.) I developed skills in critical thinking in this course.
22.) This course increased my interest in the subject
matter.
ENG-L 495 and SPCH-S 400: Senior Seminar in English
and Communication Arts
1.) My instructor organized this course well.
2.) My instructor is well-prepared for class meetings.
3.) My instructor explains the material clearly.
4.) My instructor is knowledgeable on course topics.
5.) My instructor treats students with respect.
6.) My instructor is regularly available for consultation.
7.) The instructor uses technology in ways that help my
learning of concepts and principles.
8.) The instructor promotes an atmosphere conducive.
9.) The instructor uses Oncourse or Canvas to post
grades, syllabus and class materials in a timely fashion.
10.) Faculty work to provide diverse examples in
classroom discussion, readings and supporting
materials that broaden the student’s exposure to
other cultures, backgrounds, lifestyles, abilities, ways
of thinking, and/or ideas.
2

3.60
3.10
3.90
4.40
4.00
4.10
4.10
3.90
3.70
4.00
3.80
3.40
3.90
3.56

Fall 2016
(Communication
Arts majors)
3.78
4.22
3.06
4.44
3.22
4.11
3.56
3.53
3.78
4.06

11.) The objectives of this course are clearly stated.
12.) The grading system for the course was clearly
explained.
13.) Grades are assigned fairly and impartially.
14.) The course improved my understanding of
concepts in this field.
15.) Course content covered through the semester
reflects announced course objectives.

3.22
3.67
3.22
3.00
3.17

Course Syllabus and Sample Assignments/Projects

Senior Seminar: Disciplining English and Communication Arts
Communication Arts and English. Speeches and novels. Apples and oranges. Right?
Actually, it’s more complicated than that. And that’s precisely what this year’s Senior Seminar is all
about—disciplinarity. What is it? What are its effects? How does it work? Why does it matter?
Think about this: communication students and English students study and work with the same basic
materials: texts, language, meaning, persuasion—words and symbols, in other words. In fact, “How we
(people) do things with words” might be a passable one-sentence statement of what these disciplines
study, in a rather broad sense.
So then why do we (and most major universities) have separate departments for English and Speech?
Whose idea was that?
These divisions would have seemed very odd indeed to the ancient Greeks.
In short, disciplinarity describes the many forces (political, historical, curricular, conceptual . . .) that
produce separate academic disciplines and the boundaries that separate them and their objects of study
from other disciplines and areas of inquiry. Or, as Steven Mailloux (one of our authors this semester)
puts it, “Academic disciplines are institutionalized sets of practices, theories, and traditions for
knowledge production and dissemination” (67).
This year’s Seminar asks—where do disciplines come from and why do they matter? Along the way,
you’re going to learn a lot about what constitutes the “work” of both English and Communication Arts
scholars inside the academy and on what’s called the “alt-ac” track [do a quick Google search for #altac]); about different methods for doing research in these disciplines and why those differences exist in
the first place; and what the world looks like for English and Communication Arts majors after college.
Perhaps more importantly, my hope is that our somewhat rough and tumble itinerary through both
classical and contemporary texts—as well as our focus on developing practical research and projectdevelopment skills—will prepare you to “market” yourself after graduation in the most effective way
possible.
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By the end of the semester, you will be able to
▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

Your proficiency with these skills will be assessed via

Articulate, discuss, and apply the concept
of disciplinarity to your own studies and
skills
Articulate the histories of speech
communication/communication arts and
English studies and discuss intelligently
how the forces of disciplinarity have
shaped these areas of inquiry
Critically reflect on your undergraduate
training and education in such a way that
will make you more marketable and
career-savvy
Plan, develop, and execute a project that
illustrates your skills and what you’ve
learned, while also giving something back
to the IU Kokomo community
Further hone your ability to read,
comprehend, and use scholarly articles,
ancient texts, and other difficult texts and
concepts.

▪

Midterm Exam, disciplinarity-inaction

▪

Midterm Exam, disciplinarity-inaction

▪

ICWs and ICAs, Final Project

▪

Final Project

▪

Course readings, ICWs, ICAs, and the
Final Project.

Required Texts
Kuhn, Thomas S. The Structure of Scientific Revolutions. 3rd ed. Chicago: U of Chicago P, 1996. Print.
Mailloux, Steven. Disciplinary Identities: Rhetorical Paths of English, Speech, and Composition. New York:
MLA, 2006. Print.
O’Leary, Zina. The Essential Guide to Doing Your Research Project. 2nd ed. London: SAGE, 2014. Print.
Plato. Phaedrus. Trans. Stephen Scully. Focus: Newburyport, MA: 2003. Print.
Frequently, I will post required readings and handouts to Canvas. Everything I hand out in class will also
be posted to Canvas, and these readings typically will be in .pdf format. Print out all readings and always
read actively with a pen or pencil in hand.

Assignments and Grading
Disciplinarity-in-Action (10%)
Each of you, at some point in the semester, will spend roughly 5 minutes regaling us with an example—
one that you have carefully chosen, analyzed, researched, and prepared—of disciplinarity in action. In
other words, your job is to call our attention to an instance of discipline-building or disciplinary identity
that you have found. These will be largely informal, but you are required to submit a one-page, one-sided
handout that carefully lays out how your example illustrates the concept of disciplinarity. . . in action. If
you use outside sources or our texts, you must cite them in a Works Cited section on your handout. Your
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handout should also point us in the direction of other sources and texts that might help us learn more
about this particular instance of disciplinarity in action. Your example might be something that you find
while reading or even watching a film, it might grow out of a conversation that you have with a friend or
colleague, or it might come to you in the middle of the night. We will begin signing up for these in Week
2.

ICWs (in-class writings) and ICAs (in-class activities) (5%)

We will have frequent in-class writings and group activities on whatever concept or issue we’re covering
for a specific class, unit, or set of readings. These are in-class activities and as such cannot be made-up if
missed, though occasionally we may complete an ICW or ICA for homework if we don’t finish it during
class time.

Quizzes (10%)

Most weeks—usually on Tuesdays—you will complete a quiz, either in class or on Canvas. These are fiveitem quizzes designed to test your reading comprehension and to reward those who are keeping up with
the readings and reading actively. Active, engaged reading is key to your success not only on quizzes, but
also in terms of your overall development as a student-scholar in this course. When fleshing out your
responses on quizzes, please use complete sentences and refer to our readings whenever appropriate.
*Important reminder: All out-of-class assignments—including homework, proposals, and drafts—are
due in Canvas before 11:30pm EDT on the due date.

Midterm Exam (25%)

We will have one cumulative exam at midterm covering the Phaedrus, Mailloux’s Disciplinary Identities,
Kuhn’s The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, and other short(er) essays and articles we read before the
midpoint of the semester. Be sure to start out on the right foot by taking good notes and participating
actively in class discussions, activities, and readings.

Class Participation (10%)
You will receive two class participation grades: one at around midterm (Week 8) and the other at the end
of the semester (Week 16).
Baseline (“C”-level) participation requirements are that you come to class every time we meet, complete
ICWs and ICAs, take notes, and complete all assigned readings, Discussions, and in-class activities.
Contributing thoughtful comments and asking questions will raise your participation grade to a
“B.” Consistently contributing interesting and insightful comments and ideas and providing
academic leadership in class discussions will earn an “A.”

Senior Seminar Project (40%)
The Senior Seminar project consists of the following components (full assignment sheets for each of
these components can be found in the Files tab in Canvas and will be distributed during class):
▪
▪
▪

Proposal (500-1,000 words = 10%)
Progress Report (250-500 words = 5%)
Final Project (minimum of 4,000 words—or the equivalent—for an individual project or
5,000-6,000 words—or the equivalent—for a group project; grading will be done by
your Project Mentor and me = 20%)
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▪

Final Presentation (8-10 minutes for individual, 15-20 minutes total for group = 5%)

Readings and How to Read Actively
The weekly reading assignments in this course will be challenging and occasionally quite long. We will be
reading texts ranging from ancient Greek philosophy to contemporary academic scholarship. These
readings will require you to practice a mode of patient, careful, attentive reading to which you may not
yet be accustomed.
For instance, when you come across a word you don’t understand, look it up in an online dictionary (the
Oxford English Dictionary is best and free for IU students through
http://www.iuk.edu/academics/library/); when you find a concept or reference with which you’re
unfamiliar, look it up on Wikipedia and read the entry until the passage you’re wrestling with starts to
make sense. Mark any and all passages in your books that you would like to discuss in class, that you
think are particularly noteworthy, or that don’t make sense to you. We will discuss these passages
together in class. In short, you will need to read closely, carefully, and slowly.
You should expect to read—in the manner I’ve just briefly described—between 50 and 75 pages each
week. And a few times the reading load will be heavier. Please get into a weekly if not daily reading
habit that works for you and stick to it. This will be key to your success and learning in this course. If ever
you have any questions or concerns about our readings, please don’t hesitate to let me know.

Attendance and Participation
While there will be some lecture in this course, this is definitely not a lecture-only course. Ongoing,
stimulating class discussions and in-class group activities are vital to the success of this course and to
your overall learning experience. In short, it’s important that you come to class each time we meet,
complete all assigned readings each week, take time to reflect on what you’ve read (and then go back
and re-read), take careful notes on the readings (in your notebook and textbook), ask questions, and
participate actively and enthusiastically in class discussions and in-class exercises.
When you miss class, you miss important information, activities, ideas, ICWs, instructions, videos,
interactions, etc. that simply can’t be “made up.” (It’s sort of like missing a party or celebratory dinner
and then asking everyone to reconstruct the experience for you in words or e-mails. Like other social
phenomena, classroom learning just doesn’t work that way.)
Furthermore, when you miss class, your classmates and I miss your input and ideas. If you are absent,
you are responsible for finding out what we covered in class and for submitting in advance any
assignments due on that day. I reserve the right to change the course schedule at any time, and it is
your responsibility to stay on top of these changes. If ever you do miss class, you should use the
“Questions about the Course” Discussion in the “Discussions” tab in Canvas to find out what you missed.
See “Getting in touch with me...and each other” below for more information.
Your course grade will drop by one letter grade (10%) if you miss more than 10% of our classes (or 4
class meetings); you will fail the course if you miss more than 25% of our classes (7 class periods). If a
bone fide emergency forces you to miss several class periods, or if you have a nonrefundable vacation
package or something, you need to speak with me as soon as possible. Excessive, annoying lateness will
not be tolerated.
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Phones and other distractions
Here’s the straight dope on mobile devices, folks: be courteous and sensible with your smart phones,
laptops, tablets, and other mobile devices. You might think you have to be imminently available to
everyone in your social network, family, neighborhood, whatever, or that you constantly have to be
checking your e-mail, texts, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest, or whatnot, but you really don’t.
There are important, practical advantages to be gained by “unplugging,” by experiencing the passage of
time as well as conversation and interaction the way previous generations did: face-to-face and in realtime. Research suggests that students who leave their mobile devices and laptops in their bags actually
perform better academically. Opportunities to unplug from the matrix are increasingly rare; let’s pledge
to use our time together this semester for discussion, reflection, and exploration, not Candy Crush Saga
and idle Facebook stalking.
(And as we’ll see: Plato has much to say on the intrusion of the written word into our lives that presages
the way many now feel about the “intrusion” of the digital. Stay tuned.)

Late Assignments
Late work will not be accepted under most circumstances. If a bona fide emergency forces you to miss
class, please let me know as soon as is reasonable so that we can discuss your options.

Getting in touch with me…and each other
You will have several avenues of communication for this course:
• If you have general questions about the course (assignments, due dates, course policies, etc.),
please post your questions on the “Questions about the Course” Discussion in the “Discussions”
tab. I will check this Discussion regularly (usually twice a day from Monday through Friday and at
least once on the weekend) and answer any questions you may have. If you have a question that
concerns the entire class, please use this space.
•

“The Coffee House Lounge” site in the Discussions tab will be an informal space for you to meet
your fellow students and get to know one another over the course of the semester. This is a
social gathering place. I will not monitor this site on a regular basis unless students express
concern to me about the content being posted.

•

If you have questions of an individual or personal nature that you do not wish to share with the
rest of the class, you can contact me by sending a message through the message center in
Canvas (in the “Messages” tab). This is the best way to get in touch with me. You are also
always welcome to visit me in my office (during and outside of office hours) or even call me in
my office during office hours (765/455.9229).

•

I want to discuss the class and your work with you, and using my office hours is an excellent way
for us to address any concerns you might have about the class, your progress or performance,
and/or any of your questions about the course material and your projects and interests.
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Technical Requirements and Student Disability Assistance
This course requires that you have access to the IU Kokomo computer network, access to the Canvas
course management system, and some basic familiarity with Canvas. The IU Kokomo Instructional
Technology department (IT) provides guidelines for hardware and software for all students. This course
requires primarily word processing (MS Word 2007, 2010, or 2013), printing capabilities, and access to
Canvas. See http://iuware.indiana.edu for free downloads and discount prices on hardware and
software exclusively for IU students.
Students should contact the IU Kokomo Helpdesk with any and all technical questions. The Helpdesk
offers superb technical support to faculty, staff, and students for all IT-related requests. The Helpdesk
provides assistance to users, as well as maintains a tracking system that places each user’s request into a
queue. You can send an e-mail request to the Helpdesk at kohelp@iuk.edu or call 765/455.9315. Local
phone and walk-up support at the Helpdesk in the Library is available Monday through Friday from
8:00am to 5:00pm. If you’re having any technical difficulties, please contact both me and the Helpdesk
right away so we can get your problem solved.
Students requiring accommodations for disabilities or special needs should contact the IUK Office of
Disability Services and/or refer to this handout. If you have a documented disability on file with the IUK
Office of Disability Services, it is imperative that you let me know as soon as possible so that we can
discuss arrangements for your success in this course.

Academic Honesty and Plagiarism
“A student must not adopt or reproduce ideas, words, or statements of another person without an
appropriate acknowledgement. A student must give due credit to the originality of others and
acknowledge an indebtedness whenever he or she does any of the following: (a) quotes another
person’s actual words, either oral or written; (b) paraphrases another person’s words, either oral or
written; (c) uses another person’s idea, theory, or material unless information is common knowledge.”
Source: Indiana University Code of Student Ethics. (Note that “intent” is not a factor here.)
“Double dipping,” or submitting a writing project for two or more courses (whether they’re IUK courses
or not), constitutes plagiarism and will result in a grade of zero and possible disciplinary action. If you
have an idea for a writing project from another class that you would like to further develop in this class,
please consult with me. I’m more than willing to help you develop your ideas and plan writing projects
that will do work for you, but simply submitting the same essay for multiple classes is not acceptable
under any circumstances.
Knowing the boundaries between acceptable and unacceptable uses of other’s work, texts, or ideas can
be tricky sometimes, and we will spend some time in class discussing the boundaries of acceptable use,
the nature of research, and when, where, and how to appropriately document source materials.

Writing Center (Library)
Don’t forget to utilize the Writing Center that your tuition dollars support! The IU Kokomo Writing
Center is an excellent resource for any writing assignment from any class. The Writing Center is open
Monday to Thursday, 9am - 7pm; Friday, 10am to 2pm; and Saturday, 12:30 to 4:30pm.
Remember, many of IUK`s very best students understand that seeking out a response to their writing is
a necessary part of the learning/writing process. Several of the staff who presently work in the Center
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have or are currently working toward teaching credentials, and many are graduate students. Stop by or
call for a 30-minute appointment: 765/455.9425, Option #1.
You can now instant message the tutors your quick questions (grammar, citing, etc.) using campus
contacts. Visit our website at http://www.iuk.edu/writing-center where you can
▪
▪
▪
▪

Ask a more detailed question online by using Ask a Tutor email option;
See a list of Grammar Girl podcasts on hundreds of usage and other English language concerns;
Discover which helpful documents and other sources are available at the Center;
Find out when your favorite tutor is scheduled to work.

Course Schedule
All readings are “due” on Tuesday afternoon when we meet at 1pm.
I reserve the right to alter reading assignments and due dates depending on how quickly we’re moving
and other considerations. I will always give advance notice of any changes to the course schedule
through a Canvas announcement and, wherever possible, during face-to-face class meetings.
The Background . . .
Week 1 (8/23 & 8/25): Course introduction, icebreakers, expectations & overviews, syllabus & policies
ICA on majors, courses, and credit hours (bring hard copies of your unofficial transcripts to class on R,
8/25)
What have you covered in the last four years? What have you learned in the last four years? Where are
the gaps?
What can you “do” with a degree in English or Communication Arts?
Start reading Plato, Phaedrus in class, pp. vii-xiii (Introduction) and pp. 1-13 (227a – 235e)
Week 2 (8/30 & 9/01): Rhetoric: the infrastructure of communication, speech, and English
Scott, “On Viewing Rhetoric as Epistemic” (Canvas handout)
Plato, Phaedrus, pp. 13-39 (235e-257b)
Quiz01 on Scott and Phaedrus (Tuesday)
Handout on definitions of rhetoric (in class)
Week 3 (9/06 & 9/08): Plato, Phaedrus, pp. 40-71 (257c-279c)
Quiz02 on Phaedrus (Tuesday)
Week 4 (9/13 & 9/15): Mailloux, Disciplinary Identities (pp. 1-37)
Week 5 (9/20 & 9/22): Mailloux, Disciplinary Identities (pp. 38-66)
Week 6 (9/27 & 9/29): Mailloux, Disciplinary Identities (pp. 67-82) and Kuhn, Structure of Scientific
Revolutions (pp. 1-22)
Week 7 (10/04 & 10/06): Mailloux, Disciplinary Identities (pp. 83-100) and Kuhn, Structure of Scientific
Revolutions (pp. 23-42)
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Week 8 (10/11 & 10/13): Mailloux, Disciplinary Identities (pp. 101-42) and Kuhn, Structure of Scientific
Revolutions (pp. 43-65)
Week 9 (10/18 & 10/20): Fall Break (no class on T, 10/18)
Midterm Exam on R, 10/20 (Plato, Mailloux, and Kuhn)
The Projects . . .
Week 10 (10/25 & 10/27): Developing a compelling research question—and then figuring out how to
answer it.
O’Leary, The Essential Guide to Doing Your Research Project
Week 11 (11/01 & 11/03): In-class workshops on Final Presentations
O’Leary, The Essential Guide to Doing Your Research Project
Week 12 (11/08 & 11/10): O’Leary, The Essential Guide to Doing Your Research Project
Week 13 (11/15 & 11/17): O’Leary, The Essential Guide to Doing Your Research Project
Week 14 (11/22 & 11/24): In-class workshop on Final Presentations (T, 11/22) and Thanksgiving Holiday
(no class on R, 11/24)
Week 15 (11/29 & 12/01): Final Presentations, Days 1 and 2
Week 16 (12/06 & 12/08): Final Presentations, Days 3 and 4
Final Exam class meeting -- T, 12/13 from 1 to 3pm: Final Presentations, Day 5
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Senior Seminar / Fall 2016
Instructor: Paul Cook
Final Project Presentations (5%)
Starting next week, on Tuesday, 11/29, we begin our Final Project Presentations. The
presentations will take place over 4 (possibly 5) class periods, which are all marked below. Note
that we will only meet during our final exam period (T, 12/13) if we need the time.
Working with your faculty mentors and your group members (if applicable), you’re going to put
together either an 8-10 minute (individuals) or 15-20 minute (groups) presentation that covers
the following elements of your Senior Seminar Final Project:
1.) Introduction to the Project and context/background: Who are you? Why did you choose
this Project? What did you hope to explore, learn, and/or do with this Project?
2.) Research Question(s) and Thesis: What are you arguing? What are you suggesting we
look at more closely? What do you want others to take away from this project?
3.) Challenges and Obstacles: What sorts of challenges did you face in developing this
Project? Why? What would you have done differently? Were these challenges
unavoidable?
4.) Research process: talk to us about your research process. How did you set up the
Project and why?
5.) The Takeaway: What do you want us to take away from this Project? What are you
taking away from this Project?
6.) What else do you want to include?

Tuesday, 11/29

Thursday, 12/01
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Tuesday, 12/06

Thursday, 12/08
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Disciplinarity-in-Action (10%)
Instructor: Paul Cook
Senior Seminar / Fall 2016
“Academic disciplines are institutionalized sets of practices, theories, and traditions for
knowledge production and dissemination” (Mailloux 67).
At some point this semester, for roughly five minutes or so, each of you will take over the class to call our
collective attention to an instance, example, or illustration of discipline-building or disciplinary identity-inaction. Your example might be something that you find while reading or even watching a film, it might
grow out of a conversation that you have with a friend or colleague or IU Kokomo faculty or staff
member, or it might come to you at work or in the middle of lunch one day. How do disciplines discipline
us in various ways? How are disciplines like “ways of seeing” or even ways of being?
Let’s take a moment to brainstorm some ideas of how the forces of disciplinarity shape, control, form, or
manipulate our existences as students, teachers, and workers in the university. . .

In addition to explaining to us how your example illustrates disciplinarity-in-action, you will also analyze
and support your example using our course texts and anything else you find whether on your own or in
consultation with me or another faculty member in English or Communication Arts.
These will be largely informal “presentations,”i but you are required to submit a one-page, one-sided
handout that carefully lays out how your example illustrates the concept of disciplinarity. . . in action. If
you use outside sources or our texts, you must cite them in a Works Cited section on your handout, just
as I have done here (see below).
Your handout should also point us in the direction of other sources and texts that might help us learn
more about this particular instance of disciplinarity in action, sort of a “Further Reading”-section. We will
begin signing up for these in Week 2 in class.

Work Cited

Mailloux, Steven. Disciplinary Identities: Rhetorical Paths of English, Speech, and Composition.
New York: MLA, 2006. Print.
I don’t care for the word “presentation” on assignment sheets because it suggests laborious PowerPoints and
overly-formal demeanor. Instead, think of this as an opportunity to show the rest of us something neat that you’ve
found that reflects or speaks to our class discussions of how disciplines work.
i
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ENG-W 215
Intro to Rhetoric
TR 8:30 to 9:45am (KO 101)
Spring 2016
Mobile: 803/479.6597
E-mail: paulcook@iuk.edu

Instructor: Dr. Paul Cook
Office: KO 238-D1
Office Hours:
Tuesdays, 10:00am to 12:00pm or virtually any
time by appointment, Canvas, e-mail, phone,
etc.

Language, Power, and Persuasion: An Introduction to Rhetoric
Since its “invention” in the fifth century BCE, rhetoric has been a powerful force in public affairs, education,
politics, and in the practice of civic life. Its impact on Western societies cannot be overstated and, until around
the middle of the nineteenth century, rhetoric dominated formal education in Europe and the United States. To
study the history of rhetoric is to explore the evolution of ideas, politics, and—in short—ways of being together
in the world as they have developed since the time of the ancient Greeks.

1

I actively encourage all of my students to visit me during office hours as often as they like. I look forward to meeting each of you
and talking about your drafts and your performance in the course—whether in person or online. My office is located on the second
floor of the front side of the Main Building (KO). As you walk in the front doors (the main entrance), take a hard right and ascend the
stairs. At the top of the stairs, simply turn left and walk all the way down the corridor to the Main Office for the School of Humanities
and Social Sciences. My office is right inside the Main Office on the right—KO 238-D.
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This course will introduce you to some of the major figures and concepts in the history of rhetoric and rhetorical
thought, beginning with rhetoric’s emergence in classical Greece as a systematic pedagogy and practice of civic
participation (being together) in the first semester before moving on to some more recent conversations in
rhetorical theory in the second half of the semester. In addition to studying rhetoric’s rich history of ideas and
figures—what we might call the “content” of rhetorical history—we will also be concerned with studying the
connections among and between various theories of language, politics, culture, power, social identities, and
civic action. Since rhetoric was originally conceived as above all a productive art, one of the guiding concerns
of our discussions this semester will be to ask, “What might rhetoric do for us in our present circumstances?”

A True Interdisciplinary Experience
Rhetoric, as the ancient Greeks well knew, is probably the “interdisciplinary” discipline. No other single
discipline encompasses so many disparate fields of knowledge or is as central to human understanding as is the
study of the persuasive uses of language. In the Gorgias, for instance, Plato wonders whether rhetoric might in
fact lay claim to everything that is. (Though, it should be noted, the traditional reading of this dialogue holds
that Plato’s actual aim in this text is to discredit and dishonor the practice of rhetoric as mere pandering to the
prejudices of audiences.)

Learning Outcomes
By the end of the semester, you will be able to

Your proficiency with these skills will be assessed through

Develop a broad sense of what rhetoric means, what it is
(and has been), and how it can intervene in the problems
and issues of our time;
Apply your developing understanding of rhetoric to public
life and what it means to be an engaged citizen of a
democracy;
Speak and write intelligently about the historical, cultural,
and political development of rhetoric;
Develop and support a compelling argument concerning
the vitality and richness of rhetoric throughout Western
civilization;
Recognize and understand the essentially interdisciplinary
nature of a concept like rhetoric and how it has been
shaped by multiple and diverse forces;
Recognize and understand how an idea as complex as the
rhetoric has impacted multiple disciplines and sites of
knowledge-production (history, cultural studies, literature
and language, economics, political science, etc.);
Read and understand challenging academic texts such as
classical texts, philosophical treatises, and scholarly
articles and monographs.

Course readings, class discussions, quizzes & ICWs,
SWAs
Course readings, class discussions, quizzes & ICWs,
SWAs
Course readings, class discussions, quizzes & ICWs,
SWAs
Course readings, class discussions, quizzes & ICWs,
SWAs
Course readings, class discussions, quizzes & ICWs,
SWAs
Course readings, class discussions, quizzes & ICWs,
SWAs

Course readings, class discussions, quizzes & ICWs,
SWAs
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Required Texts
Bizzell, Patricia and Bruce Herzberg. The Rhetorical Tradition: Readings from Classical Times to the Present.
2nd ed. New York: Bedford/St. Martin’s, 2000. Print. [ISBN: 0312148399]
Keith, William M. and Christian O. Lundberg. The Essential Guide to Rhetoric. New York: Bedford/St.
Martin’s, 2008. Print. [ISBN: 0-312-47239-0]
Nietzsche, Friedrich. On the Genealogy of Morals and Ecce Homo. Trans. Walter Kaufmann and R.J.
Hollingdale. Ed. Walter Kaufmann. New York: Vintage, 1989. Print. [ISBN: 0-679-72462-1]

Assignments and Grading
1. Exams (50 %): There will be two exams of equal value in the course, one at midterm (25%) and one
during the final exam period (25%). The midterm exam will cover our unit on the history of rhetoric.
The final exam will cover the roots of modern rhetorical theory, which we will discuss in the second half
of the semester (post-midterm).
2. Reading Quizzes and In-class Writing (20%): This course is reading intensive and keeping up with
the assigned readings in a careful and conscientious manner is essential. You will be required to come to
class not only having completed the reading assigned for the day/week (more on this below), but also
with some comments/questions about the reading. The texts we’ll be reading this semester will be dense
and abstract, demanding more than a superficial “speed-read” to grasp their content. There will be 10
pop quizzes/ICWs on random reading assignments throughout the semester. Each quiz/ICW is worth 2%
of your final grade, bringing the total value of the reading quizzes for your final grade to 20%.
3. Participation (10%): In addition to your performance on reading quizzes and exams, another way
you’ll be expected to demonstrate that you’re reading carefully and thinking about the material will be
through your participation in class. Consistent participation constitutes 10% of your final grade, so it
will be to your advantage to come to class prepared by devoting sufficient time to reading and thinking
about what you’ve read. I am not, however, terribly interested in whether or not your answers are “right”
or whether your questions are “insightful” or “smart.” I’m interested in seeing you grapple with the
material, attempt to answer questions, ask questions, and make comments. This is the only category in
which you are rewarded just for trying.
4. Short Writing Assignments (SWAs = 20%): Four times during the semester I will ask you to
contribute something to the class in the form of a short essay assignment. We’ll have four of these
assignments altogether, and they will each be no more than 2-3 pages long. The short writing
assignments will allow you to do something creative and fun with the material you’re learning and will
generally have something to do with a particular thinker/writer, time period, or concept with which
we’ve recently been working. You should always expect that anything you do for this class is “shareable” with the rest of the class.
5. Extra Credit (“Outstanding Classroom Citizenship”) = +2%
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You may also earn a whopping +2 points extra credit added to your overall course grade for providing
what I determine is an extraordinary level of class leadership in terms of leading and facilitating
thoughtful, considerate discussions in the Forums, submitting all work on time, and generally being a
good citizen of our class. This extra credit is applied solely at my discretion.

Attendance and Participation
While there will be some lecture in this course, this is definitely not a lecture-only course. Ongoing, stimulating
class discussions and in-class group activities are vital to the success of this course and to your overall learning
experience. In short, it’s important that you come to class regularly, complete all assigned readings each week,
take time to reflect on what you’ve read (and then go back and re-read), take careful notes on the readings (in
your notebook and textbook), ask questions, and participate actively and enthusiastically in class discussions
and in-class exercises.
When you miss class, you miss important information, activities, ideas, ICWs, instructions, videos, interactions,
etc. that simply can’t be “made up.” (It’s sort of like missing a birthday party or celebratory dinner and then
asking everyone to reconstruct the experience for you in words or e-mails. Like other social phenomena,
classroom learning just doesn’t work that way.)
Furthermore, when you miss class, your classmates and I miss your input and ideas. If you are absent, you are
responsible for finding out what we covered in class and for submitting in advance any assignments due
on that day. I reserve the right to change the course schedule at any time, and it is your responsibility to stay on
top of these changes. If ever you do miss class, you should use the “Questions about the Course” Discussion in
the “Discussions” tab in Canvas to find out what you missed. See “Getting in touch with me...and each
other” below for more information.
Your course grade will drop by one letter grade (10%) if you miss more than 10% of our classes (or 4 class
periods; the penalty is exacted on the fourth absence); you will automatically fail the course if you miss more
than 20% of our classes (or 8 class periods). If an emergency or some other significant, unplanned life event
forces you to miss several class periods, please contact me as soon as possible so we can discuss your options.
Just to simplify: you can miss up to 3 class meetings for any reason without receiving a penalty. Beyond that
you will receive a penalty for another absence for any reason. Please don’t miss more than 3 class meetings.

Tardiness
Be on time to class. Coming in late routinely—for any reason—will result in absences.

Phones, Technology, and Other Distractions
Here’s the straight dope on mobile devices, folks: be courteous and sensible with your smart phones, laptops,
tablets, and other mobile devices. You might think you have to be imminently available to everyone in your
social network, family, neighborhood, whatever, or that you constantly have to be checking your e-mail, texts,
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest, or whatnot, but you really don’t.
There are important, practical advantages to be gained by “unplugging,” by experiencing the passage of time as
well as conversation and interaction the way previous generations did: face-to-face and in real-time.
-4-

Opportunities to unplug from the matrix are increasingly rare; let’s pledge to use our time together this summer
for discussion, reflection, and exploration, not Candy Crush Saga and idle Facebook stalking.

Late Assignments
Late work will not be accepted under most circumstances. (Yes, seriously.) If a bona fide emergency forces
you to miss class, please let me know as soon as is reasonable so that we can discuss your options.

Getting in touch with me…and each other
You will have several avenues of communication for this course:
▪

▪

▪

If you have general questions about the course (assignments, due dates, course policies, etc.), please
post your questions on the “Questions about the Course” Discussion in the “Discussions” tab. I will
check this Discussion regularly (usually twice a day from Monday through Friday and at least once on
the weekend) and answer any questions you may have. If you have a question that concerns the entire
class, please use this space.
“The Coffee House Lounge” site in the Discussions tab will be an informal space for you to meet your
fellow students and get to know one another over the course of the semester. This is a social gathering
place. I will not monitor this site on a regular basis unless students express concern to me about the
content being posted.
If you have questions of an individual or personal nature that you do not wish to share with the rest of
the class, you can contact me by sending a message through the message center in Canvas (in the
“Messages” tab). This is the best way to get in touch with me. You are also always welcome to visit me
in my office (during and outside of office hours), call me in my office during office hours
(765/455.9229), or call me at home on my cell (803/479.6597) before 9:00pm on weekdays. I want to
discuss the class and your work with you, and utilizing office hours is an excellent way for us to address
any concerns you might have about the class, your progress or performance, and/or any of your
questions about the course material and your projects and interests.

Technical Requirements and Troubleshooting
This course requires that you have access to the IU Kokomo computer network, access to the Canvas course
management system, and some basic familiarity with Canvas. The IU Kokomo Instructional Technology
department (IT) provides guidelines for hardware and software for all students. This course requires primarily
word processing (MS Word 2007, 2010, or 2013), printing capabilities, and access to Canvas. See
http://iuware.indiana.edu for free downloads and discount prices on hardware and software exclusively for IU
students.
IU also offers students, faculty, and staff free access to Lynda.com tutorials on everything from MS Word 2013
to the latest version of Dreamweaver. To access Lynda.com, follow this link, scroll down and click on the
Lynda.com link. This is a subscription service, so you must access Lynda.com through the IUK website.
Students should contact the IU Kokomo Helpdesk with technical questions. The Helpdesk offers technical
support to faculty, staff, and students for all IT-related requests. The Helpdesk provides assistance to users, as
well as maintains a tracking system that places each user’s request into a queue. You can send an e-mail request
to the Helpdesk at kohelp@iuk.edu or call 765/455.9315. Local phone and walk-up support at the Helpdesk in
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the Library is available Monday through Friday from 8:00am to 5:00pm. If you’re having any technical
difficulties, please contact both me and the Helpdesk right away so we can get your problem solved.

Academic Honesty and Plagiarism
“A student must not adopt or reproduce ideas, words, or statements of another person without an appropriate
acknowledgement. A student must give due credit to the originality of others and acknowledge an indebtedness
whenever he or she does any of the following: (a) quotes another person’s actual words, either oral or written;
(b) paraphrases another person’s words, either oral or written; (c) uses another person’s idea, theory, or material
unless information is common knowledge.” Source: Indiana University Code of Student Ethics. (Note that
“intent” is not a factor here.)
“Double dipping,” or submitting a writing project for two or more courses (whether they’re IUK courses or
not), constitutes plagiarism and will result in a grade of zero and possible disciplinary action. If you have an
idea for a writing project from another class that you would like to further develop in this class, please consult
with me. I’m more than willing to help you develop your ideas and plan writing projects that will do work for
you, but simply submitting the same essay for multiple classes is not acceptable under any circumstances.
Knowing the boundaries between acceptable and unacceptable uses of other’s work, texts, or ideas can be tricky
sometimes, and we will spend some time in class discussing the boundaries of acceptable use, the nature of
research, and when, where, and how to appropriately document source materials.

Writing Center (Student Success Center: Library)
Don’t forget to utilize the Writing Center that your tuition dollars support! The IU Kokomo Writing Center is
open Monday through Thursday, 9am to 7pm, Friday, 10am to 2pm, and Saturday, 12:30 to 4:30pm.
Remember, many of IU Kokomo’s best students understand that seeking out a response to their writing is a
necessary part of the learning/writing process. Several of the staff who presently work in the Writing Center
have or are currently working toward teaching credentials, and many are graduate students. Stop by or call for a
30-minute appointment: 765/455.9425, Option #1.
You can now instant message the tutors your quick questions (grammar, citing, etc.) using campus contacts.
Visit our website where you can
▪
▪
▪
▪

Ask a more detailed question online by using Ask a Tutor email option.
See a list of Grammar Girl podcasts on hundreds of English language concerns.
Discover which helpful documents and other sources are available at the Center.
Find out when your favorite tutor is scheduled to work.

Student Accessibility Services
Every reasonable attempt will be made to accommodate qualified students with disabilities (e.g., mental health,
learning, chronic health, physical, hearing, vision neurological, etc.). You must have established your eligibility
for support services through the appropriate office that services students with disabilities. Note that services are
confidential, may take time to put into place, and are not retroactive; captions and alternate media for print
materials may take three or more weeks to get produced. Please contact your campus office as soon as possible
if accommodations are needed. Find your office at http://ada.iu.edu/students/index.shtml.
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Students requiring accommodations for disabilities or special needs should contact the Office of Accessibility
Services. Don’t wait until the middle or end of the semester to take care of these issues; if you have a
documented disability, please don’t hesitate to let me know as soon as possible.

Course Schedule
(NOTE: Complete all readings for each week by class time on Tuesday morning unless otherwise instructed
through Canvas or in-class announcements. Due dates for reading assignments, exams, written responses, etc.
are subject to change with prior notice.)
Nietzsche, Genealogy of Morals = GM
Keith and Lundberg, Essential = E
The Rhetorical Tradition = RT
Canvas = C
Red font = in-class reading

Week 1 (1/12, 1/14) -- Introduction to Classical Rhetoric and Ancient Greek Civilization; Introductions,
course syllabus, policies and procedures; partial screening of The Greeks: Crucible of
Civilization (PBS) and/or Athens: The Dawn of Democracy (PBS).
Week 2 (1/19, 1/21) -- The Sophists and the Pre-Socratics
Readings: “Introduction,” pp. 19-25 (RT)
Chapter 1, pp. 3-10 (E)
Handouts (C), George Kennedy, Ch. 2 from A New History of Classical Rhetoric
and Bertrand Russell, “The Rise of Greek Civilization” from A History of Western
Philosophy
Gorgias, Encomium of Helen, pp. 42-46 (RT)
Anonymous, Dissoi Logoi, pp. 47-55 (RT)
SWA #1 assigned
Week 3 (1/26, 1/28) – What’s Plato’s Beef with Rhetoric? How Philosophy “Won” the Battle over
Rhetoric
Readings: Plato’s Gorgias, pp. 80-84, 87-100 (RT)
Handouts (C), Kennedy, Ch. 3, pp. 30-39 and Russell, “Socrates”
Week 4 (2/02, 2/04) – Plato II (continued)
Readings: Plato’s Gorgias, pp. 100-38 (RT), continued
Chapter 2, pp. 11-23 (E)
SWA #1 Due (SWA #2 assigned)
Week 5 (2/09, 2/11) – Aristotle and the Systematization of Rhetoric
Readings: Aristotle’s Rhetoric, pp. 169-78, 179-92 (RT)
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Chapter 3, pp. 24-31 (E) and Handout (C), Kennedy, Ch. 3, pp. 49-63
Week 6 (2/16, 2/18) – Aristotle II (continued)
Readings: Aristotle’s Rhetoric, pp. 192-213
SWA #2 Due
Week 7 (2/23, 2/25) – The Romans/Roman Rhetoric
Readings: Introduction, pp. 32-41 (RT)
Cicero, excerpts from De Oratore and Orator, pp. 283-343
SWA #3 assigned
Week 8 (3/01, 3/03) – Midterm Review/Reading Catch-up
*Augustine, On Christian Doctrine, pp. 450-54, 456-85 (RT)
Week 9 (3/08, 3/10) – Midterm Exam (25%)
Week 10 (3/15, 3/17) – Spring Break (no classes)
Week 11 (3/22, 3/24) – Making a Murderer (Netflix): Rhetoric in Action
SWA #3 Due
Week 12 (3/29, 3/31) – The Roots of Modern Rhetorical Theory: Friedrich Nietzsche
Readings: Nietzsche, Genealogy of Morals pp. 3-96 (Preface, First and Second Essays, GM)
Handouts (C), TBA
SWA #4 assigned
Week 13 (4/05, 4/07) – The Roots of Modern Rhetorical Theory: Kenneth Burke
Readings: Chapter 4, pp. 35-54 (E)
Burke, from A Grammar of Motives, pp. 1295-1324 (RT) and from Language as
Symbolic Action, pp. 1340-47 (RT)
Handout (C), Burke, “Definition of Man”
Week 14 (4/12, 4/14) – The Roots of Modern Rhetorical Theory: Feminist Rhetoric/s
Readings: Cixous, “The Laugh of the Medusa,” pp. 1520-36 (RT)
SWA #4 Due
Week 15 (4/19, 4/21) – Contemporary Appropriations of Classical Rhetoric
Readings: Handouts (C), excerpts from Hawhee, Bodily Arts; Bitzer, “The Rhetorical
Situation”; and Vatz, “The Myth of the Rhetorical Situation”
Week 16 (4/26, 4/28) – Now What? Last Week of Classes; course evaluations, final exam review
Readings: Chapters 5-7, pp. 55-74 (E) and TBA
***Final Exam (25%) – Thursday, 5/05 from 8:30 to 9:45am in our usual classroom (KO 101)
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ENG-G 301
History of the English Language
Spring 2017
TR 10-11:15am in KO 103
paulcook@iuk.edu

Instructor: Paul Cook
Office: KO 238-D
Office Hours:
Tuesdays, 11:30am to 1:00pm, and anytime by
appointment.

History of the English Language
This course examines the history of the English language from Old English to the present day, with a
particular focus on its recent changes—many would say “mutations”—in the digital age. Course content
will cover the macro-history of the English language and the Indo-European family of languages, various
local cultural histories of English, dialectical variation (there will be some focus on sociolinguistics
through individual/group projects), and some of the basic concepts of structural linguistics (phonemes,
morphemes, grammar, and syntax).
Learning Outcomes and Objectives
Develop an understanding of the history of the English
language, from its origins to the digital age, and explore its
spread over the globe in the 20th century.
Learn the basic concepts of structural linguistics.
Explore an area of linguistics scholarship in more detail.
Develop active reading and study skills that transfer to
other college-level courses.
Explore the sub-field of sociolinguistics and
linguistic/dialectical variation.
Develop an understanding of how language and linguistic
variation (i.e., differences in how we speak) can be mapped
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Assessment
Exams, individual and group projects,
group activities, reading quizzes,
individual writing/research project
Reading quizzes, group activities, Exams
Individual and group projects, individual
writing/research project
Class readings, reading quizzes, Exams,
individual writing/research project.
Individual and group projects, reading
quizzes, class readings.
Individual and group projects, reading
quizzes, class readings.

onto power-relations among people and groups of people
throughout history and today.

Required Text(s)
Baugh, Albert C. and Thomas Cable. A History of the English Language. 1951. 6th ed. London: Routledge,
2013. Print.
I will frequently post required readings in Canvas in the Files tab in .pdf or .docx format. You are expected
to download and print these readings, read them actively and carefully, and then bring them with you to
class on the appropriate day.

Assignments and Grading
Reading Quizzes (10%): We will frequently have brief, 5-item quizzes during class to test your handling
of the material and to determine whether or not you are staying on top of the readings. These cannot be
made up for any reason. Be sure to be in class regularly and stay on top of our readings. For more info,
see “Readings and How to Read Actively” below.
Individual Writing & Research Project (20%): Each of you will research and write a short(ish)
research “exploration” of roughly 6 to 8 pages (5 to 7 academic/scholarly sources + 2 to 4 popular press
sources) that “maps out” an area of the history of English that you find fascinating. The idea here is less to
make an argument or stake out some original research claim—primarily, your job is to learn as much as
there is to know (within limits) about linguistic phenomenon/concept/figure “X” and then relay that
information to your academic audience of colleagues (i.e., myself and your classmates) in a way that is
entertaining and informative. As a writing teacher, I encourage creativity and originality, and I look
forward to working with each of you on these projects. (*Extra credit may be considered for students
who submit an abstract to the IU Kokomo Undergraduate Research Symposium in the Spring. Click here
for more information.)
Class Participation (10%): See “Attendance and Participation” below for complete details.
Teaching Project (20%): Working with a partner, each of you will research and explore in further detail
some concept from the history of English and/or the field of linguistics. You and your partner be
responsible for “running” your portion (25 to 30 minutes) of a class period on a given day, and how you
decide to use your time is completely up to you and your partner, both in terms of content and format.
For example, you may decide to use your time to teach us about one of the concepts in our textbook in
more detail or give us a more in-depth look at one of the periods in the history of English we’re studying.
How you design your presentation is largely up to you and your partner, but each pair will provide us
with a detailed, one-page (front and back is okay) handout, complete with source information and
“Further Reading” resources in MLA format. We will talk much more in class about options and strategies
for developing your presentations.
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Midterm Exam (15%): In early March, just before Spring Break, you will take a midterm exam that will
cover all of the concepts, terms, principles, and readings we’ve covered up to that point. We will spend
considerable time in class preparing and practicing for the midterm exam, which will consist of a
selection of short answer questions/identifications and essay questions.
Final Exam (25%): You will take a comprehensive final exam that will cover all of the concepts, terms,
principles, and readings over the course of the entire semester (16 weeks of material). Like the midterm
exam, the final exam will consist of short answer questions/identifications and essay questions, and we
will spend considerable time preparing for this exam in and out of class.
=100%

Grades
A standard ten-point scale (A+=97-100; A=94-96; A-=90-93; B+=87-89; B=84-86; B-=80-83; C+=77-79;
C=74-76; C-=70-73; D+=67-69; D=64-66; D-=60-63; F=everything else) will be used.

Readings and How to Read Actively
This is a course in linguistics, which is a science. Therefore, the weekly reading assignments in this course
will be challenging, quite long, and likely different from texts you’ve read before. These readings will
require you to practice patient, careful, attentive reading. You may not yet be accustomed to doing this
kind of “active reading,” but we will learn how to do it together.
Here are some of the basic principles of active reading:
When you come across a word you don’t understand, look it up in an online dictionary (the Oxford
English Dictionary is best and free for IU students through the IU Kokomo library homepage) when you
find a concept or reference with which you’re unfamiliar, look it up on Wikipedia and read the entry
until the passage you’re wrestling with starts to make sense. Mark any and all passages in your books that
you would like to discuss in class, that you think are particularly noteworthy, or that don’t make sense to
you. We will discuss these passages together in class. In short, you will need to read closely, carefully, and
slowly.
You should expect to read—in the manner I’ve just briefly described—between 25 and 50 pages each
week. And a few times the reading load will be heavier. Please get into a weekly if not daily reading habit
that works for you and stick to it. This will be key to your success and learning in this course. If ever you
have any questions or concerns about our readings, please don’t hesitate to let me know.

Attendance and Participation
While there will be some lecture in this course, this is definitely not a lecture-only course. Ongoing,
stimulating class discussions and in-class group activities are vital to the success of this course and to
your overall learning experience. In short, it’s important that you come to class each time we meet,
complete all assigned readings each week, take time to reflect on what you’ve read (and then go back and
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re-read), take careful notes on the readings (in your notebook and textbook), ask questions, and
participate actively and enthusiastically in class discussions and in-class exercises.
When you miss class, you miss important information, activities, ideas, ICWs, instructions, videos,
interactions, etc. that simply can’t be “made up.” (It’s sort of like missing a party or celebratory dinner
and then asking everyone to reconstruct the experience for you in words or e-mails. Like other social
phenomena, classroom learning just doesn’t work that way.)
Furthermore, when you miss class, your classmates and I miss your input and ideas. If you are absent,
you are responsible for finding out what we covered in class and for submitting in advance any
assignments due on that day. I reserve the right to change the course schedule at any time, and it is
your responsibility to stay on top of these changes. If ever you do miss class, you should use the
“Questions about the Course” Discussion in the “Discussions” tab in Canvas to find out what you missed.
See “Getting in touch with me...and each other” below for more information.
Your course grade will drop by one letter grade (10%) if you miss more than 10% of our classes (or 4
class meetings); you will fail the course if you miss more than 25% of our classes (7 class periods). If a
bone fide emergency forces you to miss several class periods, or if you have a nonrefundable vacation
package or something, you need to speak with me as soon as possible.
***At midterm, each of you will receive a class participation grade (5% of the final grade) and some
feedback from me on your participation and (if appropriate) how you can improve your grade by the end
of the semester. At the end of the semester, you will receive another class participation grade (5%).

Late Assignments and Tardiness

Late work will not be accepted under most circumstances. If a bona fide emergency forces you to miss
class, please let me know as soon as is reasonable so that we can discuss your options.
Excessive lateness to class will not be tolerated under any circumstances. If you are unable to make it
to class before or at 10am each Tuesday and Thursday morning, then you should consider taking another
course. Each time you come to class late, I will mark you as such in the Attendance tab in Canvas.
Showing up late to two classes = one absence. Keep track of your absences and tardiness in the
Attendance tab so that you don’t get into trouble. Excessive lateness will also negatively impact your class
participation grades (see “Attendance and Participation” above).

Getting in touch with me…and each other
You will have several avenues of communication for this course:
•

If you have general questions about the course (assignments, due dates, course policies, etc.),
please post your questions on the “Questions about the Course” Discussion in the “Discussions”
tab. I will check this Discussion regularly (usually twice a day from Monday through Friday and at
least once on the weekend) and answer any questions you may have. If you have a question that
concerns the entire class, please use this space.
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•

“The Coffee House Lounge” site in the Discussions tab will be an informal space for you to meet
your fellow students and get to know one another over the course of the semester. This is a
social gathering place. I will not monitor this site on a regular basis unless students express
concern to me about the content being posted.

•

If you have questions of an individual or personal nature that you do not wish to share with the
rest of the class, you can contact me by sending a message through the message center in Canvas
(in the “Messages” tab). This is the best way to get in touch with me. You are also always
welcome to visit me in my office (during and outside of office hours) or even call me in my office
during office hours (765/455.9229).

•

I want to discuss the class and your work with you, and using my office hours is an excellent way
for us to address any concerns you might have about the class, your progress or performance,
and/or any of your questions about the course material and your projects and interests.

Phones and other distractions
Here’s the straight dope on mobile devices, folks: be courteous and sensible with your smart phones,
laptops, tablets, and other mobile devices. You might think you have to be imminently available to
everyone in your social network, family, neighborhood, whatever, or that you constantly have to be
checking your e-mail, texts, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest, or whatnot, but you really don’t.
There are important, practical advantages to be gained by “unplugging,” by experiencing the passage of
time as well as conversation and interaction the way previous generations did: face-to-face and in realtime. Research suggests that students who leave their mobile devices and laptops in their bags actually
perform better academically. Opportunities to unplug from the matrix are increasingly rare; let’s pledge
to use our time together this semester for discussion, reflection, and exploration, not SnapChat, Candy
Crush Saga, and idle Facebook stalking.

Technical Requirements
This course requires that you have access to the IU Kokomo computer network, access to the Canvas
course management system, and some basic familiarity with Canvas. The IU Kokomo Instructional
Technology department (IT) provides guidelines for hardware and software for all students. This course
requires primarily word processing (MS Word 2007, 2010, 2013, or 2016), printing capabilities, and
access to Canvas. Click here for free downloads and discount prices on hardware and software
exclusively for IU students.
Students should contact the IU Kokomo Helpdesk with any and all technical questions. The Helpdesk
offers superb technical support to faculty, staff, and students for all IT-related requests. The Helpdesk
provides assistance to users, as well as maintains a tracking system that places each user’s request into a
queue. You can send an e-mail request to the Helpdesk at kohelp@iuk.edu or call 765/455.9315. Local
phone and walk-up support at the Helpdesk in the Library is available Monday through Friday from
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8:00am to 5:00pm. If you’re having any technical difficulties, please contact both me and the Helpdesk
right away so we can get your problem solved.

Student Disability Assistance
Students requiring accommodations for disabilities or special needs should contact the IU Kokomo Office
of Disability Services. If you have a documented disability on file with the Office of Disability Services, it is
important that you let me know as soon as possible so that we can discuss arrangements for your success
in this course.

Academic Honesty and Plagiarism
“A student must not adopt or reproduce ideas, words, or statements of another person without an
appropriate acknowledgement. A student must give due credit to the originality of others and
acknowledge an indebtedness whenever he or she does any of the following: (a) quotes another person’s
actual words, either oral or written; (b) paraphrases another person’s words, either oral or written; (c)
uses another person’s idea, theory, or material unless information is common knowledge.”
Source: Indiana University Code of Student Ethics. (Note that “intent” is not a factor here.)
“Double dipping,” or submitting a writing project for two or more courses (whether they’re IUK courses
or not), constitutes plagiarism and will result in a grade of zero and possible disciplinary action. If you
have an idea for a writing project from another class that you would like to further develop in this class,
please consult with me. I’m more than willing to help you develop your ideas and plan writing projects
that will do work for you, but simply submitting the same essay for multiple classes is not acceptable under
any circumstances.
Knowing the boundaries between acceptable and unacceptable uses of other’s work, texts, or ideas can be
tricky sometimes, and we will spend some time in class discussing the boundaries of acceptable use, the
nature of research, and when, where, and how to appropriately document source materials.

Writing Center
Don’t forget to utilize the Writing Center that your tuition dollars support! The IU Kokomo Writing Center
is an excellent resource for any writing assignment from any class. The Writing Center is open Monday to
Thursday, 9am - 7pm; Friday, 10am to 3pm; and Saturday, 12:30 to 3:30pm. For more information on the
Writing Center, click here.
Remember, many of IU Kokomo’s very best students understand that seeking out a response to their
writing is a necessary part of the learning/writing process. Stop by or call for a 30-minute appointment:
765/455.9425, Option #1.
You can now instant message the tutors your quick questions (grammar, citing, etc.) using campus
contacts. Here are just a few of the services offered by the Writing Center:
▪

Ask a more detailed question online by using Ask a Tutor e-mail option;
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▪
▪
▪

See a list of Grammar Girl podcasts on hundreds of usage and other English language concerns;
Discover which helpful documents and other sources are available at the Center;
Find out when your favorite tutor is scheduled to work.

Sexual Misconduct
As your instructor, one of my responsibilities is to help create a safe learning environment on our
campus. Title IX and our own Sexual Misconduct policy prohibit sexual misconduct. If you have
experienced sexual misconduct, or know someone who has, the University can help.
If you are seeking help and would like to speak to someone confidentially, you can make an appointment
with Beth Barnett, Room KC 234, Kelley Student Center, 765-455-9553. More information about available
resources can be found here.
It is also important that you know that federal regulations and University policy require me to promptly
convey any information about potential sexual misconduct known to me to our campus’ Deputy Title IX
Coordinator or IU’s Title IX Coordinator. In that event, they will work with a small number of others on
campus to ensure that appropriate measures are taken and resources are made available to the student
who may have been harmed. Protecting a student’s privacy is of utmost concern, and all parties involved
will only share information with those that need to know to ensure the University can respond and
assist.

Course Schedule
Schedule, readings, and assignment due dates are subject to change at instructor’s discretion with advance
notice via Canvas. Readings are “due” on the dates next to which they are listed. To access the IU Kokomo
Spring 2017 academic calendar—plus the Final Exam schedule—click here.
Texts
HEL = A History of the English Language
H = handout (.pdf in Canvas or in class)
TBA = to be announced in class/Canvas
announcement
WEEK 1
January
T 10: Course introduction (expectations and ice-breakers); introductions: getting to know each other.
What are we going to learn this semester?
R 12: Quiz #1: Syllabus quiz in class. The Story of English (1986), Episodes 1 and 2
WEEK 2
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T 17: Discuss The Story of English; what is “dialectical variation"?
R 19: HEL, pp. 1-13 (“English Present and Future”) (Quiz #2 in class)
WEEK 3
T 24: HEL, pp. 14-19 (“The Indo-European Family of Languages”)and H, “Tense Present” by David Foster
Wallace (Harper’s, April 2001)
R 26: Writing & Research Projects assigned and discussed in class (Quiz #3 in class)
February
WEEK 4 (____________________________)
T 31: excerpts from HEL, pp. 19-38 (“The Indo-European Family of Languages”)
R 02: HEL, pp. 39-55 (“Old English”)
WEEK 5 (_____________________________)
T 07: In-class brainstorming workshop on Writing & Research Projects (5%)
R 09: HEL, pp. 55-69 (“Old English”)
WEEK 6 (_____________________________)
T 14: HEL, pp. 70-85 (“Foreign Influences on Old English”)
R 16: HEL, pp. 85-103 (“Foreign Influences on Old English”)
WEEK 7 (____________________________)
T 21: Library Day (work on Writing & Research Proposals)
R 23: Writing & Research Projects Proposals Due (5%)
March
WEEK 8 (____________________________)
T 28: HEL, pp. 104-21 (“The Norman Conquest and the Subjection of English, 1066-1200 CE”)
R 02: Writing & Research Projects Proposals returned in class: individual meetings during class time and
after class
WEEK 9: Midterm Exam
T 07: Midterm Exam Review
R 09: Midterm Exam
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WEEK 10: Spring Break
T 14: No class
R 16: No class
WEEK 11 (____________________)
T 21: HEL, pp. 122-51 (“The Reestablishment of English, 1200-1500 CE”), Midterm Exams returned and
discussed in class
R 23: Writing & Research Projects Due (Draft 1)
WEEK 12 (*Only use this week if necessary____________________________)
T 28: HEL, pp. 152-72 (“Middle English”)
R 30: HEL, pp. 172-94 (“Middle English”)
April
WEEK 13
T 04: excerpts from HEL, pp. 195-246 (“The Renaissance, 1500-1650 CE”)
R 06: excerpts from HEL, pp. 195-246 (“The Renaissance, 1500-1650 CE”)
WEEK 14
T 11: excerpts from HEL, pp. 247-88 (“The Appeal to Authority, 1650-1800 CE”)
R 13: excerpts from HEL, pp. 247-88 (“The Appeal to Authority, 1650-1800 CE”)
WEEK 15
T 18: HEL, pp. 341-96 (“The English Language in America”)
R 20: Writing & Research Projects Due (Draft 2: Final Draft)
WEEK 16
T 25: HEL, pp. 397-407 (“The Twenty-first Century”), in-class review for the Final Exam. Short Writing
Projects returned in class.
R 27: Last day of class; course evaluations, wrap-up and review; etc.
**Final Exam (25%): Tuesday, 5/02 from 10am to 12pm in KO 103 (our usual classroom)
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ENG-W 210 Literacy & Public Life
I have taught two iterations of this course: the first was a survey of the American dream
and the second was a course on the multinational corporation in US culture. Both of
these courses were quite popular with students, and the focus of each course is on
critical literacy: what do students already know about the American Dream or the
multinational Corporation and what do they need to know? Both of these courses are
also interdisciplinary by nature: students read nonfiction books, histories, novels, short
fiction, and films that draw upon disciplines as diverse as American history and cultural
studies, philosophy, and sociology. Based on the popularity of the American Dream
course, I then developed another version of this course built around an examination of
the US multinational corporation and how it influences so many aspects of our lives. I
plan to develop and teach a completely new theme each time I teach this course based
on current events and student interest.
When I first had the idea to revive the long-defunct ENG-W 210: Literacy & Public Life as
a literacy course centered on the concept of the American dream, I could not have
known how successful (and enjoyable) this course would turn out to be. I suppose what
really surprised me the most was the fact that from the start of the semester students
took so readily to the idea of discussing, analyzing, and even critiquing the concept, the
history, the images, and the mythology of the American dream, from the Great
Depression to the rampant economic inequality of our own era. Rather than having to
sell students on the idea that the American dream is worthy of critique and
interpretation, in other words, students jumped at the opportunity to spend a semester
doing just that and more. This built-in enthusiasm made teaching this course easily the
most enjoyable experience of the semester; I underscore the students’ enthusiasm in
this narrative because I think it could be interpreted as a compelling indication of the
types of courses our students aren’t (or weren’t) getting and are interested in taking.
The student comments that emerged from this course were, as I expected, quite
positive. The most prevalent theme that emerged from the students’ remarks was that
the course taught them to think critically and to interrogate myths and ideas that have
become ossified in American culture and society. One student, for instance, wrote the
following:
As always with Dr. Cook, the things he teaches are relevant to the outside
world [cf. Teaching Philosophy above] and cause you to stop and think
about things. This class used a variety of interesting texts and you can tell
that Dr. Cook puts a lot of thought into what he teaches. . . . The most
valuable thing I learned in this course would be to think critically about
things I have often taken for granted.
Another student opined that the most valuable take-away from the course is that s/he
learned “How America really is. I experienced a hard-core dose of reality, and I’m much
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smarter and better prepared for life outside of college after taking this course.” Another
student remarked that the course “made me think about things I haven’t before.”
Also, on the issue of multimodality and using a variety of texts and readings, several
students made comments such as “I liked the material we covered in class. Some pieces
were contemporary, and some weren’t [and] that was cool. I like that we had good
discussions consistently.” Another student wrote that the use of “visual aids” and
“various media” made the lessons more enjoyable and interesting. Other students were
slightly more sanguine about what they learned (such as the student who wrote,
forlornly: “Finding a job is going to be difficult”), but overwhelmingly the student
comments indicated that the class found the sometimes-difficult lessons about
American culture, history, and the American dream to be valuable for their educations
and relevant to their lives.
The few comments and observations that were critical of the course indicated that the
weekly discussion forum posts were too frequent, and I have come to agree. In fact, I
am currently teaching ENG-W 210 (Spring 2015) as a course on corporations and
corporate culture, and I have decided to make discussion posts less frequent (i.e., biweekly) but also more substantive (e.g., students are often asked to incorporate outside
research or write longer, more analytical posts).
What I most want to celebrate about ENG-W 210 is that nine students (roughly 93% of
those who left written comments) made remarks to the effect that they found the
course thought-expanding and generative of critical thinking, as well as compelling and
clearly relevant to their lives as students and citizens: “this course really generates
critical thinking and new ways to analyze the things we are exposed to in this country.
Overall I really liked this course and the instructor.” The quantitative evaluations were
as close to perfect as I’ve received in a course to date; there were no categories in which
the mean score was less than 4.00 (“Agree”).
Learning Outcomes (Spring 2014)
▪ Develop a broad sense of literacy, which in this course means the capacity to
think, read, and write about complex ideas and their historical, socio-cultural,
and political dimensions;
▪ Apply your developing literacy to public life and what it means to be an engaged
citizen of a democracy;
▪ Speak and write intelligently and confidently about the historical, cultural,
economic, and political development of the concept of the American dream;
▪ Develop and support a compelling argument concerning the vitality and richness
of the American dream as an idea in your own experience and research;
▪ Recognize and understand the multidisciplinary nature of a concept like the
American dream and how it has been shaped by multiple and diverse forces;
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▪

▪

Recognize and understand how an idea as complex as the American Dream must
be approached through a multidisciplinary lens (history, cultural studies,
literature and language, economics, political science, etc.);
Read and understand challenging academic texts such as scholarly articles and
monographs.

Learning Outcomes (Spring 2015)
▪ Gain a better understanding of corporate culture, influence, and power;
▪ Develop a broad sense of literacy, which in this course means the capacity to
think, read, and write about complex ideas and their historical, socio-cultural,
and political dimensions;
▪ Identify the pros and cons of corporations and their effects, as well as examples
of positive and socially-responsible corporate culture;
▪ Apply your developing literacy to public life and what it means to be an engaged
citizen of a democracy;
▪ Speak and write intelligently and confidently about the historical, cultural,
economic, and political development of corporations in the US and abroad;
▪ Develop and support a compelling argument concerning corporations in your
own experience and research;
▪ Recognize and understand how an institutional entity as complex as the
corporation must be approached through a multidisciplinary lens (history,
cultural studies, literature and language, economics, political science, etc.);
▪ Read and understand challenging academic texts such as scholarly articles,
monographs, and theoretical texts.
Course Evaluation Summaries
The highest possible score in each category is a 5.00 = “Strongly Agree”; the lowest
possible score is 1.00 = “Strongly Disagree.”
ENG-W 210: Literacy and Public Life

1.) The course was well organized.
2.) The course objectives were clear to the
students.
3.) There was general agreement between
announced course objectives and what was
actually taught.
4.) The instructor explained the subject clearly.
5.) The instructor summarized the major points
in lecture or discussion.
6.) The instructor made effective use of class
time.
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Spring
2014
(34234)
5.00
4.92

Spring
2015
(14969)
4.67
4.33

5.00

4.33

4.69
5.00

4.83
4.83

4.85

4.50

7.) The instructor was well prepared for class
meetings.
8.) The amount of reading was appropriate for
the course.
9.) In relation to other courses of equal credits
and level, the workload in this course was
appropriate.
10.) The amount of material covered in the
course was reasonable.
11.) The course required more time and effort
than others at this level.
12.) The grading system for the course was
clearly explained.
13.) Grades were assigned fairly and impartially.
14.) The instructor collected enough evidence for
valid grading.
15.) The exams accurately assessed what I have
learned in this class.
16.) The instructor showed a genuine interest in
students
17.) The instructor was readily available for
consultation with students.
18.) The instructor stimulated my thinking.
19.) The instructor stimulated class discussion.
20.) The instructor promoted an atmosphere
conducive to learning.
21.) Compared to other instructors I have had,
this instructor is outstanding.
22.) Compared to other courses I’ve taken, I
learned more in this course.

4.92

4.67

5.00

5.00

2.31

4.50

4.54

4.17

4.77

4.33

4.54

4.50

4.69
4.77

4.17
3.83

4.62

3.33

4.62

4.00

4.92

4.67

4.08
4.00
4.38

4.17
4.50
4.50

4.23

4.00

4.67

4.60

Course Syllabus (2014)

The American Dream:
A Multidisciplinary Journey from Jay Gatsby to Jay-Z
(Spring 2014)
What is the “American dream,” exactly? Is it owning your own home? Having a decent job?
Choosing your own destiny? Providing a better life for your children? Ensuring that everyone has
an equal opportunity to succeed? Or is the American dream merely the nostalgic residue of an
Empire in decline?
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From its earliest appearance during the Great Depression of the 1930s to the rampant economic
inequality of our own era, the concept of the American dream has been used to bolster national
identity, extol the practical morality of hard work, inflate the housing bubble of the early-2000s,
and provide ready-made storylines for everything from films, TV, and popular music to
professional football and economic policy. And in what may be its true mark of cultural relevance,
it’s even used to sell beer.
This survey traces the development of the idea of the American dream through five separate, yet
closely-interconnected units: (1) “What Do We Mean When We Talk about the American
Dream?” examines the origins of the concept and how it became the most powerful feature of
America’s national mythology since Manifest Destiny; (2) “Education, Literacy, and the
Promise of Prosperity” explores the roles that literacy and education at all levels (and
particularly the promises embodied in higher education) have played in building America’s oncegreat middle class; (3) “The American Dream in Popular Media” takes an in-depth look at
several cultural/aesthetic artifacts ranging from Hunter S. Thompson’s Fear and Loathing in Las
Vegas and Monopoly to Jay-Z and Breaking Bad; (4) “Religion, Faith, and Upward
Mobility” surveys popular beliefs about spirituality and prosperity; and the semester concludes
with (5) “Can We Still Speak of an American Dream?”—a final reflection on whether (and
to what extent) something like the American dream still exists.
At the end of the semester, you will be able to:
Learning Outcomes and Objectives
Develop a broad sense of literacy, which in
this course means the capacity to think, read,
and write about complex ideas and their
historical, socio-cultural, and political
dimensions;
Apply your developing literacy to public life
and what it means to be an engaged citizen of
a democracy;
Speak and write intelligently and confidently
about the historical, cultural, economic, and
political development of the concept of the
American dream;
Develop and support a compelling argument
concerning the vitality and richness of the
American dream as an idea in your own
experience and research;
Recognize and understand the
multidisciplinary nature of a concept like the
American dream and how it has been shaped
by multiple and diverse forces;
Recognize and understand how an idea as
complex as the American Dream must be
approached through a multidisciplinary lens
(history, cultural studies, literature and
language, economics, political science, etc.);
Read and understand challenging academic
texts such as scholarly articles and
monographs.

Assessment
Course readings, class discussions, quizzes,
and weekly reading responses (forums)

Course readings, class discussions, quizzes,
and weekly reading responses (forums)
Course readings, class discussions, quizzes,
and weekly reading responses (forums)
Final writing project, Artifact Analysis &
Presentation, and weekly reading responses
(forums)
Final writing project, course readings, class
discussions, quizzes, and weekly reading
responses (forums)
Course readings, class discussions, quizzes,
and weekly reading responses (forums)

Course readings, class discussions, quizzes,
and weekly reading responses (forums)

Required Texts

Ehrenreich, Barbara. Bait and Switch: The (Futile) Pursuit of the American Dream. New York:
Metropolitan, 2005. Print.
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Fitzgerald, F. Scott. The Great Gatsby. 1925. Intro. Matthew J. Bruccoli. New York: Scribner,
1995. Print.
Samuel, Lawrence R. The American Dream: A Cultural History. Syracuse, NY: Syracuse UP,
2012. Print.
Thompson, Hunter S. Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas: A Savage Journey to the Heart of the
American Dream. New York: Random House, 1972. Print.
Consider our Oncourse readings to be a fifth required text for this course: I will frequently post
required readings to Oncourse, typically in .pdf format, and you must download, print, and bring
these readings to class.
I encourage you to get into the habit of “reading actively.” That is, you should learn to read with a
pencil or pen in hand so that you can really engage with the text—for example, underline and
circle passages, write comments, observations, and questions in the margins, and jot down ideas
as they come to you.
You will also need…
*To set up your IU Box account so you can save multiple drafts of your work in cloud storage.
Simply click on the hyperlink in the previous sentence (hold down the Ctrl key and click with your
mouse) and log in to your IU Box account with your IUK username and passphrase. This will take
you right to your IU Box account.
**A sturdy notebook or binder in which to keep notes, drafts, handouts, and in-class writing
exercises.

Assignments and Grading
Forums = 25%

Forums are at the heart of our course. Most every week, you will be asked to post to whichever
Forum we’re working in that week. These posts will vary widely based on what we’re covering at
the moment. Sometimes Forum posts will be responses to the readings; sometimes they might be
your reactions to something that’s happening in the news or I might ask you to complete a
freewrite that may become a rough draft of your Final Project (see below). Generally speaking,
each Forum post should be thoughtful, revised, and proofread prior to posting. Remember that
you are posting material to the rest of our class, so you should take care to think about your online
ethos: how you consciously present yourself to others in an online environment. For much
more detailed information on what is expected of you in your Forum posts, check
out the handout “Guidelines for Forum Posts” in the “Assignment Sheets” folder in
the Resources tab in Oncourse.
Before 11:30pm on most Wednesday nights, you will post your primary or “official” post to
the forums. Primary posts represent your “official” response to that week’s prompt. They are more
involved, longer posts that are graded on a ten-point scale (10=outstanding/impressive [100],
9=very good [90], 8=good/ average [80], 7=below average [70], 6=very lacking [60], 5=severely
lacking/minimal effort/incomplete [50], or 0=no credit [0]).1 The highest score a late primary
post can earn is a 7.

You do not receive a “10” or a “5” simply by completing an assignment and fulfilling all of the required
criteria: these grades are reserved for entries and posts that “go above and beyond” the call of the
assignment; a “10” or a “5” is considered an exceptional grade, in other words, not just the score you
receive for completing an assignment or meeting expectations.
1
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Before 11:30pm on most Friday nights, you will post at least two secondary posts to the
forums (this is the minimum; you are always encouraged to post as much and as often as you
like). Secondary posts are your responses to the primary posts of your colleagues: questions,
observations, insights, responses, etc. Secondary posts are graded on a five-point scale
(5=outstanding/impressive [100], 4=good/meets expectations [80], 3=lacking [60], 2=severely
lacking [40], 1=minimal effort/incomplete [10], and 0=no credit [0]. The highest score a late
secondary post can earn is a 3.

In-class Activities (ICAs) = 10%

In most of our class meetings, you will be asked to complete some sort of in-class activity or
assignment, such as a freewrite at the start of class, or perhaps a group activity, or an impromptu,
written reflection on some concept or theme. Like primary Forums, ICAs will be graded on a tenpoint scale (10=outstanding/impressive [100], 9=very good [90], 8=good/average [80], 7=below
average [70], 6=lacking [60], 5=severely lacking/minimal effort/incomplete [50], or 0=no credit
[0]). The highest score a late assignment can earn is a 7. ICAs cannot be made-up under any
circumstances, but I will drop your lowest score (including “zeroes”).

Class Participation = 10%
See “Attendance and Participation” below.

Quizzes = 10%

Frequently, we will have short, five-item quizzes designed to give you further incentive to read
carefully and closely and to gauge your comprehension of the readings. Some quizzes will be given
in class, while others will be administered through the Tests & Surveys tab in Oncourse. We will
have approximately 10 quizzes over the course of the semester, and I will drop your lowest quiz
grade (including “zeroes”).

Artifact Analysis & Presentation = 10%

Each of you will choose an artifact that you think epitomizes or embodies some aspect of the
American Dream. An “artifact” here could be (almost) anything: for instance, an article about US
immigration and homelessness, for example, or a song, or an advertisement that uses the imagery
of the American Dream to sell products. An artifact could even be a Facebook conversation or a
Tweet or even a short video—it’s up to you, so long as you can explain to use in your presentation
how this artifact embodies or reflects or traffics in some aspect of the American Dream. Once
you’ve decided on an artifact to analyze, you will design a brief (5 to 7 minute), informal
presentation to be given in one of our class meetings (you will have some freedom in choosing
when you would like to present). Your presentation should be accompanied by a one-page (front
and back is fine) handout that you will distribute to the class. Please make plans soon to speak
with me or run your idea by me and set a couple of possible dates for your Artifact Analysis &
Presentation assignment. We will start these presentations in Week 3 and we will continue until
the end of the semester.

Final Project Proposal (10%) + Final Writing Project (25%) = 35%

Your Final Project will consist of a 5 to 7 page research paper on some aspect of the American
Dream. Final Projects must include at least 5 outside sources, and they are due at the end of
the semester (in Week 16). For more information on the Final Project, please see the
“Assignments” folder in the Resources tab in OC.
In Week 9 you will submit a Final Project proposal that (1) outlines in detailed terms the aspect of
the American dream on which you’re going to focus in your Final Project; (2) a detailed
explanation of why this aspect appeals to you and why you think it is significant or interesting
enough to warrant further exploration; (3) a statement and explanation as to whether your paper
will be argumentative (i.e., a thesis-driven argument supported with credible, scholarly
evidence) or exploratory (i.e., a more informative overview or “journey” that explores some
aspect of the American Dream); and (4) where you’re going to locate the bulk of your research (be
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specific: what types of sources will you use? Will they be primarily popular or scholarly? Literary?
Why or why not?). Everyone should plan to consult with me individually about your projects
throughout the semester.

Extra Credit (“Outstanding Classroom Citizenship”) = +2%

You may also earn a whopping +2 points extra credit added to your overall course grade for
providing what I determine is an extraordinary level of class leadership in terms of leading and
facilitating thoughtful, considerate discussions in class and in the Forums, submitting all work on
time, and generally being a good citizen of our class. This extra credit is applied solely at my
discretion.

Readings
The weekly reading assignments in this course will be challenging and (occasionally) quite long.
We will be reading texts ranging from contemporary academic scholarship in cultural studies
(e.g., Samuel’s The American Dream) to “capital L” Literature (e.g., Fitzgerald’s The Great
Gatsby) and even some pretty “far out” stuff (e.g., Thompson’s Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas).
These readings are fun and exciting, but they will require you to practice a mode of patient,
careful, attentive reading to which you may not yet be accustomed.
For instance, when you come across a word you don’t understand, look it up in an online
dictionary (the Oxford English Dictionary is best and free for IU students through
http://www.iuk.edu/academics/library/); when you find a concept or reference with which you’re
unfamiliar, look it up on Wikipedia and read the entry until the passage you’re wrestling with
starts to make sense. Mark any and all passages in your books that you would like to discuss in
class, that you think are particularly noteworthy, or that don’t make sense to you. We will discuss
these passages in class. In short, you will need to read closely, carefully, and slowly.
You should expect to read—in the manner I’ve just briefly described—at least 25 to 50 pages for
each weekly class meeting. And a few times the reading load will be heavier. Please get into a
weekly if not daily reading habit that works for you and stick to it. This will be key to your success
and learning in this course. If ever you have any questions or concerns about our readings, please
don’t hesitate to let me know.

Attendance and Participation
While there will be some lecture in this course, this class is not a lecture-only course. Given the
small size of the class, it’s vital to the overall success of this course that you come to class
regularly, complete the readings, make time to reflect on what you’ve read, take careful notes on
the readings and lectures, and participate enthusiastically in class discussions.
You will receive two class participation grades: one at around midterm and the other at the end of
the semester; this way, you can bring up your midterm participation grade by actively
participating in the second half of the semester.
Baseline (“C”-level) participation requirements are that you come to class every time we meet,
take notes, and complete all assigned readings. Contributing thoughtful comments and asking
questions will raise your participation grade to a “B.” Consistently contributing interesting and
insightful comments and ideas and providing leadership in class discussions will earn an “A.”
When you miss class, you miss important information and mandatory in-class activities (which
cannot be made-up), and classmates miss your input and ideas. If you are absent, you are
responsible for finding out what we covered in class and for submitting in advance any
assignments due on that day. I reserve the right to change the course schedule at any time, and it
is your responsibility to stay on top of these changes. If you feel comfortable doing so, swap cell
numbers or e-mail addresses with the person next to you; this way, if ever you do miss class, you
can find out what you missed with little to no trouble.
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Your course grade will drop by one letter grade (10%) if you miss more than 10% of our classes (or
4 class periods); you will automatically fail the course if you miss more than 20% of our classes
(or 8 class periods). If an emergency or other significant, unplanned life event forces you to
miss several class periods, please contact me as soon as possible so we can discuss your options.
Just to simplify: you can miss up to 3 class meetings for any reason without receiving a
penalty. Beyond that you will receive a penalty for another absence for any reason. Please don’t
miss any more than 3 class meetings.

Academic Honesty and Plagiarism

“A student must not adopt or reproduce ideas, words, or statements of another person without an
appropriate acknowledgement. A student must give due credit to the originality of others and
acknowledge an indebtedness whenever he or she does any of the following: (a) quotes another
person’s actual words, either oral or written; (b) paraphrases another person’s words, either oral
or written; (c) uses another person’s idea, theory, or material unless information is common
knowledge.” Source: Indiana University Code of Student Ethics. (Note that “intent” is not a factor
here.)
“Double dipping,” or submitting a writing project for two or more courses (whether they’re
IUK courses or not), constitutes plagiarism and will result in a grade of zero and possible
disciplinary action. If you have an idea for a writing project from another class that you would like
to further develop in this class, please consult with me. I’m more than willing to help you develop
your ideas and plan writing projects that will do work for you, but simply submitting the same
essay for multiple classes is not acceptable under any circumstances.
Knowing the boundaries between acceptable and unacceptable uses of other’s work, texts, or ideas
can be tricky sometimes, and we will spend some time in class discussing the boundaries of
acceptable use, the nature of research, and when, where, and how to appropriately document
source materials.

Final Grades and Late Assignments
A standard ten-point scale (A+=97-100; A=94-96; A-=90-93; B+=87-89; B=84-86; B-=80-83;
C+=77-79; C=74-76; C-=70-73; D+=67-69; D=64-66; D-=60-63; F=everything else) will be used.
Late work will not be accepted under any circumstances. If a bona fide emergency or significant
life event forces you to miss class, please let me know as soon as is reasonable so that we can
discuss your options.

Writing Center (Library KA 128)

Don’t forget to utilize the Writing Center that your tuition dollars support! The IUK Writing
Center is open Monday through Thursday, 9am to 7pm, Friday, 10am to 2pm, and Saturday,
12:30-4:30pm. Remember that many of IU Kokomo’s very best students understand that seeking
out a response to one`s writing is a necessary part of the learning/writing process. Several of the
staff who presently work in the Center have or are currently working toward a teaching license,
and many are graduate students. Stop by or call for a 30 minute appointment: 455-9425, Option
#1.
You can now instant message the tutors your quick questions (grammar, citing, etc.) using
campus contacts. Visit our website at http://www.iuk.edu/writing-center where you can
▪
▪
▪

Ask a more detailed question online by using the “Ask a Tutor” e-mail option.
See a list of Grammar Girl podcasts on hundreds of usage and other English language
concerns.
Discover which helpful documents and other sources are available at the Center.
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Find out when your favorite tutor is scheduled to work.

▪

Course Schedule and Unit Overview
BS
AD
FL

Bait and Switch: The (Futile) Pursuit of the American Dream (Ehrenreich)
The American Dream: A Cultural History (Samuels)
Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas: A Savage Journey to the Heart of the American
Dream (Thompson)
The Great Gatsby (Fitzgerald)
Oncourse reading (in the Resources tab)
To Be Announced (with advance notice, of course)

GG
OC
TBA

Note: All readings should be completed by class time on Tuesdays. Frequently our discussions
of readings will spill over into the next class, but you should always be sure to complete all
readings before class time on our Tuesday meeting each week. This will give you chance to reflect
on what you’ve read throughout the rest of the week, and it will ensure that our class discussions
can bounce around from text to text. I do reserve the right to alter reading assignments and due
dates depending on how quickly (or slowly) we’re moving and other considerations; however, I
will always give advance notice of any changes to the schedule through an Oncourse
announcement and, whenever possible, during class.

I: “What Do We Mean When We Talk about the American
Dream?”
Week 1 (T, 1/14 & R, 1/16): Course introduction, ice-breakers, syllabus and schedule overview.
ICA: What does the American Dream mean to you? Why?
Week 2 (T, 1/21 & R, 1/23): AD, Ch. 1 and OC, TBA

II: “Education, Literacy, and the Promise of Prosperity”
Week 3 (T, 1/28 & R, 1/30): GG, Ch. 1 through 5 (approx. 100 pages) and AD, Ch. 2 (* Artifact
Analysis begins)
February
Week 4 (T, 2/04 & R, 2/06): GG, Ch. 6 through end (approx. 100 pages)
Week 5 (T, 2/11 & R, 2/13): BS, “Introduction” through Ch. 4
Week 6 (T, 2/18 & R, 2/20): AD, Ch. 3 and Ch. 4

III: “The American Dream in Popular Culture”
Week 7 (T, 2/25 & R, 2/27): FL, pp. 3-96 and OC, TBA
March
Week 8 (T, 3/04 & R, 3/06): FL, pp. 99-204
Week 9 (T, 3/11 & R, 3/13): Final Project Proposals due (10%) and OC, TBA and in-class film
screening
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Week 10 (T, 3/18 & R, 3/20): Spring Break! (no classes)
Week 11 (T, 3/25 & R, 3/27): In-class workshops/conferences on Final Projects (*possible library
meetings)
April

IV: “Religion, Faith, and Upward Mobility”
Week 12 (T, 4/01 & R, 4/03): OC, “The Gospel of the American Dream” (Lin) and AD, Ch. 5
Week 13 (T, 4/08 & R, 4/10): BS, Ch. 5

V: “Can We Still Speak of an American Dream?”
Week 14 (T, 4/15 & R, 4/17): BS, Ch. 6 through “Conclusion”
Week 15 (T, 4/22 & R, 4/24): AD, Ch. 6 and “Conclusion” and in-class film screening (TBA)
Week 16 (T, 4/29 & R, 5/01): Course wrap-up: review and reflection; course evaluations; Final
Projects due on R, 5/01 (25%)

The Corporation: Giants among Us (Spring 2015)
In this multi-disciplinary course, we will explore an entity that is (arguably) the most significant
institution of our time: the multinational corporation. The corporation is the largest and most powerful
institution in the world today, but many Americans remain unaware of its power and influence over our
lives. Students in this course will expand their knowledge of corporate culture by reading, analyzing, and
discussing a range of texts, including best-selling novels, compelling documentaries, personal accounts,
data-driven studies, and current realities.
By the end of the semester, you will be able to
▪
▪

▪

▪
▪

gain a better understanding of corporate
culture, influence, and power;
develop a broad sense of literacy, which in
this course means the capacity to think, read,
and write about complex ideas and their
historical, socio-cultural, and political
dimensions;
identify the pros and cons of corporations
and their effects, as well as examples of
positive and socially-responsible corporate
culture;
Apply your developing literacy to public life
and what it means to be an engaged citizen of
a democracy;
Speak and write intelligently and confidently
about the historical, cultural, economic, and
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And here’s how you’ll learn these skills
▪
▪

WPs, Artifact Analysis & Presentation, and
discussions (Canvas and face-to-face)
WPs, Artifact Analysis & Presentation, and
discussions (Canvas and face-to-face)

▪

WPs, Artifact Analysis & Presentation, and
discussions (Canvas and face-to-face)

▪

WPs, Artifact Analysis & Presentation, and
discussions (Canvas and face-to-face) and
weekly reading responses (forums)
Course readings, class discussions, quizzes,
and weekly reading responses (forums)

▪

▪
▪

▪
▪

political development of corporations in the
US and abroad;
Develop and support a compelling argument
concerning corporations in your own
experience and research;
Recognize and understand how an
institutional entity as complex as the
corporation must be approached through a
multidisciplinary lens (history, cultural
studies, literature and language, economics,
political science, etc.);
Read and understand challenging academic
texts such as scholarly articles, monographs,
and theoretical texts.
???

▪
▪

Final writing project, Artifact Analysis &
Presentation, and weekly reading responses
(forums)
Course readings, class discussions, quizzes,
and weekly reading responses (forums)

▪

Course readings, class discussions, quizzes,
and weekly reading responses (forums)

▪

???

To successfully complete this course, you must…
Show up to class well-prepared and ready to learn. We will have important class discussions, in-class
writing exercises and activities, impromptu workshops, etc. every time we meet, and these activities are
pivotal to your success in this course. Don’t miss class.
Be willing (and able) to read actively and thoroughly. Just "getting through" the assigned readings will
not ensure your success in this course. You must "read actively" (more on this later) to be able to
understand what you have read.
Be willing (and able) to plan, draft (write), and revise. This is a writing studio/workshop, so you will be
expected to write several short essays and reading responses.
Be willing (and able) to actively participate during writers’ workshops and give specific suggestions on
your partners’ drafts and projects.

Textbooks & Required Materials
To successfully complete this course, you need to purchase the following books:
Bait and Switch by Barbara Ehrenreich [ISBN: 978-0-8050-8124-4]
MicroSerfs by Douglas Coupland [978-0-06-039148-5]
The Man in the Grey Flannel Suit by Sloan Wilson [978-1-56858-246-7]
Please be sure to get the correct editions of all three texts (no e-texts or Kindles, please!)
I will post required readings and handouts to Canvas; these readings typically will be in .pdf format. I
encourage you to print out these readings and practice “reading actively.” That is, you should learn to
read with a pencil or pen in hand so that you can engage with the text—underline and circle passages,
write comments, observations, and questions in the margins, and jot down ideas as they come to you.
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You will also need…
*to set up your IU Box account so you can save readings, research, and drafts of your work in safe,
secure cloud storage. If you’ve never used IU Box before, simply click on the hyperlink in the previous
sentence (hold down the Ctrl key and click with your mouse) and log in to your IU Box account with your
IUK username and passphrase. This will take you right to your IU Box account. From there, it’s fairly selfexplanatory: you can create new folders and upload files just as in Windows or MS Word.
** a sturdy notebook, lots of paper, good pens and pencils, and access to a reliable computer. Also, I
assume that you will have a basic working knowledge of (and access to) Canvas, MS Word, PowerPoint,
e-mail, and Adobe Reader. For a detailed user’s guide to Canvas, go to https://kb.iu.edu/d/bcll.
***access to the Oxford English Dictionary. Luckily, the OED is available for all IUK students through our
library. Simply go to the “Databases A to Z” link and click on the letter “O.”

Assignments and Grading
Quizzes (15%)

Frequently—typically once each week—you will be asked to complete a short quiz, either in class or in
Canvas. These are brief, five- to six-item quizzes designed to test your reading comprehension and to
reward those who are keeping up with the readings and reading actively. I will drop your lowest quiz
grade of the semester (including a grade of “zero”).

Class Participation (10%)
You will receive two class participation grades: one at around midterm and the other at the end of the
semester; this way, if necessary, you can work to bring up your midterm participation grade by actively
participating in the second half of the semester. Baseline (“C”-level) participation requirements are that
you come to class every time we meet, complete ICWs, take notes, and complete all assigned readings
and in-class activities. Contributing thoughtful comments and asking questions will raise your
participation grade to a “B.” Consistently contributing interesting and insightful comments and ideas,
asking questions, and providing leadership in class discussions will earn an “A.”

Discussions, ICWs (in-class writings), and ICAs (in-class activities) (25%)

Most every other week or so we will have discussions via Canvas on whatever reading or issue we’re covering that week.
For detailed information regarding discussion posts, length, format/style, and other requirements, please see the handout
“Guidelines for Discussions” in the Files tab in Canvas. We will have between 10 and 12 of these sorts of assignments over
the course of the semester.

Artifact Analysis & Presentation (10%)
Each of you will choose an artifact that you think epitomizes or embodies some aspect of the corporation,
broadly-construed. An “artifact,” in this rather broad definition, could include several different types of
texts: you might, for instance, an article about some aspect of the corporation, its history, its culture, a
corporate scandal, etc. An artifact could even be a scene from a movie, a Facebook conversation, a TV
show, or even a Tweet or even a short video—it’s up to you, so long as you can explain in your
presentation how this artifact embodies or reflects or traffics in some aspect of the corporation.
Once you’ve decided on an artifact to analyze, you will design a brief (7-minute), informal presentation to
be given in one of our class meetings (you will have some freedom in choosing when you would like to
present). Your presentation should be accompanied by a one-page (front and back is best) handout that
you will distribute to the class. Please make plans soon to speak with me or run your idea by me and set a
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couple of possible dates for your Artifact Analysis & Presentation assignment. We will start these
presentations in Week 5 and we will continue until the end of the semester. (I will send around a sign-up
sheet during class in Week 3.)

Short Writing Projects or “SWPs” (40%)
SWP#1 (10%)
Consider some of the major themes that we have encountered in our readings and in The Corporation
documentary thus far: some of these themes include corporate origins, the power of corporations, mass
conformity, deception, searching for purpose, exploitation, and broken relationships. Have you noticed
the presence of these themes in our world today? Have you or someone you know been directly
affected by such themes (in relation to corporations)?
Write a 3-4 page (750-1,000 word) essay that illustrates one or more examples of these themes that you
have noticed in our world today; or one or more examples of you or someone you know being affected
by one or more of these themes in relation to corporations. Be sure to clearly identify the similarities of
your example(s) in relation to what we have learned in class so far. You can do this by referencing
specific examples from the documentary, the articles you have read, or the novel that you read; be sure
to identify the similarities of the examples. Please use either MLA or APA format for your citation and
formatting guidelines: more information can be found in Canvas in the Files tab and on the Online
Resources page.
SWP#2 (15%)
Consider the themes that we have encountered up to this point:
1.
Homogeny
2.
Likability
3.
Perception
4.
Dishonesty
5.
Conformity
6.
Being Superficial
7.
“Rationality”
8.
Efficiency
9.
Predictability
10.
Control
11.
Calculability
12.
Hierarchy
13.
Conflict between work and home life
14.
Finding purpose for life
15.
Searching for something to believe in
16.
Family relationships
17.
Work relationships
In a 4-6 page (1,000-1,500 words) essay, discuss how the themes of “McDonaldization” (Efficiency,
Predictability, Calculability, Rationality, and Control) were represented in Bait and Switch, MicroSerfs,
and “The Secret Recordings of Carmen Segarra.” Choose one of the above themes (or choose another of
your own) and discuss how it was represented in the other books, as well as the effects they had on the
characters, situations, their relationships with others, and their lifestyles.
SWP#3 (15%)
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Consider corporate culture and how successful corporate cultures are formed and maintained. Now that
you know what makes a successful corporate culture, write a 5-8 page (1,250-2,000 words) essay that
“corrects” or attempts to propose a solution to one of the faulty corporate cultures we’ve examined.
You can choose from any of the organizational examples that we’ve explored. Once you choose an
organization:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Define in 3-5 paragraphs what is wrong with the culture;
Identify in 3-5 paragraphs what negative effects arise from the culture;
Define in 3-5 paragraphs what you believe the values and goals of the organization
should be;
Describe in 3-5 paragraphs how you would go about hiring those goals and values;
Describe in 3-5 paragraphs how you would live and apply those values, and how you
would go about achieving your organizational goals;
Provide a concluding paragraph that describes why you chose your specific value
changes and how those changes will impact the company.

Readings
The weekly reading assignments in this course will be challenging and (occasionally) quite long. We will
be reading texts ranging from fiction from the 1950s to contemporary academic scholarship and theory
to popular bestsellers, news and magazine articles, web stories, and pretty much everything else in
between. These readings are fun and exciting, but they will require you to practice a mode of patient,
careful, attentive reading to which you may not yet be accustomed.
For instance, when you come across a word you don’t understand, look it up in an online dictionary (the
Oxford English Dictionary is best and free for IU students through
http://www.iuk.edu/academics/library/); when you find a concept or reference with which you’re
unfamiliar, look it up on Wikipedia and read the entry until the passage you’re wrestling with starts to
make sense. Mark any and all passages in your books that you would like to discuss in class, that you
think are particularly noteworthy, or that don’t make sense to you. We will discuss these passages in
class. In short, you will need to read closely, carefully, and slowly.
You should expect to read—in the manner I’ve just briefly described—between 25 and 50 pages each
week. And a few times during the semester the reading load will be heavier. Please get into a weekly if
not daily reading habit that works for you and stick to it. This will be key to your success and learning in
this course. If ever you have any questions or concerns about our readings, please don’t hesitate to let
me know.

Attendance and Participation
While there will be some lecture in this course, this is definitely not a lecture-only course. Ongoing,
stimulating class discussions and in-class group activities are vital to the success of this course and to
your overall learning experience. In short, it’s important that you come to class regularly, complete all
assigned readings each week, take time to reflect on what you’ve read (and then go back and re-read),
take careful notes on the readings (in your notebook and textbook), ask questions, and participate
actively and enthusiastically in class discussions and in-class exercises.
When you miss class, you miss important information, and classmates miss your input and ideas. If you
are absent, you are responsible for finding out what we covered in class and for submitting in advance
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any assignments due on that day. I reserve the right to change the course schedule at any time, and it is
your responsibility to stay on top of these changes. If ever you do miss class, you should use the
“Questions about the Course” Discussion in the “Discussions” tab in Canvas to find out what you missed.
See “Getting in touch with me...and each other” below for more information.
Your course grade will drop by one letter grade (10%) if you miss more than 10% of our classes (or 4
class periods); you will fail the course if you miss 20% of our classes (6 class periods). If a bone fide
emergency forces you to miss several class periods, please contact me as soon as possible so we can
discuss your options. Documentation will be required.

Phones, Food, and other (necessary) distractions
Please be courteous with your smart phones and other mobile devices. Opportunities to “unplug” from
the matrix are increasingly rare; let’s use our time together for writing, discussion, reflection, and
exploration (not Candy Crush Saga and idle Facebook stalking).
Also, while I don’t really have a problem with most types of eats, let’s try to remember that this is a
classroom, not the back room at Uncle Buddy’s Family Feedbag. Coffee, sodas, and water are fine;
please try to keep foodstuffs to something manageable, not-too noisy, and non-odorous (granola bars,
fruits and veggies, snacks, etc.)

Late Assignments
Late work will not be accepted under most circumstances. (If you miss a quiz due to absence, for
example, you will receive a zero.) If a bona fide emergency forces you to miss class, please let me know
as soon as is reasonable so that we can discuss your options.

Inclement Weather and Instructor Illness
As we all know, the weather in Indiana in the spring semester can be nothing short of brutal. Luckily, I
live in Kokomo, and I don’t often get truly sick; anything can happen, however, so my pledge to you is
that if ever I do find it necessary to cancel class for any reason, I will send a Canvas announcement
either the night before or the morning of the cancellation.
Here’s a good idea for each of you: go into the “Settings” tab in Canvas (top right when you first log in),
click on the “Notifications” tab, and then set your preferences to receive Canvas messages and
announcements directly to your mobile phone. Let me know if you need help setting this up.

Getting in touch with me…and each other
You will have several avenues of communication for this course:
• If you have general questions about the course (assignments, due dates, course
policies, etc.), please post your questions on the “Questions about the Course”
Discussion in the “Discussions” tab. I will check this Discussion regularly (usually twice a
day from Monday through Friday and at least once on the weekend) and answer any
questions you may have. If you have a question that concerns the entire class, please
use this space.
• “The Coffee House Lounge” site in the Discussions tab will be an informal space for you
to meet your fellow students and get to know one another over the course of the
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semester. This is a social gathering place. I will not monitor this site on a regular basis
unless students express concern to me about the content being posted.
If you have questions of an individual or personal nature that you do not wish to share
with the rest of the class, you can contact me by sending a message through the
message center in Canvas (in the “Messages” tab). This is the best way to get in touch
with me. You are also always welcome to visit me in my office (during and outside of
office hours), call me in my office during office hours (765/455.9229), or call me at home
on my cell (803/479.6597) before 9:00pm on weekdays. I want to discuss the class and
your work with you, and utilizing office hours is an excellent way for us to address any
concerns you might have about the class, your progress or performance, and/or any of
your questions about the course material and your projects and interests.

Technical Requirements and Student Disability Assistance
This course requires that you have access to the IU Kokomo computer network, access to the Canvas
course management system, and some basic familiarity with Canvas. The IU Kokomo Instructional
Technology department (IT) provides guidelines for hardware and software for all students. This course
requires primarily word processing (MS Word 2007, 2010, or 2013), printing capabilities, and access to
Canvas. See http://iuware.indiana.edu for free downloads and discount prices on hardware and
software exclusively for IU students.
IU also offers students, faculty, and staff free access to Lynda.com tutorials on everything from MS Word
2013 to the latest version of Dreamweaver. To access Lynda.com, follow this link, scroll down and click
on the Lynda.com link. This is a subscription service, so you must access Lynda.com through the IUK
website.
Students should contact the IU Kokomo Helpdesk with technical questions. The Helpdesk offers
technical support to faculty, staff, and students for all IT-related requests. The Helpdesk provides
assistance to users, as well as maintains a tracking system that places each user’s request into a queue.
You can send an e-mail request to the Helpdesk at kohelp@iuk.edu or call 765/455.9315. Local phone
and walk-up support at the Helpdesk in the Library is available Monday through Friday from 8:00am to
5:00pm. If you’re having any technical difficulties, please contact both me and the Helpdesk right away
so we can get your problem solved.
Students requiring accommodations for disabilities or special needs should contact the IUK Office of
Disability Services and/or refer to this handout. If you have a documented disability on file with the IUK
Office of Disability Services, it is imperative that you let me know as soon as possible so that we can
discuss arrangements for your success in this course.

Academic Honesty and Plagiarism
“A student must not adopt or reproduce ideas, words, or statements of another person without an
appropriate acknowledgement. A student must give due credit to the originality of others and
acknowledge an indebtedness whenever he or she does any of the following: (a) quotes another
person’s actual words, either oral or written; (b) paraphrases another person’s words, either oral or
written; (c) uses another person’s idea, theory, or material unless information is common knowledge.”
Source: Indiana University Code of Student Ethics. (Note that “intent” is not a factor here.)
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“Double dipping,” or submitting a writing project for two or more courses (whether they’re IUK courses
or not), constitutes plagiarism and will result in a grade of zero and possible disciplinary action. If you
have an idea for a writing project from another class that you would like to further develop in this class,
please consult with me. I’m more than willing to help you develop your ideas and plan writing projects
that will do work for you, but simply submitting the same essay for multiple classes is not acceptable
under any circumstances.
Knowing the boundaries between acceptable and unacceptable uses of other’s work, texts, or ideas can
be tricky sometimes, and we will spend some time in class discussing the boundaries of acceptable use,
the nature of research, and when, where, and how to appropriately document source materials.

Writing Center (Library KA 128)
Don’t forget to utilize the Writing Center that your tuition dollars support! The IUK Writing Center is
open Monday through Thursday, 9am to 7pm, Friday, 10am to 2pm, and Saturday, 12:30 to 4:30pm.
Remember, many of IUK`s very best students understand that seeking out a response to their writing is
a necessary part of the learning/writing process. Stop by or call for a 30-minute appointment:
765/455.9425, Option #1.
You can now instant message the tutors your quick questions (grammar, citing, etc.) using campus
contacts. Visit our website at http://www.iuk.edu/writing-center where you can
▪
▪
▪
▪

Ask a more detailed question online by using Ask a Tutor email option;
See a list of Grammar Girl podcasts on hundreds of usage and other English language
concerns;
Discover which helpful documents and other sources are available at the Center;
Find out when your favorite tutor is scheduled to work.

Federal Sexual Misconduct Statement
What you should know about sexual misconduct: IU does not tolerate acts of sexual misconduct,
including sexual harassment and all forms of sexual violence. If you have experienced sexual
misconduct, or know someone who has, the University can help. It is important to know that federal
regulations and University policy require faculty to promptly report complaints of potential sexual
misconduct known to them to their campus Deputy Title IX Coordinator(s) to ensure that appropriate
measures are taken and resources are made available. The University will work with you to protect your
privacy by sharing information with only those that need to know to ensure the University can respond
and assist. If you are seeking help and would like to speak to someone confidentially, you can make an
appointment with a Mental Health Counselor on campus (contact information available
at http://stopsexualviolence.iu.edu/employee/confidential.html (Links to an external site.)).
Find more information about sexual violence, including campus and community resources
at http://stopsexualviolence.iu.edu/ (Links to an external site.).

Course Schedule (Spring 2015)
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I reserve the right to alter reading assignments and due dates depending on how quickly we’re moving
and other considerations. I will always give advance notice of any changes to the course schedule
through a Canvas announcement and, wherever possible, during class meetings.
T, 1/13: Course introductions, ice-breakers, etc.
In-class activity: “What do we already know about corporations?” “What is literacy?”
R, 1/15: Course syllabus overview: expectations, assignments, due dates, policies & procedures, SWPs.
Purchase textbooks and Read Franzen’s “Introduction” to Wilson, The Man in the Gray Flannel
Suit

Unit I: Background(s): History, Ideas, & Literacy
T, 1/20: The Corporation (2004) and discussion
Read Wilson, The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit, pp. 1-54 (Ch.1 through Ch. 9)
R, 1/22: The Corporation (2004) and discussion
T, 1/27: The Corporation (2004) and discussion

Read Wilson, The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit, pp. 54-143 (Ch. 11 through Ch. 20)

R, 1/29: Frank, “The God that Sucked” (Canvas) and discussion
T, 2/03: What the heck is “neoliberalism”?
Read Harvey, “Freedom’s Just Another Word…” from A Brief History of Neoliberalism (Canvas)
and Read Wilson, The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit, pp. 144-203 (Ch. 21 through Ch. 29)
R, 2/05: Harvey, “Freedom’s…” (cont.) and discussion
*T, 2/10: Artifact Analysis Presentations begin
Read Wilson, The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit, pp. 204-76 (Ch. 30 through Ch. 41 and
Afterword)
R, 2/12: Unit Review
*SWP#1 due (graded draft)

Unit 2: Corporate Culture and Its Influence(s)
T, 2/17: What is “corporate culture?”
Read Ehrenreich, Bait and Switch, pp. 1-63 (Introduction and Ch. 1 and Ch. 2)
*R, 2/19: no class (library day: instructions in Canvas)
Read Ehrenreich, Bait and Switch, pp. 64-94 (Ch. 3)
T, 2/24: Ehrenreich & Investigative Journalism
Read Ehrenreich, Bait and Switch, pp. 94-172 (Ch. 4 through Ch. 6) and
Listen to “The Secret Recordings of Carmen Segarra” (Canvas)
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R, 2/26: Ehrenreich & Segarra
Re-listen to key parts of “The Secret Recordings…” (Canvas). Take good notes!
T, 3/03: Business & Spirituality
Read Ehrenreich, Bait and Switch, pp. 173-248 (Ch. 7 through Afterword) and TBA
R, 3/05: SWP#2 in-class workshop
Read Ritzer excerpts from The McDonaldization of Society (Canvas)
T, 3/10: Library Day (meet in front of the IU Kokomo library at least 5 minutes before class time)
R, 3/12: Unit Review
*SWP#2 due (graded draft)
*T, 3/17: no class (Spring Break!)
*R, 3/19: no class (Spring Break!)

Unit 3: The Corporation in Popular Media (Movies, TV, web, etc.)
T, 3/24: Mad Men & the Business of Cool
Read Frank, “Ad absurdum and the Conquest of Cool: Canned Flattery for Corporate
(Canvas)
R, 3/26: Mad Men (cont.)
T, 3/31: MicroSerfs & Office Drones
Read Coupland, pp. 1-42 (Ch. 1)
R, 4/02: Office Space
Read Coupland, pp. 43-63 (Ch. 2)
T, 4/07: Office Space (cont.)
Read Coupland, pp. 64-105 (Ch. 2, cont.)
R, 4/09: MicroSerfs & Office Drones (cont.)
Read Coupland, pp. 107-43 (Ch. 3)
T, 4/14: MicroSerfs & Office Drones (cont.)
Read Coupland, pp. 144-222 (Ch. 3, cont. & Ch. 4)
R, 4/16: Special Guest Lecture (speaker TBA)
Read Coupland, pp. 223-54 (Ch. 5)
T, 4/21: MicroSerfs & Office Drones
Read Coupland, pp. 255-335 (Ch. 5, cont. & Ch. 6)
R, 4/23: MicroSerfs & Office Drones
Read Coupland, pp. 337-71 (Ch. 7)
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America”

T, 4/28: Unit Review
*SWP#3 due (graded draft)
*R, 4/30: Last day of class: course review, course evaluations, etc.
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Friday, June 2, 2017 at 10:53:47 AM Paciﬁc Daylight Time

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

CC:

"Bad Ideas About Wri1ng" : Submissions Portal
Monday, November 23, 2015 at 10:20:34 AM Paciﬁc Standard Time
drew loewe (sent by drewloewe@gmail.com <drewloewe@gmail.com>)
Tyler Branson, CarilloEllen, ewardle@ucf.edu, ipdrexel@gmail.com, ksn27@drexel.edu,
Julie.Barger@mtsu.edu, bronwyn.williams@louisville.edu, Mark Pepper, Genesea M. Carter, Aurora
Matzke, karl.stolley@gmail.com, cjus1ce@ubalt.edu, joshua.daniel-wariya@okstate.edu, Steven
Alvarez, Jen Cunningham, Anjali Pa[anayak, Dus1n Edwards, Enrique Paz, Jill Parro[,
acarr@coe.edu, Teri Peitso-Holbrook, Phill Alexander, Patrick Thomas, Geoﬀrey Carter, Jimmy Bu[s,
Laura Giovanelli, tbourell@unm.edu, abourelle@unm.edu, klm234@txstate.edu, Dan Bommarito,
nafox@uw.edu, msdufour@vt.edu, jaherndodson@gmail.com, patricia.dunn@stonybrook.edu,
Traci Gardner, Muriel Harris, Hannah Rule, Warnock,Sco[, cydneyalexis@gmail.com, Michael
Theune, laura.lisabeth@gmail.com, Collin Brooke, R Joseph Rodriguez at UTEP, Kim Parker,
Merideth Garcia, James Hammond, Elizabeth Lowry, sanojenn@vt.edu, Vieregge, Quen1n, Bowles,
Bruce, Emily Wierszewski, Wi[e, Alison, Alexandria Locke[, Susan.Harrington@uvm.edu, Andrew
Hollinger, wilkicg@gmail.com, Chris Friend, mitch_james@hotmail.com, Anna Leahy, Crystal Sands,
Mo[-Smith, Jennifer A., Stephanie.Vie@ucf.edu, Chris Anson, Les Perelman, Cook, Paul, Kristen di
Gennaro, Kristen di Gennaro, Kahn, Seth, eawright@d.umn.edu, beth@defendandpublish.com
Cheryl Ball

Hello everyone:
Thank you for contac1ng us with submissions, even before the deadline.
I am wri1ng to report that Cheryl has go[en us access to a
submissions portal for you to upload your submissions. We'll send
another email to you with the exact details soon. If you could hold
oﬀ on emailing submissions to us in the interim, we'd appreciate it.
The submissions portal will make things smoother and easy to track. In
the mean1me, Happy Thanksgiving!
We are excited about this collec1on and thank you for being part of it.
Drew
***********************************************************************************************
*
Drew M. Loewe, PhD ("LOW-eee")
Associate Professor, English Wri1ng & Rhetoric and Director, Wri1ng Center
St. Edward's University
3001 S. Congress Ave.
Campus Mailbox 897
Aus1n, TX 78704
Oﬃce: Sorin 101
Best, fastest way to reach me: drewml@stedwards.edu
Worst, slowest way to reach me: (512) 428-1352
h[p://drewloewe.net/
@drewloewe
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Follow the Wri1ng Center on Twi[er: @Wri1ngStEds
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Observation of Dr. Paul Cook’s Teaching of ENG-G 301: History of English
Spring 2017
I. Narrative
The course is organized primarily as a seminar. Therefore, reading, reflection, and discussion
are the central activities in the course. There are also group activities and interactive lectures.
A. Course Description (from Dr. Paul Cook’s syllabus): This course examines the history of
the English language from Old English to the present day, with a particular focus on its recent
changes—many would say “mutations”—in the digital age. Course content will cover the
macro-history of the English language and the Indo-European family of languages, various
local cultural histories of English, dialectical variation (there will be some focus on
sociolinguistics through individual/group projects), and some of the basic concepts of structural
linguistics (phonemes, morphemes, grammar, and syntax).
B. Class Observation (4/18/17)
The ten students are already in a circle when I arrive, and they readily make room for me when
Dr. Cook invites me to join them. He then asks the students how they are doing before making
some announcements that include events on campus, particularly the Table Talks session at
Highland Park, where he invites the students to join him after class. Dr. Cook is the creator of
this series of discussions, which has been very popular on campus as an opportunity for
students to discuss complex issues freely with faculty outside of class.
Dr. Cook reminds the students of the final drafts due dates and asks them if they have any
questions. When there are no questions, he asks again, highlighting the fact that he will be
traveling during the upcoming weekend, but that he will be able to look at their drafts before
Monday, if they give him time to do so and that specific questions are better. He then reassures
them that the first drafts were “pretty good,” and states that he’s not worried about their final
drafts. This is a good pedagogical strategy. By giving the students time to ask questions and
request further feedback on the initial drafts, Dr. Cook demonstrates that writing is a process
rather than a one-time effort.
Next, he announces the agenda for today’s class and brings their attention to a new resource on
Canvas. This is an interactive exercise using the International Phonetic Alphabet chart with
audio. He opens it to show the students how it will help them understand the Great Vowel Shift
and its phonetics. Dr. Cook demonstrates by pressing one of the phonetic symbols so that the
students can hear its sound. This is a very effective way to get their attention. To further engage
the students, he asks them why the chart appears in the shape of a trapezoid. He pauses, then
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explains that it is supposed to represent a mouth. He uses the whiteboard to draw a head around
the vowel chart to illustrate his claim. By now, the students are very interested. He then has the
students put a finger on their larynx and say “AH” to feel the sound in their bodies. This is a
wonderfully effective strategy, as he allows for the students to experience the vowel fully,
using learning modes that include sight, sound, and touch.
To this, Dr. Cook adds humor. He points out that one vowel sounds very much like the Happy
Days character Fonzie’s “Hey,” and shows its location on the trapezoid. He now has the
students feel where the sound happens in their mouths. He goes through several more sounds,
inviting the students to join him in experiencing the vowel sounds. It is a testament to how
much the students trust him that they all participate, even in front of a stranger. He then closes
this part of the lecture by asking them to keep this exercise in mind, as he takes them to another
resource, the International Phonetic Association page before moving on. Not only does Dr.
Cook add valuable resources to help his students, but he takes the time to go through the
resources with them, ensuring that what could be perceived as an alienating chart becomes a
playful means to learn a complex concept.
To begin the next item on his teaching agenda for the day, Dr. Cook humorously asks the class
if they actually understood everything in the chapter they read for today. He agrees with the
students that the reading is dense. He then tells them that, to illustrate the Great Vowel Shift,
they are going to make a vowel sound comparison between the “General Prologue” to the
Canterbury Tales and the “Prologue” to Henry V, written 200 years apart. We all have
handouts in front of us to follow along. He jokes that he has been practicing the vowel sounds
in preparation for the observation, then announces that he will read from the Canterbury Tales
until he gets “too embarrassed” to continue. He asks the students to pay attention to the vowel
sounds and the rhymes. It is clear that the students enjoy his teaching style, a blend of informal
and formal approach that pays great dividends. As Dr. Cooks stops reading, he asks the class
what if any similarities to modern English-words or sounds. One student volunteers a response
right away. Another student is ready to take the answer further, pointing out how the vowel
sounds are different from modern English. Dr. Cook takes advantage of this opportunity to
point out variations. He asks the class to try and locate the sounds in the vowel chart. The
students respond immediately, proof that they are fully engaged. He then points out the
influence of Germanic in the syntax and verbs, reminding the students of their previous
discussion of synthetics and analytic languages. One student responds right away, the previous
lecture still in mind. Dr. Cook uses the whiteboard to further elaborate the connection to the
reading by drawing a diagram and then going back to the sentence in the text to illustrate the
point further. He drives it home by showing a video clip of a linguistic expert reading a few
lines from the “General Prologue.” He insists that the class not watch the video, but only listen
to the reader. The students promptly obey. When Dr. Cook pauses the video, he asks the
students if they were able to catch any of the words. Three students quickly volunteer some
words, one of them “April.” He then invites the students to draw their own trapezoid vowel
chart and try to place the A sound in April, helping them by using the corresponding sound in
the vowel audio chart he introduced at the beginning of the class and encouraging them to use
their own throat to hear it. Dr. Cook also tries to make the sounds and his direct participation
in the exercise is highly effective. It is impressive to see how quickly the students respond,
again showing their involvement with the material and their trust in their teacher. Dr. Cook
does a wonderful job of bringing a potentially dry, boring subject to life and make it fun. Best
of all, the students seem to get it.
Now that the class has practiced the vowel sounds, it is ready for Dr. Cook’s
explanation of how the Great Vowel Shift happened. Referring them to a diagram in their
textbook, he wants the students to visualize the Shift in terms of a chain and how the vowels
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move up a level. He then discusses the importance of how the mouth and tongue form the
vowels and produce the different sounds. He invites the students to participate, and again, they
have an opportunity to experience the sounds in their bodies. Dr. Cook uses the whiteboard to
effectively illustrate how when one vowel is displaced, another takes its place, noting how
these shifts take place over centuries. He is ready to explain the formation of different sounds
when a student requests it. A debate as to what kind of chain this is ensues, put to rest by Dr.
Cook’s invitation to the class to try and figure it out and make a name for themselves in
linguistics, a thought which the students clearly enjoy.
Dr. Cook now moves on to another video clip, this one an example of the result of the
Great Vowel Shift, Early Modern English. It shows a play at the Globe Theater, narrated by a
famous linguist. This video is very helpful in that it reinforces what Dr. Cook has being
discussing and practicing with the students in class with the two actors giving examples of
different pronunciations between Middle English and Early Modern English. Dr. Cook now
turns to the second handout, which contains the “Prologue” to Henry V challenging the class to
explain how we know the original pronunciation. Some of them venture answers. Dr. Cook
notices how one student seems “pensive” and gives an opening for further reflection as to the
complexity of the English language. He then calls attention to a chapter in their textbook that
will help them understand the Great Vowel Shift in historical terms as well as the importance of
the introduction of the printing press in England in view of its influence on literacy and new
communication platforms.
At the end of class, Dr. Cook reminds the students of their homework and promises to
send them an announcement with details on the next reading, the beginning of prescriptive
grammar.
II. Evaluative comments: Dr. Cook’s teaching is exemplary. I am impressed by his teaching
style as well as his command of his subject matter. Particularly, his inclusion of different
learning modalities (visual, auditory, and tactile) is particularly effective as he manages to
make what many would consider a dry subject fun and engaging. His use of varied tools of
instruction (whiteboard, video, handouts, his voice and that of the students) to illuminate the
same concept is also highly successful. His humor and blend of casual and formal delivery
helps build a relaxed, academically engaged classroom atmosphere. It is clear that his students
like and trust him. He is well informed and gives clear instruction, making connections
throughout, pausing for clarification and further development of a point or idea expressed by a
student, always building on the student’s responses. He is energetic and enthusiastic. Dr. Cook
was well prepared for the class I observed. His meticulousness in planning for his class was
also evident in the pains he took to prepare me for my visit by adding me to his Canvas course
site and making sure I received all of the pertinent teaching materials well in advance of my
class observation. His syllabus and materials are clear and well designed.
I only have good things to say about Dr. Cook’s teaching. In short, Dr. Cook’s
knowledge, teaching, and guidance of his students are all exemplary.
Sincerely,

Eva Roa White, Ph. D.
Professor of English
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